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Ashade different from the black mass.
Amongst amountain of black
boxes our new hi-fi range can't help
but stand out.
Each component features the
unique JVC titanium finish.
Each has also been designed to
take full advantage of the dynamics
of digital sound.
Something you're sure to notice
the first time you hear one of our new
CD players.
What makes these players
different is the way the digital data is
converted into the analogue signals
which you eventually listen to.
Here we use anew development
called Pulse Edge Modulation (P.E.M.)
which utilises a 1-bit DA converter.
Quite simply, it offers you twice
the resolution of the conventional
techniques used in other CD players.
The result is purer sound.
Our amplifiers are designed with
this end in mind too.
To cope with the most demanding
pieces of music they can hand out up
to 150 watts of power via each channel.
And they have 'CD direct' inputs.
They also allow you to play a
video recorder or TV directly into
your hi-fi system.
Afacility you'll really appreciate if
you want to experience the startling
realism of NICAM digital stereo
broadcasts.
The new hi-fi component series
from JVC.
Wherever you listen to them,

JVC tJIiIFIflE
they're anything but dull.
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The future belongs to those who seek it

Producing one of the widest ranges of tape

sub- chassis mounted transport assembly which,

recorders means that our expertise extends

together with heavily reinforced construction,

from DASH format 24- track digital multitracks,

comprehensive

through 24- track,

antistatic

I
6- track, 8- track, 4- track

and 2- track analogue machines, to some of the
finest professional DAT recorders and cassette
decks available today.
Our experience and innovation in tape

electrical

cassette

shielding

stabiliser,

leads

and

an

to

an

enhanced level of sonic performance.
This attention to detail in construction is
complemented
electronic

by

and

a similar

functional

approach

design

and

to
has

transport technology and audio electronics in

produced, we believe, alevel of performance

the studio field has now produced two new

rarely found in this class of cassette deck.

3- head cassette decks for the audiophile — the
V-3000 and V-5000.
These

stylish decks feature a central

To experience how innovation and technology have combined, audition the V-3000 and
V-5000 at TEAC dealers nationwide.

TEAC UK Ltd., 5Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts. WD I8YA
Tel: 0923 225235 Fax: 0923 36290
V-$000 Closed loop dual capstan drive Power load/eject CD direct input bias & level calibration with built-in test oscillator Auto- monitor
Remote control
Dolby B/C/HX Pro • Wow & Flutter: 0.025% • Frequency response: 25Hz- 20kHz (Metal), 25Hz- 19kHz (CrO z),
25Hz- 17kHz (Normal) • Retail Price (299.00
V-3000 i CD direct input • Bias fine tune • Remote control a Dolby B/CJHX Pro

Wow & Flutter: 0.045%

• Frequency response: 25Hz-20kHz ( Metal), 25Hz- 19kHz ( CrO z), 25Hz- 7kHz ( Normal)

Retail Price (219.00
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ust 10 years after the name was
dropped by CBS in America, and
more than 20 years since it was last
used in the UK, the Columbia record label
is to be revived. ' A glorious era ends and
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another begins!' puffed the press release
announcing that from 1st January 1991,
CBS Records will become Sony Music
Entertainment. The change is in accordance with aclause in the agreement under
which Sony Corporation purchased CBS
Records from the US company CBS Inc
with effect from January 1st 1988, allowing Sony to use CBS as astand-alone name
until the end of 1990. In the meantime,
Sony has acquired from EMI the rights to
the use of the Columbia name outside
North America.
This is just another twist in the convoluted history of what must be the oldest
record label name of all. I
My potted
version here is lifted from the admirable
and fascinating Guinness Rook of
Recorded Sound, by Robert and Celia
Dearling with Brian Rust]. It dates back to
1888 when the Columbia Phonograph Co
was founded in Washington DC, selling
players and cylinders in London from
1897, introducing US- made vertical-cut
discs to the UK the lbllowing year, and
later, as the Columbia Gramophone Company. established a UK subsidiary, which
from 1917 on, carried the same name.
However, in 1923 this Americancontrolled subsidiary was bought out by
UK interests led by Louis Sterling.
By 1925, US record companies were
suffering due to competition from radio,
and American Columbia had to be rescued by the UK company, which thus
gained control. Two years later the US
company set up Columbia Broadcasting
Systems ( CBS). In 1931, UK Columbia
merged with The Gramophone Co to
form Electrical and Musical Industries
(EMI), and the American Columbia
Phonograph Co Inc ( as it was now called )
became independent again. It changed
hands twice in the Depression years
before being purchased by the Columbia
Broadcasting Systems in 1938.
EMI still owned the Columbia name
outside the US, and for some years there
was a reciprocal releasing agreement
between the two companies. This agreement was terminated in 1952, with a
specified running- down period so that
EMI releases of US Columbia material
would cease by 1956. From 1955
onwards, new American Columbia material was issued in the UK by Philips; then,
in 1965 Columbia launched independently in the UK. It could not use the
Columbia name, since this still belonged
to EMI. and so the CBS name was used.
For the next few years, imported records
had to have the Columbia name obliterated by stickers or black marker pen,
while sleeve artwork has to be painstakingly edited and ' CBS' substituted every
time the name appeared.
In 1980, CBS gave up the unequal
struggle and dropped the Columbia name

STEVE

HARRIS

in the US, making CBS aworldwide label.
As one of Sony's three major labels ( the
other two are Epic and Sony Classical),
Columbia will receive a new logo and
symbol. It remains to be seen whether
there are any magic notes.

Art Blakey
'Back Door' this month has CB writing on
Leonard Bernstein, but we must also pay
tribute here to amajor figure from avery
different musical world — the jazz drummer Art Blakey, who died recently.
Born in Pittsburg, PA, Blakey t011owed
his father into ajob in the steel mills but
also played piano in local clubs. He
switched to drums, as legend has it, when
he met and hired Erroll Garner. In 1944
he was in the short-lived Billy Eckstine
band, which also contained Charlie Parker. Dizzy Gillespie and Sarah Vaughan,
and appeared on Thelonious Monk's
famous late- 1940s recordings Blue Note.
By 1954 Blakey was co- leading aquintet
with pianist Horace Silver and by the
following year, helped by a hit with
Silver's tune ' The Preacher', the group had
been launched as The Jazz Messengers. At
first it was run as aco-operative, hut this
didn't work out, so Blakey reformed and
kept the name.
As it turned out, he was to lead the Jazz
Messengers right to the end, when the
group had been working for 35 years. The
style of the five- or six-piece group
changed little, but the personnel changed
frequently. as the Messengers became a
proving- ground for young talent. In the
I
970s, when interest in jazz sank to such
an all-time low that most musicians
turned to feeble funk or gave up. Blakey'
stuck to his guns, and through the 1980s
revival he showed that straight- ahead jazz
could still be vital and entertaining.
Innumerable one-time Messengers
went on to stardom in their own right, but
it still seems astonishing that two trumpeters so widely-spaced in time as Clifford
Brown ( in 1954) and Wynton Marsalis
(1980) could have worked for a leader
who'd maintained his group through all
the years in between. Just one illustration
of the standard so consistently set and
achieved by the late, great, Art Blakey.
5

CROSS TALK
ADVERTISEMENT

RAY KIMBER

CABLE CONTROVERSIES

A brief history of politics, ego and differing opinions.
certainly are built to high mechanical
standards and because Ray Kimber, their
president, is a really nice and rational
person. Ithink you will be satisfied in
doing business with his company because
he is going to make sure that you are."
Hello! I'm Ray Kimber and Iwould like
to invite you to contact your KIMBER
KABLE representative from the list below
for a complete text of the challenge, a
brochure, prices, and arrange to obtain
some KIMBER KABLE for your system. In
closing, let me share with you parts of
recent letters and magazines received
here at KIMBER KABLE:
•AUGUST 1990: "
So far nearly every
demo has resulted in a sale of some
KIMBER product. Bravo, Ray! Keep the
good ideas coming!" — Pete Marshall,
Stereo Shop, Smyrna Georgia.

UGUST

1989:

Audio Magazine

publishes an article that is very
critical of special audio cables.
An excerpt of that article states "
The use
of special cables, including normal
coaxial cable, is not warranted..."
• SEPTEMBER

1989:

Audio Magazine

samples... However, unfortunately,
suspect you won't. Iam going to be
surprised if we see even a single sample
of wire... Ithink many esoteric suppliers
would rather complain about my Audio
editorial than provide me with the
evidence to change my mind."

delivers another kick with an article by
Frank Van Alstine. An excerpt states:

• MARCH 1990:
KIMBER KABLE decides
that even though Frank Van Alstine is an

"Nobody is willing to stand up and shout
'Bullshit!'"

outspoken critic, that at least Frank would

• FALL OF

1989:

KIMBER

KABLE

and

others cry foul, lots of letters back and
forth.
• JANUARY

1990:

Frank Van Alstine

keep his word about giving the cables a
fair and honest evaluation.
• MAY 1990:
Frank Van Alstine
publishes the results of his challenge in

Audio Basics, here is a paragraph from

again, this time in Audio Basics ( a
monthly newsletter not related to Audio

the center of his article: "
It is possible that

Magazine). Frank throws down the

sugar pills taste pretty good. If you have

gauntlet, in the form of "The Great Wire
Challenge". An excerpt states: "
So there,

and experiment with cables — you may

dear cable manufacturer, help us eat
crow. Put some action where your mouth

they are only sugar pills, but sometimes

find something you like and Iwould
recommend that you experiment with
Kimber Kables first because they were

Send us some cable and speaker wire

challenge and because their cables

Audio Connection
Odengaten 74
S-11322 Stockholm
Sweden
r 46 8-342121
Audiofilc
Cinlo AmoroS 84
Valencia 46004
Spa n
e 963/331-156

Audio Imports
P.O. Box 32110
Braamtontein 2017
Johannesburg. S. Africa
I 11/403-4039
Audio O Imports
649 Burwood Road
-lawthorne 3122 Victoria
Australia
e 613/813-1292
Audio Reference
20129 Milano
Via Albamonti 4
Italy
e 02/707-567

• JUNE 1990:
HI Fl NEWS & Record
Review magazine, a review of 54
interconnects by Martin Collums. An
excerpt from the article: "
The results are
detailed in the table, from which the
following observations are offered: the
top performer is the less expensive
silver KIMBER KCAG, which set new
records for acoustic invisibility and
showed just how ' visible' most other
cables are..."
Thank you Martin for checking out
Kimber Kable, and of course, for the kind
review. Thank you Hi Fi News & Record
Review for allowing positive cable
articles without the prodding required by
some other magazines.
—Ray Kimber

the spare cash to play with — go ahead

is. Don't just write letters to Audio
complaining that we have slurred you.

Atlas Hi Fi
04-14 Plaza Singapura
68 Orchard Road
Sinapore 0923
f 65/399-0966

•AUGUST 1990: "
In making a long
story short, your cable is totally
unbelievable, fantastic; whichever
adjective you choose to use. IT
WORKS!!! Boy does it..." — Steve
Barbaris, Mobile Audio Electronis, Eau
Claire, Wisconsin.

the only company to respond to my

KIMBER KABLE
2675 I
NDUSTRIAL DRIVE
OGDEN, UTAH 84401

U.S.A.

e(801)621-5530

Audio Vertex
No. 46 Long Hwa 3rd
pei-Tou Taipei
Taiwan ROC
e 02/821-1114

K. Wondersound
52 Soi Tharnthip
Ramkhamheang Raod
Bangkok 10240 Thailand
e• 662'374-6145

Sistem Elektronik
Visnezade
Cami Mey Deniz AP/2D
Besiktas Istanbul. Turkey
e 01/153-0085

Taurus High End GmbH
Haldenstieg/Taurus-Haus
Hamburg D-2000 61
West Germany
e 40/553-5358

Dencc Audio
115 Ki more Street
Christchurch
New Zealand
e 03/790-743

Portier Hi Fi
101 Cnemin Des Bois
CH 1255 Veyner
Geneva. Switzerland
e 022/840-0'3C

The Sound Chamber
1Duddell Street
Unit 1801 Caxton House
Central Hong Kong
05-263431

TEMA
Jurija Gagarina 111
11070 Belgrade
Yugoslavia
e 381/116-3023

Eiwa Marketing Ltc.
No.5-2-1 Higashi Gotanda
Shinagawa Tokyo
Japan
03/449-0284

Russ Andrews Turntable Acc.
Edge Bank HOJSE
Skelsmergh
Kendal Cumbria. England
053/983-247

Studio 82
82 Agion Panton Street
Kallithea Athens
Greece
e 01:956-4101

Tetra Distributing
8 Rue Defly
Nice 06000
France
e 093/622-097

ACCESSORIES

STOCKIM UP
Stuck for ideas for presents? Here are adozen
Xmas- rated suggestions

am going to take this Christmas opportunity to create my gift
list, adozen of the finest accessories we've ever offered, the
stuff which any one of you would be lucky to find under the
tree or in your stocking ( provided that you're not wearing it).
1) KONTAK No doubt about it, the accessory of 1990. This plug'n'
socket hygiene system cleans off grime you can't even see,
preparing the two surfaces for apairing sans gooseberries.
2) HI-FI NEWS NEWSSTAND There aren't many components
which won't fit in the Newsstand, and it'll take aturntable, pre-amp,
CD player, tuner and cassette deck. It's supplied so that you can fit
spikes or ' alternative' shelving material and it's so cleanly styled
that it borders On the Bauhaus.
3) MISSION ISOPLAT One of the Accessory Club's all-time
best-sellers and still the most ' universal' isolation platform
available. Constructed of Medite - as dead as the turkey on your
table - and energy-absorbing Sorbothane, the Isoplat works
wonders under aCD player or pre- amp when it comes to
minimizing myriad forms of microphony and feedback.
4) MEDITE STORAGE UNITS Another accessory from my
drawing- board. Swamped by software, Ineeded amodular system
which was rugged, available in models which could store I.Ps, CDs
or singles, including those with slightly outsized packing ( such as
box-sets), and which didn't have individul slots for each title.
5) RECORDS AND CD DIVIDERS You've looked at them
longingly in the shops, wondering where you could buy those
handy dividers so you could find arecording without having to
turn your head 90 degrees. So we found some for you, in sets of 25
for those who only want A-Z ( sorry about ' X' ) or in multiples of 10
for those who want adivider for every single artist.
6) CHESICY RECORDSJAZZ SAMPLER The music on this is
delicious, but that's only half the story; if you like the Cheskys'
brand of jazz, you probably already own the CDs from which the
tracks are culled. But the devilish Cheskys have supplemented the
trek through their catalogue with some ear-opening tests which
will help you optimize your system's ability to recreate atruly
three-dimensional soundstage.
7) PHONEMASTER With 37 relatives crammed into the front
room and Demis Roussos Sings Comic Christmas Carols blaring
away at 115dB, you're gonna need all the help you can get should
the phone ring. This handy device mutes the sound so you'll know
that that call from Uncle Ned in Brisbane is coming through.
8) 11FN/1111 TEST CD II Okay, so maybe we should be abit more
modest about our own test disc, but why deny that it's one of the
best torture tests ever devised for your hi-fi? This time we're
offering you Big Ben, some heavy-duty Sousa, acrash course in
recording techniques, test tones and more.
9) GOOD SOUND Laura Dearborn has written acomprehensive,
digestible, down-to-earth book which will help you through the
maze between yourself and hi-fi nirvana. The style is so far from
tech- talk that you'll actually enjoy the read, and the advice is
sourced from some of the wisest heads in the business.
10) SICOMIN CD DAMPER New version of an old favourite. This
lightweight disc improves CD image focus and dynamics.
11) CD JEWEL BOXES Not glamorous enough for Christmas?
You'll thank yourself for having afew of these to hand when your
tanked-up brother-in-law stumbles into the tree, crushing
underfoot the umpteen CDs awaiting all- and-sundry.
12) NUROFEN We don't actually offer this in the Accessories Club,
but Ithink it's the best thing you can give anyone at Christmas. I
think the secret ingredient is Ibuprofen, which was good enough to
tame the pain from my kidney stones if not the anguish I
experience when subjected to classical music.
Have anice Christmas every one of you.
Ken Kessler
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Use this form to order accessories
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black-ash box £22M0
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95 0
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber 0 steel D, inc fixing kit, set of 8, £ 10.00 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black- ash case £79.95 El
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black- ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 0
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 D
HFNIRR ( 111 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 0
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £45.00 D
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £30.00 0 singles unit ( 200) £35.00. D
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 0
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 17.50 El
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 11.95 D
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 D
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 El Large £8.45 D
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50 D
Sicomin CD damper: €27.50 O Extra rings for old type, 20. £2.50 D
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 12
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95 12
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 D
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: £425M0
HFNIRR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 D Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 O
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? D£20.00
Last Formula I
£11.95 DFormula 2 £ 16.50 DFormula 3
£7.50 OStarter pack £ 12.50 D
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 D
Blacktak: £2.00 per pack of 2strips D
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £24.95 El
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 16.95 D; Glenn Miller, £ 16.95 D;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists, £ 16.95 D; Supercharge, £ 16.95 El; Mozart
Edition Vol 1, £ 16.95 D; Guitar Crusher Live, £ 16.95 D
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45 D
CD Jewel Cases (
packs of 10): standard, Sin complete D £6.50;
standard Sin, outer only D £5.00; slimline 5in El £6.50; 3inD £6.50.
Double Jewel Case, complete (each) D £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) 0 75p. CD single adaptor, silvered ( each) El 60p.
Toppers: stick-on spikes; set of 6D £5.95; set of 80 £7.95
Mission Isoplat: 17in xI3in Medite isolation platform; £28.00
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £2.25 D
Calocoat: Hi-Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60
Ace of Spades Gold spade lugs: £3.99 per set of 4 0
Dividers: pack of 10 LP D. CD D, 7in singles D, £5.95
Dividers: pack of 25 LP D, CD D, 7in singles D, £ 10.95
Chesky Jazz Sampler Vol 1: £ 12.50 D
Kontak two- bottle cleaning kit: £ 19.50 0
Phonemaster auto mute: £99.95
Soft Shoes (set of three) £ 15.95 D
HFNIRR Bookshelf: Single File, £ 15.95 0; Music Master Record
Catalogue, £ 12.95 0; CD Catalogue, £ 16.95 D; Singles Catalogue,
£19.95 0; Tracks Catalogue, £ 14.95 El;
Audio Anthology, Vols 1,2,3 ( each) £ 16.95 El; Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook, £ 15.95 0; Killer Car Stereo, £ 15.95 D

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

El Ienclose POIChequel MO*
D Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

1

All prices include post & packing

Expiry date

1 II

Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford. MK40 1YH
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club hotline lit 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as necessary.
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Bigger...

Better...

Hafler!

‘‘very impressive
specification . • •
the XL600 can be
unreservedly
recommended.",
GRAMOPHONE
SEPT 1989

gg

IT WAS DIFFICULT
NOT TO BE IMPRESSED ... A CONSIDERED
BLEND OF FLEXIBILITY,
GOOD SOUND AND
VA LUE FOR i
MONEY

mp

New Hi•Fi Sound
June 1989

albis amplifier does
indeed represent fine
raffle. while the big and
yerr natund sound
quality must surely place
it near the lop of any
enthusiast's shhpphig
list...highly recommended.
HI- Fl CHOICE
September 1989

Applying the recognised success of
the Hafler XL280 amplifier which has a
truly linear transfer characteristic, the
new XL600 heralds anew era of
affordable high powered accuracy. It
has already won wide acclaim amongst
press and public alike.
From its gold plated input and output
jacks to its relay- protected output, which
exceeds 1000 watts mono and 360 watts

CC superb boss
control, ve ryhi g h
poweruity
Output
L
o
6d
oe
o
st

price ... the Xm

sentsirnpre-s
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eab
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s
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:
v
P
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per channel stereo into 8ohms, this is
an amplifier to be compared by any
standards with the most expensive
alternatives. Audition the XL600 at your
nearest Hafler dealer soon.

Wier

HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Tel: 071-607 2717

To: HW International, 3-5Eden Grove, London N7 8E0. Please send me details of the Hafler Range.
Name

Address

Post code

1=1
p.

VA

W IN MARANTI CD12
•

This high-end musical phenomenon worth almost £ 3000
could be yours, free. A piece of Marantz magic just waiting
to be won. Voted 'CD player of the year', the Limited
Edition CD12 three-box unit will enhance your ultimate
listening pleasure.
'Ibis player is the personal
dream of designer Ken Ishiwata — he calls it the Maranti
Statement. This no- holdsbarred piece of engineering
derives its name from the SLT
12 of 1963 — Marantz's linear
tracking turntable.

FIRST PRIZE
The Reference CD12 comprises a CD transport, digitalto-analogue converter plus a
table- top intelligent remote
control unit. Only the finest
hand-picked components are
used, with selected, highlinearity and exceptionally low
distortion 16-bit 4-times oversampling DACs. The transport
is electrically isolated, while
acoustic feedback has been significantly reduced. Jitter elimination is achieved through
the use of special PLI. circuits
which operate irrespective of
the digital connection used.
And we're including a high
quality optical as well as a
specially- chosen coaxial connection lead so that our winner may experience and compare both methods of digital
transmission. We'll also be
including a pair of very highquality interconnects for the
analogue output, bringing the
total prize value over £ 3000.
Each CD12 is soak- tested for
72 hours and undergoes a
thorough sound quality test
before release.
HUH NEVi .sek REC.( 1RD RiN1F:\11 .

THE PUZZLE
Simply pick the most
appropriate answer to each of
our given questions and enter
in the appropriate box.
Complete your name and
address, and don't forget a
daytime telephone number.
1) Is the CD12 finished in:
a) matt black
b) sky blue
c) champagne gold
d) titanium
2) What form of DAC is
employed in the CD12?
a) MASII
b) 16-bit
c ) Bitstream
d ) optimized
3) How is jitter eliminated
in the CD12?
a) PLI. circuits
b) Rubber feet
c ) Sprung chassis
d ) Stabilized motor
4) How did the CD12
acquire its name?
a) number of chips
b ) from the SLT12
c) intended for 12cm discs
d ) successor to the CD11
5) Marantz is awholly
owned subsidiary of:
a) Polly Peck
b) ICI
c) Philips
d ) Sony

IM:ENIBER 1990

'FLAGSHIP'
CD PLAYER
WORTH £3000
HOW TO ENTER To win our glittering prize,
complete the coupon without delay — the closing date is 31
December 1990. Mark your envelope ` Marantz Competition' and
send it to HiFi News & Record Review, Editorial Office, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA. Please do
not enclose any other correspondence with your entry.

1:

The Rules
I) The competition is open to UK readers only. AU entries must be on the entry form
pros ideci photocopies will be accepted but only one entry per reader will be
considered. No other correspondence may be included with entries.
2)There will be no cash or other alternative to the prize offered The winner will be
the first correct entry opened.
3) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, and of Marantz or
its agents, will not be eligible.
)All entries must be received by first post on 31st Ikcember 1990, when judging
will be carried out. The Editor's decision will be final and binding; no correspond.
ewe of any kind will be entered into regarding the competition.
5) The prize winner will be notified by post and the results will be published in the
March 1991 edition of HFIVIRR
6) Entry to the competition is taken to indicate acceptance of she rules.
Names and Address

Daytime tel no

ENTRY FORM
Send to: Marantz Competition, HiFi News & Record Review Editorial Office,
link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. to arrive not later than
31st December 1990.

SI- Z1000
SH-X1000
This

new

Technics

CD

player system is expensive.
Very expensive. The two components,

a drive unit and a

digital processor,

are linked

by an interference- free fibre
optic cable.
So

with

isolated,

the

drive

unit

it can extract and

correct data while remaining
dedicated to the single job of
reading pure sound.
And

with

all

the

BAC

decoding happening in

the

digital processor to avoid the
slightest vibration or interference with the signal, you
only hear exactly what you
want to hear. Pure sound.
Indeed such is the quality
of reproduction you'll always
want to keep it within

ear-

shot. Safe and sound.
SI Z1000
player
linear
high

precision

combining
motor

high

technology

stability,

CD
speed
with

anti- vibration

construction.
SH-X1000 performance
digital processor with high- end
MASH

D/A

shaping system

converter/noise
and anti-jitter

interface.
Contact your nearest Technics
dealer as listed in Yellow Pages b
Thoinsons Directories.

Technics
music Lovers.

Musical

variety

coupled

with

user

Play and Repeat mode. In other words this

convenience make their joint appearance in

player will remain faithful to your demands

the new Memorex CD-8001.

but be willing to change to your

With the Multiplay facility you

wishes. And for the particularly

can load and play up to 5CD's in

demanding musicologist, we can

sequence

pre-

offer gold-plated leads so you can

programme up to 32 tracks across

now make all the right connections.

or

alternatively

the 5discs.

So take alook at the Memorex

The infrared remote control also allows
you to access special features such as Random
Memorex CD-8001 Multiplayer. 42-8404
Gold Plated Leads. 42-2601

CD-8001 and come to realize you can have
music for all seasons.
£249.95
£5.99 Pair

Tek14.
Making The Most Of Your Music
InterTAN U.K. Ltd., Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Walsall, West Midlands. WS2 7PS

Telephone: 0922-710000

VIEWS
Auntie's best?
Dear Sir, Where, oh where, is the magic of
the Proms? It was close to 7.30pm. There I
was, squatting in the midst of my super«
with B&W 808s towering over me, the FM
tuner precisely set on Radio 3, making a
final check on all the settings on my
Dragon tape machine. Everything was
nice and warm, and ready to go. On came
the announcer; restrained, constricted,
and abit nasal, but par for the course.
Then some applause from the auditorium;
open, spacious, alive, and as ever the most
realistic sonic rendition of any event from
the Proms. My excitement grew. It was 16
years since Ihad last listened to alive
Prom relay from the Albert Hall. The
equipment Inow have, and Iassume the
engineers at the Hall and the BBC now
have, is vastly better than before. Now all I
have to do was wait for that first tingle
down the back of the neck, extending as it
does to the lower parts as the beautiful
illusion is accepted as this moment's
reality. The music started...
Well, now the time is 9.50pm, and it's
all over. And I'm very sorry to say that
nothing special happened. In fact, Ifound
the sound particularly bland and
uninvolving throughout. In particular
dynamics were severely compressed at
the loud end, with cymbal crashes at fff
simply slapping like awet mop onto the
sonic stage, and heavy timps dribbling
down the drain. Instead of dramatic,
building crescendos, free, open, luscious
and vivacious, all we got was increased
confusion, cautiousness, constraint; sound
that on any psychological basis was
suffering from severe nervous depression.
Irealise from experience how difficult
it can be to control levels at live events,
hut it happened throughout the Proms.
The ' last night' was, for me, totally spoiled
by the lack of loud- end dynamics. It
sounded as if they were trying to squeeze
more and more sound through the system
without letting the level rise, or the sonic
stage expand.
Iwonder why, Messrs BBC? With all the
technology at your disposal, is this the
finest live illusion that can now be
conjured?
Bruce Rae, Atherstone,
Warwickshire

In ajust clause...
Dear Sir, On reading Ken Kessler's
'Headroom' column in the September
1990 issue of HiFi News & Record
Review with Which CD, Iwas surprised by
your appended note.
To correct the English of one of your
writers in public is surely distracting to
readers as well as insulting to the writer;
and this is particularly so when his English
seems to be better than yours.
Your note seems to suggest that he
should have placed apreposition at the
end of his sentence. However, Ican't see
any way in which one could reasonably
put apreposition at the end of that
111.11 NEWS tk RECORD RI-VIEW
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sentence. Presumably what you meant
was that he should have rearranged the
first clause (' One thing the British can be
proud of is that...'). The latter version is
more colloquial, perhaps nearer to what
the average person would utter in speech;
but the original version as printed seems
normal and correct written English to me.
Any writer makes errors from time to
time; if you insist on publishing
corrections, surely it could be better to
wait for agenuine error than to pounce
on something that's amatter of personal
taste?
Jonathan P R Palfrey, Vâllingby,
Sweden

George Martin in mono...
Dear Sir, Odd isn't it, that George Martin
should now disavow the stereo mixes of
the first four Beatles albums as if they
were someone else's idea or perpetration.
Of course, as Mark Lewisohn's book The
Complete Beatles Recording Sessions
were recorded on twotrack and the
stereo mixes of those albums feature a
crude stereo 'picture'. But as for Hard
Day's Night and Beatles For Sale those
albums were recorded on four-track and
their stereo mixes feature centre channel
information. And that's just one reason
why many people ( particularly here in the
States) find the mono CDs of the third and
fourth albums to be utterly unacceptable.
Though Ihave the compact discs of the
first four Beatles albums, those discs
gather dust on my shelf. When Iwant to
hear those recordings, Iplay my original
British or Japanese stereo LPs. My Mobile
Fidelity LPs are not being played, as Ihope
some day to preserve them on DAT if I
can eventually afford the equipment.
Martin and EMI have lost sight of one
basic principle of the business world: give
the people what they want. The majority
of Beatles fans want the first four albums
in stereo on compact disc, and they want
to hear the best of the unissued
recordings described in Mark Lewisohn's
book ... and without paying outrageous
prices for some lowfidelity bootleg CD
loaded with filler material. The defiant,
unyielding stance of George Martin and
Paul McCartney mean the stereo versions
of the first albums have been sent into the
exile on Japanese public-domain releases,
and the bootleggers keep churning out all
those cringeworthy rehearsal versions of
'I saw her standing there' and 'There's a
place'. All these sad events have made it a
no-win situation for Martin, the surviving
Beatles, and the fans, and this problem is
not going away.
Phil Cohen, Bay Harbor, Florida, USA
KR replies:
While Mr Cohen is absolutely right about
A Hard Day's Night and Beatles For Sale,
which do not suffer from the extreme
left/right, dual mono nature of Please,
Please Me and With The Beatles, aword
should be added in George Martin's

defence. It emerged during the mid 1970s, when Capitol was pumping out
2I.P compilations, that Martin was asked
to remix the early stuff, which Capitol
finally realized was unacceptable in left/
right form. It was then that Martin said —
for the first of many times — that the first
two LPs, though recorded on two tracks,
were NEVER intended for anything other
than mono release. IT WAS AT THE
REQUEST OF THE AMERICANS, in 1964
enjoying far greater market saturation
than the UK of stereocompatible hi-fi
systems, that the first two were even
issued in two- track form. I, for one, cannot
understand why Martin feels the same
way about the Beatles' third and fourth
LPs, which Mr Cohen points out were
recorded on four- track machines and are
quite wonderful in stereo terms. If we're
really honest, though, we shall look for
what may seem to be acompromise: leave
the first two in mono, but reissue A Hard
Day's Night and Beatles For Sale in stereo.
Until then, all you can do is seek out the
Japanese pirate CDs.

... and back in ' 53
Dear Sir Iappreciated your interview
with George Martin ( Oct issue, p83). His
reference to the London Baroque
Ensemble struck achord in my memory
because, as astudent then at London
University, Iwas privileged to attend a
talk by Karl Haas, the conductor of the
Ensemble, at which he autographed my
copy of his Parlophone LP recording
(PMA 1004) of Haydn's ' Philosopher'
Symphony coupled with Dittersdorf s
Violin Concerto in G. The latter featured
Jean Pougnet ( violin) and Lionel Salter
(harpsichord). Istill possess the record,
autographed 18th Oct 1953; presumably
it was one of those produced by George
Martin, although, as he comments,
producers were never mentioned on
sleeve notes in those days.
Karl Haas's talk was very entertaining
and Iremember him describing one
recording session where he had the
greatest difficulty in coaxing abaroque
style out of alady cello player who had
been recruited from aleashop' trio in
order to augment the orchestra!
13

studio 0.5
Being perhaps the world's smallest transmission-line speaker, the TDL Studio 0.5
is aloudspeaker of exceptional bass performance — modest in size yet large in
acoustic stature. Indeed, for the first time, those enamoured with the bass of
transmission-line speakers, but not their size, can now benefit from their
majestically apportioned sound.
it •

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: ( 0494) 441191

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Fax ( 0494) 461803

Tel: ( 203) 324 7269

Fax ( 203) 324 7027

VIEWS
During those years Iwas Chairman of
the University of London Gramophone
Society and exciting times they were too,
with Long Playing records just coming on
to the market. Ican still remember the
thrill of going along to EMG I
landmade
Gramophones Ltd ( now, alas, defunct), to
listen to and purchase our Society's first
batch of LP records.
Peter Stephenson, Berkshire.

Delayed since 1955?
Dear Sirs Harold Robin's speaker system
(Sept 90 issue) is very interesting, but you
can hardly claim that it is ' unique' or even
'novel'. In 1955 Peter Walker of the
Acoustical Manufacturing Co Ltd ( now
Quad ) published aseries of articles in the
May, June and August issues of "Wireless
World". They were primarily concerned
with the design of electrostatic
loudspeakers, but the August 1955 article
describes in great detail the same system,
using adiaphragm speaker as wide as the
wall, and feeding the stereo signals across
it from each side via aseries of time
delays. Being acouple of decades before
the invention of the integrated circuit, he
had to use LC transmission lines to
achieve the delays.
Credit where credit is due.
James Cherrill, Weybridge, Surrey

17 bits at 5011z, 15 bits at IklIz and 12.5
bits at 10kliz. However, since there is a
good deal of averaging going on over, say,
1000 samples, resolution may be up to 5
bits better than that, ie around 20 bits
midband. Various further considerations
increase and decrease this figure

fact — it would be agood idea to have at
least one woman contributor/adviser/

somewhat.
It's worth noting that the ear can hear
certain signals up to 20dB down into
'noise', but it's very hard to separate SNR

to sell the big loudspeakers because her
husband won't have them in the house. I
also have this silly idea that men often let
the technical specification of the
equipment determine what they hear;

and dynamic range in measurements
because if you look hard enough for a
given signal in noise, you are likely
(statistically) to find it! Any suggestions?
Finally, the old chestnut about LPs
benefiting from colorations really doesn't
wash. Many devoted people have spent
many hours experimenting with
recording and record cutting, and
comparing source with result at each step,
to reduce colorations to the lowest level —
and yet these same people still reject
(unquestionably uncoloured) CD. You
really can't write off several man-lifetimes'
work that glibly, when so many listeners
come to the same conclusion.
Richard Black, London

Not fit for publication?

Harold Robin comments:

Dear Sir, It is obvious from last year's
'Index' that your equipment reviews
favour speakers, amplifiers and CD
players. From asound quality point of

Iwell remember Peter Walker's articles
in Wireless World But unfortunately, the

view there would appear to be ahigh
percentage of inferior CD players, that is,

LC delay doesn't work because the delay
is adifferent amplitude for each
frequency. The idea had to waitfor the
analogue
which give delay not
phase shifts.

they don't make 50% on the current MC
scale.
To publish all these reviews regardless
of their virtues seems to me to be awaste
of valuable space Therefore, why not
have a `pass mark' to warrant publication.

Sideline challenge
Dear Sir, In the letter to which John
Crabbe refers in his 'Sidelines' piece this
month, Ialso said. ' It's your ears against
mine' — and ultimately that must be the
bottom line, if one is to be honest
(because measurements, no matter how
complex, are only relevant if referred
back to what we hear). However, various
points arise from the matter of SNR/
dynamic range. Imeasured the SNR of my
LP system and found that, with aquiet
amplifier, asilent groove gives — 60dB
noise, A-weighted, with respect to 5cm/s.
However, since it is possible to cut up to
+18dB, for comparison with CD the
figure quoted should be — 78(1B. My CD
player gave
—93dB, again A-weighted, with the same
amplifier. Frankly, Idon't find LP noise a
problem on any half-way-decent pressing.
Sure, it's audible, but if Ican hear
recording venue ambient noise above it
I'm not bothered. And that includes
recordings in which Iwas involved, in
which Iknow there was no dynamic range
'tweaking' at any stage from microphones

and simply update the Test Data for the
'also runs'?
Ido tend to find so many reviews of CD
players, in particular, very boring reading.
Perhaps the space could be used for
something more enterprising such as a
comparative review of sub-woofers — are
they worth having in certain systems. for
instance? Is NICAM sound avalid frontend in ahi-fi system?
John Widmer, Huntingdon, Cambs

Cables slipped
Dear Sir, You probably should warn your
readers that in the speaker cable review
(July issue) on page 53, due to a
typographical error all the Van Den Hul
and Vecteur cables have been displaced
by one line — people may be ordering the
wrong cables as Iwrite!
Also, Ididn't understand Mr Colloms'
answer to Mr Airey's letter about
comparing reviews on Vecteur cables
(September issue ); on page 14, for
example, did he say ' CV38' cable or was
that just what got printed, and where was
the comparison printed? You can believe

to LP.
As for dynamic range, if one takes avery
simplistic model of an I.P groove with

that Iread HFN/RR carefully — especially
Mr Colloms' consistent reviews!
The other reason Iintended to write to

semi-ordered molecules of 1nm cubed,
the effective sampling rate is greater than
100,000 samples/s and resolution is about

you was to suggest that in order for
HFN1RR to attract new readers — with the
possibility of doubling your readership in

111-11 NEWS tk RECORD REVIEW
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reviewer on your magazine. It would be
nice to read adifferent approach to hi-fi
for achange and, who knows, in years to
come Imight even read an advertisment
where the wife is moaning that she has got

women listen first.
Edward Courtney, nr Wotton-underEdge, Glos

A Sticky end
Dear Sir, Iam sick to death of 'free gifts'
especially CDs, and Iam particularly
incensed by the disgusting sticky mess left
on the cover once the ( worthless) 'gift' is
removed.
The only reason Isubscribe to your
magazine is that there is some worth in
the classical record reviews. Occasionally,
just occasionally, one of your equipment
reviews tells me something about how the
equipment might sound. And as for Ken
Kessler — he needs his critical faculties
syringed with an Ekos. OK, there's room
for avariety of views, and KK certainly
writes with style and wit, although his
musical taste is clearly puerile. But please,
please, do not supply junk Ido not want,
especially when it leaves this tacky mess
on the cover of your publication once the
'freebie' is on its way to the dustbin.
A suggestion for Christmas ( forlorn, I
know, as it's already decided ): KK to
review the Guarneri Beethoven String
quartets as recently reissued on CD by
RCA — the '68-'70 recordings; and
Christopher Breunig to review Bob
Dylan's latest album with specific
reference to Adrian Day's bookJokerman, especially the chapter. `To separate
the Good from the Bad' ( No 6). Then I
might forgive the sticky •••• on the
outside of your October issue.
Your motto ought to be ' how we
worship mediocrity'.
Mark Knight, Bochnin, Cornwall
We take issue with Mr Knight's dismissal of our
Erato CD as `worthless' but sympathise with his
sticky situation. The cover-mount can be
removed with lighter fuel ( petrol): but for
those who have irreparably damaged their
October covers, we now have alimited stock of
disc-less magazines. If you would like one of
these, please send your damaged cover as proof
of purchase, with an Aiself-addressed
envelope ( please acid 71p of stamps) and we
will send you amint copy. This offer is only
available while stocks last — Ed.
Readers' Letters
We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
15
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When it comes to making music,only

e
the best will do. Absolute Sounds

represent the world's finest names

in audio reproduction. We select

products and dealers with the same

discerning care that you apply when

creating your ultimate
nnoGE
"

nCOUSTICS

Apo, gee ham done

system. When it comes to

it again. The new
Stage loudspeaker
delivers
extraordinary
sound at a highly

making music, there's

aerdahle price. »
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only one name that

matters: Absolute Sounds —

Partners in Perfection.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS LIMITED
58

Durham Road, London S \\
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Write or phone for details of your nearest dealer plus latest
product information and perceptive advice.
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KEF's josaider

UK INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENTS
Cambridge Audio Systems, which
went into receivership following
Fi Markets plc, has
the demise of Hibeen saved. Further to our item in
October, negotiations have resulted
in asuccessful rescue bid by
Yorkshire loudspeaker
manufacturer Wharfedale. The
move means the company has
entered the hi-fi electronics market
—one of its primary objectives — and
will strengthen its plans to relaunch the dormant Leak brand.
Wharfedale's Chairman, Ashley
Ward, has also confirmed
acquisition of the design and
manufacturing rights to Linx
electronics and job offers to
existing Lk« employees.
Distribution of the Sansui,
Mission and Cyrus ranges are now
being handled under one roof at
Huntingdon following Polly Peckcontrolled Sansui company's
acquisition of Mission.
Both Polk Audio of America, and
AGI Electronics, the umbrella
company of KEF and Meridian, have
entered into aletter of intent
whereby the companies may
eventaually combine forces. The
Baltimore-based speaker giant told
IIFN/RR that 'the management of
both companies wanted the
transaction to proceed'. The step is a
logical one since some KEF
speakers are shipped as kits before
being assembled and tested in
America. The move, which, if
agreed, would give Polk afoothold
in European markets, would also
undoubtedly result in ahigher
profile for the KEF brand in the
States. There is little overlap in the
product lines, with Polk
concentrating on entry level while
KEF aims more up-market. A
spokesman at Meridian said that the
three companies would continue to
be run as separate entities.

Ashley Ward

Wharfedale

LiN

SANSUI

ISSI

1

MERIDIAN

alli

LINN FINALIZES TUNER

Promised for over five years, the long awaited Linn tuner nears
production. The HiFi Show provided the first opportunity for
many to view the Kremlin FM-only tuner which is expected to sell
for around £1000 when it is launched early next year. The origin of
days
of development
on
the
name
goes back to the
an AM design when
Radio Moscow was
the loudest signal
on the band!

Being microprocessor-controlled,
the Kremlin boasts many useful
features such as presets, and scan
tuning without additional hardware cost. Finished in Linn's house
colour to match its other hi-fi
separates, the model tunes in
10kHz steps for fine tuning of the
100kHz channel spacing. The
uncluttered front panel has a flap
to reveal the controls, which are
duplicated on the remote handset
which includes akeypad for direct
frequency input and memory
recall. Linn's engineers behind the
project, Chris McArlean and Maistair Steel, decided against an analogue tuner design because of the
inherent problem of frequency stability with wire-wound pots for
voltage setting. Linn Products, tel
041-644 5111.
III- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SONY

BACKS DAT TO THE HILT

Reaffirming its commitment to the digital audio tape format, Sony
has announced further DAT players. Two new hi-fi separate units
accompany au in-car player and portable due for UK release early
next year. To accompany its DTC55ES (reviewed on page 50), Sony
has added ahigh-end version in the form of the DTC-1500ES and a
mid-range model, the DTC-77E5. Both players use a 1-bit A/D
converter and are SCMS-equipped. They feature 4-head mechanism, vertical cassette loading and a date function imprint — a
claimed first for a DAT deck, to record the date and time.
Father of the Walkman, Mr Takashina,
Also intended for 1991 UK release,
although available now in Japan, is
the TCD-D3 DAT Walkman. The
recorder is the brain child of
Sony's Mr Talcashino, alias ' Mr
Walkman'. A compact 85.2 X40 x 120mm ( whd) was possible
through the use of a newlydeveloped precision mechanism
which uses a 15mrn head drum —
half the size of the standard type.
High density, fourlayer surfacemount technology is incorporated
on the PCBs, with the unit's total
weight amere 420g. The TCD-D3
is the first unit to provide a ' longplay' mode which increases the
maximum recording time to 4
hours. While searching, the drum
speed increases to 400Orpm. A

insigemitigoiele

QueasstYche

with his DAT dream machine,
miniaturized mechanism and wafer thin
printed circuit board

wide range of accessories is available including AC power adaptor,
remote, carry case, stereo microphone and connection cables.
The Japanese price is around
Y98,000 although there is as yet
no UK price for the unit.

Rock music is just ' pop' by another name, that's the decision of
the Home Office which has been deliberating the matter for
months. Contained in a sheaf of amendments to the Broadcasting
Bill, the conclusion has provoked much discord. Members of the
rock community such as The Rolling Stones and David Bowie are
furious over the announcement.
The Government was pressed
for the first legal definition of pop
music for inclusion in the Bill

before three national radio channels can be created next year.
One of these had been earmarked for music ' other than pop
music', but when aconsortium wanting a national rock service
challenged the assumption that the third station should be
devoted to classical music, the dispute arose. The statement from
the Home Office clearly states, however, that ' pop music includes
rock music and other kinds of modern popular music which are
characterized by a strong rhythmic element and a reliance on
electrical amplification'.
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Abrief introduction to
our awarding speakers.
Tradition has its place.
And Our new Series 3
loudspeakers are as true as ever to the
Mordaunt-Short traditions of
craftsmanship, care and quality.
But technology moves forward
and in order to maintain another
tradition — that of being in the
forefront of loudspeaker design — we
have had to make changes.
We spend afortune on
research.
And when our research tells us
that there are ahost of innovations
which will make the sound from our
Series 3loudspeakers the purest
sound you'll ever want to hear, we
must react accordingly.

cooling, whilst common to all
speakers, are extremely uncommon
in terms of performance and
reliability with piston operation to
beyond audibility enhancing the
top end of the range.
IT'S A PEACH

The stand we've designed for
the Series 3speakers is possibly the
most innovative feature ola) I.

It consists
of aseries of
precision
injection
moulded sections, or
'vertebrae', which slot together to
give areadily adjustable height,
providing astructure of
which the rigidity and
freedom from unwanted
resonances is unparalleled by more conventional
methods.

THE BAFFLE, FOR INSTANCE

Traditionally, the loudspeaker
baffle is made of wood with all its
inherent problems of dimensional
instability and construction
limitations.
Our baffle is
plastic moulded
in polypropylene
making it highly
inert with
considerable
self-damping
properties.
Which means
we can add strengthening ribs and
vary section thicknesses at strategic
points, giving us abaffle which is
both lighter and more rigid.
We can incorporate
performance-enhancing
&metrics not practicable with
conventional woodworking
techniques, we can design
components for function, rather
than manufacturing ease and then
fit everything together with the sort

%el
Winner

WHAT

HI-FI?

What HiFi? had
this to say of
the MS3.10
"...a build integrity
and finish never
seen in aspeaker
at this price."

of tolerances that make accurate
assembly areality every time.

of the
composite baffle
is not being compromised.

JUST ONE MORE THING

We haven't mentioned
the grille.
Which has had as much care
Having devised the
DRIVERS...
and invention accorded it as any
polypropylene baffle, we then
No compromi se feature of the Series 3.
went one better.
either with
It is afine open
Two baffles.
tir bass/mid weave mesh with
One behind the other.
unit. Each
no frame to cause
One structural, one
Series 3
diffraction, so it
cosmetic, made of two
speaker
can be left in place
different— yet each
features a
(it arrives in position on your
eminently appropriate —
polypropylene- speaker) with no fear of reduced
materials with asmall
coned bass
performance.
air gap sandwiched
driver matched
Or if you prefer, you can
between upper and lower
to ahigh-hysteresis remove it.
baffles providing aresonant
7 rubber surround with
The Series 3grille is designed
behaviour far superior to the
the motor system vented
rather like ahair net with elastic
conventional one-piece baffle.
so as to minimise asymetric pressure edges which fit snugly into agroove
The upper baffle has it cushy,
distortion. As you move up the
around the loudspeaker cabinet.
its sole purpose being to look good,
range, so does the specification.
secure in the knowledge that the
SO THERE YOU HAVE IT
Which is true also of the alummechanical performance
Our new Series 3loudspeaker
inium dome tweeter. Its
POSITEC PROTECTION
special suspension,
range. An award-winning combiIt's not new, but
nation of traditional standards and
braided voice-coil conthe POSITEC
innovative technology.
nections and ferrofluid
protection circuitry
on all Series 3
NOT ONE, BUT TWO...

n speakers safeguards,

inaudibly, against
drive equipment
overload or
malfunction.

Mordaunt-Short
CLOSER TO

PERFECTION

Unit AI, Hazleton Industrial Park, Homdean, Portsmouth, liants PO8 9JU, Great Britain.
Telephone: (0705) 597722 Telex: 86443 MS HIFI Fax: (0705) 598365

NEWS
DCC GOES PUBLIC
As technical details of Philips'
DCC were ' unavoidably
delayed', Sony has

BRIEFING
AUDIOKITS Precision

GOIDRING has announced an

company will trade as Maranta

Components has released its latest

alternative to the current flagship

HiFi UK Limited.

categorically denied
involvement with the project.

catalogue of audio amplifier kits.

Excel. The Excel-GS m-c, at £550,

NIMBUS is to invest some £.5m next

Send aSAE to 6Mill Close,

uses aGyger Sdiamond tip.

year to increase its UK CD capacity
to 40 million discs per annum.

Philips has now issued a

Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU.

HHB has announced its own-brand

statement from Eindhoven

BEYER DYNAMICS has reduced

confirming the development of

DAT recorder at under £1000 with

the price of its hi-fi headphones due

the format— see 'Technology'.

to exchange rate improvements. The

balanced input and AES-EBU
compatibiliry. Aimed at the pro'

DT990s are now £99.95. Beyer

user, the HHBI is the result of a

Dynamic tel (0273)479411.

co-development project with Aiwa.

At a European news
conference to launch its
portable DAT recorder, Sony

DENON has secured amajority

Tel 081-960 1160.

shareholding of its UK distributor,

JVC has launched its MX-1CD

Sony had not signed any

Hayden Laboratories. The move

agreement with Philips over

compact component system
incorporating aforced air cooling

DCC and was ' not in the

will see an increase in R&D
investment and UK design input.

process of signing, either'. A
Sony spokesman said later it

The announcement was not met

The unit, at £599, is finished in

with favour by another of Hayden's

slate grey and includes full remote.

brands, SENNHEISER, who says it

Tel 081-450 3282.

was forced to state its position
over DCC. Mr H Machida said

would need to see aworking
model — something Philips has
so far failed to demonstrate.
Philips says it expects to
introduce DCC products in
1992. Tandy's chairman John
Roach confirmed that two US
Development Centres were
also involved with DCC. The

with the announcement of Style — a
range of wall mount modules. QED
tel (07842) 46236.
PAUL ROBERTS HiFi Show

will again be held at the Berni

favour of anew contract with RAM.
ESSENTIAL SOUND EFFECTS is

Royal Hotel on the Weston-superMare seafront. This eighth show

the tide of aBBC CD featuring 76

will be open foin 10am to 7pm on 24

minutes of its effects library. Tracks

and 25 November. Admission is

include travel noises and fireworks.

free. Contact (0934)414423.

FEDERATION of Recorded Music
MARANTZ is moving its operation

TECH nace latest portable CD

National Federation of Gramo-

to Kingsbridge House, Padbury

player is the £130 SL-XP1A,

phone Societies to reflect the vast

Oaks, 575-583 Bath Road,

supplied complete with AC adaptor/

change taking place in recorded

Longford, Middlesex UB7 OEH.

charger, rechargeable battery and

music reproduction.

Telephone (0753)680868. The

strap. Technics tel (0344)862444.

Societies is the revised name of the

'excited' by DCC prototypes
generation of digital tape'.

new series of installation products

system, negating the need for afan.

has terminated its agreement in

President of EMI Music
Worldwide said he was
and sees it as 'the next

QED completes the final phase of its

NICAM TUNER ADDITIONS

WALKMAN HAS OWN TAPE

More NICAM TV tuners are
appearing, and the latest batch to
be brought to our attention
includes a budget model from
Maplin. At just £ 140 in kit form,
the I.P19V provides the tuner and
hardware, including case, to convert the digital code to high quality audio. Sachs has announced
what it claims is the lowest priced
NICAM receiver. Its Nicamizer is

Sony's magnetic product division
has devised acompact cassette
intended specifically for users of
personal stereos. Since more and
more auto-reverse Walkmans are
being sold, Sony has incorporated
ashorter leader tape to allow
faster access between tape sides. A
special plastic case has also been

supplied complete with remote at
£150, and offers 15 presets. Contacts: Maplin, tel ( 0702) 554161;
Sachs, 081410 6SI I.

created, a 'pocket friendly' holder
with rounded rather than square
corners to protect the pocket lining
yet provide an easy grip. The

BAUCH SURROUND SOUND

package is an ultrasonically

F W O Bauch, known for its

welded, one-piece rigid shell

distribution of the Revox brand, is
now designing its own audio products

111111111111,

without screws to reduce
vibrations and enhance accurate

MERIDIAN ENHANCES SPEAKER RANGE
To complement its widening range of audiophile electronics,
Meridian conceived its Argent speaker range. Recently added here
is the compact Argent 1 ( 260X335/260mm whd), a high quality
sealed enclosure intended for bookshelf or stand mounting. Its
irregular shape is a derivative of the company's D6000 active

A new six-channel power amp
intended for use with surround sound
systems has just been announced. The
£660 Bauch-6is built in the UK and
offers 40W/ ch when all six channels
are driven, rising to 49W in twochannel mode. FWO Bauch,
Boreham Wood, tel 081-953 0091.
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

speaker and is intended to reduce standing-waves.
models previewed at CES in ChiThe drive units combine the new
Boothroyd Stuart aluminium dome cago: two-way, bass reflex Argent 2
tweeter with its silver wire voice- (£995) and the £ 1695 Argent 3,
coil and a 5.5in mid/bass unit a slim, uncomplicated floorstanding column speaker whose
featuring a woven Kevlar cone
compact design contains agenmaterial. A very large magnet sys.
uine three-way, four unit system
tern incorporates copper pole
damping and a pole extension capable of high power handling.
phase plug. Supplied with XI.R Specially designed long throw,
connectors suitable for bi-wiring, drivers were commissioned. Each
enclosure has two parallel 170mm
the Argent 1 is finished in piano
polyolefin cored woofers. Meridian
lacquer and costs £ 1150.
Also in the line-up are those (0480) 434334.
DECEMBER 1990
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tape transport — vital for those on
the move.
The colourful packs are hard to
miss. Sony Tape, tel (0784) 467000.

these simple tools
can turn this ad into afull colour
hi-fi brochure
When you're buying hi-fi

Complete the coupon, pop it in the post and, before you

that lasts as long as ours

can say award- winning British audiophile components',

it's best not to make ahasty

your brochure will be winging its way to your letterbox.

decision. That's why we're

You'll learn all about Arcam's most affordable range,

suggesting you settle down

the Alpha system: speakers, tuner, CD player and multiple

in your favourite armchair,

award- winning amplifier . . . every one a Hi Fi Choice Best

take the phone off the hook,

Buy'. What's more, the amp, tuner and CD were all finalists in

and peruse our brand-new,

the 1991 What Hi Fi? Awards. Atriple distinction achieved by

full colour brochure at your

no other manufacturer Then there's our Delta system, strictly

leisure.

hi-fi for the most demanding audiophiles amongst you.

Choose from two integrated amplifiers, atuner, a CD player, aCD transport, a digital preamp,
power amp, our unanimously acclaimed Black Box digital to analogue converter ( now in its
mark three Bitstream version), and the Delta 2 speakers. Then, of course, there's our latest
innovation, the Delta 150 NICAM TV tuner. This decodes the digital stereo sound signal now
present in many TV broadcasts... what awizard wheeze to let you get even more enjoyment out
of your Arcam system: moving pictures to accompany CD quality sound! The 150 is already
following in its illustrious predecessors' footsteps by winning the 1991 What Hi Fi? Award for the
best AV product.
Quality design, allied to simplicity of construction, is the key to our success. For example,
excessive wiring can cause all sorts of problems, so our boffins prefer a single fibreglass
circuit board with military specification soldering. And, just to make sure, every single
product is rigorously tested and repeatedly checked. By the fussiest of computers and
by the most finely tuned pairs of ears.
Our 'simple is best' philosophy extends to the controls, too. If you can
cope with apen and scissors, any Arcam component will be apiece of cake.
, Try it and we'll send you abrochure to feast your eyes on.
Alas, to give your ears asimilar treat, you'll have to visit your nearest
Arcam dealer

ARCAM
audiophile products

I'd like to look before Ilisten. Please send me my free colour brochure.
Name:

III N 12 90

Address:

(PLEASE PAINT)

POST YOUR COMPLETED COUPON TO:
ARCAM, PEMBROKE AVENUE, DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE CB5 9PB. OR TELEPHONE: ( 0223) 440964 FAX ( 0223) 863384
IN THE USA AUDIO INFLUX CORPORATION. PO BOX 381. HIGHLAND LAKES, NEW JE RSEY 07422-0381. TEL 201-764-8958 IN CANADA AVALON AUDIO LTD, UNIT 17.975 FRAZER DRIVE, BURLINGTON. ONTARIO L7L 4X8. TEL 416 333 4633

NEWS
CD- RSEES LIGHT OF DAY

EVENTS

Recordable, erasable compact disc
will be made avaiable early next
year according to Sanyo who is

24-25 NOVEMBER 1990:

poised

Paul Roberts' HiFi Show,

to

launch

the

product

under its Fisher brand. The company's Japanese laboratories have

The new RCF Mythe range

undertaken 'substantial

from Italy

research'

on its MOD ( Magnetical Optical

Evening by Overture of

are sketchy, although it is known

for tickets.

erased ' many times' due to their

encompasses atwo-way bookshelf model through to two spiked
floor-standing speakers specifically designed for audiophiles.

visitors only.

standard

prerecorded

CDs

MOD disc on other players. Sanyo

Paris. UK Contact (0628)
663725.

50,000 MOD discs which are cur-

16-19 MARCH 1991: Le

rently being used to ascertain the

Salon de la Haute Fidelite at

long-term reliability of the data.
Based

on

the

standard

12cm

vibrations thanks to the lack of

disc format, the MOD version is

with speaker development where

circular symmetry, and a lower

capable of storing 70m plus.

work

vertical sound

loss to

from

the

limited

limit

the

ceiling

and

address and piped music installa-

reflection

tions. The move into hi-fi speakers

floor. Two such units are used in

has resulted in four new models

the £ 1189 Myth()

which are being targeted at France

fl(x)rstanding

and

band

the

UK. The company will

3,

which is a

model

with

non- symmetrical

pass-

8th-order

then turn to Germany and Spain in

system to aid I.F response. Top of

readiness for 1992.

the range is the Myth() 4 (£ 1489)
which handles frequencies below

RCF is aworld leader in carbonfibre technology and has designed

200Hz with two elliptical units.

Myth() using thermo-hardening of

RCF UK, tel ( 0268) 415150.

its carbon, which is impregnated
with Phenolic resin. The crossover
components were carefully
chosen including ceramic cased
resistors to reduce the working
temperature. Careful attention has
been paid to the amount of energy
radiated into space and its directivity to avoid variations and thus
sudden in-room peaks.
With their slim, graceful enclosures and

rounded corners,

the

new speakers lend a certain style

Intensive R&D work both on an academic

to their environment. The smallest
of the range is the bookshelf

level with detection and measurement, and
apractical level, results in the new speakers

Mythol 1, a 2-way bass reflex
design available in walnut or black
concentric

bass

unit

TECHNICS TO GO WITH DAT

£746 in briar ) uses a 170x 240mm
elliptical main unit. This shape was

ARCAM WINNERS
Our September 1990 competition
was not as difficult as we thought,
judging by the response. Literally
hundreds of correct aswers were

London. He correctly identified
the five ARCAM products shown
as 1.b; 2.c; 3.e; 4.d; 5.a. Ten
runners-up have each received
their copy of the HFNIRR Test
Disc H worth £11.95. Congratulations to our winners.
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

audio and video equipment selling
launched by Yorkshire Electricity.
The project is the brainchild of
Peter Harris, who is determined to
speak to the customer ' in plain
English not gobbledegook'. Plush
sound- proofed

listening

rooms

have been installed to allow uninterrupted
delivery

listening.
service

With

and

a free

half-hour

home familiarisation, the stores are
claiming a new concept in hi-fi
shopping. The first branch has
opened in Meadowhall Sheffield,

ORELLE MAKES IT ARANGE

or

hat was that of gramophone
librarian Jonathan Swain, of

NORTHERN ADVANCES
ADVANCE is a new concept' of

follow by the end of November.

across the range. Another two-way

received. The first name from the

John MacGregor (right)with Terry Ellis

the Bond Street Centre Leeds to

nium tweeter which is common
-5

Contact 010 33 I45573048.

with outlets in Huddersfield, and

is

combined with RCF's 31mm tita-

bass reflex, the Mytho2 (£(

Le Palais des Congres, Paris.

'TECHNOLOGY OF THE ARTS' COLLEGE
Britain's first City College for the
Technology of the Arts is nearing
completion. The British Record
Industry Trust School at Croydon,
south London, is joint funded by
the Department of Education and
Science and the British Record
Industry Trust - a charitable organization established by the British
record industry. The establishment
of the school, which receives its
first intake in September 1991, has
been enthusiastically supported by
various sectors of the entertainment industry and reflects the
importance of the performing arts
to the UK economy. The project has
been given the blessing of Secretary
of State John MacGregor, who is
pictured at the topping-out ceremony with Terry Ellis who, as
Chairman of the BPI, represents 150
record companies. Two buildings
will house the new school which is
to include sound-proofed studios,
video and radio production and
broadcast studios as well as a 500seat performance centre - all equipped to professional standard. A network will provide full audio, computer and visual links.

for £489 or briar finish at £599. A
130mm

19-22 FEBRUARY 1991:
AES at Palais des Congres,

engineers have so far made over

ness, RCF soon became involved
public

its

problems when trying to play a

chosen

on

of

prototype player is capable of play-

Beginning in the microphone busi-

concentrated

because

10-13JANUARY 1991: Les
Vegas CES, USA. Trade

although there are compatibility

UK, based in Laindon, Essex, is to handle the Mytho series which

Banbuty. Call (0295)272158

unique coating of Terberium. The
ing

An Italian company formed 41 years ago is to release its range of
high quality hi-fi speakers to the British market. RCF Electronics

11 DECEMBER 1990: Quad

Disc) project.
Exact details of the technique
that the discs may be written and

RCF TAKES ON BRITISH SPEAKER MARKET

Weston-super-Mare. Call
(0934)621204.

Technics is expected to join other
Japanese majors and release its DAT
player to the UK before Christmas.
The SV-DAIO was shown at the
recent National Sound and vision
show in Bolton although Technics
staff present were not able to confirm its imminent release or give
pricing or distribution details.
Finished to match Technics' upmarket CD player and amplifier
range, the consumer DAT player is
likely to sell for around £650. MASII
technology is adopted in the
DEC:EMBER 1990

MN6460 Alt) and D/A converter
chips, aspecial variant of CD player
ICs developed for use in digital
audio tape players. Features on the
machine include 400-times '
hyper
search', a one-touch digital fade-in
and fade-out and 7 playback speeds
on a shuttle search control. A
recently developed 30mm drum
lies at the heart of a new DAT
mechanism which claims superior
response speed and low jitter level.
For further information contact
Technics, tel ( 0344) 862444.

Amplifier manufacturer Orelle has
introduced four new models - two
integrateds and a pre/power combination. With selected components
used throughout, all are said to be
built to a high standard. The entry
level SA-020 at £349 uses bi-polar
transistors for a rated 40W/ch rms
into Sohms. In this design a large
power supply with hefty 225VA
transformer is intended to deliver
high current into difficult loads.
Two years development work at
Brunel University has resulted in
Orelle's SA-050 integrated amp at
£449. Based on discrete op-amp
topology in a high feedback configuration, mosfet semiconductors
are included in the design. which
claims to greatly reduce all forms of
distortion and virtually eliminate
detrimental odd harmonics. orelle
has also unveiled its SC- 101 active
control amp at £299 and SP- 1010
dual mono power amplifier for
£499. A forthcoming speaker system has also been promised.
2I

DIM of Denmark

Not just another speaker company
I

nDecember of 1980 DALI began OEM
production of loudspeakers for a
major American manufacturer. Production was contracted to an existing
Danish factory until October of 1981
when we rented factory space and took
complete charge of the manufacturing
process.
In October of 1983 afurniture
factory (3,000 square meters) was purchased to increase OEM capacity and to
begin production of our own line of
original DALI loudspeakers.
In August of 1986 DALI began
construction of a3,740 square meter
loudspeaker factory. By the time the
factory was completed in May of 198Z
the DALI brand had established itself as
amarket presence and an expansion to
7,340 square meters was begun. The
DALI factory now includes aresearch
and development division with technical
and laboratory facilities second to none.
DALI loudspeakers are currently
sold in Australia, Denmark, Finland,
Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, Norway,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan,
Thailand, Turkey and the USA.

gram and is 36 micrometers thin. The 4
ohm system employs three separate
current paths to increase the ribbon
impedance, to provide more "wire" in
the magnetic gap and to generate amore
linear magnetic field.
The complete ribbon assembly
weighs 16 kg and contributes significantly to overall system stability and

Coming attractions
During the next few months DALI will
launch several new models.
The DALI 102, 104, 300 and 400 are
two-way designs with 6" bass/midrange
drivers custom-designed for each model.
The cloth dome tweeters employed in
the series are also unique to each model.
The DALI 700 and 800 are threeway systems incorporating aribbon
super-tweeter, a2" cone tweeter with a
low-mass motor assembly, a5" midrange
driver with alightweight voice coil and a
long-throw 8" bass driver. The DALI 800
employs an additional 61
/"woofer for
2
enhanced deep-bass and transient performance.

The DALI ribbon driver
The ribbon element introduced in the
DALI DaCapo hybrid loudspeaker is the
first result of DALI's major commitment
to ambitious research programmes in the
field of ribbon and electrostatic driver
configurations.
The DALI ribbon is a3
/"wide, 40"
4
long treble/midrange driver with asurface area comparable to 50 conventional
tweeters. The ribbon itself weighs 0.7

Research and development
The skilled engineers of the DALI research and development team have
assembled an impressive array of stateof-the-art tools to assist in their work.
Measeurements of frequency response,
impedance, impulse response, group
delay, spectral decay, distortion and time
energy ensure acomprehensive understanding of all performance aspects.
The DALI laboratory includes the
most advanced test equipment for Time
Delay Spectrometry, two-channel FFT,

modal analysis and intensity measurements.
Custom CAD/CAM programmes
take the drudgery out of time-consuming
calculations and help to optimize every
aspect of the performance of DALI products.
DALI loudspeakers incorporate
our proprietary Linear Directivity principles with controlled dispersion characteristics and fine measurable performance up to 70 degrees off-axis.
DALI loudspeakers' Linear Impedance Load is fine-tuned for the smallest
possible electrical phase angle in order to
present the amplifier with an easy load.
The structural integrity and firm
internal bracing of all DALI cabinets are
the result of comprehensive modal
analysis which reveals potential vibration problems at an early stage.

IEC listening room
Where technology leaves off, the human
ear takes over. DALI employs askilled
panel of experienced listeners to ensure
the realism and musicality of every product.
Because the performance of an
audio product in the laboratory or in a
perfect listening room bears little resemblance to its behaviour in arealworld living space, the DALI R&D department have at their disposal alistening room constructed to the strictest
standards of the International Electrotechnical Commission ( IEC 268-13).
This statistically " typical" room
ensures that what we hear at our factory
in Jutland, Denmark will be the same
thing DALI owners will hear in homes all
over the world.

amplifier conservatively rated at 2x120
Watts pure Class A.
Uncompromising perfectionism in
design, component selection, workmanship and musicality make the DALI
system alandmark event in the field of
audio.
CSE
UK DISTRIBUTOR,
5LUCUS GROVE, NORTH,
TOOKWITH, NORTH YORKSHIRE.
TEL: 0423 358078

FAX: 0123 358075

1>ILI
Grynderupvejen 12
DK-9610 Norager
Denmark
Phone + 45 98 55 17 00
Fax + 45 98 55 17 11

With an eye on the future
DALI's commitment to staying well in
front of the pack entails major investments in new research and development
technology and advanced manufacturing techniques.
Work has already begun on alarge
anechoic chamber with an 80Hz lower
frequency limit, in which measurements
can be made with areliability unavailable
to the vast majority of loudspeaker designers.
A further 3,000 square meter expansion of the DALI factory will bring
the last remaining phase of production
in-house. Full cabinet manufacturing
and assembly facilities will give DALI
total flexibility and full control of every
aspect of loudspeaker design and production.
Mastery of the entire development
and production process allows stricter
quality control, ensuring durability and outstanding levels of unitto-unit consistency and musical
performance.

Not just another
speaker company
The first DALI foray into the field
of consumer electronics is the
highly succesful DALI Phono
Preamplifier which introduces
analogue playback capability to
the fast-growing number of line-

level only, so-called
"digital" preamplifiers
and integrated
amplifiers. It will also
upgrade the RIAA circuitry in any system.
Presented for
the first time at the
Penta Show in September, DALI's ultimate preamp/power
amp combination
turned heads and
dropped jaws. The
system consists of the
DALI Detal line
preamplifier, separate
DALI Expan MM/MC
phono stage and the
DALI Gravity power

It's apleasure to talk to
agood listener.
MERIDIAN

To add to the success of the 206 and
208 Meridian have introduced the 203
'Bit-Stream' Convertor which has become our best selling unit overnight. The
new 602-603 players should be amazing as we are assured they will sound
significantly better than their predecessors. Last but not least is the new
06000 digital loudspeaker which sets
new standards in technology as all frequency dividing and shaping is carried
out in the digital domain.

ROKSAN

We now have on dem the new ARTA
XERXES M/C head amplifier which fits
very neatly in the turntable and provides
afully equalised line level signal for the
pre-amplifier. The benefits of very short
tone arm wiring are audibly obvious and
this beautifully made little unit is likely to
provide a very substantial upgrade for
most Roksan users.

DENON

We are North London's biggest dealer for
this superb range of equipment and
usually have most models in stock for
immediate delivery.

WADIA

To join the already established DM64
and DM32 convertors there are two new
transports available at £2000 and
£5500. Needless to say both transports
sound superb and fully match the quality
of the convertors.

RADFORD

APOGEE

The well established WS1 CD player is
now even better and is available in MK II
status. The improvements keep this
player fully competitive and we expect it
to be making lots more friends in the
coming months. At long last the new Dto
A convertor is available at a modest
£890.00.

We are really looking
forward to hearing the
new
hybrid
loudspeaker called 'The
Centaur'
which
advance reports lead us
to expect something
special and coming
from Apogee that really
means the ultimate!
What is more we learn
that 'The Centaur' will
be quite affordable.

EQUATION

MICRO MEGA

We are the first dealer
to be appointed in the
UK for this exciting new
range of loudspeakers
from the continent. The
sound and appearance
are both quite superb
and we are confident
that for size and price
the performance is
unbeatable.
Please
audition at your earliest convenience. We
are sure you won't be
disappointed.

ATC
The exciting news from
ATC is the long awaited
new SCM 20, asmaller,
more affordable true
Monitor loud-speaker.
Using technology developed in their larger
studio speakers the
new model has the
most
unbelievable
dynamic range and
sound stage with pin
point imaging. You simply must hear it!

CLASSE

>11i, Ul

1

1

This well established range of CD players from France have now undergone a
major change in that they have now
gone ' Bit-Stream: The new models are
clearly improved and are creating quite a
stir in the hi-fi press. The new range
retains that delightful 'analogue' sound
quality which lifts it above most of the
competition.

STOP PRESS
Come and hear the new Meridian
200 CD transport at avery
affordable £750. Introduced to
partner the now well established
203 bit stream converter.

Come and hear these and many other
fine new products at our new
showroom. You owe it to yourself to
discover why people continue to visit us
from all over the country in ever
increasing numbers.

We now have on demonstration the
incredible DR6 pre-amp which has been
receiving rave reviews in the American
press, particular' '.TAS who consider it to
be arguably one of the finest pre-amps
in the world.
Among the equipment we stock and love:

A&R. ATC. ACouslic Energy, Air langent. Alexander. Alphason. Apogee. Aragon. Audiolab. Audio Research, Celeshon. Classè.
Counterpoint. Denon. Dual. Ensemble. Goldmure. Heco. Heybrook. Jadis. Koetsu, Welt Linx, Magneplanar. Manticore.
Marantz. Martin Logan. Meridian. Micromega. Monitor Audio. Musical Fidelity. Ox'ord. PS Audio, Quad. Radford.
Revox, Rogers. Roksan. Rote' SD Acoustics, SME, Solen. Sonus Faber, Spendor, Star. Sumo. Systemdek. TDL. ¡annoy.
Thorons. Townsbend Audio. VDH. WTA, Wadia. Wharfedale, Yamaha.
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Acoustic Arts Limited, 101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 245250 Fax. No. 0923 30798
Open Monday-Saturday 9.30-5.30 p.m.
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SHOW REPORTS
seen at a show. Forget twittering
walkmans and booming cars, can
you imagine the row made by a
bicycle- mounted stereo? On display was a mountain bike, with a
CD player mounted on the handlebars, amps and batteries underneath the saddle/frame and fiveinch speakers built into the solid
wheels. Panasonic assured me that
this was apublicity stunt and will
never make production. Ihope so.
Also on show was awhite box that
allows video recorder programming by phone. Ideal; unfortunately they haven't yet produced
the matching robot to load ablank
tape at the sanie time.
Sony as usual had the greatest
number of innovations and stylish
designs. Quite outstanding, and a
pointer to awire- free future, were
the new IFS series of infra- red
loudspeakers. These battery-

AM TERDAM FIRAT.
The 1990 Firato show was rather disappointing. Most of the large
Japanese companies were present and one hall was filled with
musical instrument companies, but few real hi-fi companies
exhibited and public attendance was down. Despite the drop in

powered active speakers receive
their audio signals from an infrared transmitter connected to the
line output of a signal source and
can be positioned anywhere in the
same room as the transmitter. Tlw

attendance Firato was a major national show, with all the radio
and TV stations co-operating to draw the public in.
areas of the lihow with the only
diversion provided by a giant

Altai showed an interesting example of an old concept, a one- box
stereo speaker logically called the
Stereo One. In Akai's incarnation
this is a one metre high squareplan column, with four drivers on
each of the adjacent rear sides. Die
speaker is positioned with one of
its corners pointing at the wall and
the sound is effectively fired at the
wall at a45 degree angle bouncing
off to the left and right to form a
vaguely stereo wall of sound I
don't think this one will find its
way cross the Channel.
Audiolabor from Germany Inot
to be confused with Cambridge
Systems Technologies Audiolab

yellow banana courtesy of Linn.
Amongst a number of unusual
speakers, Jamo's Converta stands
out, resembling a Sixties hanging
lamp crossed with asatellite dish.
Available in six strong colours, the
Converta features twi() drivers. It
gives asurprisingly fair sound and
makes the grade as astylish extension / interior design speaker.
Panasonic showed what to my
mind is the worst idea I've ever

transmitter costs around £ 100, a
3-watt pair of speakers £80 and a
larger 5-watt pair £ 200. These
units are ideal for background
systems and, as unlimited pairs of
speakers can be used with one
transmitter, they will undoubtedly
be found useful in pro and AV
applications. By the way. ' titanium'
looks set to replace black in
Japanese audio.
Robert Fo/lis

24TH SIM HI-FI IVES SHOW REPORT
Held in the well-organized Fiera Milano exhibition complex

brandi was 011e of the few highend companies exhibiting. like

situated in the heart of the Italian city, this was not ashow for true

many Continental producers,
Audiolabor puts equal emphasis on
sound and appearance and,
although the end cost is invariably
high, the results are often spectacular. This year's pièce ele résistance was the ' Flink' asimple three
box pre/power amp combo, taken
out of the ordinary by being
finished in anodised purple aluminium with yellow knobs. For the
most effective presentation, the
amps can then be displayed in
custom made glass and alloy shelving. The cost? £ 2000-plus.

digital event with DAT to the fore. Most Japanese majors had vast

audiophiles. With hardly a turntable to be found this was a truly

DAT popped up all over the
place although only Aiwa and
Denon had actually set retail
prices. Most of the machines have
been seen before. Technics had
MASH stickers on the SVDA 10,
Denon's DTR 2000 sported 20- Bit
DACS ( bit wars again ) and JVC's
massive titanium XDZ 1010 was
awash with buttons, switches and
displays. The most interesting prototype ( actually adummy ) was the
Kenwood DX7 mici-DAT. Not
due until mid 1991, the basic
machine is very cute and literally
palm sized. What was not clear was
whether extra battery or All) modules liad to be added to make a
functioning unit.
Ili Fi Boulevard, set aside for
'real' hi-fi was one of the quietest
111-11 NEVI'S & RE(:( ) KI) REVIEW

displays which lent themselves to showing product in glass
cabinets but provided little hands-on experience.
Technics tried to overcome this
problem by erecting a soundbooth within its stand. Although
the idea was good, the sheer
volume of people attending the
event meant that serious listening was out. Sony almost stole
the show as its stand took up
virtually half a complete hall.
Static displays were popular here
with midi systems on show.
'Mere was little evidence of
British exotica, and it was
obvious that agents representing
UK hi-fi companies just couldn't
compete with the major Far East
brands when it came to buying
floor space. The distributors for
Alphason, Meridian, Quad, and
I.inn were absent while Sugden's amplifiers were to be
found only by those with akeen
eye. Celestion's products were
tucked away among the musical
instruments in a separate hall.
This off-shoot exhibition seemed
agreat success, certainly judging
by the throngs of Italians in the
aisles. Italy's own hi-fi makers did
not make much of the occasion
either. Apart from the odd

I > ECEM RER 1990

speaker manufacturer there
didn't seem to be any concerted
effort to fly the flag.
While the event had its negative points it was obviously very
popular with Italian hi-fi users.
There was the opportunity to see
DAT recorders from many quarters, such as Pioneer, JVC, Kenwood, Technics, and Denon,
who also showed some hefty
looking high- end separates
finished in gold. Yamaha, too,
displayed stunning separates
from amps to speakers.
While SIM encompassses hi-fi,
video, consumer electronics, in ,
car entertainment and portable
tekphones under one roof, the
UK can well do without what is
merely acollection of static products in little more than awarehouse setting. 'Ibe organizers of
SIM did save the day though; its
Museum of Sound exhibit
showed interesting gadgets used
over the ages for the reproduction of sound. For me this proved
the high spot of the whole event.
Trevor Buller

Vast halls made up the SIM Show
although gems like the gold Denon
separates and JVCSNC-Z505 .W.711S
equipped DAT player could he seen
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THE FUTURE IS PHILIPS

desrec_zeic4.--

ON APHILIPS BITS
PLAYER THE
SOUNDS 256 TIME
(OR WOR

PHILIPS

TREAM CD
MUSIC
SBETTER
SE).

You

are

looking

at

the

biggest

bteckthrough

in

CD technology since we invented it.
As everyone knows, in the old days [ last week) CD
players

converted

digital

codes

into

analogue

waves

using 16- Bit digital to analogue microchips.
Of course you knew.
But a few old hi-fi buffs would always tell you it
didn't sound ' quite' right.
Now,

the

Philips

Bitstream's

DAC

uses

one

on/off

'switch' — true digital operation for the first time.
of the

44,100

sampled

256

bits of mformation
times

a second,

on

the disc

creating

Each

is over-

a single

stream

of bits running at 11.2 million hertz.
Which is very fast.
All

this

produces

hence

a more

fewer

glitches

accurate
and

a smoother

sound

conversion

noise. ( In

fact,

to
an

wave

and

analogue,

with

improvement

of

4dB in signal to noise ratio.)
The
and

sound

depth

of

of

music

the

will

original

now

have

recording;

all
that

a few people running for the hills.
For further information ring 0800 234 800.

the

warmth

should

have

NIA 22

You don't buy the Marantz MA-22

Mono Power Amplifier to hear music. You buy
it to listen. To appreciate every aspect, every
subtle nuance of sound in amusical piece. This
crystal clear music experience is something we
call Pure High Fidelity. It is the impeccable standard we impose
on all Hi-fi equipment
that bears the Marantz
name. That's why we
still use our own custom components and
technologies.

Because

it's still the only way to ensure perfect natural sound quality.
Thirty years ago Saul Marantz said, " For us the
realistic reproduction of music is the essential
premise". Each year, the awards and reviews

MARANTZ.

from around the world prove that this premise
remain!, unchanged. The MA-22 proves it too.

NOT

FOR

Its superb sound performance and advanced

THE

circuitry give it aproud place in the Marantz
heritage. Test it yourself at one of our selected

CASUAL

dealers. And treat your ears to some Pure High
Fidelity.

LISTENER.

• 50 watt FTC into 8Ohrr U Straight-path mono power amplifier
• Low impedance drive capability U High quality circuit board
with 70u thick copper tracks U Copper-plated chassis to reduce
eddy current generated distortions U Low stray field, high efficiency tcrroidal power transformer U Floating power transformer
reduces vibrations generated by the transformer itself • Newly
designee audio grade electrolytic power supply capacitors
al Non-nagnetic gold-plated input terminals al 24K gold-plated
speaker U lnding posts U Heavy die-cast side panels and solid
aluminiurr front panel and case top minimize vibration effects
U Packed in matched pain..

MoUllIto.Einz'
PURE

HIGH

FIDELITY

TECHNOLOGY
p

hilips finally came clean on DCC,
Digital Compact Cassette, at the

this existing new digital recording tech-

beginning of October. This followed

nology', he said. Roach went on to say
'Ibis will, for the first time. enable the

nine months of industry leaks, rumours,
and counter rumours.
Philips had been talking about DCC to

consumer to record high quality digital
audio on DCC tapes. play pre-recorded
IX:C tapes, or play standard analogue

the record companies and to the Japanese

cassettes with the same system'.

hardware companies, notably Matsushita
(Panasonic/Technics) with whom Philips

The statement confirmed that Tandy
has devoted two of its development cen-

joint

tres to work on the new format, while the

ventures since the 1950s. The Japanese,
obviously, kept silent as the grave on

company will distribute its US- sourced
DCC systems and DCC tapes through its

DCC. But the record industry executives,
of course, did not. There is no better way

existing marketing outlets.
It needed someone to take the national

to publicize asecret plan than tell it to the

press by the hand and lead them through

top brass of a record company. By lunch

the story of DCC as an alternative to
R-DAT. No-one did that. Which is a pity
because it is an important story. And
no-one can possibly guess the ending.

has

had

close

business

ties

and

the next day a garbled version is all over
town, and into the music press.
'Send reinforcements we are going to
advance' the general passed down the
trenches. Send three and Riurpence we
are going to adance' was the message that
came out at the other end.
But on DCC one thing always remained

The technical facts do not diverge
much from the predictions previously
made in HFNIRR.
The new DCC cassette will be the same
size as a conventional analogue audio

BARRY

FOX

DCC relies on a new coding technique,
called Precision Adaptive Sub- hand Coding ( PASC) which has been developed
mainly as amethod of broadcasting digital
stereo over conventional radio channels
for digital audio broadcasting ( DAB ). The
PASC processor samples the signal at the
standard digital recording frequencies of
R-DAT ( 33kIlz, 44.1kIlz and 48kIlz, ), and
then analyses the content of the sound,

clear in the multi-generation tale retelling:
Philips had promised that DCC would be

cassette, but styled quite differently, with
a closed top and sliding tape cover. The

far cheaper for the record companies to
adopt than R-DAT.
Matsushita wanted to back DCC, partly

tape inside the cassette will be the same as
the video tape sold in bulk to duplicators
of VIIS video cassettes, with a coating of

because Sony has made all the running on
R-DAT and the rivalry between these two

chromium dioxide.
When the system is launched in 1992, a

companies has, in recent years, peaked to

hi-fi DCC recorder will cost around $ 500

fewer hits, is used.

a quite unpleasant level of bitterness and
paranoia. But, with unhappy memories of
the VI IS- versus- Beta home- video war, the

or S600. Later there will be cheaper
models, and even portables and in-car

'Ibis drastically reduces the total number of bits needed per second. Philips

units.
The recorder will have a conventional

claims that with PASC, DCC can offer the
equivalent of I8- bit digital code, which is
2- bits ( 12 dB) better than CD or R-DAT.
Philips says DCC gives adynamic range of

Japanese government's trade ministry,
MITI, had decreed that there was be a
common front on R-DAT.
Even a couple of weeks before Philips
finally made the formal announcement on
DCC, Philips and Matsushita had been
planning ajoint statement. Sony had been

stereo pair of heads for analogue playback,
and probably recording too, in addition to
a solid-state head for digital recording.
'Ibis head is divided into 16 very narrow
segments, spread across the width of the
tape. Each head segment is itself divided

expected to make some kind of token

into two parts, amagneto- resistive circuit

commitment, too. But negotiations broke
down and Philips went it alone, with

which senses magnetic patterns on the
tape for playback, and a magneto-

hardware support only from Tandy Radio
Shack. The Philips statement was brief and
there was no co-ordinated move from the

inductive circuit which creates a magnetic field for recording.
Although DCC follows the traditional

four record companies involved: PolyGram ( owned by Philips), Warner, EMI

format of recording on one half of the tape
width in one direction and then on the

and BMG ( R(;A). CBS ( owned by Sony
and now called Sony Music Entertainment

other half in the other direction, DCC is
not a flip-over format. The cassette need
not be taken out and turned over. DCC
has been designed from Day One as an
auto- reverse format. When the tape

— see ' Comment') kept quiet for obvious
reasons. The brevity of the statement, the
lack of co-ordination, and involvement of
just Tandy on hardware made the long
awaited ' big bang' a damp squib. Few
national newspapers recognized the signficance of the story. Others remembered

reaches the end it instantly reverses in
direction. 'Ibis gives faster access to
selected passages of a recording.
The 16- head segments lay down, and

right across the frequency range. Where
signals are audible to human ears. precise
coding is used. Where signals are likely to
be inaudible, less precise coding, with

110dB with gives sound quality ' equivalent to that of compact disc'. A demonstration to prove this was promised for early
November.
Domestic DCC machines will record on
blank

cassettes

as

well

as

play

back

pre-recorded cassettes, in either digital or
analogue format. DCC will be able to
make direct digital dubs from CDs, just
like R-DAT. But DCC recorders will use
the same copy protection system as RDAT. SCMS, Serial Copy Managment System, prevents digital copying or ' cloning'
of tape copies, but cannot stop people
copying the same Cl) to aseries of tapes.
There is vague talk of a more Draconian
system which puts a copy-stop flag on a
pre-recorded DCC tape once it has been
copied, to prevent further copying.
Although technically feasible, this would
hardly help the record industry's case for
a tax on blank tape to compensate for
copying!

how they had previously been suckered

play back from, 16 very narrow paralleled

by Tandy when the US company
announced its recordable CD system,

tracks spread across the tape width: 8 for
each stereo pair. Tape speed remains the

called

enthusiastically

same as for conventional cassette, 4.5cms

be copied at

reported Tandy's promise of a $ 500 CD

per second, to provide the same playing

analogue signal. So the record companies

recorder. Tandy's stock price rose obligingly, but Thor sank without trace.
Tandy's chairman John Roach issued a
statement in America in which he
remarked enthusiastically about the pro-

time.
At this low speed, and with only 8
parallel tracks to share the digital load for

can mass-produce pre-recorded nuisicassettes on duplicating machines which run

Thor.

They

had

ject. 'Tandy is working with Philips Consumer Electronics in the continuing
development and commercialization of
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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each pair of stereo sound channels, it is
impossible to record the two million or so
digital bits per second needed for digital
stereo according to the CD recording
format.

Philips claims that the DCC signal can
high speed, just

like an

the tapes at 64- times normal speed, like
the machines used to duplicate conventional analogue musicassx:ttes. This promise helped sway the record companies.
R-DAT duplication is difficult and expensive at high speed.
29

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installe dunit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

KITS ARE BACK

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
CA!N 15 9dP,
oE
7,18 L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete " Aerial Guide" which is
more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries details of all
our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Day — Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

AND BETTER THAN EVER
In response to toda

sescalating cost of high - end tube

electronics, SONIC FRONTIERS is pleased to introduce the
SFM-75 MONO TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT. Our kit
products offer the discriminating audio enthusiast an opportunity to enjoy premium quality sound at an aflOrdable price
15 - 5 I.ti ( S1795 (kin.) per pair.
Accomplished tube electronics designer Joe Curcio
(featured in both GLASS AUDIO and THE AUDIO AMATEUR)

SUB-WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it (Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asubwoofer, used in association with small
but very precise front srieakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system — consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers — produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost ( f805 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3
/ in. square by 20 1
4
/ in. high,
4
can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AE1 speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a El 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC, Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre-amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!

Thomas Ileinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 071-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7).

was enlisted to help achieve the exacting design and
perfc)rmance goals of the SFM-75.
The main design premise. for the SFM-75 was to achieve
the highest level of harmonic accuracy. correct tonal balance.
realistic soundstaging, lifelike dynamics and overall musicality
possible. This was accomplished by integrating leading edge
tube technology with brand name components of uncompromising quality. As well, the SFM-75 has lxun designed
for the highest degree of reliability and ease of assembly
(approximately 15 hc)urs per pair) in the DYNACO traditi(m.
This conservatively rated 75 watt per channel amplifier
utilizes such notable components as: HOLCO, VISHAY, SOLEN,
WIMA, WONDER CAP, REL-CAP, GOLD AERO, EDISON
PRICE, CARDAS AND TIFFANY which assure reliable. highlevel perfinmance.
In addition, the SFM-75 possesses a large conservatively
rated power supply ( with appropriate regulation), acustom wound wide bandwidth output transfOrmer, and is totally
user adjustable with respect to its world-wide A.C. power
requirements and output configuration. The SFM-75 delivers
all this in a robust
lb. ( 21 kg) package.
As the initial product in our line of high performance tube
electronics kits, the SFM-75 Mono Tube Amplifier is the only
audiophile-grade product available to offer true value for
money in today's high-end market.
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOMED

SONIC FRONTIERS II\IC.
KENII.WORTII AVE. TORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA MiL 3S7

PHONE ( 416) 691-7877

FAX ( 416) 338-2562

RADIO
ontroversy surrounds the IBA's
decision to carry out test transmissions of stereo programmes on
medium wave. The trials conducted at
Radio Orwell's Foxhall Heath transmitter,
and reported in September's Radio column, have been heralded by the broadcasters as agreat success — an IBA spokesman
said no real problems were encountered.
However, there have been critical reports
in other areas of the audio press about the
viability of the whole concept. One item,
criticised by the IBA, states that manufacturers have no plans to introduce the
necessary tuners — a negative attitude to
what could be one of the greatest advancements in MF radio in this country.
One must make parallels between this
and Britain's Teletext service, where the
transmissions were introduced long
before the general availability of suitable
sets. In that case many purchased add-on
boxes to strip out the text data. And with
RDS, EON data is radiated although only
first-generation receivers are obtainable.
Undeterred by this bad press, the IBA is
pressing on. Its spokesman Bruce Randall
told HFN/RR that there was no reason not
to proceed with this exciting project just
because of alack of receivers. The authority is hoping to conduct further tests using
Motorola C-QUARM encoding, before
asking the Department of Trade and
Industry to establish a UK standard. London's Capital Radio is known to be keen to
implement stereo transmissions for its
MFonly Capital Gold service. Preliminary
work has already been undertaken at the
station's Safron Green site including provision of astereo feed and asuitable audio
processor. It hopes to be able to implement stereo before the end of the year.
The Motorola Compatible Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation technique is currently being used in the USA, Canada and
Australia where total compatibility with
mono has been found. Some 20 million
decoder chips are supplied worldwide by
Motorola with around 575 stations in the
USA already using C-QUARM multiplexing. The additional information is transmitted within the existing bandwidth by
using two RF signals on the same frequency, phase shifted by 90 degrees
relative to one another. The mono, or
left-plus- right audio, amplitude modulates
the normal carrier, while a quadrature
signal conveys the left- minus- right
information. Thus a receiver with a synchronous detector is able to extract the
two different modulating components.
While ordinary quadrature modulation
used for carrying AM stereo information
suffers mono compatibility problems
caused by amplitude changes or distortion which increases with the stereo

balanced modulators fed with RF signals
90 degrees out of phase. The output of the
summing network is a pure quadrature
AM streo signal, fed to the transmitter as
the RF carrier drive signal. The left-plusright component is used fOr conventional
AM, allowing compatibility with existing
mono receivers.

Radio's wider audience
BBC Enterprises' Radio Collection of
spoken word cassettes is now encompassing TV greats. Iwo volumes of Yes
Minister by Jonathan Lynn and Anthony
Jay have just been released ( in stereo!),
each capturing four episodes of the series.
Other recent additions to the growing
collection include another helping of
radio's longest- running comedy series The
Nat')' Lark and, for those with a strong
constitution, Fifty Thoughts of the Day
from Rabbi I.ionel Blue which runs for
around 21/2 hours!

Calling all cars
As BBC Local Radio expands with the
creation of new-style stations, facilities
have been updated. Specially designed
mixing desks have been commissioned
from Audix ( part of Tannoy) and a new,
Mark V radio car ordered from Birmingham-based SBS. In the good old days this
work would have been carried out inhouse by BBC engineers; today it is put
out to tender.
SBS arc experts in their field and have
listened to comments and suggestions
from the end- users — the reporters and
engineers who have used the previous
generations of cars. Intended to provide
instant programme contributions from
remote locations through the use of radio
links, the first cars of the 1970s were
virtually customised by each station. Then
came stock- issued Ford Cortinas until the
model ceased production and the BBC
turned to the Montego Estate. Following a
review of the existing fleet it was decided
to look at alternative vehicles.
A 1.6 Ford Sierra Estate fitted with
Clark's pneumatic aerial mast, Moseley
25W UHF radio link and ancillary equipment is currently undergoing field trials —
literally, in some instances. Before going
to Radio Sussex, the car was displayed at
the International Broadcasting Convention held in the town. Twelve similar
vehicles are on order from SBS for use at

content, Motorola claims to have tackled
the problem by multiplying both the
amplitude and quadrature modulation by
a correction factor. In the C-QUARM
encoder, the left-plus- right and left- minusright components are connected to two
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BBC Local Radio new Mark V radio car with control
panel in dashboard ( left) and radio-telephone.

TREVOR

BUTLER

new stations such as Surrey and Berkshire
as well as replacing worn-out cars at some
other stations.
Previously the radio car was thought of
as aone- man-operated. fast- response vehicle. The idea was that a reporter would
drive to the scene to record an interview,
raise the car's mast and establish a link
before playing back the item. Line ' injects'
were also possible by using the car radio
to monitor the station's output. New
thinking is that the radio car should be
able to become a more complex outside
broadcast vehicle.

ILR expansion plans
The Radio Authority, in shadow form until
the enactment of the new broadcasting
legislation, has released its plans for the
future expansion of independent local
radio. Apart from two National ( INR)
licences which will be an urgent priority
during the first part of 1991, 30 possible
locations have been identified to receive
their own service. These are all currently
not served, or only marginally covered, by
existing II.R services, or else form distinctive communities within present II.R
areas. It is interesting to note that the
independent sector seems to be heading
in the same direction that BBC local radio
was forced to go. Three ' countywide'
locations are on the working list, namely
Cornwall, North Yorkshire, and Lincolnshire. These reflect the wishes of those
who submitted ' letters of intent' to provide radio in these arcas as well as filling
large holes in current coverage. The
possibility of smaller, more specialised,
services within these areas cannot be
ruled out at a later date.
A lack of suitable frequencies in Greater
London, particularly on VIF, has meant
that the authority cannot expand independent radio there either London-wide or by
the creation of more localised services.
The rapid introduction of the incremental
contracts in the capital has virtually exhausted the supply of frequencies available to non- BBC radio services. However,
the Radio Authority is known to have
technical advisers working to identify
spare frequencies.
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MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES

MONAURAL
REFERENCE

AMPLIFIER

N2 20.5

A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PRE- AMPLIFIER

No 23. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

THE NAD 6325
CASSETTE DECK
THE TAPE DECK FOR THE AUDIOPHILE
"Britain's only cassette deck experts...A level of fidelity that
simply cannot be beaten...buy NAD, they're the experts."
HI-FI REVIEW

While other manufacturers of cassette decks cortinue to offer products with unnecessary features and
complicated front panels, NAD has taken the lead in applying new technology to improve the quality of
the sound. NAD's classic model, the 6325, provides astandard of performance only found on
competitive decks costing far more. The budget priced 6325 features two special circuits, Play-trim and
CAR- processing, both created to provide optimum sound quality. Play- trim is an extrememly valuable
circuit designed by NAD and Dolby Laboratories to brilliantly restore accurate playback of both home
and studio- recorded tapes. This function proves particularly useful when playing back recordings made
on an alternative deck. The NAD CAR feature makes for superb in- car fidelity by allowing even the
most quiet passages of pre-recorded music to remain clearly audible above any intruding background
noise. This feature is also highly important when listening to music on apersonal hi-fi system with
headphones. The NAD 6325 cassette deck - as with all NAD products - was designed and built for its
musical performance. Audition one at your NAD stockist' today.

NAD

6325 — £ 169.95 FROM NAD SPECIALIST DEALERS
*Play-trim circuit
*CAR Processor
*Dolby B & C Noise Reduction
*Two- motor belt drive
*Low flutter tape transport

o

BRITISH - BY DESIGN

NAD Marketing Ltd.
Adastra House, 401-405 Nether Street, London N3 10G
Telephone: 081 349 4034

TEADRO OM
quirming 'cos something is so-o-o
good is not anormal reaction. Unfortunately, it's one Iexperience often,
as I've seen lots of So-o-o good' things
disappear. Icould start with Betamax or
slope- fronted cassette decks or some
other noble failures, but Iwon't. I'll just
hope that what I've recently experienced
will not end up as another footnote in the
history of recorded sound.
A package arrived the other day bearing
five CDs. Inside each jewel box, though,
were two copies of each disc. One
seemed normal, the other sported the
letters/logo `APO'. In all other respects the
two copies of each disc were identical.
'APO' is a trademark belonging to a
Japanese company called Optrom Inc, a
CD manufacturer established in 1986. A
subsidiary of Mitsui Petrochemical Industries Ltd, Optrom has produced 14 million
discs per year; combine the experience of
Optrom with the specialties of the parent
company and you have a team perfectly
positioned for experimenting with new
materials. Which brings us to APO.
The letters stand for `Amorphous PolyOlefin', aresin which Mitsui developed as
'the most suitable raw material specialized
for the molding of the substrate for the
optical memory disc'. Its combined virtues should therefore include excellent
optical properties as well as thermal and
mechanical properties, all necessary features of a ' dream' substrate material.
Apparently, APO has already been used
for optical computer discs; it therefore
followed that it might work wonders for
audio discs too. One of the reasons why it
serves so well is its ' better than 1/1 trillion
error rate', so high Idon't even know how
many zeroes it requires.
Optrom points out that the good old
polycarbonate used for CDs is the same
stuff originally developed for ` ragged use'
such as bullet-proof glass or helmets. One
of the primary areas of superiority of APO
over polycarbonate is its lower birefringence and less scattering of the light.
Because of ' minor photo- elastic constant',
APO retains the lower bi-refringence even
when the disc is stressed, via clamping for
example, or through the normal stresses
experienced during high-speed rotation.
What all of this boils down to is superior
read/write characteristics, which means
lower error correction and greater accuracy...which means better sound.
The sonic promise of APO, according to
Optrom, is clearer treble, richer, more
massive bass and less sensitivity to echo,
which I think might be resistance to
vibration and/or microphony.
The press release which accompanied
the samples makes interesting reading not
so much from ascientific standpoint but
because of the way Optrom has — uncharacteristically for a Japanese company —
lambasted CD for its artificial qualities.
Remember that we're not talking about
Koetsu or STAX or Micro Seiki; we're
dealing with agiant petrochemical company which happens to stamp ahell of a
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lot of CDs. And here it is dumping on CD
for its ' lack of mildness', ' poor bass sound'
and low clarity of treble region'. Sure, the
company is out to sell its substrate material against the various competitors making polycarbonates, but — normally — the
sales pitch would be reams of scientific
gobbledygook requiring of the reader a
PhD in chemistry. Optrom, on the other
hand, sounds like it's overrun with music
lovers.
Don't get the idea that the company is
anti-digital. Its boffins started from the
position where they acknowledged that
U-Matic digital master tapes sound much
better than the CDs made from them, so
something had to be wrong after the
master stage. And the conclusion at which
they arrived is the actual material from
which a CD is made. When they substitued APO for standard polycarbonate, hey
presto!, they had a better CD.
APO CDs use the same stamper and the
same techniques, so there are no reasons
whatsoever that it can't be used by
existing facilities. Unfortunately, Idon't
have any price lists, so Idon't know if
Mitsui — the sole manufacture of APO — is
charging much more for the wonder stuff.
Should it cost even apenny apound more
than the normal polycarbonate, you'd find
bean counters from London to LA saying
`No way, Jose'.
What they'll be passing on is an instant
improvement noticeable regardless of the
hardware. Iligh-end or mid fi, portable or
in-situ, Philips or Japan Inc, multi-bit or
Bitstream — you know when the standard
disc has been changed for an APO version.
And everyone Iused as a guinea pig —
audiophile or civilian — identified pretty
much the same gains.
The material supplied included alot of
fusion- type jazz, which seems to be something the Japanese think is fine for
audiophile consumption. Although the
discs, produced in conjunction with top
Japanese labels Hi-Brite, Alfa and TDK
(which Idon't think is connected with the
tape manufacturer), were unfamiliar, it
didn't matter as Iwas 'A/B-ing' them for
sound. And Ihave to admit that the disc
with Japanese remakes of Prince tunes
was something of a hoot.
So what did I and the other victims
hear? All Ican say is that I'm glad Isaved a

KEN

KESSLER

few superlatives after raving about Kontak. If you agree that Kontak is the best
£1000- improvement- for-£ 20, wait until
you hear what a change of plastics does
for your system.
First of all, you notice gains in transparency which are so drastic that the
results of the comparison will define
'transparency' for those who don't quite
comprehend it. Back to the old analogy
about removing veils. I'm afraid, but that's
the effect. What's most shocking is that
the original discs were damned fine anyway; the APO discs makes them seem
dirty. It's almost like a system pre- and
post-Kontak cleaning.
That's the overall improvement. More
specifically, you experience gains at the
frequency extremes which go some way
to undermining any anti-CD arguments
not already addressed by superior hardware. The bass is richer, just as the puff
says, with the control changed from vicelike to something more natural, with
progressive decay and smoother 'flow'.
Those hung up on the concept of rhythms
will have to re- think their attitudes
toward CD should APO reach the masses.
As for the treble, well, ' sweeter' barely
conveys the way that transients are
retained while edginess is removed. You
want a comparison? It's like tubes-vstransistors, but without too much of the
softening which keeps many of you faithful to solid-state.
If any of you reading this are involved
with the release or manufacture of CDs,
please drop a line to:
Takashi Shigetomi
General Manager of Sales
Optrom Inc
Dear City Akasaka E-304
12-20 Akasaka, 2-( home
Minato-Ku, Tokyo
Japan

Stevie Wonder slips an Optrom APO disc

Better still, phone on ( 03) 584-4790 or
fax on ( 03) 584-8987_ You'll he doing all
of us abig favour. Oh, and thanks to James
Boyk for alerting me to APO. After all, if
it's good enough for Stevie Wonder, it's
good enough for the rest of us. lit
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ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF.
"As far as I'm concerned, the AEI re-defines
the art of miniature speaker design"
John Atkinson, Stereophile, September 1988
"To the author's knowledge, the most awesomely
dynamic and articulate miniature ever made"
Alvin Gold, HiFi Choice, June 1988
"...the best looking, most immaculately turned out
stands I've ever clapped eves on"
Jonathan Kettle, New HiFi Sound, Julv1989
"The AEI leapfrogs existing references and sets new
standards of technical and musical excellence..."
David G Prâkel, HiFi Answers, March 1988
*HEARING IS BELIEVING
To audition Acoustic Energy loudspeakers — contact any of the
dealers listed below.
Doug Brady HiFi
London WC2
Tel 071-379 4010
(also at Warrington &
Liverpool)
Grahams Hi Fi
London N1
Tel 071-226 5500
KJ Leisure Sound
London W1
Tel 071-486 0552

The Audio File
Bishops Stortford, Huts
Tel (0279) 506576
(also at St Ives, Cambs)
Cleartone
Bolton, Lanes
Tel ( 0204) 31423
(also at Manchester &
Wolverhampton)
Brentwood Music
Centre
Brentwood, Essex
Tel (0277) 221210

Thomas Heinitz Ltd
London W2
Tel 071-229 2077

The Powerplant
Brighton, ESussex
Tel (0273) 775978

The Comllake Shop
London W1
Tel 071-631 0472

Steve Boxshall Audio
Cambridge. Combs
Tel ( 0223) 68305

Peter Jones
London SWI
Tel 071-730 3434
The Listening Rooms
London SW5
Tel 071-244 7759
Studio 99
London NW6
Tel 071-624 8855

Audio Excellence
Cardiff, Wales
Tel (0222) 228565
(also at Gloucester,
Swansea & Newport)
Peter Tyson Ltd
Carlisle, Cumbria
Tel (0228) 46756

Robert Taussig Co
London W9
Tel 071-286 1728

Data Sound
Dorking Surrey
Tel ( 0306) 882897

Overture Hi Fi
Banbury, Oxon
Tel (0295) 272158

Wentworth Audio
Dunstable, Beds
Tel ( 0582) 663383

The Hi Fi Centre
Barrow-in-Fumess,
Cumbria
Tel ( 0229) 838757

Hi Fi Corner
Edinburgh, Scotland
Tel 031-220 1535
(also at Falkirk &
Glasgow)

Paul Green Hi Fi
Bath, Avon
Tel (0225) 316197

In HI-FI
Edinburgh, Scotland
Tel 031-225 8854

Lintone Audio
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
Tel 091-477 4167
(also at Whitley Bay &
Durham)
Stereo Stereo
Glasgow, Scotland
Tel 041-248 4079
Menders HI Fi
Grimsby, SHumberside
Tel ( 0472) 351391
PJ Audio
Guildford, Surrey
Tel (0483) 504801
Harrow Audio
Harrow. Middx
Tel 081-863 0938
Compact Music
Havant, Hants
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INTERVIEW

Having established his patented
stylus tip, AJvan den Hul took a
physicist's approach to hi-fi cables
by Steve Harris

Jvan den Hul still has the microscope he inherited from his father,
a recording engineer in pre-war
days, who had used it for checking wax
masters: ' It is a very emotional piece of
property. But with my first earnings, I
bought avery good Zeiss binocular microscope. Advice: never use a point lightsource. Always use afibre-optic ring light,
so you can work underneath with no
shadows.'
There is much of the professor about A
J van den Hul: smiling kindly, explaining
things patiently and precisely, but with a
schoolboyish humour, as if he is afraid you
might think that he took things too
seriously. But looking into the microcosm
of the diamond stylus or the crystal
structure of a connecting wire, he has
taken things seriously enough to help
solve some of the major problems of
audio. Iasked him how it all started.
'When I was three, the World War
started, and my father joined the Dutch
resistance movement, and when he came
back again in 1945, he was about finished.
He died in 1948, and that was why Iwas
left with alot of his hobby articles but was
never told how to deal with it. But it was
the beginning of my hobby, and from
1948 Iwas building my first receiver, and
building my first strongly-generating-overthe-whole-band transmitter! But later I
joined the Air Force, where Igot agood
education in radio and radar.
'Afterwards I entered the University,
and began my work on measuring equipment, especially the proton accelerator.
During that study, Iwas already teaching,
and afterwards Icontinued, teaching physics in high school and technical high
school. But in the late 1970s, as aresult of
the tip, I established my company.
'Coming from a more technical direction, you have to learn the language and
the appreciation of sound. It's not just
reproduction, it's reproduction with emotion. It's the emotional value which concerns me most, how to translate emotional values into technical properties.

The line-contact stylus
'The van den Ilul tip was thanks to avisit I
made to aGerman manufacturer of stylus
tips, who worked with equipment made
of Meccano parts! Rotating axles in a
Meccano hole always make an ellipse, so
he was very good at making elliptical tips,
and he didn't even know why! Anyway, he
asked me, after we'd had a lot of good
cognac, why elliptical tips were better
than round ones. And Itried to explain to
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AJ van den Hul in his workshop, at home in the village of Oene, Holland

VAN DEN
HUL PROFILE
him that an ellipse was somewhat better,
but when you describe the function of the
ellipse, the logical result is that it should
be better to shorten the contact area in
the groove, so that the minor radius of the
ellipse should be smaller and the major
radius should be much larger.
The Shibata was really around tip with
flat areas cut on the rear. So the upper part
of the groove Iyou track with 18microns
minor radius, the lower part with
4micron. So the resolution is always
changing: when resolution is high on the
right channel, it is low on the left and vice
versa. In CD- 4, this meant that the demodulator level was never stable.
'A constant Iminor Iradius should track
what has been cut with aconstant radius.
and then the resolution factor is high.
That was the idea behind it, but the
question was, how to make such atip? It
took me awhile. Idid alot of calculations
on an IBM 370 at the University. Occasionally some funny shapes came out, but
the one Itook as first choice became the
van den Hul Type I. The minor radius was
3microns and the major one was about
85. Type Il has radii of about 7microns
and about 45microns. 'Ibis is less critical
of fit in the groove, so a moving-magnet
cartridge, with less support to keep it in
the correct position, will still do well. But
if you use aType II for m-ccartridges, that
is not the highest resolution possible.
'After the Type Iwas made. Istarted to
promote the tip, modifying cartridges.

Some people were very angry that Idid it,
because they said Iwas killing records and
scratching or cutting away information
from the groove. But Iwas sure Ididn't.
It's the same as a razor blade: as long as
you move the razor blade perpendicular
over the surface, it will not cut anything.
'Looking at the Type I, the total contact
area is the same or more than with a
round ( spherical or conical) tip, it is not
less. And there is another thing. With a
round tip anoise particle will take along
time to pass; with my tip it will take avery
short time, so the annoyance by noise is
much less.
'But the most important thing is record
wear. I measured temperatures using a
thermistor with athin wire round the tip.
A conical tip went up to about 140deg C,
but my one was 60deg. Iwould like to
come down further, but this was the
lowest possible value.
'By making tip shapes and listening very
carefully, Ibecame aware of other things
in sound that were important. When you
start, it's just left and right, but when you
work with sound alonger time you realise
that there is more information, low-level
information, reverberation, distortions,
detail. I'm happy that the tip did the job at
that time, even when I did not realise
what the potential was. So, conclusion:
records in the past were much better than
we ever thought, only we did not have the
correct tracking. With the correct tracking, we can enjoy all the recorded music
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INTERVIEW
from the past really that much better.
'As soon as Ifound the manufacturer for
the tip, he applied for the patent in his
name and said " Iwant to protect you"; in
the end Ihad to go to court to get all the
patents back, excluding Switzerland,
because Ihad given it to him not realising
what his real aims were. In the first
contracts, there had already been the
claim that Ishould be the patent owner.
'It's very difficult, when you have a
good idea, to get the product protected.
The only one Iknow who really did it well
was Dolby. It's not just the idea, but its
also the patent attorney who helps you to
describe the idea for the claim.
'I build about 500 cartridges ayear and
re- tip or repair about 1200. Instead of a
reduction in the number of cartridges that
are sent, I'm getting more and more busy!
But the people who bought cartridges
gave me agood start to the company, so I
must support them. Sometimes Ireceive
cartridges where Ihave replaced the tip
four times, and the client is so happy that
he wants it replaced a fifth time.'
Is it possible for you to train anyone
else to do this work?
'I tried, but Igave up, because those I
did train damaged so much that Ihad to
spend more time repairing or replacing
cartridges. It needs an extremely sensitive
eye, and an extreme sensitivity for movements of the hand, you have to apply very
minor forces. When I've been digging in
the garden, Ican't do it for a day: when
I've been cutting wood, Ican't do it for
about a week!'
Naturally, van den Hul progressed from
re- tipping to building his own cartridges.
'Yes, I entered an arrangement with
Empire of Switzerland, but it took about
three years to get into production. I
started off with the Grasshopper, which is
really my own thing, to get as much out of
the groove as is possible with today's
knowledge and understanding.
`When Imake acartridge, the first thing
that it touches is the lead-in groove of that
EMI record, Elly Ameling. When the noise
is very soft and very smooth and even,
coming from all directions, I knów it's
working nicely.
"Ibe length of the cantilever can be
changed; the rubber can be changed; the
suspension wire can be changed; so there
are three main tuning systems. Ican just
change to get what aclassical music lover
mainly wants, which is spaciousness, or to
get what apop music lover wants, which
is more dynamics.
'Winding coils for the Grasshopper. I
found so much difference in wire that I
was automatically attracted to the subject.
That was the door-opener ( or the canopener! ). As a student, you are told,
conductors are conductors: but there's a
big difference between one and the other
(and not the one who stands in front of
the orchestra). It's not just alittle story.'

The cable minefield
>
Conventional

audio measurements fail to
explain the sonic differences between
cables, which is why so many ` experts'
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reject the whole idea of audiophile cables.
With the help of Mr Haan of The Translator company ( vdl I's Dutch distributor)
and an Advancetest spectrum analyser,
van den Hul has tried to produce
measurements which convincingly correlated with ' cable sound'.
First, he explained, the general signal
levels passing through the cables in ahi-fi
system are much lower than you might at
first realise. Taking an example of a
pre-amplifier of nominal IV output with
typical impedances, he showed that the
actual voltage drop over a 0.1ohm interconnect might be just 2microvolts, and
thus the real signal level in the cable may
be in the range - I14dBV to - 174dB. So the
subtleties of spatial information are carried by very tiny currents indeed.
FFT spectrum analysis of a 5001z
single- cycle pulse at around - 85dBV
showed up differences: the best van den
Hul cable showed a regular, evenlydeclining set of harmonics from 50011z
upwards; for one well-known American
audiophile cable, the graph showed an
uneven energy trend with the harmonic
peaks smeared together and noticeable
extra energy in the 7kHz region.
Such characteristics are attributed to
the molecular- level capacitative and
cliodic effects at the crystal boundaries,
and they correlate with distortion and
harshness in the reproduced sound.
Seeing the similarity between this cable
effect and the low-level crossover distortion of aClass A/B amplifier, van den Hul
called it Cross Crystal Distortion.
"Ibis can give you the idea, "Aha, Ihear
more, there's more detail!", but it's not
true, it's just more harmonic distortion.
My main aim is to reduce Cross Crystal
Distortion as much as Ican, to take out
harshness from the sound. That's why alot
of people recognise my products as very
soft: sometimes they don't like it, they say

it lacks information. But what they have
been used to is a spiky sound.'
A hi-fi sound, rather than a musical
sound?
'Yes. The reason that people didn't hear
that in the 1970s is that amplifiers had the
same effect, so there was no difference
between cables and amps. When the amps
got better, the cable had to be better.'
Having developed manufacturing processes to produce along-crystal structure,
van den Hul's main preoccupation is with
ageing, which he says will always tend to
break parts of the metal structure into
smaller crystal groups and increase CCD
so that the sound gradually 'goes off'.
Mechanical ageing of wire takes place due
to the manufacturing process and bending, but chemical ageing due to oxidization and atmospheric pollutants will also
degrade the sound.
'When you buy anew car, and it's shiny,
and you drive it home, you park it outside
your house and it's not clean any more.
It's certainly not clean after a year.
Oxygen-free copper is just oxygen free at
the moment it's made. As soon as its
finished, it starts to oxidize again: it
sounds dim and starts to be harsh. Therefore it's better to protect the wire.'
Unprotected wires, he says, soon start
to sound worse because of ageing. This
leads to what he calls the buying curve, a
cycle of insidiously-deteriorating performance which drives enthusiasts to buy
something new every year or so.
Now, van den Hul is working on an
advanced optical transmission system for
digital interconnection, but no doubt he
will continue trying to persuade users and
manufacturers to look more closely and
scientifically into the micro-world of copper ( or silver!). On a planet full of
chemical and electromagnetic pollutants,
as he says, The inside world must be
clean...'
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CONSTRUCTIONAL

THE MONOCHORD
SUB WOOFER
here are many problems with
reproducing bass in a small room.
The smaller the room, the bigger
the problem; with a large room the
problems seem to fade away. The midrange and HF are, in comparison, much
easier to get right. How many times have
you read that very deep bass is either very
difficult or impossible to obtain in asmall
room? However, no-one bothers to
explain why. Obviously the room will
boost some frequencies and tend to cancel others, but no deep bass?
Most hi-fi enthusiasts bypass the problems by never using a larger speaker in
their system than can be heard without
any boom. The unfortunate consequence
of this is no bass, or certainly no deep
bass. Let me explain right away: bass to
me means frequencies below 40Hz. Of
course, one advantage of the modern
acceptance of tiny speakers is that at least
they are visually more attractive to the
distaff side of the houses. True, they do
have other advantages: asmall box means
less boxy radiation, better HF distribution.
plus ( very important) less cost.
Iam unashamedly a bass freak, but I
hate boomy bass — the sort of bass that
sounds 'wallowy' and ' fat' usually ends up
making me feel ill.
As many even quite large speakers are
struggling at 3011z, any reduction in level
will only worsen the problem. To get very
deep bass in a small room means somehow getting the speaker to operate without boom in the upper bass, say 40 to
80Hz region, hut to extend down to about
20Hz. But can we generate such low
frequencies in asmall room? And even if
we can, will we hear them if they are
below the room's lowest eigentone?
Iwas once fortunate enough to have a
rather large sitting room, about 21 by 15
feet. Reproducing deep bass in that room
was easy. It sounded excellent. Unfortunately it spoilt me, for ever since Ihave
had to make do with smaller rooms. To try
and get down deeper Ibought myself a
pair of miniatures and built an electronic
crossover to mono the bass below 10011z
and drive asub-woofer via aseparate bass
amplifier. The chosen design for the
sub-woofer was a standard bass reflex
tuned to 2511z. It was built using 30mm
kitchen worktop materials from the local
builders' merchants. 'I'he drive- unit was
the ubiquitous KEF 11139. Of course, it
tended to boom so Itried various ways to
dampen it, eventually filling it with longhaired wool.
My present room is only 14 by 11 feet
I11.11 NEWS & RECORD ' LESS
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How to get aquart out of apintsized room. The Monochord

a resonance below the normal operating
range, plus an extension to at least 2511z.
'I'he question was: how?

Several sub- woofer designs were
looked at, but nearly all used the reflex
principle, which Ihad already rejected.
Some designs used a pipe resonance.
by Richard Lord
Again, Idecided against any system that
relied on resonance to boost the output.
Resonance means stored energy.
with 8- foot high ceiling. No amount of
Eventually, I was forced back to the
reducing the gain could remove the
transmission line system. Over the years I
room- related problems. I had a choice:
had experimented with several versions
either go back to the conventional solution, that is, use asmall speaker, or seek a of transmission line loading. My first was
way back in 1970, with adesign published
radically new solution. Ichose the latter.
in the old Hi -Fi Sound, and unimaginaMost so-called large speakers only go
tively named Transline. It was a simple
down to about 35-40Hz in a moderate
two-way system of a KEE 11139 bass unit
sized room. With alarge room, they may
with a TI5 tweeter. The line- length was
give a mite more extension, but still
about nine feet and gave reasonable
certainly not the 20-2511z I demand.
extension down to about 2511z. The
Manufacturers seem to place efficiency
design would he considered rather crude
higher up their list of priorities than bass
by today's standards, hut did have a
extension: volume seems more important
reasonably quick bass and went deep. This
than the widest possible frequency range.
Iwanted reasonable efficiency, with a was used in a fairly large room. The
internal damping material was long-haired
bass resonance as low as possible, preferwool, carefully teased out ( it took hours! ).
ably below 2011z. By increasing the
The unavoidable disadvantage of the
cabinet size, this would be possible with
transmission line ( for a given depth of
the reflex system of loading — hut after my
experiences with a reflex sub-woofer I bass) is its physical size. There is just no
way to reduce the length of the line. Any
was very reluctant to go down that path.
attempt to try and cramp it up by multiple
What Iwanted was asystem that was ' fast',
that is, with no overhang or ringing after a folding of the line may reduce its effectiveness. There is also the risk of pipe
bass transient, yet virtually bottomless. So,
resonances developing. Likewise, the
Iwanted a ' fast' bass, no ' room boom' and

subwoofer may be the answer

MUSK TO YOUR EARS
(AND GRAHAM'S AND ALVIN'S ...)
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4 What the Yamaha CDX-53oE does so
convincingly where other budget models tend to fail,
is to produce asound that reproduces the dynamics of
real music" . . . " It is afirst class performance at a
very low price. 9 9
Çraham Mayor, '
Which CD' — May 1990
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4 The Yamaha CDX-73oE has acrisp, welldefined sound that emphasises transients well and
which consequently portrays tonal colours boldly and
styles of placing with force and vigour. 9 9
Alvin Çold, ' High Fidelity'
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CONSTRUCTIONAL
cross-sectional area of the line is very
important. Ideally it should never be less
than the cross-sectional area of the
speaker cone, particularly in the vicinity
of the drive unit. Further down the line
some small reduction can be made. If the
line is made too narrow the sound
acquires a strange ' forced' coloration.
This all sounds very negative, so why
bother to take it any further? Well, the
transmission line system of loading has
one very endearing quality: it has asuperb
bass sound. It is very natural and uncoloured. There is almost no ' overhang' to
the bass. A kick drum sounds like one.
This could only benefit my preoccupation
with ' room boom'. Strange as it may seem,
many people appear to like an overblown
bass. It may be euphonic to some, hut it
most definitely is not accurate. Ihave a
suspicion that this is why the reflex is so
popular — if you want that sort of bass, the
reflex can provide it. If anyone doubts
this, they only have to glance at the
transient diagrams researched by Bailey
which compare the reflex system with the
transmission line. In these diagrams he
shows the effect of a transient pulse
generated within the two types of enclosure. With the reflex the pulse is shown to
provoke a trail of echoes which last for
many milliseconds after the pulse has
passed. Incidentally most of my knowledge about transmission line loading has
come from reading the articles by Dr.
Bailey which were originally published in
Wireless World, plus the hundreds of
hours spent experimenting!
A transmission line directs the sound
from the back of the speaker down a
pathway ( the line) to exit into the room
from aport. Although both the reflex and
the transmission line have ports, there the
similarity ends. With the reflex, the output from its port is aresult of the internal
Helmholtz resonance of the air in the
cabinet. The transmission line should not
have aresonance: if it does it is probably
caused by cramping the cross sectional
area of the line, or inappropriate folding in
the vicinity of the drive unit. Ihave done
this myself in the past, trying to get too
much from too small a box.
At the upper end of the frequency range
of the bass unit, the sound from the back
of the cone is almost completely absorbed
by the internal lagging of the line. Thus
there is very little output from the port. As
the frequency is lowered this absorption
gradually reduces, until at its designed
lowest frequency a substantial output is
given by the port. The sound from the
back of the cone is in anti-phase to the
front. As the frequency is lowered,
because of the finite time it takes the
sound to travel down the line before it
reaches the port, its phase is changed with
respect to the front of cone sound. When
the frequency is such that its wavelength
is equal to four times the length of the
line, the sound will exit the port in phase
with the front of cone sound.
This is alittle simplistic, as the speed of
sound within the line is rather slower than
in air due to the absorption of the lagging.
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The actual speed will depend on the type
of absorbent used. This helps to give a
little more extension than might otherwise be expected. The output from the
port will therefore obviously augment the
total output of the system. The output
from the port will continue to help the
speaker for about one sixth of a
wavelength either side of this frequency.
Note that this additional output from the
port is obtained without resonance.
Naturally, the speaker drive unit must
be chosen with care. It must have excellent transient response, or all the advantages of the transmission line system will
be lost. Its bass resonance frequency must
be low. The normal practice is to ensure it
is equal to four times the wavelength of
the line, so that it coincides with the
frequency at which maximum boost
occurs from the port. When mounted in
the enclosure, the system resonance will
fall below the line length and should
therefore be out of harm's way. This is
another characteristic of the transmission
line: the bass resonance of the speaker
actually drops. Ipresume this is due to the
extra mass of the air within the line
loading the cone.
At double this frequency, when the line
equates to a half-wavelength, the output
from the port will he in anti-phase to the
speaker output and will tend to cancel it.
At this doubled frequency, the sound will
have been considerably reduced in level
by the time it reaches the port, due to the
internal lagging being much more effective. With this doubling of frequency
comes also a doubling of the band of
frequencies affected in this way. So this
slight suck- out effect is spread over a
quite wide range. This could be just what
is needed. By judicious choice of both line
length and the internal absorbent, Imight
be able to juggle things so that the
cancellation effect just counteracts the
boost in volume given by the room. A few
days with my calculator and lots of
thinking ( Iam not amathematician!) and I
thought it should work. In fact the result
suggests that it should work with most
small rooms without any modification at
all. So, can low frequencies be heard in a
small room below the room's lowest
eigentone? The answer is, yes they can.
But is it worthwhile? After all, the
lowest frequency produced by a bass
guitar is 411Iz; even the piano only goes
down to 30-odd Hertz. True, some organs
can go as low as 1611z, hut what of all the
other recordings? Well, there is consider-

able very- low-frequency energy on many
recordings. When this is reproduced,
such, recordings seem to take on a new
life. Notes are heard which were previously hidden. Even more importantly,
what were previously bass- heavy recordings ( the ones that made me feel ill ) now
sound tighter and far better balanced. The
upper bass ( 40 to 80Hz range) now
sounds much ' faster' and involving. If
there are very low frequencies present.
they are felt! To me this is the essence of
fidelity: true full range reproduction system, with no undue emphasis on any
frequency.
My wife had considerable misgivings
before construction started ( who could
blame her?), hut when testing the finished
product, although she has not the slightest
interest in high fidelity, her comment was
'this does sound good, much better than
before'. Please understand, this is not
meant as apat on the back to me, but to
show that it caused atotally disinterested
person to notice the improvement.
The subjectively- measured response in
my room shows asubstantial output down
to 2011z. Below this it dies away as the
port and speaker outputs become out of
phase and cancel each other. This is
probably sufficient for all but the most
dedicated infra- bass enthusiast. The
design uses asingle KEF B300B ( 350mm )
speaker. It requires a special active bass
filter which tailors the sub-woofer to the
exisiting system. This must then be amplified by a dedicated bass amplifier. Some
people complain that to have amono bass
is totally wrong. They insist that the bass
must he stereo. Possibly, hut in practice
many visitors ( victims?) have been fooled.
No-one detected where the low frequencies were being produced. This is because
to help domestic harmony, it is disguised
as awindow scat in the square-shaped bar
of our sitting room.
Was it worth all the bother? Ican say
most definitely, yes. It really is surprising
just how important very deep bass that is
felt rather than heard, can be. It supplies
the information that helps the ear/brain to
decode the clues which fool us into
believing we are ' there'. To me every
recording now has new meaning with a
more vital and interesting sound.
Next month's instalment will cover full
constructional details. +
•Ibelieve that Gordon J King first categorised the important
hifi factor of distaff side appeal as a review parameter
Experience confirms Ws view that aspeaker's USA is inversely.
proportional to its size. Hut exposed drive units always bring
the score to zero — Ed.
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According to arecent television programme,
there is now ablip on the economic statistics
represented by the return to real ale, organic
food and other products crafted with some
genuine enthusiasm and thought. " What we
find remarkable about the products and
philosophy of AUDIO INNOVATIONS is, in a
pair of words affordable excellence.
Together, products grouped by this progressive force in British audio, amount to
enhanced performance. And as Linn set the
pace of the seventies, and Absolute Sounds
in the eighties, we predict that Audio Innovations will at least change peoples' perceptions in the nineties. Talking about perceptions, one thing that this manufacturer gives
is perceived value. The products look and
feel at or beyond their cost."
As we stated in our July Newsletter,
aficianados know that " real amplifiers glow
in the dark," but at last, in Britain we do not
have to choose between inflated import
prices or compromised design and build.
The Music Room is delighted to work with a
domestic range of products which cost so
much more abroad!
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Amplifiers from this brand return to atrue
reflection of the sound of the sixties: fluid
and full of body, but using today's high
definition circuits, components, soldering
and wiring techniques. Reliability has been
uncompromised. The original basis of the
designs remains true even to the behaviour
of the power output where afew watts seem
to drive real loudspeakers. Thus the amazing
SECOND AUDIO monoblocks deliver 15
watts per channel — can you imagine what a
typical rack system of this rating would
deliver? To understand the difference
between strong watts and weak watts, read
the brochures printed by AUDIO INNOVATIONS. To hear the difference, visit The
Music Room!
The SECOND AUDIO monoblock power
amplifiers are cheap at £2,579 per pair, but a
most acceptable step towards this is the
legendary SERIES 500 integrated valve
amplifier still costing only £889. This amplifier ( see photo) offers full analogue and line
inputs however the separate pre- and power
amplifiers may be chosen from awide range
to suit the customer's analogue or digital
inclinations.
While excellent results can now be coaxed
from today's CD Players with the right D/A
convertor and cables, AUDIO INNOVATIONS
do not yield to digital arguments when
turntables sound as good as the VALDI
which comes from VOYD TURNTABLES LTD.
Guy Adams is quietly pushing the frontiers
of vinyl well out of reach of digital techniques: the Valdi is the bitstream of the
analogue world. We illustrate this distinguished product which is distributed and
recommended by INNOVATIONS along with
the moving- coil cartridges, a Japanese
legend which is now licensed to this company for manufacture in Britain.
A similar arrangement has been reached
with SNELL loudspeakers and the British
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replacements for the types Kand Jshould be
in our shops very soon. By mid-January, if all
goes to plan, we should also have the British
E-type of loudspeakers.
If we love music we must have CD! How to
get the best has exercised the finest
audiophile ears and minds. The American
Cal. Tempest II SE remains the ultimate
standard to meet or beat, but the French
MICROMEGA or Japanese TEAC offer
extraordinary alternatives. The best way to
buy an expensive CD Player: test the market
and if you simply love the sound of one
model, buy it in full awareness that it will be
obsolete next year but continue to give you
pleasure. If no particular model strikes you
as outstanding, then it pays to wait as things
are likely to get better in this area.
We can announce one important piece of
news: NAKAMICHI have launched arange of
models called Music Bank, and it won't break
yours. The prices start from £399 for the
entry point CD player, cassette deck and
even an integrated amplifier. Of course, we
still have the authentic Nakamichi components costing well into four figures but if you
want the Mercedes 190 of affordable audio
from Japan, we should be taking delivery of
the first models by the time you read this
letter.
We are pleased to announce the reinstatement of KEF loudspeakers with their
excellent new range, and two exciting products from ARCAM are the DELTA- 110 preamp which features purist quality of sound
with remote control and bitstream DIA! The
matching power- amplifier is called the
DELTA- 120.
STOCKING FILLERS
One of the most remarkable loudspeakers is
the AUDIOSTATIC built by Ben Peters in
Holland. They combine delicacy with power,
bass extension and extraordinary detail and
third dimensional imaging by simplicity of
full- range electrostatic diaphragm. Powerhandling redefines the state of the art! A year
ago we traded in a pair of Monolith ll's
against a pair of £ 10,000 Infinity Betas and
the customer regretted the decision! All we
asked for the Monoliths was £ 1,000 yet we
still have them. Any offers?
At the festive season we do wish our
readers, customers and friends all over Britain and world avery Happy Christmas and
Good New Year. And thank you for your
support.

The Music Room,
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN,
061-835 1366
The Music Room,
98 Bath Street,
Glasgow G2 2EN, 041-332 5012
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From the Ramones and NRBQ to
Dick Tracy and the Beach Boys
reissues, aBoston legend goes
back to the future

by Ken Kessler

fyou lived and rocked in New England
during the late 1960s or the early
1970s, you knew about Andy Paley.
He'd been in enough Boston cult bands to
deserve his own Pete Frame family tree.
What we didn't know, as we rocked in the
Rat, was that Paley would concentrate on
production, and that his deep love of rock
and pop would benefit the Ramones, Patti
Smith, Jonathan Richman and others.
So prodigious are Paley's talents that he
was asked to assist in the production of
Brian Wilson's first solo LP. Ile produced
the best of the three soundtracks for this
year's blockbuster movie, Dick Tracy. I
spoke to Paley while he was visiting the
UK to produce John Wesley Harding.
KK When you were hired to do the Dick
Tracy soundtrack, your brief was to create
what might be described as a ' generic
Thirties sound' without being too specifically Bing Crosby, too Paul Whiteman.
How did you accomplish this with distinctly post-War talents?
AP The most important thing for me was
not to use session guys. I wanted an
orchestra that played this music all the
time and Iknew that if Iused session guys
I might get a nice, clean sound, but it
would sound different to me, and ; ots of
other people would pick up on those
things. So Ifound the White I
teat Swing
Orchestra in Boston and that's all they do,
they only play that kind of music. Their
guitar player/arranger, Mike Kernan, who
plays seven-string guitar, is agenius. Iwas
able to talk this over with him. In 15
minutes, we figured out that this was the
way to go. Iwent to see them and they
just blew my mind.
You could take session men, use valve
mics, do the whole thing in some old
studio you might find somewhere and it
still wouldn't sound right. You really need
guys who know each other and swing
together. You don't just walk out of doing
aCoca-Cola commercial and into aswing
session with five guys you've never seen
before. Session guys are great, a lot are
good friends of mine, but they would
understand what I'm talking about. These
are guys where the bass player and the
drummer have ESP because they do this
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four nights aweek. So the first ingredient
is a band which has the sound itself.
MC And the material?
AP Well, the hand is actually as important
as the material. But Iwrote material with
Michael Kernan and Jeff Lass, a piano
player from Boston who's trapped in a
time warp — everything he plays — you
could ask him to play New Kids On The
Block and it would sound like something
from the Twenties SO Iknew he was the
guy. Iwanted aclever lyricist: you might
have agreat title, but if you really listen to
Irving Berlin and Jerome Kern, they
always, like in the Busby Berkeley movie
Footlight Parade, they always have ten
verses, five bridges and every one would
be different and they'd all be funny and
they'd all be clever and Ireally wanted to
go for that. And the team could come up
with this genuine stuff because they all
love the music of the era.
KK Did you already have a personal
interest in pre-War music?
AP Yeah. I'm not old enough to have a
sentimental attachment to it but I
definitely enjoy listening to IA11 Dubin
and Marry IWarren songs. You have to
respect people like that. These guys wrote
songs like ' I Only Have Eyes For You'
which came out way back when.
Paul McCartney, Burt Bacharach, Brian
Wilson. Gene Pitney — the people Iconsider to be the most important writers for
whom I have sentimental attachments
because of growing up in the Sixties —
these people would all having nothing but
the utmost respect for writers like Dubin
and Warren and Cole Porter and Jerome
Kern. All you have to do is listen to a
Dionne Warwick album or a Beatles
album and you'll see that everyone is
influenced by this stuff. There's nothing
wrong with it and this is what pop music
is all about.
KK How hard was it to avoid the corny
element of writing a period piece, as in
McCartney's ' Honey Pie', sung through a
megaphone à la Rudy Vallee with 78
background noise? how did you get a
1930s sound using 1990s technology?
AP We actually used old tube mics, but
the rest of it was modern. The temptation
was there to inject the sound of 78s and
we tried it on acouple of things but we
didn't like it. It did sound too pastiche y
and the sound was more genuine without
those effects. The only track we did that
to was the Tommy Page number when

PRODUCTION

Warren Beatty asked me for amegaphone
sound, a Rudy Vallee thing.
We also used old pre- amps. My
engineer, Mark I.inett, is aware of various
machines which will help make things
sound older. Mainly they're tube
machines; some of them he made himself.
He worked very hard to make sure that
the sounds we were getting out of the
room itself were being filtered through
tubes rather than solid-state stuff. It
definitely gave the record more heart, a
warmer sound. And in the mixing we
didn't use any echo and everything is
completely dry. But Ireally think that if
you put this next to some old Fletcher
Henderson record, it wouldn't sound like
that at all — it would sound much more
high tech.
KK Did you record digitally or did you
stick with analogue?
AP Analogue. Frankly, Idon't think most
people know the difference. I'm going to
tell you something Ihaven't told anyone
else. Some of these tracks are in mono. I'm
not going to tell you which ones but it
says ' stereo' on the record so now I'll
probably get in trouble for saying that. I
met with some resistance from the record
company when Isaid: '
Iwant to do this in
mono', so I decided I'll just keep my
mouth shut and do it in mono, not say
anything and write ' stereo' on it. There
are many mono cuts on the record and no
one's said aword about it. In fact people
have given me raves on the records so I
feel like the big deal about mono versus
stereo that Iwas facing from this movie
studio and from the record company
really didn't mean anything.
KK Having just finished aproject where
you've rejected the modern approach and
gone back to things like tube mics, will
this affect the way you approach future
sessions?
AP I've done that before. Iworked with a
group of 16-year- old girls called the Charmettes; these girls grew up listening to
music made by machines and their
favourite records were all made by computers. They had never heard a snare •
drum or a saxophone or something like
that. These sounds, when we finally got in
there and started doing stuff, were shocking to them in a good way. It's much
easier to shock people with something
that simple than by looking through your
samples and through your computers and
quantizing and doing all these things.

PRODUCTION
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royalties. Ithink that when they signed
those recording contracts when they
were kids, the contracts said things like
'records and tape' and there are contracts
which said things like ' Clause 15 will be
about any existing future formats'. So the
stuff was held up for that reason.
They wanted someone who would
work with Brian, and Brian and Iare good
friends now. Ile suggested me, so Capitol
hired me. The records which were made
in stereo — and Brian would be there in,
say, 1965, doing astereo even though he's
deaf in one ear — Mark I.enett and Iwent
through the vaults and found the best
copies we could of anything and everything and we worked very hard on these.
So my role was in trying to find the best
copies and anything that sounded
interesting for bonus tracks. What we
found for Pet Sounds were three really
good bonus tracks which... well, purists
would get upset and say ' But you can't
take Pet Sounds and add anything to it'.
And they're right, but on the other hand
with the CD, they can just programme it
so they don't hear the extra material!
Sonic Solutions deserves alot of credit
Beach
for cleaning up the sound.
Boys programme was my first archive job.
My next is legendary New Orleans pianist James Booker. Ifound out after talking
to Lenny Waronker that he wanted to
make arecord with Booker in the 1970s.
lle brought him out to LA and eventually
because of James's idiosyncratic
behaviour decided not to do it. But we
have a tape that they made and some
things that no- one's heard from Atlantic
and we've got some Peacock stuff that
no-one's heard. Ile was prolific as hell and
we're finding tapes everywhere.
KK When the Beach Boys archive material is 25 years old and knowing that the
world is watching — Iimagine that the
pressures were similar to the Beatles
reissue programme.
AP Yes, the mono-versus-stereo thing,
too. So what we did was to put Pet Sounds
out in mono which is the way that Brian
wanted it. We really consulted with Brian.
To me, the only reason to want to hear
a Brian Wilson or Phil Spector productions in stereo would be if they re- mixed
them in stereo so you could hear — in a
really bad way — voices over here and
instruments over there so you could turn
off all the voices and hear Ilal Blaine doing
something incredible there, and drums
that Inever heard before! But Ilook at
those records as paintings by masters.
Brian's whole thing and Phil Spector's
whole thing is ' Why give the listener any
say about what they're going to hear? I'm
making this record. Idon't want them to
play with the control and put something
over here and something over there.'
The stereo mixes of the Ronettes
albums, which are legitimate mixes, or of
early Brian Wilson — if you go left to right
they're really not that different. It's not
like you're going to hear a vocal group
there and the backing group here. But as
had as Duo- Phonic was, Brian Wilson was
there, he oversaw those sessions. There

wasn't any guesswork.
KK What's the likelihood of ever seeing
Smile released? Is Brian opposed to it?
AP No, Brian's not opposed to it at all. In
fact we went through everything we
could find on Smile. The problem is that it
was an unfinished record. What Brian
wanted to do is aconcept which no-one
has come up with yet and which shows
that guy has still got his brains.
It could be adouble (: r) because there's
so much stuff, hours of'11croes Se Villains',
hours of ' Wind Chimes', hours of all these
things which I've heard and what Brian
wanted to do was put the things on at
random, not put in any number on the
index. lbe idea would he that the listener
programmes it. Iknow, it sounds like a
complete contradiction of what Ijust said
about stereo/mono. And the reason he
wanted to do that was avery good reason,
because no matter how you put the stuff
together it all sounded great. And that is a
very strange situation. If it does happen in
the way that Brian wanted it to, it will be
the first do-it-yourself CD.

The Beach Boys

You've got abetter shot taking the top of a
garbage can and hitting it with astick —
because the more Ilisten to hit radio the
more it's going that way.
Right now I'm in the middle of producing John Wesley ' larding's next album;
and you always carry something over
from your last experience. We've done
some tricks already on I
larding's record
which we made up during the Dick Tracy
thing and they are shocking to the ear in
1990 because they are so far off the wall
from what you'd expect to hear.
People used to strum guitars in the
1930s on. the fours, every strum was a
different chord and there were these
incredible overtones because of the style
of playing and the one control of the
amplification. Then it disappeared. And
the overtones, you never heard those on
records again. We're doing that now and
I've had people walk in and ask ' What is
that instrument?' It's an electric guitar but
they've never heard it that way. I'm having
the guitarist, Steve Donnelly, do things
that he hadn't done in awhile or that he'd
only done at home playing along with a
Louis Armstrong record.
Listen to sounds that you're eventually
going to hear on rap records. You can
hear those sounds on records like Dick
Tracy. Iknow it. I've seen these sort of
things happen over the years. It's like
when you listen to the Ruthless Rap
Assassin's sample of Sgt Pepper. They used
alarge segment of it. Kids are hearing that
and that's areal drum. Idon't care if it was
sampled. It's areal drum and it's being hit
by areal drummer without aclick track in
his headphones. Ringo's just playing
along. There are kids out there right now
who think that's the most amazing sound
they've ever heard. They weren't even
born when that record was made.
KK When you worked with Brian Wilson,
here was aman who did alot of his own
prodution. 110w free were you to work
with someone who really could have
produced himself? His career spanned
two- track and tubes to the present — did
you opt for high tech or for the techniques he may have used when making the
original Beach Boys recordings?
AP Iwent 50/50 on that because Brian
was fascinated with the new gear. Ithink
it had been along time since he had been
in astudio, working as hard as he was. The
other thing to keep in mind with Brian is
that he is deaf in one car and never mixed
anything in stereo.
KK Which is why some early stereo Beach
Boys releases sound strange?
AP Well, the ICD1 reissues shouldn't;
some are in mono. Some of the releases
sounded strange when they first came out
because other people were mixing them
into stereo — Capitol at the time had
'Duo- Phonic' which as a process wasn't
complementary to the music.
.Iwas hired by Capitol to work on the
Beach Boys reissues. The Beach Boys are
one of the last pop groups to come out on
CD and everyone was wondering what
the problem was, something to do with
the R1AA and something to do with

KK What odds on its release?
AP I'd say 50/50. The Beach Boys is avery
complex organization. There are lots of
lawyers and lots of lawsuits. I'll tell you
one thing: there's enough stuff there, and
it should he heard. Imean, it's great stuff.
It's not just apile of junk; this thing about
Brian burning tapes is all nonsense, that
never happened. There's tons of stuff,
hours and days of it.
KK Sounds as if you'd personally like to
see it released.
AP I'd love to see it out, Ihave to admit. I
went out and bought those bootlegs. two
Smile bootlegs. And they're great. ',itRecommended listening:
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SIDELINES
undoubtedly a tendency even for
experienced concert-goers not to
play orchestral fortissimos at concert- hall levels, afact p?obably due
mainly to those overbearing room

n an ideal world the dynamics
of reproduced music would
join other hi-fi parameters in
offering the listener an exact
replica of the original perform-

effects. The upshot of this is that
purist recordings of wide-ranging
music for full symphony orchestra

ance. But that same ideal world
would also transport the listener
to an optimum seat within the
recording venue, and remove the
ambient noise and cramped acoustic of the domestic listening room.
Ambisonics and various Haflerstyle surround-sound schemes can
facilitate some of the transportation, but unless one listens in an
anechoic chamber there's no way
of banishing the local acoustic.
And that's the basic snag with
unrestricted recorded dynamics.
Headphone listening encourages
one to peak up to 100dBA, hut
loudspeakers reproducing sustained fortissimo music in practical rooms are inclined to produce an overhearing, oppressive
effect not experienced with
orchestras in halls. However spacious the perceived stereo picture,
the sound actually radiated into
the room comes from two specific
points, and the resulting reflection
patterns tell the ears that this is a
small room being excited locally,
not a genuine extension of the
concert hall or studio.
People ( and rooms) vary in
their response to loudly reproduced music, but there's

à la Telarc, where the dynamic
extremes may span '0dB or more,
will irritate listeners who can't
withstand 100dBA climaxes. Having turned the latter down, say, to
90dBA, ppp passages then disappear into the domestic hackground noise. With 1.I's, one used
to curse the obtruding swishes and
clicks, whereas CDs have made us
more aware of household murmurs and rumbles — and perhaps
the need for double glazing.
Maybe we should encourage the
various tentative moves towards
providing an adjustable dynamic
range on replay. It is common to
leave the Dolby facility switched
off when playing Dolbyed casset-

escaping the fa( ts it life for those
whose domesti, situation means
that they can't tolerate ( or dare
not play) music peaking above
90dBA. After all. the listening
environment is by far the weakest
link in the chain, and if some of its
adverse effects can be offset by
applying an optional compromise
elsewhere, why not do so?
Talking of compromises. it
never ceases to amaze me how
people manage to bend over backwards in defending their prejudices in favour of 1.1' against the
challenge of CD. Relating to the
above points on dynamic range.
it's remarkable how the everpresent compromise imposed on
practical IP reproduction by spurious background noises seems to
have been swept under the aural
carpet as if it were a relatively
trivial problem. But it isn't, and
those of us who sweated over the
years to perfect IP reproduction
know only too well how
infuriatingly difficult it can he in
practice to get even within 20dB
of the vinyl medium's theoretical
—80dB molecular threshold. True.
one came across the occasional
really silent disc, but even that
would develop the inevitable
swish in due course.
If one appreciates music char-

tes in cars, and a comparable
option to apply some lowdistortion compression when playing CDs at home would not come
amiss. This may seem like apostasy
from someone who has always
argued for unrestricted dynamics.
although my personal inclination
is still to ignore the listening room
and let fortissimo climaxes ring
forth unimpeded. But there's no

acterized by very quiet passages or
silences, then the analogue disc is

a non-starter compared with its
digital successor, and to declare
(as did Richard Black in a letter a
few months back ) that 1.I's actually
have a better dynamic range than
CDs is very curious — to say the
least. Dynamic range and SiN cannot be disentagled as easily as
Richard suggests. low-level signals
on 1.1) are rendered redundant by
noise- masking well before nonlinearity becomes significant on
CD, while the imagination boggles
at what would happen if one
attempted to cut and play an IP
having tracks equivalent to some
of those found on CD test- discs. 1
quake to think for instance, what a
pickup would make of the standard I9/20kHz peak- modulation
intermod test at the inner grooves.
while ihose — 90d1I tones simply
wouldn't appear.
The fact is I.P dynamics were
nearly always acompromise. master- tapes balanced to cope with
vinyl limitations, and/or engineers
carefully trimming the extremes to
accommodate recordings in the
velocity-noise slot. As I've said
before, there are lots of ways in
which 1.P is inferior to Cl). hut the
car is an impressionable organ and
has learnt to love a particular
package of colorations. However,
on the matter of noise and dynamics there can surely be no argument.
John Crabbe
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SIZING UP:
SIX BRITISH BOXES

The first of anew series of in-

depth reviews using the advanced
MLSSA measurement system covers six UK speakers, small to large:
the Goodmans M100 and JPW
Minim; Arcam Alpha and Creek
CLS 20; Castle Winchester and
Monitor Audio Studio 10
by Martin Colloms

new season and a new crop of
speakers ready for review, from
which we have chosen a group
of six which fall naturally into three pairs.
At £ 100 or less we have the latest
Goodmans Maxim, the M100, pair with a
new miniature from JPW, the Mimim. At
£200, Arcam weighs in with its Alpha,
while Creek has submitted the CLS20, its
foray into loudspeakers. From here we
have a big jump to a pair of luxury
designs. Given that one of these. the
Monitor Audio Studio 10 requires. and
was supplied with, a costly matching
stand, total price compares well with the
£1200 fixed for Castle's top-of- the- line
floor- standing ' Winchester' flagship.
An MLSSA (' Melissa') test system has
been installed and can provide on-site
equivalents to the anechoic measurements in use so far, with the addition of
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some new tests. The latter provide afuller
exploration of the transient properties of
a loudspeaker, its energy decay over a
sensible time interval with the results
presented in accessible form. The first of
these is the graphing of the primary
acoustic decay of aspeaker system when
fed with a special information- rich
impulse package. Termed the EnergyTime Curve or ETC, this uses what is
known as a half-Ilanning weighting and
gives amuch better NieW of the transient
performance than asimple oscillogram of
the response. The second and visually
more striking analysis is a 3D ' waterfall'
view of the spectrum decaying over a 'ems
interval from the main steady-state
response seen at the back of the graph.
For comparison Ihave included the result
for an above- average performer, the Spendor SP2-II ( Fig I). As time advances

towards the viewer the response decays
quite quickly before entering a region
where some moderate ridges of delayed
resonant energy become apparent. With
less worthy designs that initial fall may
look rather cluttered, while more complex ridging may develop earlier, indicative of significant coloration. It should be
possible to correlate transparency and the
impression of depth with the distribution
and degree of delayed resonances.
As far as is possible the standard formats
and presentations used in the usual B&K
graphs have been followed, but the offaxis responses are plotted separately for
the vertical and horizontal planes, while
the former are now given for 15° both
above and below axis. The response error
introduced by adding the grille ( not
required in all cases) is shown as a
deviation from astraight-line reference on
an expanded ± 2.5dB scale, and the impedance graph is supplemented at the bottom by a tracing of the phase-angle or
reactive component. Spot checks have
been made of distortion, but this is not yet
available as a full measurement function
under the new regime. Helpful feedback
on these results and their presentation,
from readers and speaker designers or
manufacturers would be appreciated.

..•••••••

Fig I. MLSSA ' waterfall' response for an aboveaverage speaker, with frequency plotted along
baseline, amplitude vertical, and time in a
plane receding horizontally from viewer

5I

JPW MINIM
Borrowing some technology from the
successful £ 100 Sonata, the £80 Minim is
a true miniature like its predecessor —
small enough for virtually any shelf. The
grille is detachable and its removal results
in some improvement; judge for yourself
on visual versus sound-quality grounds.
With an active diameter of only
100mm, the bass- mid driver has to work
hard for its living, but it is well controlled
by the box's small ( 6 litre) air volume,
operating in the so-called infinite- baffle,
or more appropriately sealed- box, mode.
The bass unit has, a pulp cone suspended on a high-Q foam roll-surround,
with the system resonance occurring at
80Hz, which is typical for the box size.
Treble is handled by the popular Audax
19mm plastic-cone dome, and ferrofiuid
helps keep the undersized 12mm voicecoil cool. Hard-wired, the crossover is a
simple 1storder type, with a mediumpower ferrite-cored bass inductor and a
budget-grade electrolytic for the treble.

Sound quality
This little speaker performed with some
enthusiasm when wall- mounted, delivering faster, more tuneful and more
extended bass than Goodmans' M100
Maxim replacement. Certainly its tonal
balance was a bit lightweight and ' small',

even for wall mounting) and a ragged,
poorly integrated treble. In 3rd-octave
mode the 15 ° sub-axis response was poor
due to crossover notching ( Fig 2b), but
that taken above axis looks tidy. Listening
below axis is not recommended.
In the lateral plane ( Fig 2e) one would
expect a small box like this to behave
but at least the speaker didn't fall into the
trap of being set too bright. However, it
could not avoid asignificant level of boxy
coloration, while the integration was
weak in the crossover region, with alack
of presence which resulted in a soft,
'clothy' upper mid- range.
But the Minim did not draw undue
attention to its faults, and after a little
aural acclimatization it began to show that
it could deliver the musical message,
revealing a rhythmic performance, and it
certainly passed muster at the modest
price asked.

Lab report
On axis at 1metre, the Minim showed a
modest sensitivity of 8(xIB/W, with an
early if smooth bass rolloff to — 6dB at
70Hz, but some muted room extension to
55Hz. Maximum sound level was amoderate 99dBA when driven by a 75W limit,
with a recommended minimum of 25W.
The axial response was unpromising ( Fig.
2a), with a rising mid-range ( excessive

JPW
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Fig 2d. JPW Minim: room-averaged
loypollince IS. Plot -
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Fig 2b. JPW Minim: one-third octave 2m responses at
le above and below axis
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Fig 2e. JPW Minim: modulus of impedance, with phase
plot below
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Fig 2g. JPW/ Minim: MLSSA waterfall response
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error below 10Hz, addition of the grille is
not helpful, attenuating the already mildly
dull treble and adding further response
errors. The RAR curve ( Fig 2d) applies for
free-space conditions, so some low-mid
and bass lift may be added with an
on- the-wall location — though this would
not provide the whole answer. The
response reaches a maximum by 600Hz,
and while the bass is moderately
extended ( if depressed), this curve confirms the dull treble balance, with the
output falling above 41cHz.
From the ETC ( Fig 2f) it can be seen
that the primary decay is on the slow side,
at around 25dB for the first millisecond,
though with a basically tidy character.
Moving on to the 3D waterfall ( Fig 2g),
the energy clearing is quite good for the
early part of the decay, but soon descends
into afine-textured clutter from the mid-

J.

Fig 2a. JPW Minim: on-axis Im response, with LF
correction shown dashed
Traosfer hewn»

well, and indeed it did, although the 41cHz
crossover region remains a weak point
and the 3rd-octave smoothing doesn't
significantly improve the look of the
overall response. Ignoring the processing

to

Sloe Curve - OM ( Solf-lono sied..)

Size ( height xwidthx depth. cm 127.5x 18.5 x20
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-75W
Recommended placement
15-60cm high. wall
or hook.casestand
Frequency response within
±31.18( 2m )
see-text
If milt« ( — 6dB la( 1m
7011z
Bass frequency extension
(typical in- room )
5511z
Voltage sensitivity ( ref
2.83V ) at Im
86dB/W
Approximate maximum sound
level ( pair at 2m)
99dBA
Impedance characteristics
(ease of drive)
Good
Forward response uniformity
Average
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £80

Supplier:
JPW Loudspeakers Ltd, Ocean Quay, Richard
Walk, Plymouth PLI 4LL. Tel: (0752) 607000
&

lot FronemY -

I.
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•.0
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Fig 2c. 11'W Minim: one-third octave 2m lateral
response family (axis/30°145°)
Fig 2f. JPW Minim: ETC energy decay plot
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LOUDSPEAKERS
unobtrusive, it now projects and despite
the new tweeter it sounds abit spiky, with
a hardness and glare to string sounds.
'the tolerable box coloration remains,
and even when located on the wall the
speaker's overall balance was rather thin
and lightweight.

range upwards. This is probably associated with the audible coloration and lack
of substantial low-level detail, but is an
average class of result for abudget model.

Conclusion
The dulled treble and sucked-out presence range would seem inauspicious, but
in the event this helped to balance what
would otherwise have been a rather too
thin, 'small' sound. One quickly adjusts,
allowing the Minim to portray its own
brand of music-making. The bass was
muted but moderately extended. More
importantly, it was fast and tuneful, helping to maintain listener interest. Flawed it
may be, but the Minim is counted a
success and may be recommended in this
restricted price and size category.

GOODMANS M100
This speaker's predecessor was the Maxim
H, which established a remarkable presence in the budget sector. The latest
version has been christened the M100,
and as such represents one of Goodmans'
'100' series, using a new plastic-dome
tweeter developed in-house. It is small
enough to fit almost anywhere with a
close- to-the-wall location ideal.
This two-way model uses a bass- mid
driver reflex-loaded at 65Hz by a small
ducted port, 3cm in diameter by 6.5cm

Lab report
long, working on an internal volume of
just 6 litres. The cone is 105mm in
diameter, built on a 150mm pressed- steel
frame and using a modified vinyl surround. Treble is handled by a 19mm soft
dome in polyamide. No sealing rings are
present on the driver rims. The crossover
is 2nd-order, of budget commercial quality and rating. Built in 9mm and 12mm
chipboard, the enclosure is undamped,
although the baffle is augmented by a
resilient plastic moulding having a dual
damping and driver rebate function.

Sound quality
Everyone knew that this speaker's predecessor was far from perfect, but it
nonetheless delivered a plausible performance at a modest price. The new
model purports to sound better, but in
reality it is not such a well-balanced
compromise. Yes, it is more open and
detailed, and the treble range is louder,
giving more air and transparency; but
conversely, where the treble used to be

GOODMANS

Under anechoic conditions the response
taken at 1 metre was pretty tidy, except
for a 3d13 peak at 1.1kilz and the rather
dry bass ( Fig 3a). The sensitivity was fair
for the type at 85dB/W, with the bass 6cIB
down at a high 80Hz. A 25W minimum
power is suggested, rising to a maximum
of 75W, the latter delivering apeak level
of 100dBA a pair in a typical room.
Smoothing to 3rd-octave sampling did
not change the response picture substantially, but the first of these traces ( Fig 3b)
does illustrate the very good uniformity
achieved both above and below axis. The
sub- axis graph is the slightly better one,
while in the lateral plane ( Fig 3e) the
good- off axis results are typical for this
small size of box. Nonetheless, the IkHz
area remains exposed on all responses.
The room plot ( Fig 3d) provided absolute confirmation regarding the lIcHz
region, this sticking out like asore thumb.
The bass here shows a subdued ' boom',
but beyond 21cHz the room response was
creditably uniform and well integrated.

M100

transfer Function Plaanitede - SO volts/volts

t000.0
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Fig 3a. Goodmans M100: on-axis 1m response, with LF
correction shown dashed

Fig 3d. Goodmans M100: room-averaged response
(RAR)

Fig 3g. Goodmans MI00: MLSSA waterfall
response
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Fig 36. Goodmans MI00: one-third octave 2m responses
at IS° above and below axis
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Fig 3e. Goodmans MI00: modulus of impedance, with
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Test results
Size ( height xwidth xdepth. ens .
126 x
x20
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25- - AW
Reci nu mended placement
Shelf or 50cm
stand. near uall
Frequency response u ithin
±
-3dB ( 2m)
I - 10111.1901r
LI rolloff ( — 6tIB at Ins
801Iz
Ba, In:gut:my extension
( picad imroom 1
001Iz
Voltage sensitivity ( ref
2855. ) al IM
Appri imam maximum lllll
les el ( pair at 2m)
100(1BA
Impudana ccharacteristics
(esse ot .driVC I
Vos 1.110d
lins ard response uniformity
Ven good
Is meal price per pair ( isle VAT) £80

+
•
o
Supplier:
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd, 1-3 Ridgeway,
Havant, Hampshire P09 1.7.5. Tel: ( 0705)
492777
n013.•

soma
las Frequency - I.

Fig 3c. Goodmans M100: one-third octave 2m lateral
response family (axis1.30°145°)
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Fig 3f. Goodmans MI00: ETC energy decay plot
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Technology moves on and this beautifully crafted horn gramophone has long since become amuseum
piece. At KJ we have to keep pace with technology and are well established as London's leading audio
consultants.
We are always mindful of recommending equipment to customers that represents the best value for
money in whatever price area they may be buying. Whether you are interested in aCD player or a
complete system KJ can offer the best advice in afriendly and informal atmosphere. What's more we
will back it up with demonstrations ( preferably by appointment), atwo year guarantee and on site after
sales service. We can even make it easier for you to afford by way of Interest Free credit.
The Meridian range of audio equipment incorporates the technology of the 90's and represents the
pinnacle of British electronics design. Our enthusiasm for Meridian started many years ago when the
Company was first formed and our dedication to the brand has remained undiminished. So much so in
fact that we are now their number one dealer in England. In this digital age Meridian have much to
offer that is both visually attractive and technically in advance of its time

ERIDIAN

The Meridian 200 range offers the option
of asystem format or individual
components. As asystem you benefit
more from the stunning visual impact of
Alan Boothroyd's modern design
concept, but the stand alone
components such as CD players are so
outstanding in their own right that they
fit quite happily in any high performance
system.
The 200 range comprises Pre & Power
amplifiers, Tuner, Speakers both active
and passive, plus acomprehensive range
of CD options starting with the new 2068
bitstream CD player, the 200 CD
transport only, the incredible 203 D/A
converter ( already alandmark in digital
technology), and the 208 CD player
which incorporates apre- amp.

'
4 %.41N%

/

Just recently introduced is the 600 series as " State- of- the- Art" digital design. It comprises a602 CD
transport. paired to the 603 D/A converter with pre- amp control unit or the 606 D/A converter only.
These exciting products are just breathtaking: gorgeous to look at and with aperformance that simply
guarantees instant success.
Come and share our enthusiasm for Meridian. it really is awinner'

INTEREST- FREE
CREDIT 0% APR
INTEREST FREE CREDIT
On purchases with aminimum value of
£750 at our normal prices. Minimum
deposit 33.3% and the balance in 12
monthly payments.

Subsidised Credit
Up to 24 months to pay on purchases
with aminimum value of £ 550 at our
normal prices. Minimum deposit 10%
and the balance in 24 monthly
payments. FLAT RATE 9.9%. APR
typically 19%.
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KJ WEST ONE

MARYLEBONE ROAD

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET,
LONDON W1M 7LH

TEL: 071-486 8262/8263
CAVENDISH ST

Fax: 071-487 3452
Open: Mon- Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs until 7pm

WrGPAORE STREET
•VIMOTIM

e'
OXFORD

(Written quotations are available on
request)

NEW CAVENDISH
STREET WI

STREET

Access

'fircre

'
Worldwide Export"

THE BRANDS
WE STOCK
ACOUSTIC ENERGY • ALBARRY• ALEXANDER.
APOGEE* ARCAM• AUDIOLAB%
AUDIO DIMENSIONS* AUDIOPLAN•
AUDIO RESEARCH. BEARD.
BRITISH AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS* CELESTION•
CLASSE. COUNTERPOINT. CREEK. CROFT*
DAHLOUIST• DELTEC• DENON• DUAL*
DYNAVECTOR• EPOS. KEF• KELVIN LABS*
KOETSU• KISEKI• KAU L. LECTRONo
LEXICON. LINN* LINX• MAGNEPLANAR•
MARANTZ• MARTIN LOGAN* MERIDIAN.
MICHELL* MICROMEGA• MILLTEK•
MISSION CYRUS. MOD SQUAD. MORCH•
MOTH. MUSICAL FIDELITY* NAKAMICHI•
PS AUDIO• PRO- AC. PINK TRIANGLE.
OED. OUAD• ROGERS* ROKSAN•
ROTEL• SHAN. SD ACOUSTICS* SM E •
SP AUDIO* SONUS FABER* SPENDOR•
SYSTEMDEK• TANNOY• VOYD• YAMAHA* ZETA

LOUDSPEAKERS
1lowever, even with wall mounting, the

focus — which was found to he optimum

!kHz region will dominate the sound of

with the grilles in place. In the treble,
some gritty and edgy sounds were present, while vocals were breathy' with

this speaker.
The energy- time curve ( Fig 3f) shows
an untidy decay, with problems starting
after about 1ms. This was confirmed by

some untidiness on sibilants. Soloists were
clear enough, hut more complex string
and orchestral passages were not reproduced so well. On simple rock it carried

the decay waterfall ( Fig 3g). which is
strongly ridged after Ims or so, with
roughness present in the upper- mid, centred on this graph. The new tweeter looks
fairly tidy, with the picture only marred
by an inaudible ridge in the decay slope at

the message well, hut the Alpha was
unsubtle on classical material.
half- roll-surround; the frame is a simple

just over 20kHz.

design in pressed-steel. Treble is generated by a 25mm fabric-dome unit, an

Conclusion

extended bandwidth device utilizing
venting to an integral rear chamber.

The M100 was brighter and more
detailed, but also sounded thinner, harder

The enclosure is of 15mm chipboard,
with a 19mm MDF baffle, the carcase

and less musical than the old Maxim. In its

reinforced by a full

favour, it did quite a lot tor its size and

the side walls together. Internal damping
is vestigial — the lightest piece of polyester
wadding — but the crossover is good, with
full 2nd-order implementation.

price, hut can no longer he regarded as a
class leader.

ARCAM ALPHA

IF brace locking all

Sound quality

The Alpha fits in the compact class and is
intended for use on a good floor-spiked
stand whose height is not critical: one in
the 33-55cm range would be fine. A 19
litre sealed-box design, the speaker's system resonance is placed at 701-1z and the
overall alignment weighted for wall placement. A two-way model, its bass driver is a
210mm ( 150mm diaphragm ) unit, with a
thin polypropylene cone and aloss)' vinyl

First impressions were of a thin, bright
sound when used in free-space, although
this was somewhat mitigated by the
recommendation for an against- the-wall
position. Here, the frequency balance
improved, and while the bass remained a

,,e1 W val te_
(ro

balanced ' forward' response on axis ( Fig
4a) which was suited to wall mounting.
While meeting fairly close tolerances, the
output is seen to be made up of aseries of
mild crests and dips, the latter at 5001-1z,
2.4k1 lz and 8kHz, with the former at
1.5kIlz, 5kHz and 15kIlz. These did not
significantly improve with 3rd-octave
psycho- acoustically weighted smoothing
(Fig 4 hie), hut the low frequencies were
optimally damped, extending to 65Hz for
—6dB, with useful room extension to
5011z. Driver integration was first-rate,

quick in the transient sense.

particularly in the vertical plane ( Fig 4b),
where the curves align remarkably well.
In the horizontal plane ( Fig 4e) the
off-axis curves show a good choice of

Depth and the recovery of ambience
were above average, as was the stereo

crossover point, and they are also particularly uniform.

little dry and lacking in extension, it was

ARCAM
jr,,,,! t•Fannin Magnitude

Lab report
With an average measured sensitivity of
88dB/W ( though it sounded alittle louder
than this), the Alpha showed a slightly

ALPHA
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Fig 4a. Arcam Alpha: on-axis Im response, with LI;
correction shown dashed
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Fig 4d. Arcam Alpha: room-averaged response (
RAR)
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Fig 4b. Arcam Alpha: one-third octave 2m responses at
1.5- above and below axis
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Fig 4e. Arcam Alpha: modulus of impedance, with phase
plot below
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Fig 4g. Arcam Alpha: MLSSA waterfall response

di ( half liana nrelow)

Size ( heig,lu xwidth xdepth. cm ) sfix 26x 26
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
IA IttOW
Recommended placement
45cm high
wall mottant
Frequency response within
90111-201illz
± VIM ( 2nt )
6511z
runoff ( —( dB)al Im
frequency entrIlaill11
SypiCalln-nrom I
50111
Voltage sensitivny ( ret
2tiiV Iat Int
Approximate maximum sound
level Ipair at 2m
1113dBA
Impedance characteristics
Ca.n.• of & Ka: )
Easy
Forward response uniformity
Very good
"F)pical price per pair ( inc VAT ) £ 200
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Supplier:
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny Industrial Centre,
Waterbeach, Cambridge, CI35 9PB. Tel: (0233)
861550
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Fig 4e. Arcam Alpha: one-third octave 2m laical
response family (axis/30°/4.5°)
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Fig 4f. Arcam Alpha: ETC energy decay plot
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Stylus — Groove
Interface
Contamination prc‘ents
proper contact %% it hthe
groove wall

Before Cleaning
Process
Con t
am iflat ion conceal,
true groove profile and
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and detail

Airborne contaminates can form a damaging film on the

insulat ion
between the stylus and the record groove wall. GOILDRING

surface of a vinyl disc which acts as an unwanted

N1AGIC Record Rejuvenating Fluid quickly and safely removes
the contamination and helps restore the record to its original
condition. The audible improvement is immediate and highly
pronounced. Try NIAGI(' and hear the difference.

ST15
Capacity 66 Videos
price £ 183.00

Groove profile now
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,tylu. to trace full

expanse of frequency
in odulat ion,

Simply the most proficient
Record Cleaner available
today
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ST1
Capacity 600 LPs
price £ 242.00

After Cleaning
Process

THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country. ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the " Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the " Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the " Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 081-390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 381

T
F
lease send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
—

Name
ST8
Capacity 90 CD's & 120 LP's
price £ 133.00

ST11
Capacity 270 CDs

price £ 177.00

All prices are ex- works and Jncluswe of VAT.

Address

Tel no.

LOUDSPEAKERS
components. Protection circuitry
been omitted for sound quality.

More evidence concerning the speaker's character is available from the energytime curve ( Fig 4f), which shows aslow
and irregular decay even in the first 1.5m
— not apromising sign. Moving on to the
decay waterfall ( Fig 4g), the 1.5kHz
upper- mid prominence ( asterisked)
shows as adensely lined ridge and is likely
to be a significant aural fatigue factor.

has

Sound quality
Located in free-space, 0.6m from the rear
wall ( to the front of the baffle) and
positioned on the supplied, knock-down

Conclusion
Technically, this speaker was well
balanced for its intended location, and
was also well integrated over a range of
axes. The bass alignment was good and
the combination of values for distortion,
power- handling, amplifier loading and
sensitivity was well chosen. While the
response was lumpy in places, it was the
energy decay performance which ultimately decided the issue, and the Alpha's
weaker performance in this area would
appear to correlate well with the listening
results. It is worth checking out even
though it does not make it to a formal
recommendation.

CREEK CLS20
This is Creek Electronics' first venture
into the loudspeaker market and the
CIS20 is a two-way model intended for
stand mounting. It's afair size, promising a
good combination of sensitivity, power-

handling and bass extension. It is cleanly
finished in black- ash vinyl, and may be
used with the grille removed if so desired,
agood appearance still being maintained.
The 19 litre volume is reflex- loaded by
a5cm diameter ducted-port, nicely tuned
to 42Hz and promising auseful bandwidth
to below 40Hz. Low and mid frequencies
are handled by a new version of the
established Mordaunt Short DS208 steelframed driver, which features a heavyduty flared pulp cone with a substantial
degree of visco elastic surface damping.
Both this and the treble driver are rebated
in the 18mm MDF baffle, and high frequencies are covered by a 19mm ferro fluid-cooled soft-fabric dome unit.
The enclosure is built of 18mm particle
board, the interior filled with an optimal
(fe sufficiently generous) quantity of
absorbent polyester fibre. hard- wired to
the driver, the crossover is a classic
2nd-order type with commercial quality

CREEK

steel- frame stands, the CLS20 gave
encouraging first impressions. The sound
was lively, open, articulate and well
balanced, showing good response extension at both frequency extremes. No
lumps, booms or serious colorations were
present. It was essentially neutral and
natural, presented good levels of musical
detail, and got on with the job in a
thoroughly competent and workmanlike
manner. Its even-handed temperament
suited both rock and classical material.
It sounded clear and well focused
(particularly with the grille detached) but
did not throw exceptional stereo depth.
Certainly a fair degree of ambience was
recovered from appropriate recordings,
but the result was not truly transparent.
More depth was available from the Rogers
IS4 or Tannoy Eclipse Ell, for example.
However, the Creek did possess atuneful,
extended bass for its size, and although it
was judged alittle forward and bright, this
only resulted in additional crispness and
did not give rise to any significant hardness or glare. Its generally high definition
and expressive dynamics remain in one's

CLS20
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Fig Sa. Creek CLS20: on-axis lm response, with LF
correction shown dashed
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Fig 5d. Creek CLS20: room-averaged response (RAR)
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Fig Sb. Creek CLS20: one-third octave 2m responses at
15° above and below axis
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Fig Sg. Creek CLS20: MLSSA waterfall response

Fig Se. Creek CLS20: modulus of impedance, with
phase plot below

Energy-ride Carve
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Size ( heip,ht xwidth xdepth, cm ) 49.5 x24.5x 24
Recommended ampliBer power
per channel
15-100W
Recommended placement
45cm stand,
free-space
Frequency response within
1-3(113(2m)
8011z- 19101z
LE rolloff ( — 6d13) at lm
501Iz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in- room )
40Hz
Voltage sensitivity ( ref
2.83V ) at 1m
88dB/W
Approximate maximum sound
level ( pair at 2m)
I
03d13A
Impedance characteristics
(eww of drive)
Easy
Forward response uniformity
Very good
"rypical price per pair ( inc VAT) £ 200

window)

Supplier:
Creek Audio Systems, Unit A1Hazleton
Industrial Park, Horndean, Hampshire P08
9jU. Tel: (0705) 597722
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Fig Sc. Creek CLS20: one-third octave 2m lateral
response family ( axisI30°41.5°)
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Fig 5f. Creek CLS20: ETC energy decay plot
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memory, while the rendition of pace and
rhythm were significantly above average.

and in well damped rooms it could sound
somewhat dull. Thus brighter and livelier
rooms will suit it better.
Despite this overall richness, the bass
showed good expression and a lively

Lab report
Sensitivity measured at an average level of
88dB/VV, and the axial 1metre response
was impressively uniform ( Fig 5a), confirming the first listening impressions. The
LF — 8dB point was good for the class at
50Hz, with room extension to 40Hz.
Smoothing in the 3rd-octave mode sug-

sense of rhythm. Its tune-playing and
control were exceptional for the class,
though ( paradoxically) it did not sound
particularly extended at very low frequencies. Classical bass-drum was perceptibly
lightened, for example. Rock programmes
was somewhat lacking in crispness and
excitement, with a loss of dynamic
expression. Nonetheless, the system

gested aslight lift in the mid- treble ( Fig 5
b/c), but it would not be fair to argue with
the smooth, well- balance overall
response. In the vertical plane ( Fig 5b)
the sub-axis plot shows a6dB loss in the
crossover range, so the ideal stand would
place the tweeter at the listener's ear
level. Good uniformity is seen in the
lateral off-axis responses ( Fig 5c), and the
grille had less effect on the response than
most. Room- averaged ( Fig 5d), the
response shows a fine overall balance,
slightly bass-shy but well tuned. The mid
is uniform and integrates well with the
correctly decaying treble range, which
fitted in well with listening impressions.
Analysed for energy-v- time ( Fig 5f), the
decay floor was not particularly deep, but
the initial 1m slope is fast and tidy. This is
clearly reflected in the waterfall decay
(Fig 5g), where the output clears rapidly
across virtually the whole frequency
range in the first 0.6m, correlating well
with the good detail and clean ' open'
sound heard. But more energy clutter
arises further forward along the time
scale, centred on the mid- range, and this
probably relates to the lack of absolute
depth and transparency noted.

Conclusion
This compact, free-space loudspeaker has
been carefully and skilfully engineered to
provide an accurate sound. Open and
lively, it had an extended frequency
response for its class, with moderate
distortion, good power-handling and a
good sensitivity. Offering an easy amplifier load, it gave awell balanced performance from both engineering and sound
quality viewpoints. As such, it is easy to
recommend, and offers a worthy partner
for the Creek electronics range.

CASTLE WINCHESTER
This model represents something of a
departure from the norm for Castle, with
an unusual driver arrangement and atall,
slim format. Finished in veneer, the natural appearance of the wood chosen is
shown to advantage on the large open
surfaces, and the exterior is not dominated by overlarge grille areas. Standing
just over a metre high, this box is only
23.5cm wide, with the necessary volume
accommodated in the depth. It may be
placed directly on the floor, but the best
performance is achieved by using a
matching coupling frame which is
screwed firmly to the speaker's base. This
provides floor-spike coupling and levelling over an increased area, and also
improves stability.
60

The bass-mid drivers are nominally
150mm, founded on cast-alloy chassis and
fitted with high- quality bonded-pulp
diaphragms with a low hysteresis rubber
surround. These have large magnets and
are optimized for the bass loading method
employed. Here, the quarter-wave organpipe type resonator is deliberately
detuned and broadened, using the established practice of tapering to aquasi-horn
profile plus location of the driver onethird of the distance from the closed end.
This helps to subdue undesirable odd
harmonic resonant modes. In this ingeniously crafted enclosure, each driver
begins with its own closed-pipe section,
one at the front and one at the back,
whose paths combine at a central fold
leading to the larger shared section
below. At the back of the enclosure is a
large foam-damped aperture. the exit for
the 'open' line.
The 25mm metal- dome tweeter is
located below the front-mounted bassmid driver, and is a high quality device
venting into a rear loading chamber. All
units are flush-mounted to minimise edge
diffraction effects, and the strongly built
19mm MDF enclosure benefits from the
considerable bracing afforded by the complex internal folded-line construction.
The crossover is essentially 2nd-order,
with good quality components, and
includes overload protection elements of
the Positec variety.

Sound quality
This imposing yet slim pillar likes a true
free-space location, well away from rear
and side walls if the LF range is not to
prove overpowering. It is clearly intended
for larger rooms. In my room the bass was
substantial, leading to some listening
indulgence using cathedral organ tracks.
Somehow this model sounded truly
English — polite, even-tempered, never
forward or over- assertive. The tonal
balance was weighted towards low frequencies ( Iam strangely reminded of a
pair of Quads working with asub-woofer),

could be driven to high levels and maintained an attractively smooth quality with
good bass control.
Focus was very good for the size and
the stereo image was presented on alarge
scale, with a good impression of height,
width and depth. It showed its merit more
clearly on classical programme, with coloration held to moderate levels and a
relaxed, laid-back balance which helped
develop asense of space and perspective.
While perhaps not the very best metaldome tweeter that. could have been fitted,
the driver used sounded transparent and
well integrated, with only ahint of grain
in the high treble.

Lab report
The axial 1m response presented for this
speaker is only an approximation ( Fig 6a),
due to the difficulty in satisfactorily integrating the outputs of the two top- mounted
bass-mid units and the distant port, which
is floor- mounted at the back of the enclosure and imposes apath-length delay on
LF sounds travelling via the internal aircolumns. Nevertheless, the curve promised agood overall balance and shows an
impressively smooth treble, nicely
'stitched' to the mid- range. The rough bits
above 20kHz will be inaudible to most
listeners. The effective bass response was
—6dB at 45Hz, with obvious extension to
35Hz in- room, though in truth it did not
sound quite as extended as this. Adding
the grille produced averaged errors of
±1.0dB or more ( Fig 6e), which were not
too serious but the sound was nonetheless
preferred with it removed.
The successful tuning of this critical
design is seen on the impedance graph
(Fig 6e), where the usual port and standing-wave resonance has been controlled
to the extent of registering just asingle LF
peak, with no appreciable reactive disturbance. An individual check of the port
output showed a 40-130Hz bandpass.
With a minimum impedance of 7ohms,
this speaker presented astandard easy- todrive 8-ohm load. In the vertical plane
(Fig 6b) the integration for ± 150 is nicely
tailored across the mid and treble, while
the narrow enclosure has also ensured an
impressive result in the lateral plane ( Fig
6c). These 3rd- octave smoothed
responses did not significantly include the
rear driver, whose output is heard mainly
by reflection.
Perhaps the best view of the overall
sound is given by the room-averaged
response in Fig 6e. Here, the 701-1z to
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Fig 6a. Castle Winchester: on-axis lm response, with LF
correction shown dashed

Fig 6d. Castle Winchester: modulus of impedance, with
phase plot below

Fig 6g. Castle Winchester: MLSSA waterfall
response
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sor ( height xwidth xdepth. cm 11095 23.5 x12
Recommended amplifier post er
per channel
I5.101M
Recommended placement
free- spat e.
on spec ial frame
Frequency response within
3tIB ( 2m I
see text
rolloff ( — 6d15 Iat Ini
T511 ,
.
Bass frequency extension
(typical in- room )
5SII,
Voltage sensitivity ( ref
2.85V tat 1m
(*ldfiv
Approximate maximum sound
level ( pair at 2m)
tt iittBA
Impedance characteristics
(ease of drive I
Rim
Forward response uniformity
Vers good
Typical price per pair ( inc AT I £ 12011
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Supplier:
Castle Acoustics, Park Mill, Short bank Road,
Skipton, North Yorkshire BC23 277. Tel:
(0756) 795333
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Fig 6e. Castle Winchester: one-third octave 2m lateral
response family (axis130°14.5°)
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Fig 6f. Castle Winchester: ETC energy decay plot

8kliz range is commendable-smooth and

dull and bass-heavy in my well damped

well-balanced, meeting ± 2.5dB limits. It
can be seen to be bass- rich by an average
of 3dB in this moderate sized room, and
offered extension to 35Hz with low dis-

listening room.
Classically balanced and smooth, it
could present large works on abig scale
without drawing attention to itself. At the
same time, it proved an easy amplifier
load, as well as a respectable sensitivity.
The bi-wiring facility was justified in

tortion.
The displaced bass- mid drivers gave an
extra delay which confused both the ETC
and waterfall decay analyses. The former
(Fig 6f) was fairly tidy, and note that the
peak after 9ms is due to the first room
boundary and was not the fault of the
speaker. The inter-driver delay lends an
interesting appearance to the waterfall
graph ( Fig 6g), which is nevertheless
distinguished by rapid clearing in the
treble range. But the fine structure seen in
the last part of the upper mid- range is less
promising. Note the ultrasonic dome resonance at 25kIlz.
Easy to drive, this speaker would even
match 15W valve amps, while apermissible maximum input of 150W per channel
will produce decent maximum levels of
up to 105dB for a stereo pair.

Conclusion
This is a speaker with character, which
will not suit all tastes. It was clearly not
rock orientated, yet it had a surprising
turn of speed in the bass, with arhythmic
quality which in any case stood it in good
stead on classical material. It was at its
best in a large room with a lively IIF
acoustic, and was found to be somewhat

terms of the extra clarity and definition
provided, while the floor- coupling frame
was definitely worthwhile.

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 10
This compact speaker is expensive, but
came with a high- quality matching stand
built by Standesign Ltd, which brings the
final cost of the package to around the
£1200 level. The main support is provided by three rectangular steel pillars
firmly welded up, and lead-shot filled for
added mass and damping. These are
among the heaviest stands currently in
production and make a substantial contribution to the performance.
This nicely proportioned miniature has
a distinctive real-wood veneer finish, in
our case a reddish mahogany in colour
but with graining not unlike teak. Other
finishes are available to order.
This speaker's main claim to fame is the
use of a 100- micron- thick anodised aluminium cone for the bass- mid- range driver.
This I25mm diameter unit is built on a
substantial 190mm cast-alloy chassis, and

the cone is pressed out from sheet in
several stages. The idea is that the bass
and mid- range should be reproduced in
purely piston manner, and in this case the
first cone breakup is delayed until 6kIlz,
hopefully sufficiently above the nominal
3k1 lz crossover point.
The drivers are flush- mounted in the 11
litre cabinet, which is built of 19mm MDF
with bitumen cladding on the side walls
only. Reflex- loaded, the rear %•ent is 5.2cm
in diameter by 8cm long, and is tuned to
the rather high frequency of 6011z,
denying the system an extended bass.
One film capacitor is used in the treble.
while the rest of the crossover is of
commercial quality. Internal connections
are hard- wired using heavy-duty cable.

Sound quality
This speaker came with an impressive
reputation for good clarity and dynamics,
which was largely confirmed on test —
especially in the hi-wired mode. The
md-range dynamics and clarity werç very
good, while the treble was smooth and
very detailed. What did surprise us was
the rather tuneless, slow bass and a
noticable level of 'box' coloration. In
addition, a couple of tracks revealed a
significant ' eece' character in the upper
mid- range, which wrote off the Michael
Jackson Bad remix ( tracks 5 and II ).
Performance varied with the track
chosen, and at times it could sound like a
61
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THREE OF A KIND
The Q Range

"Mir

QUARTZ
QUATTRO
QUAZAR

•Quartz

4

£119.95

se

•Quattro
£179.95

eQuasar
--

£299.95

Nude, highly polished Elliptical diamond stylus and 500
uV output voltage ( 5cm/s)
Nude, Fritz Gyger Type II diamond stylus and 200 µV output voltage ( 5cm/s)
Nude, Replicant 80 diamond
stylus and 200 µV output voltage (5cm/s)

CI SERIES
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

eeórtoron

CHILTERN HILL
CHALFONT ST PETER
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE SL9 9UG TEL: 0753 889949

.11
KEEPING MUSIC LIVE

The Koss JCK-200
Wireless Headphones
Now you can enjoy all of the benefits of headphone listening with no
strings attached. Roam around the room, dance to aCD. listen in
bed. Or whatever else moves you.
Whilst the cord may be missing, the great
sound of Koss isn't. The JICK-200 comes complete
with soft pneumalite ear cushions that seal out
outside sounds to provide afull frequency
response with ultra-low distortion, yet they
weigh amere 10 ounces enabling you to enjoy
hours of comfortable. fatigue-free listening.
The system consists of atransmitter and
battery powered headphones. lb use it. just plug
the transmitter into the headphone jack on your
receiver, amplifier or VCR. switch on the
ICK-200S
transmitter and the headphones, and you're
Wireless
ready to go wireless.
Heatlphones

toc...20oT
7111IISIffiffiT

'lb appreciate this new Koss
technology, go to your nearest
Koss dealer and ask for an
audition. One listen and you'll
never sit still for ordinary
headphones again.

KOSS
The word on everyone's ears

HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London, N7 8EQ. Tel: 071 607 2717

Please send me full details on the iCK-200 and the full range of Koss headphones plus the address of my nearest dealer:
Name

Address

Postcode

LOUDSPEAKERS
balance, it filled out better when played at

Ikl lz ( the ' eeee' effect noted above? ). In

respectably high volume levels.

practice the 5kHz peak was quite mild and

Lab report

the treble smoothly integrated on aroomaverage basis, and taken overall the fre-

Reflex- tuned to 601lz. the speaker's — 6dB
LF

point

was

at

5011z,

achieved ( II

correction applied) with some excess
around 100Hz but little extension below
45Hz. On- axis at 1 metre ( Fig 7a), the

stored energy fall of 30dB in the first
millisecond, with a fairly tidy behaviour

response illustrates those points at I.F,
followed by a mild rise through the
mid- range 5(.113 maximum at Ski Ix. The

thereafter — agood result. Finally, moving
on to the waterfall for cumulative spectral
decay ( fig 7g), much of the early decline

final peak is located at 25kIlz, and is due

may be seen in the clearer areas towards
the rear, the ridge on the extreme right
showing the hopefully inaudible dome

to the main tweeter dome resonance. In
the first 3rd-octave plot ( Fig 7b) the
overall trends may be seen more clearly,
while this graph also shows the speaker's
good integration in the vertical plane,
bigger and better brother to the Acoustic
Energy AE- I. At other times, however, it
could sound almost booms'; for example.
false mid-bass emphasis was added to

confirming that it is not too critical of
height. The 30 ° and 45 ° lateral off- axis
responses also show a well controlled
output with good integration ( fig 7c).

grand piano, giving a rather surprising

Although

although at first welcome effect. Experiment with room position could help the

critical of axis, it sounded better with the
grille removed. ( This also noted with the

upper- bass prominence, hut not entirely

(;oodmans M100.) Measurement showed
the response changes resulting from
replacing it. No wonder the grille was
audible, although by general industry

solve it. Low bass was absent.
On the plus side there was a welcome
absence of paper or plastic cone sounds.
The mid timed very well, and matched the
fine treble. Both depth and focus were
very good, and it performed well at both
low

and

high

sound

levels.

However,

given the speaker's marginally lean tonal

the

Function

Studio

10

was

not

too

standards this is not too bad a design.
In the listening room ( fig "d) the RAR
shows amild boom in the bass centres on
50-6011z, accentuated by an upper- bass
recession and a 5d15 response climb to

MON ITOR
jransfer

quency balance was quite good.
Examining the energy- time curve ( fig
7f), the speaker shows a respectable

AUDIO

resonance at 25k1 lz. Some clutter is present in the 3-8k1iz range between 0.6 and
2ms — possibly mid- range breakup — but
otherwise this was a strong performance.

Conclusion
In the event. the Studio 10, while offering
a ' bigger' and richer sound than the
Acoustic Energy AE- 1for example, did not
provide the same level of precision or
consistency over awide variety of music.
Impressive at times, and always sounding detailed and clear, its bass, rhythm and
speed were not unfortunately in the same
class, while the mid could also he caught
out on occasion. This design has some real
merit, hut my own recommendation is a
rather cautious one, with strong advice to
audition thoroughly before purchase.
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Fig 7a, Monitor Audio Studio 10: on-axis lm response,
with LF correction shown dashed
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Fig 7d. Monitor Audio Studio 10: room-averaged
response ( RAR)

Fig 7g. Monitor Audio Studio 10: MLSSA
response waterfall
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Test results
Size ( heit xwidth xdepth, cm )-01 x211X 25
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
custom stand. Ires- space.
So-fiocin high
Frequency response within
10011,
20kIlz
3.113 ( 2m )
5011i
LE runoff ( —(.dB tat Im
Bass frequency extension
4511i
(typical in- room )
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Fig 7b. Monitor Audio Studio 10: one-third octave 2m
responses at le above and below axis
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Fig 7e. Monitor Audio Studio 10: modulus of impedance,
with phase plot below
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level ( pair ai 2m )
I ° MBA
Impedance characteristics
(ease of drive )
Good
erv. ard response uniformity
Vers good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT .1; I
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Supplier:
Monitor Audio, 34 Clifton Road, Cambridge,
CBI 4ZW. Tel: (0233) 242898
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Fig 7c. Monitor Audio Studio 10: one-third octave 2m
lateral response family (axis130°14.5°)
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Fig 7f. Monitor Audio Studio 10: ETC energy decay plot
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APOGEE
•
AUDIO RESEARCH
•
CLASSÉ AUDIO
•
DAVIDSON-ROTH
•
GOLDMUND
•
KOETSU
•
KRELL
•
KRELL DIGITAL
•
KRELL REFERENCE
•
MAGNEPAN
•
MICRO-SEIKI
•
SONUS FABER
•
THETA DIGITAL
•
WILSON AUDIO

`. . unbeatable at the price
and excellent value..."
AUDIOPHILE

Minims are consistently
superior loudspeakers . . ."

c yptv

HI-FI ANSWERS

". . .

Minim speaker; max
enjoyment."

&le
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL
Please note our new telephone number
0460 54322
Personal telephone ( anytime) 0860 351113

CD PLAYERS

THE YEARS BEST
CD PLAYERS
T

fully revealed the ' Bistream vir-

here's no doubt that 1990
has been a turning-point

tues' of naturalness, good stereo
,rn and midband/treble sweetness,

year for Cl). It could be
called the year of Bitstream, with

although a ' rhythm and pace% orientated' listener might not
score it so highly.
Reviewed: Oct '90 (MC) £400

I- bit and low- bit conversion techniques emerging from nearly all
the major brands. But designers of

a

all persuasions have sought to
seduce even the most unwilling
audiophile ear. Here we summarize the products which have
made the biggest impression during the last 12 months or so.
ARCAM ALPHA
Arcam's mid- price

ROTEL RCD855
A longstanding favourite, this 16bit, 4- times oversampling player
offers a good balance of virtues
including smooth treble performance and a good sense of bass
slam and pace, and so remains
good value.
Reviewed: May '90 ( MC) £ 300

machine

brought the best of British electronics to bear in a no-nonsense
design which has been acclaimed
for its combination of treble
smoothness, generally neutral
tonal balance, good stereo depth
and focus and dynamic punch.
Reviewed. Oct '90 ( KR) £399
HARMAN/KARDON HK7500
This machine represented one of
the first implementations of Matsushita's MASH/PWM system outside Matsushita's own Technics
range, and was preferred to them
by Paul Miller. However, the year's
dvelopments have seen this model
overtaken somewhat.
Reviewed. Jan '90 ( PM) £ 300
JVC XL-V231 Using the PEM
('Pulse Edge') variant of the PWM
technique, this machine comes in
at a very low price for such ' new
technology'. PM found it smooth
and polite in sound quality, if less
'confident' and robust- sounding
than current Philips models.
Reviewed. Nov '90 ( PM) £ 150
MARANTZ CD40
Selling strongly on the reputation
already built by Marantz, the CD40
lived up to expectations and
proved to he a classic £ 200 unit.
described by MC last month as an
effective no-frills version of the
Philips CD620.
Reviewed. Nov '90 ( MC) £ 200

MARANTZ CD5OSE
A superb- value machine in its day.
the ' 50SE was found ' tidier' and
smoother than the standIrd ' 50,
more refined sound and freedom
from treble ' grain': MC's numeric
scoring ( Aug '9(1 issue Survey)
ranked them at 58% and -16%.
Reviewed- Mar MI ( MC) £ 330
MARANTZ CD80
Effectively replacing the excellent
CD85, the CD80 is asubstantiallybuilt multi-bit player that delivered a sound quality to match,
with agood reeling of solidity and
foundation. A clean and wellbalanced performance was marred
only by a slight treble ' glare'.
Reviewed: May '90 ( M(:) £ 550
MERIDIAN 206B
Using Meridian's carefullyimplemented version of the Philips
differential Bitstream technique,
the 203 processor became 1990's
undisputed best buy fou those
seeking a separate D/A converter
to match an existing transport or
CD player digital output of suitable
quality. Meanwhile, Meridian's Bitstream 206B player replaced the
old 206. Superbly built, the 206B
impressed Christopher Breunig
particularly on stable, deep-sound
staged recordings; it is unforgiving
of multi-miked material.
Reviewed- Nov '90 ( CB) £900

MERIDIAN 208
Meridian's breakthrough product
of late 1989, the 208 combined a
Bitstream CD player and advanced
transport section with a fullfunction remote . operable pre-

ROTEL RCD865
Rotel's Bitstream implementation
uses the earlier 7320 chip in
single-ended mode ( we- regret that
MC's Oct '9(1 review erroneously

amplifier. Its sound-quality came
as something of a revelation
though with some slight reservations on the score of 'pace' or

stated

rhythm.
Reviewed. Jan '9() ( M(:) £ 1490

the sound quality as merely
inoffensive — much preferring the

NAD 5320
A fairly enthusiastic report from

'855 — others have found it avery

hence

the

'musical' player, and it certainly
does achieve an unusual degree of
'analogue' character.

Paul Miller welcomed NAD's variation pn the PWM theme, commenting on an unusually strong
and coherent bass end and an

Reviewed. Oct '90 ( M(:) £ 350
SONY CDP-790
Although not thought particularly
strong on 'pace' or dynamics, this
player sounded smooth and commendably free of treble 'grain' or

'individual' sonic character,
although review opinion was not
unanimous.
Reviewed: Jan '90 ( PM) £ 190
PHILIPS CD620
Though possibly taken for granted,
the basic Philips multi- bit player
range ( also incluvfing the '610 and
'630) do still offer good value,
despite a lack of subtlety or slight
'brashness' compared with Bitstream types or other more expensive models.
Reviewed. April '90 ( MC) £200
PHILIPS CD850
After the less than satisfactory
CD840, Philips CD850 success111.E1 NEWS it RE( .
.() 141) RENIE1X .

otherwise),

lower- than- usual output level of
IV. Although MC criticized the
measured linearity and described

edge. Added to this, it offers good
build quality and exceptional facilities for the price.
Reviewed: Oct '90 ( MC) £200
TECHNICS SL-P377A
Delivering what MC described as a
'musically pure' performance, this
MASH/PWM player is undeniably
excellent value for money, beaten
only, perhaps, by the even cheaper
SUP277A, a firm budget favourite
now at £ 160.
Retieteed: Oct '90 ( MC) £ 180
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At last, Digital Audio Tape is
available to the consumer at a
realistic price in the form of
Sony's £550 DTC-55ES recorder
by Paul Miller

•

onsumer DAT has had many false
starts, hut with the signing of the
so-called Athens agreement and,
in the absence of any restrictive European
legislation, the floodgates finally look set
to open. The key to the situation is the
prevention of wholesale piracy through
the copying of digital data from one tape
to another. In an effort to limit the scope
for this and thereby afford some protection of copyright, all domestic DAT
machines will be fitted with an SCMS
processor in future.
One machine through this DAT breach
is Sony's DTC-55ES, a solidly built £ 550
SCMS-equipped player which at first sight
appears to represent a cross between
cassette deck and high-end CD player with avertical- loading tape compartment
flanked by abold fluorescent display and
logic-controlled transport keys. Sony has
oriented its ' Mecha Deck' transport for
all-round tape visibility, with full track
program, time and status information.
Dual I/R recording meters are accurately calibrated over a60dB range, while a
numerical readout indicates the margin
available between peak signals and the
absolute () dB point. If this level is

DOMESTIC
THE DAT DESIGNER
Masanori Kimizuka joined Sony
in 1973, and began work on DAT
development in 1984: he is largely
responsible for today's DTC-55ES
DAT recorder. Initially he
concentrated on the transport
although, as he says: ' the
electronics and mechanics are
closely linked and we were
directly involved in establishing
the format.' The first Sony hi-fi
model - the DTC-I000 - is aunit
Mr Kimizuka is justly proud of.
The DTC-55ES is the first Sony
DAT machine to benefit from the
'low-bit' DACs developed for its
CD players.
Sony has been actively looking
at DAT reliability, adetailed
evaluation concluding that tape
wear is at least as good as
analogue cassette. When asked
whether he felt DAT would wipe
out the compact cassette, Mr
Kimizuka replied ' In the future,
yes - but this will take time.'
Trevor Butler

more than adequate for most people.
As if to reflect the pace of digital
development, the DTC-55ES is about as
far removed from the first DAT recorders
as today's bitstream CD players are from
the earliest 16- bit machines. Its mechanics are just as refined as the electronic
aspects, with an optical auto-stop sensor,
common earthing for the drum and RF
amp, and a non-magnetic alloy chassis.
Chromium-plated guides position the tape
around 90 ° of the drum's surface, while
the drum and capstan are driven by an
independent brushless motor. The standard 30mm-diameter drum yields a relative tape speed of some 3.133m/sec at its
rated 200Orpm.
But pride of place must be reserved for
the advanced digital processors, notably
the high-speed AJE) converter which complements Sony's CXD-2552 PI.M DAC.
Indeed, until very recently the development of ADCs had not kept pace with that
of the DACs, if only because the latter was
driven by CD market forces. This state of
affairs has now righted itself, with JVC,
Technics and Sony all launching bitstream-type ADCs.
The

principal difference between
various noise-shaping ADCs and
DACs concerns the domain in
which this processing occurs.
In an ADC it is the analogue
error- signal that undergoes
filtering, rather than the digital error as is
the case within aDAC; but either way, the
corrected 64- times bitstream output is fed
to adown-sampling filter which yields the
desired 481diz sample-rate and 16-bit
linear quantization. Three 125-order 1/4times decimation filters are used for this
purpose, with a claimed ripple level of
less than 0.001dB!
At the other end of the chain, Sony's
CXD-2552 pulse- length- modulation DAC
is pressed into service. I have already
discussed the merits of this device in a
review of the CDP-77ES CD player (HFN/
RR Aug '90). Essentially, two stages of

DAT

exceeded the input ADC becomes saturated and gross distortion results; but it is
impossible to over- record in direct-digital
mode because the levels are effectively
pre- determined, bypassing the dualconcentric input control. Both coaxial
and optical digital inputs are provided.
The agreed R-DAT format includes
accommodation for 273k-bit/sec of subcode and 58k-bit/sec of ID coding at the
extreme ends of each 288- bit data block
(256 bits of which are PCM audio and
parity data). With some four times the

available sub- code area of CD, this confers
great flexibility on the system's control.
However, the logistics of the tape format are such that, even with comprehensive sub-coding, track location cannot be
achieved at the rates offered by CD
players. Nevertheless, accelerated searching is possible at 200- times the linear
tape speed of 8.15mm/sec, while audible
cue and review facilities are available at
2.5- and 8- times normal speed.
Yet there are specific features unique to
this particular medium. An alternative
long-play mode is just one example,
where the AID sampling rate is reduced
from 481diz to 32kIlz and the quantization from 16-bit linear to a non-linear
12- bit code. The corresponding linear
tape speed is halved to 4.075mm/sec and
the rotation of the head drum from 2000
to 100Orpm, thereby extending maximum
record/playback time to four hours.
Naturally there are compromises in
performance which must be accepted in
this ' LP' mode, and in general the record
and playback quality are not comparable
with those found in the normal mode, for
which two hours would, in any case, seem

8- times oversampling increase the 16- bit
data rate to 64- times prior to truncation
to an average wordlength of 2.81 bits.
This is sufficient to describe any of seven
different pulse widths ( or lengths) that
may be generated by the PWM DAC.
Then, 3rd-order noise-shaping restores
the original 16- bit+ S/N to the audio
band. The PI.M DAC is followed by a
separate de-emphasis circuit and gentle
low-pass filter.
Between the bitstream ADC and DAC
lie two further 2nd-generation signal processing and system control LSIs. The
CXD2601 PCM processor will accept the
full range of possible digital inputs
(321(Hz-48kHz) and incorporates adigital
PLI. with a ± 16% window for fluctuations
encountered during high-speed searching.
Additional to this processor is the new
CXP80524 software servo and system
contol CPU. At its heart is an 8- bit ADC
which compares the 130.7kHz analogue
pilot signal with those on adjacent tracks
- to ensure accurate track-following. This
is achieved digitally for reliable and stable
111-E1 NEWS & RECORD RFN1EW
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operation of the drum and capstan servos
via the CXAI046 ATF LSI. Furthermore,
an internal 576- byte RAM buffer allows
processing of sub- code ( ID ) data outside
the CX1)2601, for high-speed searching,
direct track- access, etc.

(Fig

la), where sampling is constantly

fixed at the lower rate.
Subjectively, this token extension will
have little or no impact, and of greater
significance is the integrity of the record/
replay response at low signal levels, which
according to the trace ( Fig lc), is still

Lab report
In order to reflect the versatility of this
machine adequately, adual- role measurement programme was established. The
unit was first assessed in decode- only
mode via the coaxial digital input, to
highlight the quality of Sony's ENS/PI.M

These products. in addition to the
compound effects of anti-aliasing and
noise- shaping filters. are highlighted on
both this plot and the 21) plot of Ikl lz at
—70dI3 ( Fig 5). Compare this with the

on

any

conventional £ 550

cassette deck!
As expected, TIM was proportionally
lower in the decode-only mode, hovering
around 0.0009% mid- band but rising to
0.016% ( — 76d11) at 20kIlz as a function

two

part of the full encode- decode chain.
It is important to remember that in
decode mode the unit maintains a stan-

decode chain.
Distortion was typically 3-6dB higher
on the right-hand channel in encode/
decode mode yet, in common with most

and MD were comparable between the
inputs

at

IIF,

although

the

2nd-

harmonic was favoured by the encode-

noise, and where the digital artefacts are
now related to the lower 44.1k1 lz sampling frequency. The ' shaped' noise- floor
spanning 30-100kIlz is consistent,
because this refers to the action of the
DM:, present on both encode- decode and
decode- only cycles.
Amplitude resolution was preserved to
within 0.05dB limits down to — 90c1B
(0.07dB on the ADC/DAC: cycle), while

high-speed converters, the combined lowlevel distortion spectrum of Sony's ADC/
DA(: is masked by an innocuous carpet of

errors of only 0.31/0.38dB ( interpolated )
were recorded for — 100dB. This, in tandem with the 103dB A-wtd S/N, suggests
an effective resolution of around 16.5- bits.

noise. A 31) plot taken at — 60dB highlights this phenomenon ( Fig 4), betraying

Sound quality, decode only

23.3kIlz ( Fig lb). Ibis is more extended

the

than the 21.7kliz in decode-only mode

(0.35% ) together with digital artefacts at

merest

hint

of

a 2nd- harmonic

TUF SONY

DECENIBER 199t)

)

equivalent decode-only spectrum ( Fig 6 ),
where the 3rd- 19th odd harmonics of the
kl lz signal are no longer masked by

result

therefore include the CS5326 bitstream
ADC in addition to the CXD-2552 DAC, as

111-1:1 NEWNS RECORD REVIEW

(

this

of the 1
31.M DAC. As aconsequence, TIII)

A/D-[)/A cycle. Thus the combination of
Sony's simple 1st-order anti-aliasing filter
together with the 4th-order integrating
ADC gives a — 3d13 response limit of

48kIlz

remarkably even at — 60dB. Try matching

DAC:. The bracketed figures in the table
refer to the player's analogue input and

dard 44.1k1 lz sampling rate, whereas this
is elevated to 48k1 I. throughout the full

161d1z ( — 101.6dB ),

and 96kIlz ( — I01. 7 dB ) all related to the
higher 481:11z sampling frequency.

Broadly speaking, the subjective decode
quality of the ' 55 was comparable with

nr-v
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TUNERS

ARCAM'S NICAM
terco television sound, which began
as aBBC experiment in 1986, is now
becoming available to more and
more British homes on Channel 3 ( ITV)
and Channel 4. Using the system originally
developed by BBC engineers for the
internal distribution of digital sound,
where it was quickly adopted for transmitter feeds, domestic NICAM tuners are
appearing on the market alongside preequipped televisions and VCRs. Among
the first stand-alone tuners is the Delta
150 from Arcam, better known for its
range of British-designed audiophile separates such as its CD players.
NICAM 728, to give it its proper title,
stands for Near Instantaneously Companded Audio Multiplex with adigital bit
rate of 728kbit/second. The original specification was published by the BBC in
September 1986, since when it has undergone one minor technical change needed
to harmonize the UK specification with
versions of NICAM 728 developed for use
with the PAL television Systems B, G and
H used in other countries. The details
were agreed with the IBA and trade body
BREMA before being formally approved
by the Department of Trade and Industry.
Recently, ratification was given by the
European Broadcasting Union to confirm
the standard for the transmission of digital
dual channel sound with television.

Technical description
The system is ingenious in achieving its
objective. Sound signals are sampled at
32kHz and coded initially with a resolution of 14 bits per sample. For transmission, the number of bits per sample is
reduced to ten, using near- instantaneous
companding, and one parity bit is added
to each 10-bit sample word for error
detection and scale-factor signalling purposes. The near- instantaneous companding process forms the 14-bit digital samples corresponding to each of the sound
signals into blocks of 32. All the samples
in each IMS block are then coded, using a
10-bit two's complement code, to an
accuracy determined by the magnitude of
the largest sample in the block, and a
scale-factor code is formed to convey the
degree of compression to the receiver.
Pre-emphasis is applied to the sound prior
to compression, either by using analogue
pre-emphasis networks prior to digitiza111-11 \ F\\.5 RE( :( / RI) RF:VIEW
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Arcam has entered the video

arena with its latest product — the
Delta 150 NICAM-equipped UHF
stereo TV tuner
by Trevor Butler
tion or digital filters with digital signals.
For stereo transmission, the left and
right channels are sampled simultaneously: the A samples convey the
sound reproduced by the left-channel and
the B that of the right. Provision is made
so that the receiver can switch the output
of the conventional FM sound demodulator to replace the sound decoded from
the digital signal in the event of failure.
Error correction is in-built, with one
parity bit added to each 10- bit sound
sample to check the six most significant
bits for errors. In addition, the scale factor
signals seven protection ranges. This
information may then be used by the
receiver to provide extra protection for
the most significant bits of the sample.
The carrier frequency is obtained by
multiplying the transmitted bit rate
(728kbit/s) by 9 to give 6.552MHz above
the frequency of the vision carrier. The
long-term stability of this inter- carrier is
± I part per million, while the ratio
between the peak vision carrier power
level and the power level of the modulated digital sound signal is about 100:1.

Arcam's interpretation
The Delta 150, with comprehensive
remote, is intended to be used in conjunction with a quality amplifier and pair of
hi-fi loudspeakers, and the manufacturer
stipulates the connection of a television
monitor. This proved essential, just to
achieve tuning of the receiver's eight
memories. Having installed the tuner in a
hi-fi rack, it was then necessary to attach a
TV — not easy in many households where
a separate hi-fi area is often distanced
from the main telly.
Arcam has certainly tried to cater for
every taste in its output options. Alongside the standard 75ohm aerial input is a
remodulated Belling Lee output, composite video on BNC and SCART ( Peritel)
sockets and both fixed and variable- level

separate audio on phono sockets. More
SCART sockets would have been useful
for the addition of peripherals. It is easy to
daisy-chain the tuner's UHF aerial signal
with an existing VCR, TV and/or satellite
receiver, because an internal remodulator
buffers and feeds through all the received
TV signals as well as re-broadcasting
around channel 36 any programme
selected on any of the presets. A dedicated wide-bandwidth composite video
output signal is available on both BNC and
SCART connectors, thus giving improved
picture quality when connected directly
to an A/V input socket of a monitor. This
ability is accredited to the use of dual
surface acoustic wave ( or SAW) filters to
separate the sound and picture signals,
followed by parallel IF circuits to amplify
them. Separate PLI audio and video detectors are used in an effort to eliminate
interference between sound and picture.
UK consultancy towards the ' 150 was
provided by Eldon Technology, experts in
television systems and a world authority
on NICAM stereo audio technology. Eldon
was involved from the initial specifications through to the design of the decoder
chip — which is manufactured for Arcam
by Texas Instruments.
In the Delta 170, Arcam has used the
FM audio detector solely to produce
conventional mono TV sound. The
NICAM audio is derived from the video
detector before being demodulated in a
quadrature phase shift keying decoder to
produce the 728 kilobit datastream. Error
correction is then handled by the Texas
CF70123C chip which applies digital
compression to give two clean, interleaved 14-bit 32kHz digital signals — both
are sent to the D/A converter as left and
right channels.
Much attention was paid by the designers here towards the DAC circuitry, with
the company's expertise attained from
many years in the CD player field coming
into its own. The SAA7220B/TDA1543
chip-set was chosen, providing 4- times
oversampled digital filtering and twin
16-bit D/A converters, one for each of the
stereo channels.
A novel passive integrator feeds atwostage low noise NE5532-based amplifier
which incorporates both the passive
ccrrr J-17 de-emphasis network and
3- pole linear phase filtering required to

remove spurious noise outside the audio
band. Other components are high tolerance, such as 1% metal film resistors and
polyprop, and polystyrene capacitors.
Finally, the separate Land R audio signals
pass through asolid state switch to select
either NICAM or FM mono.

vision carrier

analogue fm
sound carrier

digital sound

Controls

signal

The front panel is relatively clutter- free,
although there is inclusion of tune and
store controls, which could have been
confined to the rear, given that they
should be used most infrequently to set
the memories. A segmented display
advises selected channel, although there
is unfortunately no provision to indicate
signal strength. Perhaps the most complicated control operation is that of initiating
the NICAM mode. One 1.ED is misleadingly labelled ' Stereo' and, according
to Arcam, glows green when the stereo
flag is switched on at the transmitter',
although the equipment's instruction
manual does suggest that this LED may be
illuminated even when amono broadcast
is transmitted, something attributed to
'the practice of the broadcasting station'.
There seems to be some confusion in
the manufacturer's mind over this. Arcam
has assumed, perhaps only for the purpose
of simplifying its manual, that NICAM has
a stereo pilot in much the same way as
VHF radio services. Users should be wary
about this association. Control codes CO
through C3 are transmitted when a
NICAM transmission is being made, rather

1

3

2

4

5

7

8MHz

6.552 MHz

8 MHz
channel

Comparison of frequency band occupied by NICAM, vision, and analogue sound components
from dual mono. A dual language provision is made on the Delta 150, a green
LED signifying the availability. English is
transmitted as the main language, 1.1, and
the second as L2. The tuner automatically
switches to LI, with 12 having to be
selected, if required. In this mode both
languages are received in mono; it is not
possible to receive English on one chan -

than dual language or raw data mode. This
is no guarantee of a stereo programme,
however. This must be determined inside
the receiver by comparing the A and B
signals and making an ' intelligent' guess.
Many tuner manufacturers have gone the
same way as Arcam and chosen to call the
coding a ' stereo' indicator, rather than
distinguishing sum and difference signals
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nel and the second language on the other
channel.
A cunning ' traffic light' LED is used to
indicate the sound track of the received
programme. Red shows amono, or rather
non-NICAM, broadcast, amber for NICAM
signal with the receiver in enforced
mono- mode, and, finally, green for initiated stereo NICAM.

Sound quality
One of the hardest tasks in this review was
to track down aNICAM-capable transmitter. The BBC is still, officially, in
'experimental mode', and thus it radiates
NICAM only from London's Crystal Palace
transmitter, although there were some
dual language tests at Wenvoe. The IBA,
on the other hand, is pressing ahead with
its conversion plan so that main stations
and their relays are NICAM equipped.
Four sites remain in Phase I, namely
Bilsdale, Dover, Sutton Coldfield, and
Pontop Pike. When completed this will
provide almost 80 per cent of the population with ITV and C4 stereo signals. When
stereo programmes are not radiated, the
NICAM digital sound is broadcast simultaneously, making it possible to extract its
superior quality and definition without
the penalty of noise, as with FM radio.
Having found asuitable transmitter and
tuned the receiver, it is very much acase
of waiting for a stereo-sourced programme: these are still relatively few and
far between. The C4 ident theme and
some adverts add to the fun, but for a
serious music-based broadcast you have
to pick your moments. The unadvertised
BBC service ( in London) can boast more
programmes than the official IBA service.
In one week, regulars like Top of the Pops,
the editions of Wogan, Songs of Praise,
and the more modern, bought-in feature
films which retained their stereo track
when dubbed to VT may all be experienced. Channel Four tries to maintain
around 8-10 hours aweek which, according to an IBA spokesman, is ' not as much
as we would like'. Live outside broadcasts,
such as racing coverage, adds to the total
stereo output.
Drama also benefits from stereo — with
more realism brought to Casualty and
Grange Hill. Classics like Portrait of a
Marriage simply fell flat when reverting
to mono. The BBC buy- in of Wagner's
'Ring' did not receive glowing praise from
the critics, whom I suspect were not
NICAM-equipped — for me the performance almost justified the £ 350 cost of the
Arcam box on its own! The BBC sticks by
its guns of calling its NICAM ' test transmissions'. The producers and engineers
are still, it says, gaining operational
experience of the format, while the
option is reserved to revert to mono
output if all are not entirely satisfied with
the stereo balance. Ifor one hope that the
corporation's powers- that-be take the
decision to go public as soon as possible.
The current timetable is for seven or eight
main stations and their relays in the
Autumn of 1991 to give around 70 per
cent population coverage.
Ill- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Interior of Arrant's Delta ISO NICAM TV tuner
The IBA is more open about its output,
with flags on the Oracle Teletext pages
and a NICAM symbol used in the TV
Times. One of the recent achievements
was the TVA production of Mahler's 8th
for Channel 4. The balancing of this giant
opus ( staged in Salisbury cathedral), was
executed with precision by Robert
Edwards and his team. The sheer scale of
the performance was vividly conveyed,
although Iwas aware of the need for a
larger screen!
In contrast, stereo seems a strange
addition to quiz shows, where the dialogue is centred and only the applause
and effects panned out. It reminded me of
the bizarre trend set by Capital Radio's
'phone-ins some time ago, where the
presenter was hard left, guest hard right,
and callers dead centre.
Stereo television balances do not work
without the accompanying visual clues,
and so a NICAM broadcast cannot be
regarded as access to another source of
high quality stereo sound. I made a
number of recordings for playback in the
car and was very disappointed by the
generally forward balance adopted, and
the emergence of what seemed to be
disembodied voices — very disconcerting
and too intense. Spot mics brought up to

match a close-up of a rorticular artist
destroy a purely audio balance, while
appearing quite natural with accompanying visuals. This is no shortcoming of the
tuner which performed well in all
respects — showing what can be done
with sound in a medium where the
pictures used to come first and foremost.

Conclusion
Arcam has managed to combine a high
quality digital circuit with video to produce what is clearly an audiophile product finished to the usual high standard
we have come to expect from this company. The cost of the Delta 150 is considerably more than that of the `budget'
Nicam tuners flooding the market. But the
old maxim applies here, as you really do
get what you pay for.
The day of Nicam has not yet properly
dawned, although it would do no harm to
be ready when it does and have the Arcam
box installed now. It must not be considered as part of a hi-fi stack, but as a
component in a complete AN system
where it performs exceptionally well. +
Supplier:
Arcam, A & R Cambridge, Denny Industrial
Estate, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS 9PB.
Tel: (0223)861550.
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AMPLIFIERS
he Lux Corporation of Japan has
always stood out from the crowd in
a way that the really big players
cannot ever quite do ( almost by definition, it seems). It's not that it makes
products which in themselves necessarily
stand out, but the Lux range has always
contrived to offer a certain air of class.
Things like an amplifier with two valves
visible inside an otherwise very mainstream case do at least make one look
with curiosity.
I.ux's visibility in the UK has not been
high of late, but the recent setting up of a
proper marketing and support structure
clearly aims to change that. There is now
quite awide range of new Luxman models
available, up to the exotic ( and beautifully
finished) ' champagne gold series', but we
review here the cheapest integrated
amplifier, costing £ 180.
Coming hot on the heels of two other
amplifiers at about the same price ( the
Pioneer A300 and Rotel RA820BX4)
which have both been well received, the
LV-92 may seem to he plunging into
difficult waters. From the front it looks
remarkably like an A300 with tone controls ( and red instead of gold lettering),
which simply underlines the problems of
making budget hi-fi distinctive. What then
does this Luxman have to offer?
Specifications are par for the course:
phono ( moving- magnet) and three line
inputs plus two tape input/output circuits,
standard tone controls, a headphone
socket, and 40W/channel output. Construction is also nothing extraordinary,
the case being of thin sheet-steel but with
agood metal front. Loudspeaker connections are spring- clip types, deeply
unfashionable I dare say, but perfectly
functional. Inside, the circuits are built on
a single circuit board surrounding the
heatsink. It would be nice if Lux had
shown more consideration for service
personnel by insulating the mains wiring!
The amplifier is based on two ICs: adual
pre- amplifier for the phono stage and a

One ofJapan's most respected
brands, Luxman, returns to the
UK with afull range: this test
covers the affordable LV-92
amplifier
by Richard Black
large fiat-pack hybrid which provides voltage gain in the power amplifier section.
Final output is from discrete transistors.
Lovers of meaningless jargon will like the
STAR circuit — it stands for Signal Transit
for Accurate Response, and means that
separate amplifier blocks within the unit
are given their own ground and power
lines. In itself probably agood thing, but
why try to disguise it?

Technical report
Rated output is achieved quite comfortably, although the power does not
increase very much into lower impedance
loads ( see table ). The sound of amplifiers
can, under some circumstances, be
strongly influenced by their behaviour
under mild overload conditions, and this
Luxman shows a dynamic headroom of
about 2dB into 4ohms, with the capacity
to sustain this increased power for about
10ms, only just long enough to avoid the
bass 'waffle' that is one symptom of
inadequate power- supply capacitance.
Peak output current is moderate, but
adequate for any likely application.
The LV-92's frequency response is wide
and not slew- rate limited, extending over
two octaves above and below hearing. As
is often the case, the tone controls were
not perfectly centred, with a small
(0.2dB) lift around 20011z on each channel. Icouldn't hear it on A/B comparison
with the response corrected, but in the
long-term it might just be audible. Not
serious, though. Rather more cause for

concern was given by the response of the
phono section, which shows arising trend
to + 0.6dB by 10kHz ( + 0.7dB at 20kHz),
peaking to + 2dB at 90kilz, with a small
bass lift of 0.4dB at 40Hz. This sort of
upper treble lift can add a degree of
brilliance which is quite readily audible to
younger listeners, and which, while it may
make an amplifier sound sharper than its
rivals in aquick audition, can be fatiguing
in the long run — the more so given the
rising characteristic of many cartridge
responses towards 20kIlz. Fig 1shows the
effect of this on a 1kHz squarewave.
Distortion is very low, including that
measured on the Paravicini ( TDP)
reverse- input test — which shows a
benign, low, even-order harmonic content ( Fig.2), while crossover artefacts are
hardly evident. The TDP test also measures output impedance, and Iwas able to
check the performance of those infamous
spring-clip speaker terminals. In the event
their resistance measured 1 milli- ohm,
compared with 0.5m-ohm for a good
4mm plug — and as much as 300m-ohm in
the output inductor and PCB tracks!
Otherwise results were not especially
noteworthy. The STAR circuit appears to
work, and crosstalk is low — slightly better
in fact with both channels loaded, which
seems strange.

Sound quality
With its low distortion and wide bandwidth, the LV-92 might be expected at
least to sound clean and detailed, and on
the whole Ifound this was so. Listening
via the line inputs, at medium volume
levels, musical textures are clearly defined
and in general the sound is well controlled and free of any obvious coloration or
extraneous addition. At high levels, bass is
not quite as taut as it might be, tending to
become a little woolly. It was this
observation that drove me to investigate
the amplifier's overload behaviour, as
other amplifiers Ihave heard in this price
bracket do contrive to achieve better bass

Luxm AN
LV 92
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REFERENCE IMPORTS
CONVERGENT

NRG

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
What can you say about a
pre amp that is used by
reviewers and manufacturers
as a reference standard.
Maybe just awarning,
don't listen, as nothing else
comes near and you won't be satisfied until you
have one in your system.
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Pure Class A
Pure Power
Pure Transparency
Top build quality and
performance from amplifiers that
already are setting new standards.

ENSEMBLE

This is the speaker that is
currently raved about world
wide. An electrostatic
hybrid at avery affordable
price with adepth and
midrange clarity that is
hard to beat. The new
spectra 1100 combines
all the best electrostatic
features with beauty
and sophistication.

Imagine a midrange
and top end that is
regarded as one of the
best available at any price
coupled to real bass performance
and all from a 14" x9" box.
Impossible
is it?
You'de better get a listen

HI-FI NEWS SPEAKER OF THE YEAR

COGAN/HALL INTERMEZZO COPPER TUBE CABLES
A revolutionary product with a staggering performance. The sonic improvements by using Intermezzo Speaker and
interconnect throughout is the ultimate upgrade without changing your system.
Every Intermezzo cable product is in use as a
"Reference Standard" by manufacturers of audio
equipment - including cable - and by equipment reviewers

We are dedicated at Reference Imports to bring to you the very best in specialised products and have sifted through
the maze of equipment available. We believe that all of our products give total satisfaction and are worthy of
inclusion in our specialist list.
Call one of our specialist dealers below and enter the world of real music.

REFERENCE IMPORTS SPECIALIST DEALERS
STEPHEN WILLIAMS ASSOCIATES - GUILDFORD

0483

31410

ZEUS AUDIO

- BELFAST

0232

332522

BREN1WOOD MUSIC CENTRE - ESSEX

0277

221210

AUDIOCRAFT

- UXBRIDGE

0895

53340

CHELSTON HI FI

0803

606863

THE RIGHT NOTE

- BATH

0225

424334

03052

64977

AUDIOSUITE

- ABERDEEN

0224

625635

PROGRESSIVE AUDIO - KENT
AUDIO EXCELLENCE - CARDIFF

0634
0222

389004

- INVERNESSHIRE

0381

20655

228665

HIGHLAND ANALOGUE
ACOUSTIC ARTS

- WATFORD

0923

245250

REFERENCE STUDIO

04352

8004

LINTONE AUDIO

- GATESHEAD

091

4774167

DORCHESTER HI FI

- TORQUAY
- DORCHESTER

- ESUSSEX

REFERENCE
IMPORTS

HEATHFIELD SUSSEX
04352 4481
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TURNTABLES
toleranced hut is otherwise fairly standard. although it does have a;sapphire/
tungsten thrust- surface interface.
One of the best things about a design
like this is the case of setting up. You still
have to level it and set the cartridge
alignment, but the suspension is fixed.
Also, the design makes for untroubled and
stable operation.

Lab report
The rumble figures achieved were excel-

THINK
eviewing aturntable is adeparture
from my regular activities which
have recently majored on electronics; so getting involved in a mechanical
system, with opportunities for tweaking
and fine adjustments which bring about
both gross and subtle improvements,
gives satisfaction which was half forgotten. There is something about playing
records that generates an extra degree of
enthusiasm tor what's going on, probably
the feeling that making it more difficult
makes it more worthwhile.
The Pink Triangle partners have been
making turntables tie around a decade,
with their products aimed at the enthusiast who requires a very high level of
performance. The Pink Triangle itself is
the company's popular, highly regarded,
high-grade sub-chassis turntable, and PT is
also about to launch an up-market model
designated the Anniversary. The Little
Pink Thing is built to alower price, hut it
aims to offer the best value for money in
this range and has some of the features of
its elder brother: belt- drive and acrylic
platter. The IPT has been around for a
while now, so is readily available.
When arranging this review Imanaged
to persuade PT to supply me with two
top- plates, one for aRega RB300 and one
for an SME IV. The ! PT isn't really
designed to take the latter, which turned
out to he aclose fit — but it just made it.
The price anomaly is vast and Iwouldn't
really recommend the pairing, but it
worked through the test without any
problems, and Ido appreciate the ease of
adjustment the SME offers.
The design is outwardly simple. the
deck basically coming in two parts with a
separate hinged Perspex lid. The plinth is
fabricated from sculptured mediumdensity fibre-hoard ( mdf), made into a
box in which the Philips synchronous
motor and control electronics are
mounted. It has ablack painted finish and
111-1 ,1NEW!.
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lent for the type of turntable, with the
spectrum analysis revealing nothing of
any significance. The absolute speed at
both 33 1
4 and 45 rpm was set remarkably
accurately, and didn't drift over time ( one
hour, the lab temperature a steady 20°C
throughout). There was also no slowing
under the normal test loading. The results
of the disc impulse measurement show
good control ( Fig I ), while vibration and
acoustic isolation ( Fig 2 ) also fall into the
'good' category and are very competitive
with similarly priced decks. The measured
hum levels were commendably low and I
heard none in use.

Established with an upmarket

Sound quality

turntable, Pink Triangle now

During the review period I had the
opportunity of trying the 1.13T with several
different arms, cartridges ( both m- m and

offers a ' smaller' model. How
good is the ' LPT'?

by Chris Bryant
sits on four small rubber stick-on feet. The
electronic motor control is crystal
derived, hut uses a simple yet effective
circuit which takes up the left-hand end of
the base. Two speeds and Off are available
for selection via arotary switch, the knob
protruding through the left front of the
plinth, with a red/green light- emitting
diode indicating the chosen speed.
The motor is mounted on the plinth
and is rubber-decoupled, with the subchassis sitting on similar rubber mountings — one at each corner. The sub- chassis
merely drops down onto these, with the
mountings located in holes which facilitate alignment. The sub- chassis itself is
made from a substantial rectangular slab
of 25mm mdf finished in grey Nextcl. The
motor protrudes through a hole in this
and is located in the standard place at the
rear- right of the deck. In order to enhance
isolation and control resonances, slots are
cut within the sub- chassis, with the slots
so positioned that the arm and the main
bearing are located on what is almost a
centre island. The three bridges which
join this island to the rest of the hoard are
somewhat less than 2cm across and are
carefully located to enhance isolation. It is
the outer section which is supported by
the suspension mountings.
The platter is made from solid acrylic
with a circular machined slot to
accommodate the motor pulley, its inner
face providing asurface for the belt- drive.
The motor is ' torque'' and the belt quite
tight. The hand-finished hearing is closely

m-c) and systems, and compared it with
several other turntables. These included
the latest Linn Sondek/Ekos/Troika, aSondek/Rega/Vd11 \ IC 10, and some more
moderately priced direct competition.
The amplification systems spanned Mission Cyrus 2, Musical Fidelity B200. Krell
KSP7/KSA80, Conrad Johnson PH, with
Acoustic Energy AEI, Cclestion SI.700 and
SI.6S loudspeakers.
Isubmerged myself in serious I.P exposure, exposure which had been lacking for
the past few months through pressure of
other work. Ireally started to enjoy my
hi-fi again, and could easily be accused at
this point of ' regressing' back to vinyl. I
reset the suspension on my own Linn,
checked the cartridge alignment, cleaned
the stylus, and experimented with VTA,
stylus pressure, bias compensation, etc. It
started to sound good: very good in fact. I
dragged out some old discs which had
been relegated to the spare room, and was
quickly reawakened to subtleties which
had been missing from my system
recently. I also listened to some other
decks to reacquaint myself hilly with LP
son ics.
It was at this point that Iinserted the
I.PT into the system, equipped with the
RB300 arm and VW! MCI() cartridge. Of
the player support tables Ihad available, it
sounded best on my lbrlyte, hut the
Target also worked reasonably well and
the LPT &timely benefited from adecent
support of this type. It's hardly surprising
that the presentation is very chili:rent
from that of the Sondek. The LPT excels in
depth, transparency and neutrality, and
here it has kw, if any, peers in this price
range. Iknow afew decks which do better
in these departments ( the Pink Triangle
itself is a fine example ) hut they are all

rees%ri Radlett Audio

"THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY" 8

M

kadlett Audio Consultants
III Witting St. Hadleft, Hurts.

W0923-856497
u.so If Sounds Good.
l.i7h lxhi-idge Road
raling. London W13 9AU

e‘*081-579 3963
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 12 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are " The best little shop in the country:
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £ 5or £ 5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts ( not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle— we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of Hi Fi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it's sound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in— you'll be
very glad you did.
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Manufactured by Swisstone Electronics Limited, 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1HX. Tel No: 081 640 2172, Fax No: 081 685 9496, Telex. 893980 Rogers.
Distributed by Audio Influx Corp. NJ. USA, Plurison P.Q. Canada, Audio 2000 NSW Australia, Excel Hi Fi Hong Kong, Denco Audio New Zealand, Atlas Hi Fi Singapore.
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AMPLIFIERS
75 I ' drive' or slam' ( the Musical Fidelity B1
comes to mind as acase in point ). Clearly,
the implications of this will depend on
your tastes in music and volume levels,
and the efficiency of your loudspeakers.
Staying with the line inputs, Ifound on
careful comparison with considerably
more expensive power amplifiers that the
IN-92 does have a certain sonic fingerprint. a tendency to squash the sound
slightly in the upper mid- range. The effect
is not so much compression as a feeling
that discrete details have been homogenized, particularly noticeable with sounds
like orchestral strings where the bite of
the bow at the start of each note is less
well distinguished from the body of the
note. But this effect exists anyway in many
recordings, and for its price this Luxman
really has very few and minor flaws.
Turning to the phono stage, it is not
difficult to hear the effect of the rising
upper treble, the sound being slightly
over-bright and more than a touch hard
too. A slightly soft-sounding cartridge
could be agood match — but there aren't
too many of them around. There is a
degree of compression which is common
among budget integrated amplifiers ( not
surprising, given that several of them use
the same IC as the LV-92), but in the
context of the price of the whole amplifier
the phono performance is adequate.

Conclusion
Luxman IN- 92

turns in a good performance for the price, and has arespectable specification and set of features.
rather more expensive designs.
The overall subjective frequency
response of the deck is in excellent
balance, with each band given equal
weight. There is not really any accentuation anywhere ( which can sometimes be
put down to the turntable). Both the Rega
and SME IV arms gave good accounts of
themselves, the Rega giving little away
although the IV was ultimately preferred
for its bass control and fluidity. With the
SME the treble was clean and pure, the
bass authoritative and weighty. Transients
had clean edges and were well defined,
while the mid- range was particularly
sweet and consistent. Transparency was
first-class for this type of design, and the
soundstagc had very good width and
commendable depth: especially on simple
material. But on more complex passages
from any musical genre the LPT did start
to clog up, and some fog started to creep
in. This is a flaw, but a flaw one only
notices because the IPT is so good on
simple material — Imust say that for the
money it is wrong to complain about this
too strongly, but it's worthy of note.
Where rhythm and timing are concerned, which affects all music, the I.PT is
somewhat behind the best. This is more
obvious with tight jazz bands and the
latest generation of dance music which
dominates the charts. In the case of the
latter, timing of the beat is often defined
electronically and perfectly, and the LPT
can has-c trouble coping.
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However, it is in the company of strong
competitors, and if it seems not to shine
quite as brightly as some, that is areflection of the high standard one may now

LUXMAN

demand of such products. Nevertheless, it
is certainly worthy of audition and should
thereftwe he considered as agood alternative to the ' class leaders'.+

LV-92
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Fig I. Guzman LV-92: 1
kHz squarewave measured
via phono input, showing effect of rising HF response
Test results
Max output Wore dipping.
ZOliz
Ilea/
20kIlz
W into Bohm. both channels
driven
40
ii
45
W into Aohm, both channels
driven
49
60 (iii
Output impedance ( 11W method ):
IA in
0.33ohm 0.3-iohm0.48ohm
Ditto ( bypassing Zobel
network )( ohm )
0.015
0.035
0 12
Distortion via same ( bypassing Zobel network )
4%
3%
1.5%
Total harmonic distortion:
line- in, rated power into re < 0.0 I% 0.005% 0.02%
line- in. illmW into 811 < 0.02% 0.003% 0.02%
Mono ( tape out 1any level < 0.01% < 0.01% <0.01%
Phono overload levels:
19mV
1, 0mV
I.2V
Stereo separation:
Phono ( tape out )
85dB
86cIB
53dB
Line
,9dB
- 4dB
49db
DC-offset at output ( I.'R ,i:
ri , rnV
Input sensitivity for rated (mwer. vol max.
Phono ( 11d1z)
2.8mV
line ( any)
I60mV

Conclusion
In some arcas there is no doubt in my
mind that the Little Pink Thing is better
than a Linn Sondek ( without Lingo).
There is something very right in the
mid- range, a neutrality probably bestowed by the use of the acrylic platter, but
throughout the frequency range the LPT
is very neutral.

PINK

Fig 2. Luxman LV-92: distortion artefacts on Paramcini
reverse-input test at approx IltHz, scale 0-20kHz linear,
vertical: 20dB
Peak current via Iohm- '. 5µE:
Frequency response:
line- in, rated power
Linc-in, 1W
Phono in. IW
Phono response ( via linc-out )
Residual noise ( vol mm):
Signal-to-noise ratio:
Line- in ( lk-ohm term ) ref
Ikl le'5011mV
Phono in ( cartridge term ) ref
lkIle5mV
Noise-figure ( phono input.
A-wtd
DiMerLWORN ( Whd ), nim
Typical price inc VAT

MIC
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Fig I. Pink Triangle LPT: disc impulse response

Fig 2. Pink Triangle LPT: breakthrough performance,
vibration above, acoustic below

A-wtd

2dB
-130 x120 X300
£1'9

' LPT'

F1111,41
A 1,

-6dB.

Iliked the UT, hut it doesn't evoke my
involvement and ultimate enjoyment
quite enough. On the other hand, in areas
which lend themselves to amore cerebral
approach, the In should win many
friends. Potential buyers must make sure
that they can live with its balance of
compromises, but it easily has enough
going for it to gain arecommendation. +

Test results

1,

94c1B. A-wtd

Supplier:
Luxman, Unit 3,310 Commonside East,
Mitcham, Surrey CR4 IHX. Tel: 081-646
6418

TRIANGLE

-ak

15A + 12A 1dB limits
3dB Willi).
61Iz 60kIlz 51Iz I201.11z
61Iz 601.11z 5Hz I20kIlz
I41-1, ¡ Oki lz 81Iz 1201(11z
+0
at 20kIlz
+1) 4a111 at -MID
-82d8W A %vial

Speed options
Rumble II5in 11 nid.
I. R average.)
WowFlutter
+E
Absolute speed
Speed dolt ( 1hour)
Time tii reach aud. stabilization
Speed varlari( in under load
Dimension, to sd shi. mm
Typical price Inc VAT)

Pink Triangle LPT
manual. lielt-dro e
sub chassis
very pis)
33It i5
008%
002%
ZerO

error

negligible
2 Nees
negligible
450 x436 x 155
hasic finish. £ 350;
piano black. £ 4t5i

Supplier:
Pink Triangle Projects Ltd, 4Brunswick Villas,
London SES 7RR. Tel: 071-703 5498
-79

The most extensive range of quality products in the south-east. Backed by our

service department and wide ranging delivery service. Please phone or call i
for ademonstration or a copy of our new in house magazine.

lià1

PHONE
0474560.521
FAX
0474 3337E2

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

SELECTRON HOUSE. SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHF_AD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DATI 11H13

HIEFI Valves
General Electric
USA Ranee
6CAVEL34
60J8/ECC88
6L6GC
6LF6
12AT7/ECC81
12AT7WA/6201
12AU7A/ECC82
12AX7NECC83
12AX7WA/5751
128H7A
211/VT4C
6080
61468/8299A
6550A
7027A
73081E88CC
7581A/KT66
7868
8417

German Valves

ECC81 Siemens
ECC81 Telefunken
E81CC Siemens
EL34 Siemens
EL84 Siemens.
61.84 Telefunken
PCC88
6201 Siemens

Over 3million valves available from stock. Please
phone for acompetitive quote.
We offer: specially selected pm amp valves: awide
-ange of matched power values: high quality CV
and ruggedised valves;

Ceramic Valve
Sockets
• 50
3.95
10.50
14.50
5.50
6.50
3.95
3.95
6.50
6.50
25.00
8.50
15.00
15.95
13.95
8.95
11.95
11.95
11.95
3.50
3.95
5.50
4.50
2.50
3.50
2.50
6.45

B9A Ceramic Chassis
B9A Ceramic with Can
Octal Ceramic

Teonex Valves
0.95
1.50
0.95

Mullard Special Quality
E8OCC
E81CC/6201
E88CC
E182CC
E288CC
ELM
EL86
M8136(ECC82
M8137/ECC83
M8162/ECC81

25.00
6.45
6.95
7.50
17.50
4.50
2.75
7.00
7.95
5.50

CV2492/E88CC
CV2493/E88CC-01
CV2975/EL84
CV4085/EF86
CV4003/E82CC
CV4004/E83CC
CV4024/E81CC

6DJEVECC88

1.50

6SN7GT
12AT7/ECC81
12AU7/ECC82
12AC7/ECC83
ECC83 Super
EF86
KT66
EL34
61466
PL519
GZ34

3.15
1.95
1.50
1.95
150
3.50
5.00
4.50
9.50
4.85
4.50

KEF CS 3BI-WIRE
Wilmslow's NEW Total Kit for the very popular KEF Constructor
series. The CS3 design is now supplied with split X- over network
plus 8x30 amp binding post connectors so that Bi wiring is
possible without any modification.
Some components have been uprated and to improve this highly
regarded speaker still further, Wacoustic panels are used to
reduce cabinet induced colouration to an absolute minimum.
The kit comprises bass and treble units, assembled crossovers,
wadding, grille fabric etc. plus flatpack cabinets.
(Accurately machined from
smooth MDF for ease
of assembly)
Dimensions:
526 x 286 x 237 mm
Response:
55 HZ - 20 KHZ +/- 3dB

British RAF'
Military Spec.

AMP

Suitability: 15-100w

lmpedence: 8 ohms
6.50
7.50
4.50
750
6.50
6.50
4.50

How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 124 hour answering service) and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day.
UK orders p&p £ 100 per order
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown
num..... Export orders welcome. carriage at cost

TELEK
966371
TOS-PIPI

Szum,

3(bi-wire) Total Kit
£05.00 per pair +
carriage/Ins. £ 13.50

CS

CS

3 Upgrade Kit

(bi-wire, crossovers
and binding posts to
upgrade existing CS 3's)
059.00 + P&P £ 3.00

Wilmslow
Audio
DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50
post free ( export 0.50)

Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford. Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: ( 0565) 50605
Telephone cread card
oraers welcome
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MUSIC

Once offered ahalf-fee
for playing Ravel's Left Hand
Concerto, apragmatic pianist
in acompetitive field

GORDON
FERGUS-TI IOMPSON
by Bryce Morrison

ordon Fergus-Thompson's schedule
is frighteningly intense. Not only
does concert follow concert, but his
recording projects include the Ten Scriabin
Sonatas ( with the Op.-i2 Etudes as a makeweight!) and the complete piano solo music
of Ravel. His present discography includes
two recitals for Kingdom ( Rachmaninov,
Scriabin and Balakirev), all Debussy's piano
music for ASV, and two further records of
Rachmaninov's Etudes-tableaux and a Bach
transcription recital ( to be issued shortly).
The Debussy was completed in an amazing
six and a half days, a marathon that still
makes Mr Fergus-Thompson shudder. Yet
discussing his frantic, upswing career he
remains outwardly calm and reflective, his
comments intermittently lit by flashes of
true Northern wit and determination.
'Like you Iwas born in Leeds. Igravitated
to the Northern College of Music in Manchester, attracted — like many others — by
two outstanding teachers, Gordon Green
and Deryck Wyndham. I benefited
immeasurably from their opposed points of
view. Both were superb, both entirely different: Gordon was very demonstrative,
Deryck Wyndham more remote and analytical. Gordon had a rather laissez-faire
attitude to technique, offering you the odd
exercise when he was in the mood, but
otherwise letting you learn as you went
along. Wyndham was ultra- precise and
wouldn't let you get away with anything. If
you were quick and talented he was ideal,
but otherwise he could be devastating.
'At that stage in my life, my heart rather
than my fingers was in the right place, so you
can imagine what some of my lessons were
like — all too often it was like a rough sea.
Consequently Ilater went through anarrow,
introspective period, one coloured by
almost sartorial notions of correctness;
wrong notes were a cardinal sin. My temperament was put away, temporarily on ice.
Liter everything seemed to gel, to come
together: temperament and accuracy
became compatible rather than enemies.
'Looking back, my chief memory of music
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college was its remoteness from reality.
They would look after you for four years or
so and then you would sink or swim ( usually
sink). No-one prepared you for the world
outside the college, for a commercial
environment full of pitfalls, of entrepreneurial "deals" and " imaging" ( to use a
recent American term) — they thought it
beneath them. I am realistic rather than
cynical when Isay that afar more vivid and
practical attitude is necessary if students are
to be successful. In any case playing the
piano is an isolated existence and, without a
satisfactory contact with the outside world,
your personality can become distorted and
undeveloped. Audiences quickly sense this
and feel short-changed, as if they are listening to something freakish rather than human,
someone who reflects too little of life's
character and diversity.
'I still resent that very incomplete side of
my education, and the time it has taken to
learn the ropes of the profession. I later
studied with John Ogdon, Peter Katin, Alexis
Weissenberg and GyOrgy Cziffra, all of them
helpful in startlingly different, most individual ways. Iused to watch Cziffra playing
his legendary octaves ( two fingers on one
note, and that ' viper' fifth finger darting in
and out), hypnotised by his unique brilliance and aplomb. My score of Gaspard is
covered in his markings, some of them very
odd indeed. When Jorge Bolet says no score
is finite, everything has to be interpreted, I
can only say that Cziffra took such a philosophy several stages further. His attitude was
that if the composer had heard him play he
would have altered everything!
'Weissenberg was a much more stable
influence although Iam still baffled by what 1
can only see as his split personality. Imean:
how can someone so generous and warmhearted play certain music the way he does?
Iwent to a Paris recital by him; three Bach
Pardus in the first half, and all the Chopin
Waltzes in the second. But it all sounded the
same. The Chopin was like Bach and it was
so clinical — as if deliberately un spiritual. Of
course he's a genius and can do the most

amazing things, but for me he is a total
enigma. Somewhere along the line something happened and he became a refrigerated pianist.
'I didn't win any major competitions; I
stored things in the bank, so to speak, and
bided my time. When the breaks came Iwas
prepared. But Ido remember the Geneva
Competition where we played behind a
screen. " Les Trois Preludes de Hummel, s'il
vous plaît, monsieur", they asked. But how
did they know Iwas male? We were only
given numbers and the whole thing was
meant to be anonymous. Very suspicious!
Later they asked for the fugue from Beethoven's Op.101 Sonata and afew pages of a
Rachmaninov Prelude. Everything seemed
to operate like some Darwinesque distortion
of " has he got it, or not?". Quite absurdly
unmusical. Personally, Ithink competitions
— at best anecessary evil — would have more
meaning when you were, say, thirty-five to
forty-five, a rich period of consolidation
rather than primitive beginnings. And I
would suggest afirst round of Haydn, Mozart
and early Beethoven. The showpieces could
come later.'
As to the future: 'As well as the solo
material lined up for ASV, we are now
discussing some Concerto projects: the
Scriabin Concerto and Rachmaninov 1, then
the three Tchaikovsky's and the Concert
Fantasy. Given such tasks and the very wide
repertoire Iam now playing in public, Ihave
had to rearrange my life considerably. Gone
are the days of less than absolutely precise
and ordered piano practice. It's amazing
how much repetition you can erase if you
are really specific and refined about the
whole process. Do you know, at the Geneva
Competition there was aJapanese girl who
played the same passage over and over very
fast and loud till Ithought her fingers would
drop off. And every time she played it she
put a match from a box of matches to one
side, rather like some sad and whimsical
figure from a Muriel Spark novel. In this
profession you never know what's around
the next corner! ,J
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MUSIC

Hansel und Gretel is Tate's
first opera project for EMI.
The art of matching voices to
repertoire - and to venue

by David Nice

J
EFFREY TATE
ON OPERA

ate as opera conductor was to be the
theme — fortunately, as Ihad thought.
since an earlier interview in these
pages ( March '88] seemed to have exhausted
all further possibilities along purely orchestral lines. Not so; digressions led along new
avenues — the question of symphonic repeats, Karajan the technocrat, the London
Chamber Orchestra's theory of ' music
bloody loud' which Tate had read to his
alarm in that morning's paper. Yet he
remains the supreme conversationalist, able
to pursue a new idea without losing the
thread, and steering back by steady degrees
to the original point with table- thumping
energy. We met at the Royal Opera House
during rehearsals for the revival of Strauss's
Arabella — the first time he had put it to the
test in the opera house, although it was his
first operatic recording [ Deccal. ' It's very
difficult to contemplate recording operas
without having conducted them. In the case
of Arabella, it was one of the Strauss operas
I'd lived with and coached, so Ifelt comfortable with the way the tension of the piece
runs.'
It's a difficult work to piece together in
any case, surely — that ballroom Second Act,
for example, which all but falls apart?
'Well, the problem there is that it's usually
done in the opera house cut — you lose
obviously good music, and you lose the real
pacing of the act. One of the raptures of
recording is that you can do everything, and
I think it worked there. Of course in a
revival, when you've only got two weeks to
put it all together, you can't start opening up
major cuts. I've worked long enough in an
What, then, about Humperdinck's
opera house to know it ain't worth it!'
influences? Obviously there's plenty of WagHe thinks that part of the success of the
ner in the score, but isn't there even more of
Arabella recording lies with the casting of
early Mahler and Strauss?
'musicianly' singers — `forget about the
'For me, it looks more forward than back. I
voices per se' — down to the smallest roles
which are so important in Strauss. 'Then I mean, obviously there are hefty overtones of
Meistersinger, not only in the overture but
balanced it — Ihope — well enough in the
also in the relationship of father and mother.
hall for singers to sing within their own
But that's a German-ness which I think
range, without having to force, so that it
Humperdinck was deliberately trying to
sounded like conversation. Certainly Kini
achieve. An auful lot of Strauss... And I
sings absolutely within what she needs, and
wonder, given that he conducted the first
there's a subtlety about it which you only
performance, whether that woodwind trill
get by doing that. Actually, listening to it
just before the Sandman sings didn't come in
now I could do with one hint more of
useful — every time I listen to it I think,
orchestra — Arabella's a typical Decca
Christ, that's pure Salome. And there's a
recording which has many virtues, but the
heck of alot of Mahler: the deliberate use of
voices are perhaps a little too close.'
Bohemian elements — cheap music and folk
Yet I was surprised to hear so much
music, but sublimely used — and the
textural clarity within the orchestra in spite
heavenly chorus at the end, that's pure
of that. 'Well, Itry for clarity always. I'd be
Mahler, the Mahler of the Third Symphony.
interested to hear what you think when you
Yet before. Both composers must have been
hear the Hansel, where I feel that the
profoundly influenced by it. As for those
orchestra and voices are a little closer
wonderful waltzes, they were the real pretogether. It's more to my taste. It's an ideal
cursors, too. Though even there I'm wonderopera to record because you can probably
ing if the most important influence isn't
get the balance exactly right in the concert
Wagner and Act One of Siegfried, which is
hall, which you can't do in the opera house.
unique — he never repeated it again, right? It
It's enormously thickly scored.'
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goes further than Meistersinger, and it's also
the Wagner that comes closest to Mahler
and that particular world of parody, popular
music all tied together. And it's very much
transmuted into Humperdinck's particular
world.'
Will there be a new lease of life for
Hansel's enchanted successor, Kiinigskinder?
'Oh, Ihope so. The last time Ilistened to
that was in New York. I got to know an
enthusiast at the Met and we spent awhole
evening listening to it. It's a quiet project
I've bandied about — to give several concert
performances of it, maybe in my third season
at Rotterdam ( where he is principal conductor of the Philharmonic] and to induce EMI
to come in and help us out.'
Another venture in the air is anew Lulu in
France ( mention of which eventually brings
us conveniently round to Wagner). Tate has
found the ideal heroine in Patricia Wise
'who sang the role for me in Geneva. Lulus
don't grow on trees, and she's one of the few
sopranos Iknow who can sing it accurately. I
mean, Pierre's recording is extremely good,
but I still think there are other things in
Berg's score to be brought out.'
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More in the way of expressivity? ' Exactly. I
think the purely lyrical side of it could be
stressed, which Pierre does not do. It's very
much the Boulez vision, but there's an awful
lot of sprechgesang.'
As in the Bayreuth Ring? '
Well, Iwas very
involved with the vocal side of that over five
years. And the problem with that was that
the production was such — and the whole
feel was such — that theatrical true-ness was
more important than vocal beauty: he did
quite often sacrifice the glorious line for the
sake of meaning and inflection. Given Pierre's vision, which is very architectural, very
clear, very analytical, and given Chéreau's
production which is also extremely analytical, where the detail is all to illuminate
what the text is trying to say, usually in some
very original way, Ithink in this particular
instance they were right. It wouldn't have
taken the Goodall approach, and yet Iwould
like to hear a Ring on record other than
Reggie's which also went back to Reggie's
particular approach: with other people, and
in German.'
That approach, presumably, would allow
the singers to phrase more beautifully, less
stressfully? Tate hopes so. He has already
recorded aWagner disc with Cheryl Studer
singing Isolde's liebestod' and with several
orchestral surprises — the Faust and Christopher Columbus Overtures — but he would
be happy to do a 'bleeding chunks' sequel
with a younger generation of singers.
'There are quite a few around who may
not be ready yet to do some of the biggest
roles on stage, but who on record are
certainly interpretatively capable of the best.
Anne Evans, John Tomlinson — well, Iknow
they've already sung Brunnhilde and Wotan
at Bayreuth — Cheryl [ Studer), and there's
this young American called Ben Heppner
who was in the new la Scala Meistersinger,
who's really superlative.' A lyric tenor? 'A
lyric Heiden. He's certainly got the metal
and the fibre, but the timbre of the voice is
lyrical, not four-square, not each note hammered out; Idon't like that.' He notes that,
whilst Karajan's operatic performances in
big opera houses could be ' very odd,
because the singers were encouraged only
to do what they did on his recordings', the
Karajan Ring on record is 'wonderful in
parts, because everyone is singing within
their means and capabilities. It's not often
insisted on enough.'
We've returned to the point made about
the vocal projection on the Arabella recording. The same idea lies behind his aims to
record more Mozart ( eventually).
'I'm more and more aware that Idon't
want to do Mozart in big houses, and one of
the things which the authentic movement
and recordings together have achieved is to
make one realise how important it should be
that Mozart is brought close to you. We're
talking about nuance. After all, the human
voice hasn't changed all that much in 180,
200 years; and Isuspect that Mozart would
be sung with even finer nuance, and finer
tuning and all the rest of it, if Mozart singers
could sing his operas in smaller theatres.
That's astarting point. Because on many of
the recordings you find that the big, blowsy
habits have been carried over. I haven't
listened to the Glyndebourne Mozarts yet,
mind you, and Iwish I'd gone to John Eliot
Gardiner's concert Idomeneo and Clemenza
because it seems that all the beauty and
impact of it came from the fact that all those
singers were singing within their means,
were not forcing, were singing naturally.'
Here Tate speaks from personal exp-eriI
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ence, too. Repetiteuring for Solti, Boulez and
others led to his first conducting post at
Gothenburg. 'The opera house there is a
little horseshoe theatre built around 1840,
only 600 scats and, my God, it's wonderful!
One of the operas Iconducted in my first
season was Zauberete, which worked
extraordinarily well. The big moments were
simply huge, but all those arguments about
what sort of soprano you should have
singing the Queen of the Night vanish,
because it's thrilling in a small room whatever the quality of voice, the high notes ring
through the hall. There's no forcing. Ialso
did Mahagonny — ferocious — and Carmen,
another piece you always associate with a
big house. And that's untrue. I've only
conducted once in the Opéra Comique, but
that's the ideal size. It was produced by a
woman at Gothenburg, and done uniquely
from the woman's point of view, with a
wonderfully classical kind of quality to the
scene in the tavern; everything was done
within the means, no shouting, all conversationally — in asmall theatre you can get all
the parlando nuances you want from the
style — and the big choruses turned out not
to be big at all! The next Carmen Isaw was
at the Met, and the comparison was terrible,
because the piece seemed overblown, as
opposed to this light classical piece. And it
was purely a matter of acoustics. I'm sure
those singers in the Met would have blossomed if they'd known they only had to
reach back a few rows in the stalls. Even
Nilsson singing Elektra at the Met — you
were blown out of your seat — but then
hearing her at Stockholm, you realised more
the sheer animal power; but she was probably singing less. And that's one thing you
really can achieve with recordings. The
singers need never over-sing.'
He had mentioned Eliot Gardiner's Mozart
and the rightness of the Queen Elizabeth
Hall for such aventure. Was the Royal Opera
House ( when he holds the post of Principal
Conductor) too big for his own Mozart?
'Well, yes — even for apiece like Idomeneo,
surprisingly enough.' Johannes Schaaf sthird
Mozart production for Covent Garden was
certainly the most challenging of his
collaborations with Tate, stripping away
opera seria formalities in search of apainful
truth. Did his conductor ever find any
discrepancies between staging and music —
say, in the extraordinary scene where
Mozart's grave march for the impending
sacrifice of Idamante came hand in glove
with Schaafs terrifying holocaust vision?
'Well, look, ritual music is often at
variance with what's taking place. That
wasn't difficult — the horror of that rite with
the blood didn't seem to go against the
music; and one of the problems is that the
actual violence and terror of Idomeneo
aren't perceived by the audience as dramatic
events. They're convinced by the terribly
beautiful music that something beautiful and
noble is taking place.'
Yet even there the music is disturbing,
surely? 'Well, the sound world of the king's
prayer is so original, there's nothing more
advanced than the pizzicati against those
extraordinary suspensions — and the wail of
the oboe, in the high register, doing those
strange turns, almost like a squeal; it's not
normal or human. Iwas anxious to encourage Schaaf there, but it was difficult given
that you have modern instruments and an
orchestra that isn't used to playing in an
authentic style. It's much harder to get that
originality of sound than if you /gem
conducting the people who play the old

instruments and are used to thinking that
way. But no, Ididn't have any difficulties
myself in tuning into Johannes's vision. He
got it absolutely right. We may have disagreed over details — like the way he had the
chorus building up the sea-dyke at the end of
Act One in a very disagreeable and frightened manner, when the music speaks of joy
and the radiance of asunlit sea after astorm
— and we both wanted to cut Elettra's final
aria of vengeance. But that's adisplay-piece
for the soprano, and you can't avoid the fact
that the piece isn't just agesamtkunstiverk,
it also has elements of display.'
And that's what makes it so interesting.
'Yes, it's an incredible fusion of the most
forward- looking music he ever wrote, and at
the same time it's one of the most 18thcentury operas he ever wrote. Idon't think
of Clemenza as an opera seria. To me, it fits
in absolutely with where the music was
going when he died. There's a sort of
drying- up of that white- heat inspiration you
find in Idomeneo, yet moving into amiddle
period which would have been more overtly
conventional.' And also much more at one
with the world. 'Absolutely. And Idomeneo
isn't at one with anything. It's a young,
dangerous, daring young man doing everything at once, looking far into the future but
giving everyone what they want in the most
extreme version. Johannes wanted to get rid
of the opera seria element, as you saw. I
have no doubt at all that he turned the
principal characters into real, believable
human beings in believable situations.'
They were stunned by the critical incomprehension. ' It left us flabbergasted. Then
rather depressed. They were very courteous
to the music and discourteous to the production; we were very unhappy that they
separated us out, because we did all stand
together; all of us felt that once we'd got
inside it, we all believed in what we were
doing. There was an attempt to look at a
piece in away which made it relevant for us,
and got close to lots of things Mozart himself
was trying to say, and we were told we were
barking up the wrong tree.
'One counts on a perceptive view that
balances for and against what happens in a
production, according to how it illuminated
the opera and how it didn't. Ihaven't seen
Peter Sellars's Magic Flute at Glyndebourne,
but Isuspect I'm going to enjoy it from what
Iread, and Inow read with atotally different
eye, after that. Iread as though I'm wearing a
pair of translating spectacles, and Isay to
myself: " It must be rather good, I'll go".'
Iquote the Idomeneo incident at length,
because Schaafs production, and Tate's support of it, formed an uncommon chapter in
the moribund recent history of Covent
Garden, and because it puts a finger on the
pulse of Tate's pledge of good faith as
conductor in the pit. Meanwhile he retreats
to the relative calm of the recording studio,
and what he hopes will be the relative calm
of the reviewer's response, recollected in
tranquillity. 'At least there's time to gather
the thoughts together. It's the disadvantage
of immediate criticism for a production
that's as complicated as that was.'
One final thought in the prospective light
of two new releases which will attempt to
solve the problem of incidental music ( Mendelssohn's to A Midsummer Night's Dream
and Grieg's to Peer Gynt) by meeting the
drama half-way. 'You take a completely
different standpoint each time you make a
recording. Whether a lot of people realise
that or not — whether they grasp what
you've been trying to do — Idon't know.' +
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client relationship than about hard selling.
For the expert we have some exciting new products, here
are some examples,
Super new CD transports and bitstream DAC's from
Meridian;
'Lingo' conversions for the Linn LP I
2;
New Pink Triangle ' Export' and 'Anniversary' models;
Suspension and power supply updates for Roksan Xerxes;
The amazing Naim 52 pre- amp;
DAT Tape Decks from Sony and Denon;
Very good budget amplifiers from Arcam, Creek, Denon,
Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Pioneer, QED;
New Quad pre-amps and CD players;
Excellent new speakers from Royd, Ruark, KEF, J.P.W. and
much more hi-fi choice than we have room for.
Bargain hunters: check with our branches for items
on our November sales lists!
If you would like to investigate abetter way of choosing hifi, ring or write and we reserve one of our private
demonstration rooms, where you can relax and compare
the leading makes in comfort. We are enthusiasts but we
won't talk technical jargon to you. We are a long
established family business, and our best advertisements are
our happy customers.
And a two-year no-quibble guarantee.

14-18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB.
(071) 379 4010. Fax: ( 071) 497 9205.
Open seven days.

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington,
Cheshire.
(0925) 828009. Fax: ( 0925) 825773.
Open six days.
Ft-MI

401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool L15 3JJ,
Merseyside.
(051) 733 6859.
Closed on Wednesday.
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HYPERION'S
TEN
TH
e
rt

-1 hc world doesn't need any more
records, does it There arc just too
mans damn' records being issued.
Who plays them all?'
It might seem that Ted Perry, for ten years
head of what is frequently described as
Britain's most innovative record label. Hyperion. has become jaded by the classical
music business. Collectors the world over
will be relieved to hear that his disillusion is
still outweighed by enthusiasm for doing
what Hyperion has always done hest: making
discoveries and springing surprises. It is
simply. he explains, that having built up a
substantial catalogue of simie four hundred
titles. he now feels the time has come to be
more discriminating in what che label issues.
'I still regard finding worthwhile, off- the'
beaten- track music as our function'.
Has the label's main impact these past
years been in that direction?
'It's not l'or me to say.' declares Perry. • My
job is to make records and hope they'll he
ss ell- received, while trying to do something
.1 little hit different - I hope that doesn't
sound like false modesty:
letters from all over the world demonstrate that Hyperion is mit only appealing to
the jaded music- lover. hut to those looking
to explore the rare and unusual. The fact
that many of the recordings have also
acquired
status doesn't worry him: ' It
means we get u) both markets.'
In what had been adecade of considerable
change for classical music. CD has been the
major factor, of course. ' People have got
enthusiastic about records all over again.
The glamour of (: I) - and it discs has -e
glamour - has persuaded people to become
interested who weren't before. Then there's
the post- CD -replacement" market which
has been very important to the industry:
suddenly, it's hard work to play an LP!'
Alongside the technical ( principally CD)
and the artistic developments ( mainly
'period' performances ) of the past decade
had come a revolution in the promotion of
classical musk-. Could a specialist label

A record company celebrates
— but there's no let-up
after abrilliant decade
In Peter Herring

nukes like the Ron Symphony. No-one in the
world had heard of Hans Rott, and the
opening orders were very cautious. Its
success was down to the power of the critics
- and the record shops, the behind- thecounter enthusiasts who play it when they
get the chance:
Perhaps it isn't surprising that Hyperion's
biggest seller these past ten years has been
of the most esoteric music imaginable sequences and hymns by the Il th century
Abbess Hildegard of Bingen. ' An amazing
record: enthuses Perry. -It scores on the hi-fi
from. the Emma Kirkby front, the feminist
front and the meditation front. That's true:
Americans use it to meditate by.'
Would he agree that the Baroque. for
example. was now unacceptable on modern
instruments?
would gis -e you a categorical "yes" to
that, but there are occasional exceptions.
The European Community Chamber
Orchestra is one. We've done a Vivaldi
Seamms with theist and sonic Haydn concertos, all on modern instruments. but they're
so good.'
After using the period instrument Salomon Quartet in Mozart and Haytht, Hyperion
had opted for the ' traditional' New Budapest
Quartet in Beethoven. Whs .?
'I thought very carefully about that. I
waited until Ihad the right artists. Now Ican
compete with the rest of the world with this
quartet! It's tradititinal central European
Beethoven playing - wonderful!'
()tiler recent Hyperion signings have been
the Ilanover Band and Roy Goodman to do a
Haydn symphony cycle. The first of the
Haydn symphonies Nos,3.
i and - 5 are
included in a substantial Hyperion autumn
escape that?
release programme. although there are Ito
'It's gone the way of books: more intense,
'tenth birthday spectaculars' planned, just
more hyped- up. In that respect. we're in a
sort of quiet backwater. out of the hurls .- the gold commemorative sampler (: I)
I
HYPI0j.
burly of promotion. But you have to make
How much of a risk was the recent
efforts to sell s'our product and we have to
Rimsky-Korsakos issue with the Philhannohave the promotional back-up. It's good for
nia? It looked suspiciously like a move into
us. Personally. I'd rather he in the hackroom
the ' orchestral showpiece' artna.
making records. Selling them is all a hit
'We never record mainstream repertoire
vulgar.'
"straight". And. yes. the Rimsks was evenGiven that, presumably the greatest satisNM: to make. You've got to think carefully
faction didn't necessarily come from the
and the trick is to find something in the
biggest sellers? What had been the most
slightly- neglected area of the popular reperrewarding records to niake?
toire. There was no ( I) version of .. 1,11m .at
'Ask me that at different times. and you'll
the time and we approached Svetlanov to do
get different answers. At the moment. I'm
it. Ile replied that he wanted to do the 1812.
getting aquiet satisfaction from the Schubert
No way, Isaid, so he agreed to the Rimskyseries. It's acquiring areputation and people
Korsakov. Now lie wants to do the two
are collecting them. Then there are the
Ill Ii NMS
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Balakirev symphonies with us next year:
Svetlanov is not the only ' big name'
performer attracted to Hyperion of late.
After a successful contribution to the
Schubert series. soprano Elly Ameling was
returning to make - among other things - a
Brahms recital. Another recruit to the
Schubert ' team' had been Arleen Auger. and
the singer that had introduced the Lieder
project, Daine Janet Baker, had described
the sessions as among her most enjoyable
ever.
'Our artists have the freedom on sessions
to he themselves: suggests Perry as a likely
reason for Hyperion's popularity with these
pertOrmers ' We try to work in arelaxed svay
(well, it looks relaxed!) and it becomes a
pertbrmance. The psychology on sessions is
very important. and very delicate. There are
some powerful temperaments at work, and
one of the producer's skills is ni he sensitive
to that psychology:
Perry enthuses about forthcoming issues
of Rachmaninov Piano Suites, and the Mozart
String Quintets from the Salomon. A recording from Winchester of the cathedral musk
of Christopher Tye he describes as. ' absolutely magical', and is barely less excited
about a Westminster recording oh stravinskyS latin church music, including the Mass
and A:Fa/phony of Psa/ms (These pieces
were written tie boys> voices, you know' ).
fhere will be chamber music by Hummel
(the Septets ) Mendelssohn. Telemann.
Bartok and Robert Simpson. part if a
project to record all of Simpson's published
works. ' nu: label is also embarking on the
complete choral music of William Byrd
English music of another era is represented by an attractive Vaughan Williams
collection with the Corydon Singers: it
includes the Serenade ta Music 1st:L.
reviews j. Finding the sixteen soloists
required for this wasn't a problem says
Perry. -But getting them together in the
same p:ace at the same tinic ssas!• There is
also a disc of three English ballets tbecknatte, Lambcrt's Ilarascape. and Walton'. Facade - and scheduled for recording
is the Banyan Sequence from 'AV's Pi igri
Prr)grt'SS (
in an edition by Christopher Palmer) ;Litt' Me Beggar s Opera.
Iput it to Ted Perry that all this didn't
strike me as the product of a jaundiced
reciird executive. ' Perhaps not: he laughed.
'hut Idon't have any grand plans and policies
for the label. If it sounds like agood idea. I'll
do it. Simple as that.' sit
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Excellence within reach . . .

C lvt Corporation

Best Buy
Hi Fi Experience!
ROTEL RD 865
CD Player

MERIDIAN 206B
CD Player

What Hi Fi Award
OCT 1990

Recommended
HI Fi Choice NOV 1990

YAMAHA KX530
Stereo Cassette Deck

TANNOY
M20
Speakers

Best Buy
Hi Fi Choice OCT 1990

Recommended
Hi Fi Choice SEPT 1990

MUSICAL FIDELITY
T1FM Stereo Tuner

ARCAM
Delta 150 NICAM
Stereo TV Tuner

What Hi Fi Award
OCT 1990

What Hi Fi Award
OCT 1990

e

If its Hi Fi and its excellent, it's at Hi Fi Experience,
Britain's premiere chain of dedicated hi-fi specialists.
Our friendly staff speak your language and will
advise you how to build agood system. You won't find
shop assistants here, but staff as keen on hi-fi perfection
as you are. We welcome part exchange, and provide
private listening rooms, free delivery AND
INSTALLATION.
We don't just stay ahead of the
competition, we lead the way. Come and
see us soon, it's well worth the journey!

APPOINTED DCM DEALERS
Moorgate Acoustics
Moorgate Acoustics

Rotherham (0709) 370666
Sheffield (0742) 756048

Doug Brady HiFi

London (071) 379 4010

Audio Inc
Kamla Electronics

Kingston upon Thames (081) 941 4234
London (071) 323 2747

Musical Images
V.I. Hit

Hounslow (081) 569 5802
Folkestone (0303) 56860

Upton Electronics

Paignton (0803) 551329
Hertford ( 0992) 583399

Ultimate Audio 8. Visual
Northwood Audio
Apple Sound
In Concert HiFi

Northwood (09274) 20877
Clwyd ( 0352) 700433
Wallasey (051) 630 5055

Boston HiFi

Boston (0205) 65477

Sounds Expensive
Warstanes Hifi

Rugby (0788) 540772
Wolverhampton (0902) 345114

Standens

Tonbridge (0732) 353540

A.Ur OrlCOrr;IF-1[A7.
15 Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT.
Tel: 081-948 4153. Fax: 081-948 4250
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SOUND ADVICE
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227 Tottenham Court Road W1.
Tel: 071 580 3535.
Camden — 2/4 Camden High Street. NW1
(near Mornington Crescent Tube).
Tel: 071 388 1300

MIDLANDS

Birmingham — Superfi, 67 Smallbrook,
Queensway. Tel: 021 631 2675
Leamington Spa — 44 Park Street.
Tel: 0926 881500

NORTH

Bradford — Erricks, Rawson Sq
(near John Street Market)
Tel: 0274 309266

SCOTLAND

Glasgow — 145 Bath Street.
Tel: 041 226 4268

IRELAND

Belfast — 47 Fountain Street.
Tel: 0232 249117
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reviews
ARNOLD: English, Scottish, Cornish,
Irish Dances D Sarabande and Polka
from ' Solitaire'
Philharmonia/Thomson
Chandos CHAN 8867 (47m 56s) also MC
We've had to wait a surprisingly long time
for the CD debut of these marvellous dances
— such memorable melodic invention, swaggeringly orchestrated to boot — and this new
anthology does not disappoint either in
terms of sonic splendour ( the often tricky
reverberation of St Jude's, on this occasion
excitingly controlled by the Oldham/
Couzens team) or orchestral panache.
Indeed, with the Philharmonia in cracking
form — and enjoying themselves hugely, by
the sound of it — this is adisc guaranteed to
raise the spirits of any jaded listener.
Highlights? Well, from a long list Iwould
pick out English Dance 4 with its very
Holstian tune ( exhilaratingly punchy horns
and rasping trombones), and 2 & 3from the
Scottish set, the former with a delightfully
drunken contribution from an admirable
principal bassoonist, whilst I particularly
enjoyed Thomson's freshly contoured,
unsentimental manner in the Hebridean
boat-song of the latter. In the third Cornish
Dance Istill have asneaking preference for
the composer's own 1979 Lyrita recording
where his choice of a rather more stately
tempo gives the big hymn- tune a hitherto
unsuspected majesty — a kind of paean in
praise of his adopted Cornwall if you like.
(Arnold's own LP() recording of the Dances
is at last available: Lyrita SRCD 201, dist.
Conifer. J
To round things off we are also offered the
two enticing little ' bonnes bouches' composed for the 1956 ballet 'Solitaire'. Odd that
the Welsh Dances weren't chosen for inclusion as well — there would have been plenty
of room for them after all! No matter:
Chandos should do well with this. [
A*/A:1/
1*1
Andreu ,Achenbach
BARTOK: Violin Sonata 1/JANACEK:
Violin Sonata/MESSIAEN: Theme and
Variations
Gidon Kremer ( vin)/Martha Argerich (pno)
DG 427 351-2 (57m 19s)
An intelligent and surprisingly consonantal

piece of programming, none of it overrecorded as far as CD is concerned, Kremer's
earlier version of the Bartok, made for
Hung,aroton's complete edition, has been
reissued in this format but this new version
is superior both musically and technically.
He has matured greatly as aplayer over the
years, and Argerich too has grown in stature.
Together they make asympathetic duo. The
Janacek sonata is not at all well-known.
Actually Janacek's third, it is the only one to
survive. He wrote it in 1914 but completely
revised it three times between then and
192 I, the year Bartok's sonata appeared. The
Messiaen is avery early work ( 1932), almost
romantic in mood and not much heard. The
playing throughout is thoroughly persuasive,
warm and clearly focused. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in F,
Op.135/SCHUBERT: String Quartet in G,
D887
Emerson Qt
DG 429 224-2 ( 68m 50s)
This is the second issue on which the
Emerson Quartet partners Beethoven and
Schubert, in this case with their almost
contemporary last works in the medium,
which date from the autumn and summer of
1826 respectively. These are exciting performances, full-bodied, rich- toned, precisely
articulated, and with afine sense of momentum. The dynamic range is broad, with some
thrilling fortissimos lingering longer in the
mind than the rapt, at times almost disembodied pianissimos. The recording, direct and
uncluttered, allows each strand to tell naturally, though one could wish for alittle more
distance between listener and players. One
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could wish, too, for aless harsh approach to
the finale of the Schubert, impressive as this
vivid account undoubtedly is. And in the
Beethoven one can greatly admire the technical accomplishment and unanimity of
phrasing without wanting to forget the more
spiritual, inward- looking qualities of older
ensembles. By any standards, however, this
is marvellous quartet-playing. [Ad]
Peter Branscombe
BRAHMS: Symphony 2/WEBERN:
Sommerwind
Concertgebouw/Chailly
Decca 430 324-2 (56m 30s)

Im

An amazingly strange coupling, yet on
examination there are many Brahmslike
moments in the Webern. There are even
more resolutions of harmony from full
orchestra to warm the heart of Richard
Strauss lovers, together with piquant folkish
passages. It might be possible to allow the
whole work to wash over one, but it would
be a pity if the subtle, evocative orchestration were not fully appreciated.
The Brahms is given a warm, sensitive
performance. Recording seems better in
detail than some of the Bruckner presentations by this team and has enormous depth —
in fact some instruments, though not
unclear, seem to be distant; this does
however make for magical horns. It may also
account for slightly less than the expected
power from some of the tutti attacks.
Chailly includes the long ( 5- minute) first
movement repeat and builds climaxes with
patience. There is a notable bonus in ( iv)
where by dint of a controlled opening
tempo, the music sweeps through the
second subject, avoiding the tired old habit
of slowing markedly for effect. Conductors
rarely cope well with this problem — van
Beinum and Horenstein were notable exceptions [ Horenstein's Unicorn-Kanchana
recording is now on CD — Mus Ed] — but
here, as throughout the performance,
Chailly has a forward- looking approach
which respects the best of traditional Teutonic style but avoids its attendant overemphases. He is also light in touch, afeature
which helps justify the generally broad
tempi. There is one strange harmony in
Track 2 which could have resulted from a

RECORD OF THE MONTH
MOZART: Symphonies 38 & 39
Eng Bar Sols/Gardiner
Philips 426 283-2 (63m 03s)
From the moment that the gripping Adagio
introduction of the Prague Symphony leads
to an Allegro in which the ' Don Giovanni'
fanfares are played with all the dramatic
power of late Beethoven, it is obvious that
John Eliot Gardiner is to bring revelatory
interpretative skills to Mozart. Under his
inspired direction, the English Baroque
Soloists provide direct, forthright Mozart,
beautifully balanced and superbly played.
Horns in the Prague — so often treated as
the lower-octave support for trumpets — are
here allowed their true individuality. The
startling clarity of the shallow period timpani is magnificently in style, and every
rhythmic pattern is clearly audible even
when these instruments are at their quietest.
Given this lucidly sharp balance, Gardiner
employs largely unhurried tempi yet drives
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the music forward with thrilling firmness.
The result is late Mozart of a stature rarely
matched in any other recordings. There is
exceptional generosity with repeats: even
those of both halves of 38(i) are observed
and there are few more thrilling switches of
key in 18th-century music than the return to
the second half of 38( iv ), where the timpani's fierce dotted rhythmic pattern is shattering.
Perhaps this recording will finally kill the
canard that because instruments are 'period'
they should be played with boudoir gentility. Beethoven might have been proud to
have written the furious counter-fanfares
between horns and trumpets over lower
strings in the development of 39( iv), but
only Gardiner seems ever to have realised
the potential of this moment. Of the many
examples of high drama on this extraordinary disc, perhaps the disturbing introduction
to 39(i) most clearly presents Mozart's
music as if it were hammering impatiently at

the door of the 19th-century. The following
grading is given only because the HFN/RR
system has nothing higher available.(A*:11
Antony Hodgson
PHILIPS

MOZART
Bid « Prague»
&No.39
English
Baroque Soloists

JOHN ELIOT
GARDINER
auf•
11nFiunrstreuments
inslmenim
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distant telephone, hut Ishan't spoil anyone's
enjoyment by specifying the timing point.
IA/B:11
Anffitr.j
,Hodgson
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto C Academic
Festival Overture
Zehetmair ( yin) /ClevelandlDohnanyi
Teldec 2292-44944-2 (47m 12s)
Where, one might ask, have all the egos
gone? Somehow the present musical world
seems to contain fewer really charismatic
instrumentalists than in days of yore. The
historical filtration process doubtless has
much to do with it — we only remember the
big names and personalities of yesteryear.
Scholarship has also played its part. From
being the magician who once brought the
composer's crudely etched symbols to life,
the interventionist interpreter is now cast,
almost literally, as the potential villain of the
piece — the one person who can actively
distort the original intentions of the composer.
Whatever the reason — and it would be
foolish to dismiss the effect of those rosetinted spectacles we all don from time to
time — the overall consequences can be
curiously depressing. It would be wrong
perhaps to call it a cult of mediocrity; but
somehow the musical world does seems to
be in the throes of an attack of conformity.
Set new tempos, rethink structures and the
results are so often branded wilfully eccentric.
Here is a disc that seems to exhibit the
consequence of such acreative malaise. The
notes are all there and, with the exception of
the first movement cadenza, are all played
quite nicely. But where is all the lyricism
and ardour?
The effect should be akin to that of agreat
orator — at best a great soloist should
mesmerize, regardless of subject matter. But
here it just does not happen. A fine account
of the Academic Festival Overture does
much to make amends; but in the end one is
left unsatisfied. IA:2/3]
Simon Cargill
BRUCKNER: Mass in e D Motets — Ave
Maria ( 1861) D Christus factus est
(1884) C Os justi D Locus iste D Vexilla
regis D 2 Equali for 3 trombones
La Chapelle Royale/Collegium Vocale/Ens
Musique Oblique/Herreweghe
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901
19s)

322 (62m

ance is broad and ardent, but the impact of
the new version, plus its more generous
supporting programme, perhaps tips the
balance. 1A:1 J
Peter Branscomhe
BUXTEHUDE: Membre Jesu Nostril
SCHUTZ: 0 bone Jesu flu Mariae
Monteverdi Ch/Eng Bar Sols/Fretwork/
Gardiner
Archiv 427 600-2 ( ' 2m 42s)
Both compositions are based on words
ascribed to St Bernard of Clairvaux, albeit
spuriously in the case of the Buxtehude
according to the excellent notes by Kerala J
Snyder. Nevertheless it would be difficult to
create a more suitable coupling. The Schütz
— with its delightful central section at fast
tempo — is subtitled Sacred Concerto and
this style applies to the voices also.
The Buxtehude is, in effect, a group of
seven cantatas each dwelling upon parts of
the body of the crucified Jesus. Iknow that
some Christians are comforted by the contemplation of the specifically physical suffering of the crucifixion, although Ihave never
found this indulgent pre-occupation helpful.
There is similarity in this work to Haydn's
Seven Last Words where a wealth of different dramatic feelings was also engendered
within a similarly strict framework. Occasionally Buxtehude underlines the
mediaeval origins of the verbal conception
by leaving ends of paragraphs hanging below
the octave as if in questioning supplication.
The strength of John Eliot Gardiner's
28-strong choir lies in its eloquent, fulltoned female soprano group which, when in
unison with the all- male alto section, gives
an ethereal effect.
The lovely acoustic of St Giles Cripplegate
is ideal for this music ( few recordings seem
to have been made there recently). Iknow
the church well and am most impressed by
the way in which the engineers have overcome the problem of external noise. The
balancing of this deceptively innocent music
is very skilful indeed. A beautiful disc.
[A*/A:1*/11
Anton) ,Hodgson
DEBUSSY: Chansons de bilitis CI Sonata
for flute, viola and harp D Syrinx/RAVEL:
Introduction and Allegro D Pavane pour
une infante défiante D Sonata for violin
and cello
Catherine Deneuve ( reciter)/Ens WienBerlin
DG 429 738-2 (78m 40s)

Though the publication of the Small Church
Compositions in the complete edition in
There's some really high-class playing on
1984 made available aconsiderable quantity
this disc, but too often Iwas left with the
of Bruckner's shorter pieces, even adventurfeeling that these performers were rather
ous conductors like Herreweghe seem conskimming over the surface of this elusive
tent with the selection in the old Edition
music, their approach deficient in real persoPeters, ibis means that there are no surnality and sparkle. The exception to all this
prises in the choice of works here, nothing
is the superb account of the Ravel Sonata,
that won't be on the Brucknerian's record
whose considerable technical demands
shelves ( though not in this combination).
seem to hold no terrors for violinist Gerhart
Comparison with available versions of the
Hetzel and cellist Georg Faust; indeed, they
Mass reveals that Matthew Best ( Hyperion j do full justice to this extraordinarily
holds the middle ground, with Jochum ( DG]
resourceful, inventive work, with its
generally slower in tempo, and Herreweghe
exploratory textures and questing harmomore urgent, though never unduly hasty.
nies.
This is a stirring performance, with detail
That same questing spirit pervades much
clear, and overall impact of still greater
of Debussy's late chamber music, not least
concern. Both in a capella passages and tutti
his Sonata for flute, viola and harp. But,
outbursts the blend is excellent, and balance
although impeccably played, there's someis unobtrusively natural ( there are four or
thing too smooth, too easy about this perfive voices to each of the eight parts). The
formance — return to the Melos Ensemble's
performers are favourably set in a resonant
distinguished 1962 account for Decca and
acoustic, which only at the climax of the
you find an altogether more personal
Agnus Dei took on an edgy quality ( the
response to Debussy's economical scoring, a
dynamic range is very wide). Best's performgreater sense of fantasy and involvement.
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The Melos also enjoy a clearer, better
focused balance — on this new DG the harp
looms rather too large in the aural image,
tending to blur those delicate textures the
composer so painstakingly imagined.
Similar problems bedevil their Ravel
Introduction and Allegro — where's the joy
in the coda, for instance? — and although
Margit-Anna Süss is afine harpist she has yet
to acquire the poetic sensibility of a master
like the Melos's Osian Ellis. In the Chansons
de bilitis Catherine Deneuve honestly
doesn't sound very involved — hardly surprising when you consider her spoken contribution was recorded in a Paris studio
some seven months after the rest. [
A/B:1*/
2(3)1

Andrew Achenbach

DEBUSSY: Images, Books 1 & 2 El Children's Corner O Estampes
Gordon Fergus-7'hompson (pno)
ASV DCA 695 (64m 33s)
Debussy's piano music is a supreme test of
finesse and subtlety, and Gordon FergusThompson ( in the first volume of his complete 5CD cycle ) meets adaunting challenge
with much insight and resource. The recordings, too, are impressive and capture the
ease and naturalness of his style — at once
disciplined and luxuriant — with unusual
fidelity. The direction 'au mouvement ( plus
lent )' in Reflets dans l'eau prompts a truly
rapt and hypnotic response, and in Hommage à Rameau indications such as espressif et doucement soutenu' are observed with
an enviable sheen and translucence. An
unusually slow tempo for Mouvement (so
much more for Gordon Fergus-Thompson
than the fizzing moto perpetuo of French
tradition ) accords perfectly with his remote
and mystical view of Debussy's combined
hedonism and pantheism, and in the central
'au mouvement' of Cloches à travers les
feuilles the melodic line floats with magical
fluidity across an endlessly fluctuating harmonic haze. Only in Poissons d'or and
Iardins sous la pluie does a certain strain
and self-consciousness mar the natural progression of Debussy's thought and mood (in
Poissons d'or the start is indeed ' animé', but
it is hardly 'pp aussi léger que possible' ). The
melody is less sharply etched than usual in
Dr Gradus ad Parnassum (from the Children's Corner Suite) but in Pagodes
(Estampes) the playing is, again, much less
glassy and impersonal than in many ultraFrench alternatives.
All in all these readings possess an unusual
individuality and affection. Romantically susceptible, they also perhaps lack something of
that cool elegance, precision and expertise
which is very much at the heart of Debussy's
style and hyper-sensitivity. Readers may like
to be reminded that Martin Jones has
recently completed his Debussy cycle for
Nimbus, and that other complete sets are
evolving from Livia Rev ( Hyperion) and
Martino Tirimo ( Pickwick). Gieseking's
legendary performances on EMI — many still
sadly unavailable on CD — remain of classic
status. IA:1/2]
Btyce Morrison
DELIUS: Brigg Fair D North Country
Sketches D In A Summer Garden D The
Walk to the Paradise Garden
Welsh Nat Op Orch/Mackerras
Argo 430 202-2 (68m 05s) also MC
Comparing Sir Charles Mackerras's North
Country -Sketches with those of Vernon
Handley with the IIster Orchestra for Chandos has been afascinating exercise. Whereas
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soon forgotten in the light of some intensely
alive, exceptionally imaginative phrasing
from all concerned. In their own different
ways both approaches are thoroughly valid
and utterly convincing, both recordings
indispensable to any true Delian.
The rest of this new disc is just as
impressive: In a Summer Garden receives
loving treatment here, as does The Walk to
the Paradise Garden, another marvellously
shaped interpretation. What's more, Mackerras's Brigg Fair is truly magnificent, a reading of extraordinary colour and life, its
exultant climax making an unforgettable
impact when so spectacularly caught by the
microphones — in fact, Ican't recall a more
enjoyable performance of this piece.
Throughout this collection Mackerras
draws playing of enormous spontaneity and
vernal freshness from the admirable WNO
orchestra ( first horn outstanding among a
talented roster of principals — we will surely
be hearing a lot more of this group on
record). Next in the Argo/Delius pipeline
with these artists: acoupling of Sea Drift and
the Florida Suite — now that should be
worth waiting for! [
A*:1*/1]
Andrew Achenbach
[This CD marks the relaunch of the Argo
label, which will focus on choral, organ.
American and British music of all periods]
DELIUS: A Village Romeo and Juliet
Field/Davies/HampsonaloralDean/Linayl
MildenhalllArnold SchiMberg Ch/Austrian
Radio SO/Mackerras
Argo 430 275-2 ( 2C1)s. Illm 21s)
Spellbound from first note to last of this
astonishing feather in the new Argo cap, I
can only hope that Mackerras's incandescent
plea for a masterpiece does as much for
anyone else who has so far admired Delius
only from acool distance. Even the ' Walk to
the Paradise Garden' sounds transfigured,
the only possible climax to the opera
(although it was written five years after the
rest); Mackerras approaches it quite differently from the performance on his Argo
disc of Delius orchestral works with his own
WNO Orchestra, which moves us for different reasons. Here, with the recording bathing Austrian forces in a beautifully even,
luminous light, he is able to take even more
time over the questioning chords at the still
heart of the interlude; the lovers seal their
death- pact with akiss, and thereafter walk in
the glow of Isolde's B major. It could easily
become too much of a late- romantic sort of
thing, yet throughout the opera. the chromatic style is never quite allowed to become
sicklied over. For one thing, the ORE wood-

wind seek out the meaning of every phrase
(no praise would he too high for cor- anglais
or first clarinet), in perfectly- balanced relation to strings. And for another. Mackerras
makes fluent, highly dramatic sense of the
intrusive daylight world: the farmers' flaring
row. Salis near-fatal challenge to his father's
deadly rival, the slightly off- kilter feel of the
fairground and vagabond scenes ( as if
viewed through the bewildered lovers' rosetinted spectacles ).
Standing apart, too, is the ambiguous
siren-call of the Dark Fiddler. each of his
manifestations a preface to the three disasters around which the love- story is woven. It
was an inspiration to cast Thomas Hampson
in the role: he sings across the bar- lines,
making sense of Delius's problematic vocal
line and reaching up to Fs and F- sharps with
a free and open richness of timbre. Helen
Field is no match for Arthur Davies in
dealing with the long. sometimes awkward
phrases, but at the right moments she too
reflects the spring- water approach of the
whole performance. If the lovers' vision of
their wedding is a send-up, as Christopher
Palmer's challenging note suggests, then it's
a wondrous strange one. Delius plays a
diatonic trump card at an expected moment.
but the freshness of the singing and playing
keeps it plausible. That the Tr
istaneque
s.
sinking of the boat at the end of the opera is
no less alluring says much for Mackerras's
eagle- eye view. He has pulled off another
recording triumph of the most valuable kind.
[A* :11
David Nice

Frederick Delius

Handley clearly views Delius's everchanging moorland landscape through rosetinted, impressionistic spectacles. Mackerras
depicts an altogether more clearly etched
scene: in the opening bars of 'Autumn'
Mackerras is clearly less concerned with
mere atmosphere than with drawing our
attention to the rise and fall of Delius's
meticulous dynamics ( which so magically
evoke this movement's subtitle The Wind
Soughs in the Trees' ), and, later on, he brings
greater fire and impetuosity to those thrilling tuttis in both ' Dance' and ' 1'he March of
Spring'. Where Handley' does score over
Mackerras is in the extra purity and refinement of Ulster strings at pianissimo level —
Argo's superbly lit engineering ( Chris HazeII
and Simon Eadon working in Brangwyn Hall,
Swansea) does expose some occasional thinness in the ranks of WN() violins — but this is

DVORAK: Symphony 8 E
Op.22
RPOIFlor
RCA RD 60234 ( 69m I9s)

Serenade

This is one of the most indulgent petbrmances of the symphony to come my way for a
very long time. Flor appears so intent on
making points of details that the structure of
the whole sags as he leads us wearily from
one exaggeration to the next. It is the kind of
performance Rostropovich once visited on
the ' New World'. a patchwork of effects.
Almost nothing of Dvorak's delight emerges
from the RPO's faithful realization of this
extra-careful contemplation of the navel of
his creation. The opening should alert the
listener to what one may expect: it is treated
as a slow introduction to be exchanged at
bar 28 for something like the Allegro con
brio indicated at the outset — except that
there is precious little brio here, or anywhere else for that matter. The Adagio is a
wayward dirge. the Allegretto grazioso a
limping dithyramb shorn of its Bacchic
connotations, the finale ponderous, and
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pompous too. The orchestral detail, the
exaggerated dynamics, the swooping crescendos are meticulously embalmed in
Andrew Keener's nicely balanced recording
but serve to emphasize the shortcomings.
The Serenade is less affected by the conductor's misapplied desire to direct our attention to the bits and pieces that fascinate him.
hut it is the symphony that is the major
offering and, after his recent excellent Martinu, amajor disappointment. lik:2/3]
Kenneth Dommell
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances
Cleveland Orch/Dobnanyi
Decca 430 171-2 ("--im Ois)
Excellent performance and recording of
these perennial favourites. There is not
really much more one can say about this
issue, or needs to. The sturdy energy of the
extravert pieces is emphatically and
joyously stated; the tender melancholy of
the minor- key dances, properly sentimental,
is sensitively expressed. lbe venue, the
Masonic Auditorium in Cleveland, provides
a lively acoustic, and the engineers have
secured a natural and exciting spread of
sound. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
HAYDN: Symphony 42 in D E 44 in e
46 in B
The English ConcertlPinnock
Archly 429 756-2 (62m 31s)
'Ibis fifth volume in Archiv's 'Sturm und
Drang' Haydn Series amply fulfils the
expectations aroused by its predecessors.
'Ibis time the keynote of mourning is provided by the E minor, the nicknamed one of
the three, ' Trauer'. It is preceded by the
neglected but heart-warming and forwardlooking Symphony in 1), and followed by -46.
'Ibis last is one of the most imaginative of all,
with its minuet recurring in the finale, and
then afurther surprise with wistful hesitancy
before bold closing chords. To all the
challenges of these alternately exuberant
and poignant works The English Concert
responds with thrilling impact, yet also with
poise, wit and delicacy. Trevor Pinnock,
directing from the harpsichord, finds apt
tempos ( if the menuetto of 42— Allegretto —
might he thought on the fast side, it sounds
absolutely convincing) and allows his players the time in which to bring out the
marvels of Haydn's scoring.
The technical quality of the production is
excellent, with good. natural balance, plenty
of presence and awarm glow to the timbres
that never threatens to inhibit clarity.
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphonies 90 & 91
La Petite BandelKuijken
Virgin Classics VC 791 1412 ( 58m 05s)
Sigiswald Ktiiiken's Petite Bande always
plays with such spirit and innate sense of
style that Ihesitate to criticise small details
and prefer to put it down to eager enthusiasm when the woodwinds push the subsidiary subject of the Allegro assai of 90( i)
faster as it progresses ( no such oddity on the
repeat, however). I.ittle escapes Kuijken in
matters of style elsewhere: those fiendish
parts for high horns in 90 are superbly
played, and carefully matched to the contrasting timbre of the trumpets at the same
pitch ( Haydn is known sometimes to have
omitted the trumpets). The warm acoustic
gives glow to the small body of strings
(6,5,3,3.2) which combats wind and brass
93
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surprisingly well. The rather rounded nature
of the timpani is a little surprising — bare
wood on skin should have made a harsher.
more military noise.
In 91( ii ) the subtlety of the whirling
strings against the over-riding horns in the
last variation is a masterpiece of subtle
balancing. Some day someone will have the
courage to mark- in the implied bassoon part
for the upbeat to the trio of 91( iii ), hut all in
all Kuijken gives a most lively and stylish
performance of this underrated work.
Both works are presented with panache —
the clear, warm recording is admirably lucid.
but although a player is named for fortepiano continuo I cannot hear any such
instrument. Repeats are generously
respected, with the omission of the second
of 90( iv ). perhaps explained by Ilaydn's
emphatic return to the tonic I1
/
2 minutes
from the end followed by a huge pause.
Maybe Kuijken felt that the false-ending joke
would have fallen flat at the second telling —
although Simon Rattle managed to fool his
audience both times in his September Festival Hall performance! IA:1]
Antony Hodgson
HAYDN: Symphonies 98 & 99
Concertgebouw/Harnonmurt
Teldec 2292-46331-2 ( 56m I2s )
One may not always like what Harnoncourt
does to music of the 18th-century, hut he is
always positive in his ideas and his tenderness in slow movements is often very
touching. There is a wonderful lilt to 99(i)
and magnificent power too; 99( iv) has great
drive and, rarely among performances, the
sudden hesitations near the close are
allowed to make their humorous effect with
no gratuitous manipulation of tempo.
No.98 is more controversial, with an
accelerating introduction to ( i). The
approach to ( iv) is challenging: at bar 328
Haydn suddenly switches tempo from Presto
to Moderato. Traditionally, conductors
revert to tempo primo at the tutti seven bars
later, but Harnoncourt 'does not. The resultant huge breadth for the final 58 bars may
seem eccentric but it is justified by the score
(Universal Edition ) and sounds rather grand.
Less convincingly, the famous 11- bar cembalo solo is played on a faint- toned fortepiano which remains silent everywhere else.
Imust also take issue with Harnoncourt
over the Minuets. That of 98 is so swift and
unstressed that the wind and timpani solos
are swamped through poor articulation in a
resonant acoustic. Bar 40 slows weirdly on
the second and third statement but not the
first, whilst the trio enters 4 beats late and is
grossly slower. The Minuet of 99 is even less
acceptable, starting uncomfortably fast with
a marked reining- in at bar 19. The thrilling
climbing horns at 44-46 are barely audible
and the trio is allowed to become very slack.
I find these seemingly disinterested
Minuets something of a disaster, hut the
colourful recordings hold the interest — and
one never knows what Harnoncourt may do
next. [A:2/3]
Antony Hodgson
HAYDN: Sonata 58 in C III 59 in E I
, D 60
in C D 61 in D CI 62 in El,
Andreas Staier 0-pno
RCA RD 77160 (' lm 50s)
Staier's style and imagination makes this
issue required listening for Haydn- lovers. He
plays a fortepiano built in 1989 by Christopher Clarke ( after a Walter of cl 790), a
superb- sounding instrument with strong tre94

hie and resonant bass, plus a wide dynamic
capability which Staier fully exploits. He also
uses una corda with impressive effect. His
clear fingerwork is a joy in rapid passages
and ornaments, and he never misses the
chance to point up the humour and excitement in Haydn.
The deep bass is particularly telling in
58(i) at bars 35/36, and the famous open
pedal moments in 60(i) are treated differently each time, the first ominously, the
second as if sotto mce in acathedral. On the
other hand, Staler snaps out the spread
chords at bars 7 . 42. etc in the same
movement like someone springing a series
of traps. This, and his marvellous swinging
rhythm in several fast movements mark
these performances as masculine, a shade
too much so in 59( ii ) where the dedicatee
Frau von Genzinger had to cross hands —
would a refined lady have produced such
power? — but there is sensitivity, too: the fine
feeling of broadening out in 58(i ) and the
releases of tension in 60( ii ). Apparently
Christi Landon's edition is used. but identification on the presentation reverts to
Hoboken's outdated numbering system.
Recording: first class. hut for some distant
vitices at times. IA:11
Robert Dearting
HUMPERDINCK: Hansel and Gretel
ron Otter Bonney liporsek Schwarz
Schmidt ,LindliendricksBararian Radio
SO/Tate
EMI CDS 754 0222 (2CDs. 102m 5.1
When the Gingerbread House looms into
view and Humperdinek swings into 6/8 time,
the charm of this latest Hansel begins to
work at full sweep. For a start we have the
children in thirds again, but this time Barbara Bonney and Anne-Sofie von Otter are
really singing. It's a generous fault, and an
understandable one, that up to this point,
both flick so much life into the consonants
and the action that the notes are all hut lost:
essentials for projecting in the opera- house,
but hardly necessary at recorded closequarters ( Tate said in interview that he
thought the balance between voices and
orchestra exactly right; I can't
wholeheartedly agree). 'Me results aren't
childish or falsely childlike, but turn to Popp
and Fassbaender on the Solti set and you
hear what an adult, Liederlike approach
does for approach does for this music.
judicious hamming- it- up is unavoidable for

the witch. though, and I took lipovsek's
unflagging division of whipped- cream sweetness and formidable malice with more pleasure; by then the Bavarians are distinctly
enjoying the glutinous prophecies of St raussian waltz fever (Zarathustra and Fenersn(,t
as well as Rosenkaraller), and they support
her to the hilt.
then the plunges are only intermittently taken. The overture -sdevelopment is
a real adventure, and there'. a N‘onderful
head of steam for mother's Fricka-ish wrath
(the role vibrant It taken hy ! Lima Schwarz ).
Elsewhere it isn't so much 'late's keenly
analytical approach to orchestral balance
that holds sympathy at arm's length — for the
counterpoint. especially in the inner string
parts, is expressively treated — as his choice
of tempi that often scent ahairsbreadth short
of the inevitable rightness, noticeably so in
the Prayer and problematic Dream Pantomime ( only Karajan got that right ). It's apity
Tate chose the version of the score which
severs First and Second Acts, and something
of amishap that the magical moment where
strings take over from woodwind trill as the
Sandman ;wears also has apause ( unmarked
this time ). Star casting of Barbara Hendricks
and I,‘ a I.ind for the two songs of enchantment brought uncertain results, and though
Andreas Schmidt makes a stalwart job of
dad's homecoming — with unmistakably
Mahlerian orchestral refrains here — he
docsn't seem to have many more colours in
the voice to make the flesh creep in the
Ilsenstein narrative. 'l'ate's reading, then, is
full of insights and good ideas ( and Ido hope
he can persuade EMI over Kiinigskinder),
but the supreme achievements of Solti and
Karajan already stand guard over liumperdinck's enchanted tbrest. [
A/B: 1/2]
David Nice
LISZT: 3 Liebestraume D 3 Petrarch
Sonnets D 3 Etudes de Concert
Kathryn Stott (Imo)
Conifer CDCF 180 (62m 30s)
For her seventh record in arapidly expanding discography Kathryn Stott chooses a
Liszt recital tailor macle for lovers of the
more subtle and refined side of his multifaceted genius. Yet, as on so many other
occasions, she brings a wholly personal
vibrancy and poetic commitment to every
bar; the music never speaks dully or predictably for itself but is coaxed and, indeed,

reviews
A close second comes Gardiner 's superb
cajoled into rapt and inflammatory life. On
direction of a work with which he has
the one hand she is hauntingly sensitive to
established an intimate relationship during
the original vocal inspiration of both the
more than 25 years of performances. Both
Liebestraume and the Petrawb Sonnets yet
choir and orchestra sweep through the
she is no less responsive to the more overt
demands of the 3 Concert Studies, very ' a music with panache and dazzling technique
that is both sympathetic to Monteverdis
capriccio' as marked at the start of La
simple purity and supportive of his invenLeggierezza. heartfelt and heroic as required
tion. (
A* : 1*i
Helena Stou•ard
in II Lamento and the more familiar 17,1
Sospiro. For her, Liszt's Chopinesque bias
MOZART: Piano Sonata in A, K331 E
and his first title 7rois caprices poétiques,
clearly has a special significance. But if I Fantasy and Sonata in c, K475/457 E
Fantasy in d, K397
were to single out one performance for
Maria Joao l'ires (/ no)
special mention it would have to be the
DG 429 739-2 (62m 1-is)
Third Petrarch Sonnet which can seldom
have been played with such a sense of
occasion, its timeless ecstacy (' I saw on
earth angelic grace ...' ) coloured and
inflected with the most caressing cantabile
and sense of nuance. The recordings are
occasionally a little bold for the intimate
pages, of which there are many, but elsewhere convey an exciting sense of Kathryn
Stotes dynamism, the thrilling immediacy of
her responses. Readers may like to know
that she is nothing if not versatile and that
her next record will be devoted to Frank
Bridge and will include the Sonata. IA/B:1*j
lbyce Morrison
MONTEVERDI: Vespro della Beata Vergifle ( 1610)
Monteverdi CI) Eng Bar Sols 'Gardiner
Archly 429 565-2 (2CDs. 105m -i2s)
Judging from the lengthy justifications
which appear in so many booklet- notes
these days, conductors antLor nmsicologists
seem to be devoting an unhealthy amount of
effort to facing the insoluble question of
'programme authenticity'. As aresult, music
is lumped together under the most bizarre
titles - Taverner get away with it through
their sheer professionalism; most lesser
groups do not - or simply sentenced to
continued obscurity not for its own sake, but
just because no acceptable marketing niche
can be found for it.
Since the liturgy was designed to change
each day, it is both inappropriate and
unnecessary for us to seek a definitive plan
for those miniatures which were interchanged to make up these complex rituals.
They were written for avariety of occasions.
and in the course of daily worship all the
alternative motets or psalm- settings might
eventually be heard.
Thus the Vespers were not composed ( or
assembled ) for one particular occasion, but
offered aflexible corpus of music for any of
the main feasts of St Mary. How ever. Monteverdi did direct them as his final 'audition'
for the post of maestro da capella as St
Nlark's. Venice. By choosing to emulate that
specific occasion. Gardiner neatly sidesteps
controversy over quite which pieces constitute the composer's original intentions, and
exactly which forces would create the most
'authentic' performance.
First of the two outstanding features of
this release ( and the two most radically
different from Gardiner's I9- L Decca
recording). is the extraordinary depth of St
Mark's acoustic. Thanks to its unique
architecture, its long reverberation time
adds flowing warmth to the utter clarity and
precision of the performance. If the musicians sometimes sound distanced. they are
never blurred or faint. and the excellent
recording quality brings the massive dimensions of the great basilica right into your
own earphones! Given that it's live, full
credit must go to the engineers.
111-11 NI5& RE( . OR)) HE\ IEN,
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As in her earlier Mozart cycle now on 5
mid- priced Denon CDs, DC- 80 - 151, Maria

CLASSICAL
nian) readings. Ifind them interesting. but
wonder whether Gulda really has anything
more to say than may be found in more
amiable and flowing interpretations, egl..chida's limit') sonatas with K545 and 533 L9t
on Philips 422 122-21 In. for instance. the
Allegretto finale to K570 Gulda embellishes
repeats, but why does he hammer the
repeated notes so. in the section marked
poco forte, when tchida demonstrates that
even they can sing? l'es,1 know. It's another,
grander. way of seeing the music. But, for me
the heightened and provocative manner of
expression makes this issue less then indispensable. Magnificent. clean sound though
in this Rainer Brock Klaus Ffiemann production.
Christopher Breunig

MOZART: Piano Sonatas - complete
Pires prefaces the C- minor Piano Sonata with
jean-Bemard Pommier (pno)
the Fantasy K•t - 5. Her timings have
Virgin Classics VC 791 091/095-2
broadened or quickened marginally since
Voli K2 -9-283 ( 62m 03s); Vol.2
the early - Os; most significantly. the K331
309-311 1- 'm 25s), \'o1.3 K330-332 ( 63m
Alla Dora finale, though still played slowly
-195); Vol." K333,45 - .Fantasy K45 ( 56m
and delicately is, at 3m
Is, far more
I1s); Vol.5 K533. 5.45,57'0,5 -6 ( 65m 30s)
effective than at the rather stolid . 1M 28s
pacing before. The Mcnuetto, nicely
'Ibis series of five CDs was recorded at the
inflected on Denon. is more affirmative here:
Château de Malesherbes in August 1982 hut
the opening forte stronger. what follows
does not seem to have appeared here until
more straightforward. The Adagio from
now. Jean- Bernard Pommier is on this eviK-457. admirable in its way on Denon
(unhurried, wistful in mood) benefits from a dence a fine pianist but a somewhat impatient Mozartian. When he observes repeats
tighter self-discipline and astronger sense of
(usually the first but not the second repeats
line; with a deepened appreciation of the
in sonata- form movements) he does so
form Pires projects more authority. And
rather mechanically, certainly without the
listen to the way she now moves
imaginative embellishments of Alexci Lubiimmediately, magically, from the coda to the
mov [ Erato]. Pommier is at his best in the
awakening of the Motto allegro - which
bold, dramatic gestures of the A- minor
goes from piano, mp, mf, to dramatic
Sonata ( Vol.2) and the big B- flat one, K333
arpeggiated ff chords before flowing
(V01.4); too often for my liking, however, he
urgently to its recitatives '
a piacere*. (The
loses momentum by introducing unstylish
sense of an unbroken thread was denied by
rubato. Tempos are generally convincing,
editing on Dentin.)
with sparkling Allegros and unhurried slow
1 find the older versions engaging and
movements. The piano tone is shallow and
musical, hut there's a richer experience
inclined to be clangy in loud passages. The
here. Maria l'ires conveys a joyous revelling
gaps between movements, and especially
in the possibilities of the modern grand between works, are very short. Bonuses are
occasionally, clarity is put at risk by intensity
Stanley Sadie's informative notes. and the
and speed. but always the instrument sings
well- reproduced coloured portraits of
generously - even in the lament of the
Mozart on the backs of the insert leaflets.
D- minor Fantasy, not dark as with most
There are plenty of alternative versions to
pianists. but optimistic. splashed with brightchoose between. Iprefer the subtler, more
ness. Also slighter in the final Allegretto, her
poised readings of Uchida, and on the
K397 isn't as searching or as organic as
evidence so far available Ihave yet higher
Mitsuko tchida's ( who rejects the Breitkopf
hopes of the period instrument performEdition tritc conclusion to Mozart's
ances of Bastin ( on Hungaroton) and Lubiunfinished Allegretto in favour of areturn to
mov.113:21
Peter Bra nscombe
the beginning of the piece). Lastly: I've
never heard the theme at the beginning of
K3 Il as tenderly presented - nor felt the
propect of the variations so tempting. Exemplary piano sound to complete one's pleasure in this disc. IA:1/11
Christopher Brew; ig
MOZART: Piano Sonata in D, K576 CI in
B'. K570 Ell Fantasy in c, K475
Friedrich Gulda ( pito)
DG 431 084-2 (-16m 25s)
Most of the CD booklet note is concerned
with Friedrich Guidas broader musical
tenets, his wayward mixing of improvisation
with unannounced Classical sonatas in recitals - these Munich Herkulessaal recordings
date back to - 8 - and, inevitably, some
claims for Gulda's jazz interests becoming
part and parcel of his Mozart playing are
made. Apparently he disdains the linking of
C- minor Fantasy and Sonata.
Gulda certainly makes the listener attend.
But his dynamics and speeds are very
extreme, and there's an abrasive, at times
brutally forceful aspect to these ( Beethove-

NIELSEN: Symphonies 2 & 3
Nancy Wait tiromm ( sop) Kevin McMillan
(bar) San Francisco SO Blomstedt
Decca 430 280-2 (6- m 55s)
'Ibis completes Blomstedt's second cycle of
the Nielsen symphonies and, one may say
ith some confidence. the best of any so far.
Second, " Mc Four Temperaments', has
received a few quite impressive recordings
in recent years but none runs the gamut of
the emotions as comprehensively as this.
Blomstedt begins at a storming pace. perfectly in accordance with the composer's
stated ideas about the movement, and
switches moods with total conviction as
each subsequent movement progresses. A
tender, rather wayward quality pervades the
Phlegmatic second, and a heavy brooding
sense of foreboding colours the Melancholic
third. Few interpreters have made so much
of the finale's jaunty. uncomplicated march
or of the sudden interrupting fear that
momentarily darkens the ' hero's' sanguine
nature. The Third. the ' Espansiva' is my
95

All music loversuot
welcome... dit‘ otsoc°
Well let's face it, no system could

ever do justice to certain voices —
however accurately they reproduce
the original recording!
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personal favourite Nielsen symphony and
Blomstedt's grasp of the broad melodic span
of the work is compelling, from the crisply
enunciated cannonade that opens the first
movement to the final bars of the fourth. The
wordless voices in ( ii) are nicely integrated
into the orchestral texture and never
allowed to more than colour it. As with the
previous releases from this source, Decca's
engineers have secured brilliant sound quality and aspacious setting for these memorable performances. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
PUCCINI: Tosca
Marton/Carreras/Pons/Hungarian State
Radio & Television Ch/ Hungarian State
Orch/Tilson Thomas
Sony Classical CD 45847 ( 2CDs, 116m
20s)
Can aTosca ever hang fire? Never, I'll wager,
in the opera house; yet it only takes the
artifice of recording to set the orchestra
apart or behind, blunting the edge of Scarpia's scalp- tingling chamber of horrors. No
doubt the Hungarian State Orchestra is at its
best in the line of hazy euphony ( or so its
playing on the CBS Strauss Guntram told
us); but under Michael Tilson Thomas it
might have been coaxed to send more
sparks flying than we actually hear in the end
result. Tilson Thomas dares, Karajan wise, to
stretch out the tempi where he can, and
firmer focus in the sound could have blinded
us to the razing of Puccini's rock-solid
structure ( it does, at any rate for me, on the
DG set — a one-off experience never to be
repeated). But where is, say, the gentle but
vital flute to offset the cello solo for the
diva's gracious entrance, or the full force of
the brass at the Act One curtain — suspended, both, in glassy mid-air? Some points
are better engineered than others ( first part
of Act Two, beginning of Act Three); the
sound, as they say, comes and goes. But it's
hardly fair to judge the conductor's role in
the proceedings on this kind of evidence.
That leaves us with the limelighted singers. Ihave to confess that Iheard the ENO
revival the day before listening to this, and
even taking into account the cold light of
recorded day, it has to be said that Jane
Eaglen and David Rendall scored on style at
most points. Eaglen's is exactly the kind of
voice in athousand that Marton approves —
firm but expressive and finely nuanced — but
she had youth on her side; vibrato here is
controlled with effort ( cleverly at the peak
of the phrase in 'Vissi d'arte'). Marton does,
however, work wonders with the fiery side
of Floria — first flashes of jealousy ringing
true, then rising to the bait of Juan Pons's
treacly insinuations as Scarpia plays his lago
scene ( the best stretch of the recording),
and scoring another dramatic bonus by
singing the epitaph over Scarpia's body.
Though he can be suitably vile and vulgar
when he wants to be (' Io vo' gustar' throbs
sex), Pons matches her in insight as Carreras
does not, cannot. The best, and kindest,
observations about his Cavaradossi can be
made about his Act Three aria, now carrying
an almost dreadful intensity, and the lastminute attempts at softer singing in the
second love duet; all other top notes are
roughly reached in asecond shot ( after the
Karajan set). That sounds harsh, but what
kind of self-knowledge lies behind such a
decision to ' re- make' under the circumstances? Presumably that was why Sony had to
boost up the voices, too. [ B/C:2/4]
David Nice
DM NEWS & RECORD RF:VIEW
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RAMEAU: Castor et Pollux — Suite/
PURCELL: Fantasias: Upon one note CI
Three Parts on a ground D Chacony
Orch of the 18th Centuty/Brüggen
Philips 426 714-2 (47m 17s)

SCRIABIN: Symphony 2/TCHAIKOVSKY:
Hamlet
Philadelphia/Muti
EMI CDC 749 8592 (66m 58s) also MC

Rameau was not a man to encounter on a
dark night: reed- tall and thin, ' more ghostly
than manlike', with a sharp nose, no stomach, and flutes for legs'. He carried this
grotesquerie into his stage music; its unpredictability recalls CPE Bach, but Rameau's
sound-painting was designed to complement
colourful stage action, his strange ideas
being produced with tongue in cheek. the
1754 dances for his earlier success Castor et
Pollux are performed with lively regard for
style and instrumental colour. Baroque bassoons, oboes, flutes and piccolo enliven the
music, and Tambourine Iis notable for its
gutty whacks on tambour de Basque.
We learn that harpsichord was probably
not used in the dances, though it supported
the choruses. Brüggen therefore omits it.
Would the great harpsichordist Rameau sit
idly during ballets? The spice of plucked
tone would have added to the prickly effect
of these dances, especially the melodramatic
'Air des Démons' with its piercing lances of
violin tone, and the syncopations of the
Passepieds. The Chaconne is a splendid
ancestor of those by Gluck and Mozart,
while the Gavottes, in which Brüggen allows
some awkward breakings of step, are oldfashioned in their charm. Purcell's Fantasias,
though richly played, make an odd choice of
fill-up: more Rameau would have been welcome. ( A new recording of the amazing Zai's
Ouverture of 1748 is long overdue.) A few
coughs are heard in this live recording but
they do nothing to spoil agenerally fine disc.
[A:21
Robert Dearling
RIMSICY-KORSAKOV: Antar D Russian
Easter Festival Overture
PhilharmonialSvetlanov
Hyperion CDA 66399 (48m 50s) also MC
Rimsky was an inveterate reviser of his
earliest scores, and Antar is no exception.
This began life in 1868 as his Second
Symphony, but by the time he made his
second and final revision in 1897 he had
come to regard the work as ' apoem. suite,
fairy tale, story, anything you like, but not a
symphony'. Matters have since been further
confused by the widespread currency of
Bessel's 1897 edition of the score, which
purports to contain Rirnsky's final thoughts
but incorporates only some of his changes.
This compromise version was used by Jârvi
in his excellent Gothenburg set for DG, so
we should be thankful to Hyperion for
letting us hear Rimsky's picturesque suite in
its true final form — more richly orchestrated
yet missing out, relatively, on translucent
delicacy and wayward, exotic charm.
In this case, however, I'm afraid any
feelings of gratitude must be tempered just a
little: Svetlanov's interpretation is a characteristically direct, honest affair, but I
couldn't help wondering whether a touch
more personality and sheer fantasy would
not have come amiss, admirably drilled
though the Philharmonia's playing
undoubtedly is. This conductor's nononsense approach is better suited to the
bold, primary colours of the overture, which
makes a rousing curtain- raiser here, with
some flamboyantly assured work from the
superb Philharmonia brass adding to the
very real sense of spectacle. Ripe recording
to match. [A:1/21
Andrew Achenbach

With this superbly accomplished reading of
the Second Symphony Muti's impressive
Philadelphia Scriabin series for EMI continues to go from strength to strength. Like
lnbal ( Philips) before him, Muti takes an
unhurried, spacious view of this music
(almost eight minutes longer overall than
did Jârvi in his 1986 Chandos recording —
48m as against 40m), but unlike Inbal he
invests much of this uneven yet alluring
score with a new-found nobility: even the
Finale, for once shorn of its usual bathos,
manages to attain a certain dignity. Of
course, in all this Muti is helped immeasurably by some truly sumptuous playing from
the Philadelphians, whose strings, especially,
possess alustre and refinement which is still
athing of wonder. So, whilst Istill maintain a
great fondness for Jârvi's engagingly energetic, intensely personal way with this symphony — extra cymbal clashes and all, in the
closing stages! — it is Muti who convinces me
more of this music's intrinsic worth — there's
no doubt that in his hands it sounds the
stronger piece. More's the pity, then, that yet
again I find myself expressing disappointment over the depressingly opaque, subfuse
sound on offer here ( by no means the first
time Fairmount Park Memorial Hall has
defeated the efforts of the EMI production
team) which does meagre justice to this
great orchestra's fabulously rich body of
tone.
Happily, the Tchaikovsky coupling
(recorded in the same location nine months
after the Scriabin) brings amarked technical
improvement, and the orchestral playing
here has even greater electricity — witness
the sizzling attack from Philadelphia strings
as they propel us into the Allegro vivace
exposition. Muti's performance — heartfelt
yet completely eschewing any superficial
histrionics — probes deep into the emotional
turmoil of this music ( one would expect no
less after his memorable Philharmonia symphony cycle), and he shapes the beguiling
love- theme in particular with asuppleness as
eloquent as it is masterly. Hamlet has long
been regarded as a poor cousin to
Tchaikovsky's earlier Fantasy- Overture
Romeo and Juliet, but the comparison is a
cruel one; very few orchestral works by any
composer can rank alongside that indestructible masterpiece. And anyway, with a
performance as blazingly committed as
Muti's, who cares? [
A/11:1/11, Scriabin 113/
C:11
Andrew Achenbach
SIMPSON: String Quartets 2 & 5
Delmé Qt
Hyperion CDA 66386 (59m 21s)
The odyssey continues. Advocates of Simpson's music need no reminding about the
persuasive yet undemonstrative quality of
the chamber works. Unlike so many composers working today, he is concerned with
creating structures which are audibly as well
as analytically intelligible. It is not so much
that his gestures are interesting ( indeed
taken in isolation much of his thematic
material has asort of drab greyness), but that
the evolution they undergo and the contexts
in which they are placed create a sense
almost completely absent from post-war
music — movement.
The responsibility this places on the
players and record producer is considerable.
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How does one set about editing pertbrmances of music that is the very embodiment
of the art of transition and development?
how does one set about characterizing
individual musical gestures when what is so
often important is the sense of paragraph
shaping itself?
Capturing Simpson's creations on disc is
rather like trying to recreate in the laboratory some huge cosmic event — one can
understand the processes readily enough;
hut how can ( ine suggest the extraordinary
inevitability of them?
It is this very sense of inevitability that is
•the most remarkable part of the Delmé
Quartet's achievement. One really does
seem to be overhearing an actual performance, with all its tensions and relaxations.
The recording quality. : is has been the case
throughout this project, is excellent, and
one looks forward to the further musical
riches to be contained in forthcoming
releases. IA:1/11
Simon Cargill
STRAVINSKY: Concerto for piano and
winds CI Capriccio for piano & orchestra
Movements for piano & orchestra
Symphonies of wind instruments
(rev.1947)
Paul Crossley (pno)/London Sinfoniettal
Salonen
Sony Classical CD 45797 (54m fils)
STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring D Symphony in three movements
Philharnzonia/Salonen
Sony Classical CD 45796 (53s 25s)
Magaloff and the Suisse Romande: that used
to he the standard recommendation for
Stravinsky's two piano concertos — though it
probably would not stand scrutiny today.
(On 78s, Ansermet had recorded Capriccio
with the composer as soloist ). 1961 brought
the strict serial composition Movements, in
Charles Rosen's CBS recording under Stravinsky. Later, Béroff recorded all three
works in Paris with Ozawa: something of a
stopgap issue however. ( None of those
recordings remains available.) Paul Cros-

sley's disc is filled out with the final form of
.5) ,mphonies. Tlie acoustic for this valuable
Sony programme is The Makings: warm, hut
without the inapt resonance of the Salle
Wagram.
Working within the ambient precision of
the London Sinffinietta, Crossley sounds
relaxed, able to explore the facets of Movements with attractive ease. Ilike, too, the
nonchalance and sophisticated lightness of
this Capriccio — rather different from the
more earnest, ' cubist style' reading of Entremont/Craft in the old composer/CBS series.
(It would be good to see the fine Ogdon
ASM Argo hack, on CD.) There's some
wonderful humour in the central Andante
rapsodico, and Salonen's snappy way with
the finale mirrors its alternation of urbane
swagger and late-' 20s sheer silliness.
Salonen's thrusting opening to Symphonies
is characteristic; the IS brass and expressive
winds provide a rich blend. ( Quite superb
brass recording here: Tony Faulkner was the
engineer.) 'Ibis is a more mobile reading
than Boulez's — in the 1920 original, he's
cooler with winds, gives the piece ahieratic
cast — whilst anyone who only knows
Symphonies through Ansermet's lugubrious
Suisse Romande recording will be amazed
by the exhilaration of Salonen's.
last
movement of the Concerto doesn't have the
energy and power of the Entremont/
Stravinsky version; things sound alittle tired
or forced here. Thus IA/A*:1*/1/2I.
Every young international conductor carries Le Sacre in his mental knapsack — but
can it be so long since the Philharmonia
recorded it for an international label? Ican
only recall Markevich's two recordings and
the disappointing 1966 Frühbeck de Burgos.
At about the time of this recording Salonen
conducted an impressive RFH account; on
re-examination the slick, fast and virtuosic
approach is less pleasing. The Philharmonia
play heroically and musically, but there's
little of the monumental here and to nie it all
sounds self- admiring; technique though is
masterful. The CBSO/Rattle is the post.
Boulez Rite to have. IA:1* playing, 2/3
interpretation].

The Symphony starts with ahuge burst of
enerw, hut later Salonen seems to skim over
the surface of the movement. Iprefer the
regular, weightier pulse Sir Colin Davis
brings to this music: there's something lofty
and anticipatory about his Bavarian RSO
recording which brims with motor-energy.
However, there's apleasing elegance to the
fantastic dances of ( ii) ( utterly different
from Klemperer's literal- minded but still
compelling exploration, on an older Philharmonia recording). The Con nioto (certainly
that here) refines the language Stravinsky
formulated in Le .Sacre, making good sense of
the coupling. Davis's final chords are even
more mind-blowing, but a good conclusion
— would the composer have endorsed those
frenzied trills just before the quiet episode
where pianoforte seems about to launch into
some fugue? IA:1/21
Christopher Breunig
TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a Rococo
Theme (original version)/Works for
cello and orchestra by TCHAIKOVSKY,
GLAZUNOV, CUI & RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Steven Isserlis ( vlc)1COE/Gardiner
Virgin Classics VC 791 1342 (63m 48s)
Collaboration is the keynote here, and it
could hardly be otherwise given the concertante flair of the COE. Flutes and oboes
weave magic with Tchaikovsky's ritornello
each and every time, details have been
re- thought — the flute now slurs third and
fourth notes of the theme in Varn.6 — and the
clean- as- a-whistle patter of Four is eloquently democratic. That's the movement
we usually hear as the finale in the abridged,
re-cut published version of the score made
by the original cellist; Isserlis makes an
eloquent plea for Tchaikovsky's rightful
structure in a sleeve note which he takes
care to tally with all these performances. It
isn't a first; Rafael Wallfisch recorded
Rococo/1 with Geoffrey Simon on Chandos,
but Isserlis is more of the chamber musician,
more in tune with his front- rank colleagues.
And although the technical difficulties of the
piece have always seemed to me to be way
beyond what the content demands, he does
it all so cleanly and chastely, with the kind of
art that conceals art, that it never smacks of
,the showpiece.
Nor, for that matter, do any of the rest,
though just as in the Variations there's a
point where Tchaikovsky wears heart on
sleeve ( Varn.3, and Isserlis for once lets us
know it), in the well-behaved company of
the salon pieces there's an exception which
breaks the bounds — the Pezzo Capriccios°,
almost explosive in this context. Sentiment
is more often held on acareful rein — off the
leash, in the second of Cuis Deux Morceaux, it's certainly effulgent — and Glazunov's Serenade espagnole charms with the
lightest of touches. Many of these works,
too, are being heard in their rightful garb for
the first time, and it says much for John Eliot
Gardiner that he's willing to take orchestral
control in what might seem like unpromising circumstances for the conductor; but, as
I've mentioned, the delights are by no means
confined to Isserlis. Recording reflects the
partnership with clear eyes. [
A*:1"/1]
David Nice
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings/
GRIEG: Holberg Suite E Two Norwegian
Dances
Moscow So/oists/Bashmet
RCA RD 60368 ( 60m . 19s)
There is acase to be made for romatic string
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music being played by a large orchestra — I
recall a sweeping concert performance of
the Tchaikovsky in which Stokowski had
twelve double- basses ranged across the back
of the orchestra. Yuri Bashmet, known at
least as well as a viola virtuoso, presents
Tchaikovs4 no less powerfully but with
much lighter forces. The Moscow Soloists
are phenomenally virtuosic and inner detail
is arevelation. Basses may not be sufficiently
numerous to give the organ- like pedals
sometimes heard in this work, but in the
fiercely dramatic opening Andante they are
clarified in great detail. The Waltz is subtle
and withdrawn, hut there is tension too at
this swift, elegant tempo, with delicately
finessed violin lines. No less convinced by
Bashmet's strongly expressive Larghetto elegiaco and his drivingly forceful finale, I
wondered how Grieg's homage to the classical period would match such drama.
In the event Bashmet turns his skills to
exciting account — swinging the music
forward purposefully, especially in the outer
movements, but never allowing the rapid
violin figuration to overpower. Transparency is of the essence and the neutral
acoustic assists the immediacy of the sound.
There are a few moments where weight is
lacking — for example the viola line in the
musette section of the Gavotte is very
understated — perhaps lack of numbers is the
problem.
The final two folk pieces respond well to
Bashmet's keen sense of rhythm. All in all a
disc which grips the attention from first to
last. IA:11
Anton.)
,Hodgson
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Serenade to Music
III Five Mystical Songs El Fantasia on
Christmas Carols I: Flos Campi
Allen ( bar)/Imai ( vla)/Soloists/Corydon
Singers/ECO/Best
Hyperion CDA 66420 (68m I6s ) also MC
Already a Hyperion best-seller; and not
without good reason, for this is indeed a
lovely issue, and the performances are consistently refined and thoughtful. The real
jewel in this anthology comes in the shape of
the Serenade to Music, which here receives
magical treatment from a rapt ECO under
Matthew Best and his 16 dedicated soloists.
In the introduction Best creates a ravishing,
sensuous backcloth of orchestral sound ( a
special mention for the silvery-toned solo
violinist Maciej Rakowski — far preferable to
the 1.130's Rodney Friend for Bou It), against
which the characterful contribution of the
starry line-up of soloists gleams all the more
enticingly. Taking the palm is Elizabeth
Connell in the solo originally designed for
Eva Turner ' How many things by season
season'd are ...', thrilling in its surge of
emotion; Amanda Roocroft, too, excells in
the Isobel Baillie solo 'Of sweet harmony'
with which the work concludes — and what a
glorious work it is!
Thomas Allen then steps forward to
assume the soloist's mantle in memorably
eloquent accounts of the Five Mystical
Songs and Fantasia on Christmas Carols —
at his very finest in ' Love bade me welcome'
(the third of the Mystical Songs) with its
cool, melismatic string-writing which seems
to anticipate ( i) of NW's Pastoral Symphony. Again, the ECO play very sensitively
for Best, as they do in the final item Flos
Campi, which has Nobuko Imai ( no less) as
apredictably expert viola soloist. Best takes
a more austere, less moulded view of this
intensely evocative piece than usual, one
which tends to throw VW's rarefied textures
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into sharper, bolder relief, reminding the
listener afresh just how daringly original so
much of this music is. It's avaluable corrective to warmer, more traditionally approachable readings, and most refreshing in its way
(Best's rhythmic pointing in the march- like
fourth section is a delight ). but generally I
found this aless intense. less moving experience than Handley's RIP° recording on EMI
'Eminence'. A desirable, alluring collection
all the same, with glowing sound. IA:1/11
Andrew Achenbach
WALTON: Hamlet: A Shakespeare Scenario D As You Like It: A Poem for
Orchestra after Shakespeare ( both arr.
Palmer)
Gielgud ( narr)/Bott (sop)/ASMIMarriner
Chandos CHAN 8842 ( 51m 44s) also MC
More valuable restoration work on Sir William Walton's behalf from Christopher Palmer. This anthology — the first in an ambitious undertaking from Chandos to record
all of Walton's output for the silver screen —
concentrates on the music for Oliviers 1948
film version of Hamlet, and what awealth of
inspired material Palmer's compilation is
able to draw upon. Apart from the magnificent ' Funeral March' ( which appears twice
— thus framing the entire suite ), I'm thinking
in particular of the shining brass panoply of
the heroic opening ' Fanfare': the snarling
depiction of an angry sea in ' The Question':
and that long- breathed, cruelly demanding
cantilena for violins alone in ' Hamlet and
Ophelia', which here attains a frightening,
almost Bergian pitch of intensity, before the
soothing appearance of Ophelia's theme at
last offers some consolatory hope. And
finally, of course, there's Gielgud's own
contribution, glowingly sincere in Hamlet's
two great monologues. In fact, Ienjoyed the
whole enterprise as enormously as I did
Palmer's Symphonic Suite from Troilus and
Cressida (also for Chandos) some months
ago.
There's a lovely fill- up in the shape of a
suite gathered from the music for the 1936
film As You Like It — Walton's first collaboration with Olivier. Catherine Bott sings with a
cool purity in ' Under the Greenwood Tree'
and there are delightful things elsewhere,
especially during the sequence entitled
'Moonlight', with its echoes of ' Daybreak'
from Ravel's Daphnis (rustling strings and
bird-song) and some unexpectedly Delian
harmonies later on.
Handsome playing in all departments from
an augmented Academy. whilst the Chandos
.
recording team excel themselves yet again.
Needless to say, Palmer's booklet- notes are
brimming over with his usual customary
eloquence. (
A*:1/11
Andrew Achenbac•h
WALTON: Symphony 2/BRITTEN: Serenade for tenor, horn and strings/
KNUSSEN: Symphony 3
Marlyn Hill ( ten)/Jeffrey Bryant ( hrn)/RPO1
Ashkenazy
RPO CD RPO 8023 ( 71m 17s)
More offerings culled from this artist's
much-trumpeted return to the Soviet Union
last Autumn. Now. whilst Iapplaud Ashkenazy's enterprising choice of repertoire
here, his achievement overall is frustratingly
uneven.
Despite a mercurial opening movement
this performance of Walton 2 refuses to
catch fire, the biggest casualty being ( ii)
which limps along in mournful fashion; nor
is Walton's exuberant Finale welded
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together as masterfully as under Mackerras
or Previn. Too often the rather recessed
recording dampens this work's pungent,
sparkling orchestral timbres, added to which
the RPO's playing is merely efficient rather
than irrepressible ( horns terribly timid
throughout), with none of the literally
physical impact of Mackerras's swaggering
ISO account.
Knussen 3 fares far better, and here Ifelt
the RP() were really putting some heart into
what is a well-prepared, authoritative reading. This is a genuinely imaginative and
poetic score, full of the most seductive,
colourful writing, never more so than at its
soft, still centre where, all former bustling
insect-like activity banished, sustained string
chords lead us into ahypnotic dream-world
of haunting beauty — at this point Knussen's
floating harmonies put me in mind of the
cool lyricism of early Henze.
Compunction over what would have been
a comparatively short playing- time presumably explains the appearance of Martyn Hill's
second recording of the Britten Serenade
this year. His version with Hickox for Virgin
!newly coupled with Isloye's Fluddelattains a
high degree of sensitivity and poise which
this latest performance doesn't begin to
match. I soon grew weary of Ashkenazy's
excessively spacious tempi and slack control
(his accompaniment in both ' Dirge' and
'Elegy' seriously lacks gravitas ); Hill, too,
indulges in some mannered touches which
pall with repetition. Still, the strings of the
RP() respond with some well- upholstered
tone, and there's some notably stylish playing front their principal horn Jeff Bryant.
113:2/3/1], Britten [A:2/31. Andrew .1chenbach

COLLECTIONS
BAVARIAN RSO
HINDEMITH: Mathis der Maier Symphony/ROUSSEL: Bacchus et Ariane —
Suite 2/RAVEL: La Valse/VON EINEM:
Capriccio, Op.2
liai '
1ria?i RSO/Ormandy
Orfeo C 199 891 A ( flint 53s) ed also MC.
Live recordings from 1959
A valuable concert, culled from the Bavarian
Radio archives. : Ind dominated by a truly
scorching account of the Mathis symphony.
Minor imperfections of ensemble do nothing
to dampen Ormandy's searingly intense conception of a work he consistently championed. and the Bavarian players perform
with enormous commitment. None of the
other items quite approach this same
exalted level; that said, Roussel's colourful
suite is excitingly done ( why the two brief
irritating cuts towards the end, though?) and
there's astrikingly well prepared reading of
Gottfried von Einem's youthfully energetic
capriccio. La Valse here would perhaps
have benefited from atouch more orchestral
refinement and a little less indulgence on
Ormandy's part. Fine balances on these
broadcast tapes. [
11(C):1*/1/21
Andrew Achenbach
THE MARRIAGE OF THE HEN AND THE
CUCKOO
Music by Werner, L Mozart, Ahle, Harst,
Uccelini, Schmelzer & Kempis
Rheinisches Bach-Collegium
CPO 999 083-2 (54m I
6s ) ( Priory )
A disc to invite comparison with such
characteristic pieces by Vivaldi, Telemann,
loi
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Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Werner,
Haydn's curmudgeonly predecessor at
Eisenstadt. imitates frog, bird, post- horn,
thunder, spring joys, earthquake. and much
more in 59 movements of aMusical Instrument Calendar dated 17-48. Only 16 are
presented here, thus giving room for aFrog
Partita by Mozart's father, pieces celebrating the boring call of that avian murderer the
cuckoo, by Schmelzer and Kempis, plus
lIccelini's work which provides the title for
the disc. Alsle's l'itstrutische Nacbtigal and
Harst's Great Storm, a harpsichord solo.
complete the programme.
Programmatic content is easily identified
in all except Leopold Mozart's Partita, a
straightforward four- movement piece for
violin, cello and double- bass ( which New
Gros -e gives :IS lost ). the provenance of
whose nickname remains amystery. Perhaps
the plodding grunt of the bass, nicely
resonant here, suggested the amphibian
association to someone. Harst's stormy
music of 1745 stretches the harpsichord's
capacity in the storm itself, the pastoral
second part recalling the mood of a certain
Hymn of Thanksgiving I've heard somewhere.
These performances on modern instruments well realise the wit and humour of the
music. while the recording is extremely
immediate, as if one were on the stage with
the artists. 'Ibis disc is well-planned, wellplayed, and a long way off the track beaten
by most of the record industry. It is also
enormous fun. [
A:11
Robert Deriding
DAWN UPSHAW RECITAI.
BARBER: Knoxville: Summer of 1915/
MENOTTI: The Old Maid and the ThiefWhat a curse for a woman/HARBISON:
Mirabai Songs/STRAVINSKY: The Rake's
Progress - No word from Tom
Dawn 1ipshate ( sop) Orch St Luke's
Elektra/Nonesuch 979 187-2 ( L3m
C) 1989

I8s )

'The Gramophone Awards unpardonably
passed this by, and so did we; WEA's swift
reissue offers a chance to make amends.
Upshaw has a silvery. open, light soprano
voice, hut intelligence and a love of words
do more for it than you might have thought
possible. Above all, there's this astonishing
programme. short but dense, bringing both
voice and instruments ( the excellent
Orchestra of St Luke's under the muchneglected David Zinman) forward to challenge and caress. Uncanny how at one
llpshaw sounds with the summer woodwind
of Barber's Knoxville, how she snakes
around the sensual offerings of John Harbison's Mirabai in the company of rippling
xylophone and violins. Surely, too, the elliptical wisdom of Auden and Kallman's text for
Stravinsky's burnished setting in the Anne
Truelove aria has never been argued so
persuasively: beguiling simply as sound.
heartbreaking in the rightness of its logic.
Acquire this disc while you can. [
A*:1*1
Dat.id Nice
HARPSICHORD RECITAL
Music by L Couperin, Purcell, Kuhnau,
JS Bach, D Scarlatti, Royer, Boismortier,
Février & Rameau
Gustav Leonhardt ( bpd)
Philips 426 352-2 (65m 59s)
A mixture of familiar ( Bach's Goldberg Air;
D Scarlatti's Sonatas K208 and 209; Rameau's
i.e Rappel des Oiseaux), less familiar
111-11 • et. RI( ORD RF'. IFV‘
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(Kuhnau's Jacobs Tod und Begrabnis, his
sixth Biblical Sonata; Bach's (?) Minuets
BWV Anh 114 and 115; two Grounds and a
Suite by Purcell) and rare ( Rover's emotional Allemande; Boismortier's leaping La
Puce) makes a generous and entertaining
programme, played without affectation or
exaggeration on a I
98 -' Katzman harpsichord. Not much unites the works, so this
is almost a recital of encores, the most
substantial item being the programmatic
Kuhnau Sonata, offered without the biblical
text, either spoken or printed ( surely these
remarkable works deserve a complete
recording - hut with printed texts?).
I find the recording oppressively close.
the more so in that a quite miticeable hum
invades many of the pieces. ois several
occasions cutting in afew seconds after the
start of the music. 'Ibis is most noticeable on
my equipment when my ears are at the
recommended apex of the stereo triangle.
Bass cut removes it. hut it really should not
he present in a 1988 digital recording. IC:1]
Robert Deriding
SALONKONZERT - Music by Beethoven,
Mendelssohn, Schubert, Weber
Michel Garcin-Marrou ( na! hrn) Fric
Hoeprich ( clt ) Konrad Hiiitteler (/ 1I)
Melt:yet Tan Ulm())
EMI CDC 749 9992 ( - "m )
Here is a very pleasing recital of a type we
don't often come across on disc: three duets
for a wind instrument and keyboard, separated by an attractive selection of piano
solos. Michel (',arcin-N1arrou plays Beethoven's Horn Sonata in F with panache and
considerable sensitivity, after which Melvyn
'l'an, on a Broadwood of 1835 • i() that
Mendelssohn himself played. gives deft readings of four of Mendelssohn's Songs without
Words. Schubert's ' Trockne Blumen' Variations follow, winningly played by Konrad
Hiinteler, then two more Songs without
Words separated by the brilliant and largerscale Rondo capriccios°. and finally we hear
Weber's atmospheric Grand Duo COnCerfant in a lovely performance, by turns
brilliant and poetic, by Eric Hoeprich. Tan as
accompanist - modest and supportive plays a lovely- sounding fOrtepiano by Derek
Adlam after a Nanette Streicher instrument
of the period, and the three wind instruments are also modern copies of models
contemporary with the works. The recording, made at Fords: Abbey in Somerset in May
1989, has real presence. In the Beethoven,
balance once or twice unduly favours the
horn; thereafter the instruments blend and
contrast with each other ideally. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
MÉLODIES FRANÇAISES
BERLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Été/IBERT: Chansons de Don Quichotte/FAURÉ: Clair de
lune E Les Berceaux CI En prière/
POUI.ENC: Chansons Gaillardes/
ROPARTZ: Quatre Poèmes
JOSé Pall Dam ( bar)Jean Phillipe Collard
(pilot
EMI CDC 749 2882 ( -- m I9s)
Tlse .
Vttits d'Été songs are offered here in
their rarely heard pre-orchestral versions,
and are sung by a man. Berlioz did specify
vocal options beyond the customary soprano or mezzo. but it's unique to find alone
baritone. with just apiano in support. Iwas
apprehensive. especially regarding ' le Spectre de la rose', which seems quintessentially
feminine. while -Villanelle' and ' 1:111e incon-
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nue' have a buoyancy hardly suggestive of
deep- throated masculinity. Jose van Dam,
who often performs as a bass, is indeed an
odd choice. But while his rounded tone ( and
the slightly hard timbre which takes over on
moving into higher registers at fortissimo)
might seem inappropriate, his pellucid enunciation and extraordinary control of dynamics soon cast all doubts aside. ' I.e Spectre'
is still touching, if not quite tear- jerking, and
the respective sadness, yearning and melancholy of ( ( iv ) and ( v) are excellently
served. Indeed. 'Sur les lagunes' becomes a
heart-rending lament of considerable power.
But Berlioz occupies less than half of this
Cl), whose supporting melodies pros -ide a
wide range of moods and styles which both
singer and pianist exploit with aplomb,
lberes four Don Quixote songs have a nice
'Spanish' feel. Fauré is civilized as ever, and
Poulenc's cheeky erotic settings are nothing
if not lively. Only the Ropartz Poèmes strike
me as rather portentous for their subject•
matter, hut are well performed nonetheless.
Sound- wise, the voice is central. fairly
forward, and well balanced against the
piano. but with minimal ambient support.
The latter varies slightly. with Van Dam
evoking noticeably more reverberation, for
instance, as the programme moves from
Berlioz to Ibert. But sonics are effective
overall, giving a brightly clean immediacy if
not much space. [A/B:1/11
John Crabbe
PURE PIANO PLUS
Music by Bowers, Brahms, Chopin, Liszt,
Mozart, Poulenc, Rachmaninov, Scarlatti
& Schubert
Nicholas Walker ( elec pm)
ASV DCA 736 ( 68m 29s)
l'he concert grand shown on the CD front is,
emphatically, what we do not get here. It
would have been far more intriguing, surely,
and honest to have used the booklet shot
taken at the Henry Wood Hall. For this
recital is with a Technics SX/PX66 digital
piano ( two, in the Eight Preludes composed
specially by Timothy Bowers) recorded
there acoustically - not by taking digital
signals out direct. The digital piano permits
duets, by synchronizing with apre-recorded
part. and can imitate harpsichord, or strings,
as well ( or as badly! ) as aconcert Steinway
or domestic upright. The CD confirms what
was demonstrated at aPurcell Room concert
in September, that although a narrow mid.
hand could pass for some kind of piano, the
treble is ' tinny' and hard, whilst the low
registers produce aludicrous ' one note, one
dynamic' damped effect. Nicholas Walker is
a note- accurate soloist; whether the quite
inexpressive playing is the fault of the
instrument one does not know.
The Preludes include a Moto perpetuo
played against a speeded- up memory; piano
against harpsichord ( mildly stereophonic
here, but at the South Bank only one
keyboard was used); and digital revc..rb
elfects ( in Fantasy on a pedal point). The
style is loosely after Debussy/Bartok, hut
opportunities for wit seem sadly missed.
Overall ID], deadlier than ans' piano- roll which is not to imply criticism of Richard
Millard's engineering for ASV. The Brahms is
utterly grotesque!
Christopher Breunig
'Ibe £ 1800 Technics SX/PX66 occupies about the
volume of the lower half of an upright piano. It has
inbuilt speaker units, 2x5OW output, pedal and
tone controls. More details: Technics Musical
Instruments, Panasonic
Ltd, Willoughby Rd.
Bracknell, Berks 12(i t trP.
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LINK

SUPERMAINS

High current version of the highly successful SONIC LINK Mains Cable 3 core 19 x 0.45mm
Silver Plated copper wire insulated with Type C ( 1000V rms) PTFE.
Continuous current up to 30 amps.
Recommended for:
Mains Distribution
High Power amplifers

Ultimate sound quality
Deep Extended Bass
SONIC LINK SUPERMAINS TERMINATED

OFF THE REEL
£30 /

Socket
I
EC
I
EC
4x13A Gold
4x13A Gold

Plug
13A Gold
13A Gold
13A Gold
13A Gold

SONIC LINK SUPERMAINS

metre

Length
11
/m
4
21/
2m
1m
4m

Price

£65.00
£105.00
£125.00
£215.00

SONIC LINK VIOLET

CARE MUSIC SOLID SILVER INTERCONNECT

New interconnect cable using HPMC conductors
Sonically superior to Silver plated copper
•Much cheaper than pure silver — almost as good sound
•Violet PTFE sheath for easy identification
Made in the UK

•Made from 1.2mm diameter 99.99% pure silver
Fitted with lockable gold plated phono plugs
Sonically superlative

1metre stereo pair

1metre stereo pair

£
300.00

£
80.00
SONIC LINK AMPLIFIER & CABLE STOCKISTS

ACTON GATE AUDIO, Wrexham
ACOUSTIC ARTS, Watford
ALBION AUDIO, Sunderland
AUDIOCRAFT, Uxbridge
AUDIO INC. East Molesey, Surrey
AUDIO SUITE, Aberdeen
AUTHENTIC AUDIO, Stratford upon Avon
AVONDALE AUDIO, Chesterfield
AYLESBURY HI- FIDELITY, Aylesbury
FRANK HARVEY, Coventry
IN CONCERT HIFI, Wallasey
LISTEN HEAR, Ilkeston, Derbyshire
MID SHROPSHIRE AUDIO, Dawley

0978-364500
0923-245250
091-510-9969
0895-53340
081-941-4234
0224-625635
0789-414533
0246-200096
0296-28790
0203-525200
051-630-5055

0602-304602
0952-630172

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS, Rotherham
MJS HIFI, Barwell, Leicestershire
OMNI AUDIO, Leeds
PORTSMOUTH HIFI, Portsmouth
RADLETT AUDIO, Radlett, Hertfordshire
SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE, Cranleigh, Surrey
SOUNDS GOOD, Ealing
STANDENS HIFI, Tonbridge
STEREO SHOP, Ipswich
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, Cambridge
SUSSEX AUDIO, Burgess Hill

ZEUS AUDIO, Belfast

0709-370666
0455-846977
0532-758326
0705-664411
0923-856497
0483-268185
081-579-3963
0732-353540
0473-233832
0223-68305
0444-242336

0232-332522

SONIC LINK CABLE STOCKISTS
AUDIO FILE, Bishops Stortford
AUDIO T, London NW6
DOUG BRADY HIFI, Warrington
EASTBOURNE AUDIO, Eastbourne
GRAHAMS HIFI, London N1
HIFI EXCELLENCE„ Aberdeen
THE LISTENING ROOMS, London SW5

0279-506576
071-794-7848
0925-828009
0323-25828
071-226-5500
0224-624408
071-244-7750

NORMAN AUDIO, Preston
JEFFERIES HIFI, Brighton
JEFFRIES HIFI, Portsmouth
MUSICAL APPROACH, Stafford
PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY, Andover, Hants
THE POWER PLANT, Brighton
REFERENCE STUDIO, Heathfield, E. Sussex

0772-53057
0273-609431
0705-663604
07085-55154
0460-54322
0273-775978
04352-8004

ORDER FORM
TO: AUDIOKITS PRECISION COMPONENTS, 6 Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby DE7 3GU.
Please send me the following cables:
Description

Price

Quantity

Name
Address

Postcode

TOTAL
Ienclose cheque/P 0

Please debit credit card no.

FREE 7DAY TRIAL, FULL REFUND IF NOT SATISFIED
MS
In /WSA

1Li

Telephone orders welcomed

Exp

0332-674929
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MOZART: Masonic Music Krenn/Krause/
Edinburgh Festival Ch/Georges Fischer
(pno/org)/LSO/Kertész Decca 425 722-2
(52m 46s) C) 1969
It is delightful to have this splendid old issue
coming up as if new- minted: the sound
(Kingsway Hall) fresh, forward and clean,
the acoustic grander than would have been
the case in the Masonic lodges of the 1780s.
All Mozart's surviving Masonic music is here,
including the song '0 heiliges Band' which
almost certainly predates his joining the
Craft, and the hymn lasst uns mit geschlungenen Hânden', probably spurious.
With Werner Krenn in winning form and
Tom Krause joining him in the final cantata,
the solo singing could not be better; and
Arthur Oldham's Edinburgh Festival Chorus
nicely suggest the fervour and commitment
required. The contributions of the LSO and
of Georges Fischer at the keyboard are
respectively sonorous and tactful, and István
Kertész's direction stylish and sympathetic.
[A/B:1]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a/GRIEG:
Piano Concerto in a Leon Fleisher (pno)/
Cleveland Orch/Szell CBS CD 44849 ( 62m)
® 1961
Leon Fleisher is one of the few truly great
American pianists. A student of Schnabel's,
he won first prize in the Queen Elizabeth
Competition in Brussels in 1952 and was
quickly celebrated for his dynamism and
scorching musical energy. His career was,
however, tragically terminated by an injury
to his right hand that has never been
satisfactorily explained. Today he enjoys
cult status as a teacher, and performs left
hand repertoire with all of his former
trenchancy and aplomb.
This recording dates from 1960 when
Fleisher was at the height of his powers and,
although somewhat dry and percussive, has
been remastered with remarkable skill. The
combination of Fleisher and Szell ( ameeting
of like musical minds, if ever there was one )
sets both scores ablaze with passion and
excitement. Tempi are on the brisk side ( no
undue romantic dalliance here) and rhythm
is often savagely propulsive. The playing is
perhaps too restlessly mobile to be truly
grazioso in Schumann's central Intermezzo,
too rough-handed and militaristic to be
subtle as well as declamatory in the first
movement's Passional°. But elsewhere the
drive and impetus are irresistible. The
cadenzas in both concertos soar to dizzying
heights of virtuosity and the last pages of the
Grieg, taken at a cracking pace, would
prompt many listeners to rise to their feet
and burst into spontaneous applause. Even
more importantly, Fleisher's first entry in the
Grieg's Adagio is wonderfully rapt and
poetic; so all in all these are among the most
thrilling, most vivid of all the many recordings of these concertos — abracing reminder
of American standards of both musicianship
and piano playing that appear to have lapsed
over the years. IH:1(*)]
Bryce Morrison
ZEMLINSKY: Sinfonietta, Øp.23/
STEPHAN: Music for 7 stringed instruments/REGER: Suite for violin and
orchestra in a, Op.103a Hans Mai le ( yin)/
Berlin RSO/Klee*/Lajovic Schwann 311 122
(73m 57s) (D 1980, '83, '81
A compilation of no little interest, especially
as it gives us a chance to sample another
work by the uncommonly intriguing figure
HUH NEWS & RR ()RI) REVIEW

DECEMBER 1990

of Rudi Stephan. Stephan was killed in action
during the Great War when he was just 28.
There now seems little disagreement that
German music lost a great, burgeoning
talent thereby — certainly, anyone who has
heard an earlier outstanding Schwann
release containing his Liebeszauber, Music
for orchestra and Music for violin and
orchestra (still available from Koch International on VMS 011 623, incidentally) would
have been left in no doubt as to the power of
Stephan's imaginative scope — Liebeszauber
in particular still strikes me as an extraordinarily accomplished achievement, its wordsetting acutely attuned to every facet of
Hebbel's vivid imagery. Scored for string
quintet, piano and harp, Music for 7stringed
instruments inhabits much the same luxuriant, sensuous sound-world as Liebeszauber, its two movements employing the arch
form so beloved of Frank Bridge in his own
early chamber works; come to think of it,
Stephan's actual music is not unreminiscent
of pre- 1914 Bridge in its solid craftsmanship,
rich yet never cloying textures and occasional gentle waft of impressionism. It
receives a passionate performance here.
Max Reger ( who taught Stephan for a
while) has been having agood innings lately,
what with superb new recordings of his
Hiller and Mozart Variations from Jârvi and
Sir Colin Davis respectively. So, having
recently extolled the many delights to be
found in both those large-scale orchestral
masterpieces, 1must say it came as something of a jolt to encounter this A-minor
Suite, a plodding collection of six movements written ' in olden style' with titles
such as 'Gavotte' and ` Menuete; the final
'Gigue' is an impossibly enervating affair,
devoid of humour and charm — just the sort
of thing that gives this composer such abad
name. Perhaps a less lumpen performance
would have helped, but Idoubt it somehow.
Fortunately Zemlinsky's lively Sinjonietta
is on hand to provide a suitable antidote to
Regerian torpor. This is acomparatively late
work, dating from 1934, and its energetic
outer movements show how far Zemlinsky
had come from the bejewelled decadence of
his Maeterlinck Lieder or Lyric Symphony
composed some twenty years previously;
however, the gloomy central Ballade does
harken back to those earlier ' fin de siècle'
days, even to the extent of quoting aphrase
from the sixth and final Maeterlinck setting.
Bernhard Klee and the excellent Berlin RS()
give an admirable account of this colourful
score.
Decent, if rather thin- toned engineering:
worth exploring all the same, especially for
the Stephan. [
A/111/2]
Andrew Achenbach
STRAUSS CONDUCTS STRAUSS — Don
Juan D Till Eulenspiegel I: Intermezzo —
Symphonic Interlude El Tod und Verkkirung D Salome — Salome's Dance
Don Quixote O Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme E Ein Heldenleben
Japanese Festival Music D Der Rosenkavalier — Waltz Sequences Staatskapelle
Berlin/BPO/Bavarian State OrchlStrauss DG
429 925-2 ( 3C1)s, 209m 03s) g) recordings
from 1926-4 I
Acanta's LP issue of Richard Strauss conducting (q Don Juan from 1932; Zarathustra,
Till and Tod from 1939 ) tended to show the
master in amore consistently flattering light,
though this does give us a . fuller story. Not,
of course, the flashy first steps of the
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'serpentine beanpole' ( dad's description),
but a wider perspective on the economical
maestro he later became, with the volcano
audibly bubbling beneath. The problem
here, of course, is that the sound from some
of the recordings made in the 1920s — Tod
und Verkliirung especially — is almost too
dim to put us in the picture, but even there
we can hear what is so evident on the later
issues: a full-bodied string tone, fabulous
clarity of articulation in faster passages and a
well-weighted bass ( the woodwind are too
recessed to be judged, and it's not really
until the Heldenleben of 1941, with its
critics spitting like I've never heard them
since, that matters improve there).
Rumour has it that Strauss could be
indifferent to his own music on certain
occasions, and brisk speeds tend to fuel that
impression. Yet the electric charge of the
recaps in Till and Donjuan carry any of the
slight smudges in the playing; more generous, and aptly so, is the hero's homecoming
in Heldenleben where, as so often in
Strauss's performances, we gain afull sense
of just how far we've come, the opening
material decked out in richly sonorous
playing and alittle more giving in the rubato.
That's always powerfully done, and it makes
you realise what the composer wanted in
the passages where he asks for a slight
increase in the pulse; slight it is, but very
exciting all the same. String vibrato is
generously applied to underline the most
expressive passages: Don Quixote's F-sharp
major castles in the air seem possible for
once, not some lethargic opium dream, and
when Strauss does for once settle on a
slow-ish speed — for the portrait of Pauline/
Christine which is the heart and soul of
Intermezzo — the fullness of tone once again
keeps the inner fires burning.
Dispassionate reckoning are here too —
deservedly so for the two-thirds professional, one-third bombastic Japanese Festival Music and the sad First Waltz Sequence
from Rosenkavalier, far less deservedly for
parts of Don Quixote, which may be something to do with the cellist, Enrico Mainardi;
like the orchestra, he isn't always asked to
obey the softer dynamics, so the vigil and
deathbed scene are all too forthright. Better
is the violinist, Georg Neistadt, and Iassume
it's he whom we hear in the Bourgeois
Gentilhomme music, fiddling away with the
kind of gleam in the eye that seems to have
gone out of fashion. Strauss's Mr Newly- Rich
may not be the nimble one Beecham later
charmed us with, but this suite, lumberings
and all, is more in line with Moliere; Ifind it
irresistible. As for most of the rest, weather
the age and crackle, and I guarantee that
you'll hear more inner detail — expressively
done, too — than any of the digital-age
maestros can begin to conjure. Ihope this
straightforward CD issue will press the other
companies to ransack their archives, for it's
all worth hearing. [ These recordings were
also available as an I.P set, some years ago —
Mus Ed.1 [ 11:H(*)]
David Nice

ALSO RECEIVED
Recent additions to EMI's Klemperer Edition
are: Bruckner's Symphony 5 [ CDM 763
61221; Haydn — Symphonies 88, 92, 95, 98,
100-2, 204 [ CMS 763 6672, 3CDs1; Schumann's Symphonies & Faust Overture [ CMS
763 6132, 2CDs]; Wagner orchestral excerpts [ CM 763 6172 & 6182]. All with the
Philharmonia or NPO.
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Are you tired of being told that CD's sound better than LP's?
Do you really believe that digital recording is superior to analogue?
We believe that this is simply not true.
In our experience analogue vinyl records played through tonally accurate reproduction
systems come the closest to the real sound of music.
If your mind runs along these tracks, come and hear our selected range of turntables, valve
amplifiers and speakers which prove our point. We do not stock the usual products which
give that humdrum sound you hear in most hi-fi shops.
Our systems produce asound that suprises with its vitality and presence. Bring along your
favourite records and really hear how exciting your music can be.
If you wish to buy, you will also be suprised how reasonably priced our products are for the
quality of sound they offer.
For aclearly different sound, from aunusual kind of dealer, telephone for ademonstration.

Art Audio
Camber
Concordant Audio
Conrad-Johnson
DCM

.
VINYL

TUBE AUDIo . Revolver
Rock Reference
Sound Design Studio
SD Acoustics
Townshend Glastonbury

where music matters
43-45 Fortess Road, London NW5 lAD
071-485 4854
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
BOILED IN LEAD: ORB
Cooking Vinyl COOK 03"
Worldbeat. Truly that. An Albanian dance ( ' Sou' ) turned to
rot k sensibility wavelength is
followed by ' Hard Times' a NeeHaw bluegrass ramble involving
the death of President McKinley,
while a ceilidh knees- up ("l'he
Town Of Ballybay') is also
around, sharing vinyl with Tape
Decks All Over Hell', pure speed'
ball skiffle fed on rock-cakes, and
'Snow On The Hills', a jig with
Irish or Swedish connections
depending upon what state of
mind you happen to be in at the
time of listening. Global music
for every country and every
mood. Here we have totally
enjoyable fare that proves indisputably that Prince isn't the only
entertaining act to ever emerge
from Minneapolis. [
A:11
Fred Dellar

COCTEAU TWINS:
HEAVEN OR LAS VEGAS
4AD CAD 0012 CD ( 37m .46s)
If they could get their song titles
sorted out, this band would be
truly huge. Great name, great

t•

songs, but when you bump into
something called ' Frou-frou
foxes in midsummer fires' ( sic),
I'm afraid the impulse is to be
sick. But it really is worth the
effort to suppress the nausea and
get straight to the music As has

been well- publicized, I.iz Fraser
values the sounds of words
much more than their meaning.
In effect, this means that we
don't get to hear the meaning
and that's afair deal. Heaven Or
Las Vegas is not really a radical

Whatever you think of Cl), the
format does yield elegant
Christmas gift-calibre box sets.
The record companies have
transformed their ' archive'
issues inspired by the myth
that CD ' lets you hear the
master tape' — and now we're
being treated to the kind which
didn't really appear all that
often back in the LP-only days.
There's a sad note to the
4- CD set Lennon (EMI CDS 7
05220 2). While it commemorates what would have been
John Lennon's 50th birthday,
the set also denotes
the 10 years since
the assassination.

tracks by colour-coding of the
four CDs. It's plush. as is the
whole presentation. But let's
hope that EMI produces Lennon 2, with some of the stuff
now locked in the vaults.
Also from EMI, The Gene
Vincent Box Set (EMI CDS 7
94593 2) contains six CDs said
to offer the complete Capitol
and Columbia recording from
1956-1964. The 173 tracks
include 29 previously unreleased out- takes which alone
are enough to make any selfrespecting rocker salivate. Add
to them just about every
worthwhile recording he made
prier to his decline and you
have abox on apar with Ace's
Little Richard set.
Johnny Cash: The Man In
Black 1954-1958 (Bear Family
BCD 15517) is a5-CD set in an
LP box, probably because it
allows them to produce the
kind of booklets which overshadow anything which can be
squeezed into a CD-sized slipcase. It contains 138 tracks
from the man's early days,
when he was amember of Sun
Records' Million Dollar Quartet, rebel on his way to becomEMI is marking the decades
ing one of C&W's elder stateswith 73 tracks spanning I.enmen. While the typically
non's entire solo career, but - Teutonic completeness borthe opportunity was not taken
ders on the anally retentive,
to release any of the rare matethe CD format allows you to
rial which has emerged on the; program the tracks so you can
US radio . series The Lost Len- I skip the mere curios. What will
non Tapes What EMI did
fascinate those of you with an
include though, are the three - interest in what goes on behind
live tracks performed with
the scenes is Disc 5, which
Elton John; the first time
contains a complete recording
they've reached CD.
session, with false starts, studio
As a solo career retrospecchat, the works. This mastertive, a one-off purchase or an
piece ranks with the company's
extended 'best of, it's hard to
Carl Perkins and Jerry Lee
fault. The booklet offers some
Lewis sets,
rare photos, sleeve repros,
Call it [
A/H*:11 for the
lyrics and a guide to locating
whole lot.
Ken Kessler
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BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS
IF MUSIC CAN DISSOLVE THE BOUNDARIES
OF YOUR IMAGINATICN...

WE HAVE A NAIM FOR IT!
THE NAIM AUDIO NAC 52 PRE- AMPLIFIER. COME IN AND LISTEN

SOME TABOOS ARE HARDER TO BREAK THAN THE RULES...

THIS CD PLAYER DOES BEAR COMPARISON!
THE RADFORD VVSZ £ 1095.00. HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

UP TO £1000 INTEREST FREE CREDIT
PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

WHICH TAPE YOU NEED TO HEAR IT ON...
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GET THE MACHINE RIGHT FIRST.
THE NAKAMICHI CR7 CASSETTE MACHINE £ 1500.00
ALL NAKAMICHI TAPE DECKS ARE AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION.
SALE AND DE_IVERY

248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, SE13.
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reviews
departure from the Cocteau's
previous efforts. If there is a
difference, its in a slight
toughening up of the sound. But
the ethereal quality so beloved
of the faithful is still present.
Mention of individual song titles
is both iniquitous and nauseous,
but every track can be recommended without hesitation.
[A:1]
Pete Clark

music media. One Ilelltaw Night
is adouble live set, recorded on
a single night in Germany last
December and features an eclectic fifteen song selection that
showcases the hand's ability to
combine power, melody and
dynamics to startling effect. The
carefully constructed set builds
up an electric atmosphere and
displays breathtaking rock'tfroll.
moving and passionate ballads
and stirring anthemic epics.
Demon's unique fusion of
musical muscle with lyrical poignancy results in a compelling
and diverse musical landscape.
dominated by the dramatic vocal
style of Dave Hill. Along with
Purple's Made In Japan and Kiss'
:Wive, this is as near perfect aIlVe
album as you will ever hear.
[A*:11
Ian Kenyon

THE ROBERT CRAY BAND:
MIDNIGHT STROLL
Mercury 846652
Iheard part of this album while
working in a friendly office,
though Ididn't know what was
being played. Ihalf listened as I
thumped away on a beat- up
typewriter and nodded approvingly. Some Stax reissue from
Ace, I reckoned. Not Otis,
vocally it wasn't tough enough.
But Stax, all the same. No mistaking that horn section. Then the
bomshell dropped. ' It's the new
Robert Cray album,' someone
said. ' At which point I took a
long drink of water. Since then.
I've grabbed acopy of Midnight
Stroll, run it through my aural
computer, dissected the elements. shaken it to see that
nothing falls out and, as in all the
best wash-powder ads, subjected
it to every conceivable test. And
the result comes out the same
every time — this is the bluesman's best to date, closer to the
bone, harder and downright
dirty at times. Once Cray was
Sam Cooke with a guiter in One
hand and a hook called ' How
Eric Clapton Creamed It To The
Top' in the other. Now he
breathes fire and struts his stuff.
No wonder 'Stroll' went l'op 20
on the first week of release.
IA:11
Fred De/lar
SONNY CURTIS: NO
STRANGER TO THE RAIN
Ritz RITZ CD 0055 ( 37m 24s)
CI) ( 34 York Road, New Barnet,
Herts ENS IIJ )
Two other careers — former
Cricket and world- class songwriter — overshadow Curtis' solo
efforts, which is crazy: for
decades he's been doing exactly
the sort of platinum- selling
country stuff which we've been
calling ' New Country'. He's written hits for the Everlys. a No.I
for the late Keith Whitley, the
theme to The Mary Tyler Moore
Shou; the immortal ' I Fought
The Law'. So what's the problem?
Easy: He's too damned comfortable, too low-key. If ever asinger
was an anthropomorphic representation of apair of old slippers.
it's Curtis. Maybe he doesn't
mind. In which case, Ican only
ask you to seek out this wonderful mix of new tracks and warmhearted remakes. I can assure
you that Curtis is too laid-back to
do the hawking himself. IA:11
Ken Kessler
III El \ I:\, ' 5 RECORD RE\"IEM
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ANNE DUDLEY & JAZ
COLEMAN: SONGS FROM THE
VICTORIOUS CITY
China 847 098-1

DEACON BLUE: 00H LAS
VEGAS
CBS 467242-2 ( 95m ) double'
Cl)
13-sides. film : racks and other
faded shots from the Deacon
Blue family album. Nothing that
bodes well really. After all, if
these sides had been all that hot
they'd surely have been A- sides
or genuine album tracks, right ?
Okay, Isaw you nod your head.
Surprisingly though. ooh Las
Vegas isn't at all bad. In fact, if all
the stuff on display had been
condensed down to just one
album, the resulting release
would have stooLt tip pretty well.
Imean, Ireally love the opening
'Disneyworld' and I've got to the
stage where Idon't even smile
when Ricky Ross sings the line:
'Everybody should look good.
And when they die they should
die with their hoots on'. On the
other hand. 90 minutes or so
(give or take a track like ' Is It
Cold Beneath
Hill?', which
features Lorraine McIntosh) of
Ricky Ross lead vocals is a bit
hard to take. Over the long run
he's not the most charismatic of
vocalists and a , Scott Walker
could have complilely hung him
out to dry on the poignant ' Let
Your Hearts Be Troubled'.
Despite these misgivings. I'll
hang on to Ooh Las Vegas. After
all, making these tracks did keep

DE(:ENIIIER 1./90

I II

Deacon Blue away from
annoying Burt Baccarach
further. Right? [A:21 Fred Della,.
DEMON: ONE HELL1 l'A
NIGHT
Sonic Records Demon CD 1
(-48m 2's + 38m 53s ) C1)
Demon are Britain's finest, yet
virtually unknown, masters of
melodic rock. Having released
seven albums of immense stature, quality and originality during the last decade, they've been
constantly ignored by the fickle

The whole scenario sounded
most unlikely the way I first
heard it. Jaz Coleman, of Killing
Joke,' quote the PR. ' has nipped
off to Cairo with Ann Dudley,
who used to be with Art Of
Noise. They're recording an
album based on the sounds of
that city.' A ( killing) joke?
Apparently not. For here's the
very vinyl resulting from that
particular Concorde flight and
most different/bizzare ( delete
where applicable) is it. Some of
the Art Of Noise sounds remain
intact, a modicum of the dance
rhythms converting these wares
into something very Def on the
Nile. The multi- talented Dudley's arrangements are, as usual,
technically admirable, Coleman's main task seemingly being
to flavour virtually everything
with a modicum of violin licks
culled straight from Wilson. Keppel And Betty's Greatest Hits.
"Ille result is a soundtrack to an
unmade Egyptian movie. As
such, it offers little, popwise.
(A:2/31
Fred De/lar
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Price Guarantee

Arcam Alpha 11

349.95

369.95

399.95

419.95

434.95

449.95

489.95

Denon PMA 250 MK II

299.95

317.95

324.95

364.95

385.95

402.95

417.95

Denon DRA 335R

443.95

461.95

477.95

503.95

527.95

553.95

570.95

NAD 7020E

379.95

399.95

419.95

439.95

469.95

479.95

509.95

NAD 3020i

299.95

309.95

329.95

I 349.95

354.95

384.95

429.95

P•ice; co- red tat tme or going to

NAD 3240PE

384.95

401.95

426.95

443.95

467.95

486.95

521.95

press. but ate subject to change

Marantz PM3OSE

339.95

349.95

369.95

389.95

409.95

439.95

479.95

Marantz PM4OSE

399.95

419.95

449.95

469.95

484.95

449.95

539.95

Rotel RA 810A

284.95

304.95

319.95

339.95

359.95

379.95

419.95

Rotel RA 820AX

314.95

329.95

349.95

369.95

389.95

409.95

449.95

Rotel RA 820BX4

349.95

359.95

379.95

399.95

419.95

449.95

489.95

Rotel RA 840BX4

399.95

409.95

419.95

439.95

449.95

479.95

519.95

Aura VA40

354.95

374.95

399.95

409.95

419.95

439.95

494.95

Yamaha AX 330E

294.95

304.95

319 95

334.95

359.95

384.95

429.95

Musical Fidelity BI

354.95

374.95

399 95

409.95

449.95

459.95

494.95

IMPROVED TURNTABLES
Dual CS 430 deduct ... £ 20_00

Dual CS 505-3e ntra. C5.00

( INC. CARTRIDGE)
Revolver Rebel extra £ 35 00

Revolver extra

£100.00

Rotel RP 855 Extra ( 10.00

leads, carrage ano 3' Year
Guarantee - we mil match it

E + OE

Free cable, 3-year
guarantee, carriage*
,vsterns suppled with speaker
,abie and 3 Year Parts and Labour
Guaiantee Carriage ,sFREE for

CD INSTEAD OF TURNTABLE FRONT END
Denon DCD 560 extra

If sou car hs cheapt, - ricuoing

£ 30.00

NAD 5325 extra

£80.00

Technics SIPS 50 extra

£ 110.00
£ 140.00
30.00

Technics SIPS 70 extra

Denon DCD 660 extra
£60.00
Denon DCD 860 extra
£ 110.00
Denon DCD 960 extra ...... C160.00

Rotel RCD 855 extra
Rotel RCD 865 extra
Philips CD 6; 9MK2

Marantz CD 40 extra

£60.00

Philips CD 624 extra

£60.00

Marantz CD 50 extra
Marantz CD SOSE extra ......

LI 10.00
1
40.00

Philips CD 634 extra
Philips CD 850 extra

CI 10.00
£250.00

Marantz CD 60 extra

CI
60.00

Techn es SIP 277 extra

UP Mainland'

50.00

Marantz CD 60SE extra ......... £ 180.00

Technics SLP 377 extra

NAD 5320 extra

Technics SLP477 extra ...... £80.00

£ 50.00

LI 20.00
LI 50.00

£60.00

175 HOLLOWAY ROAD
LONDON N.7. TEL: 071-607 2148/2296
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PEELED TO THE ' CORE
EXTREME NOISE TERROR:
THE PEEL SESSIONS '87-90
Strange Fruit Records
SFPMA 208 ( 25m 10s)
PRONG: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit Records
SFPSCD 078 ( 11m 35s) CD
PROPHECY OF DOOM:
THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit Records
SPFSO 79 ( 13m 40s)
Extreme Noise Terror's album
represents a double Peel session; their first from '87 and
their most recent from February this year. ( Apparently the
sound quality of their second
session was so dire, the band
vetoed it's release.) What you
get is fourteen cuts of dated,
unidimensional hardcore, complete with smash- the-system
BILL EVANS TRIO:
CONSECRATION VOLUMES
1 &2
Timeless (CD) SJP 331/2
(49m 39s & 48m 39s)
These live sessions from a San
Francisco jazz club in 1980 capture the delicate atmosphere of
one of the most intellectual jazz
pianists ever, Bill Evans. I say
'intellectual' because all the
barnstorming tricks that most
jazz pianists resort to at least
once in a set are missing. More
than any other pianist, the late
Bill Evans got inside the tunes he
chose to play, and he played
them from the inside rather than
imposing tricks from above.
There is subtlety in every bar,
and the rhythmic ambiguity
which was Evans' trade mark.
There are many tunes on these
CDs you've heard thousands of
times before — like ' My Foolish
Heart', ' Days Of Wine And
Roses', ' Like Someone In Love',
and 'Someday My Prince Will
Come' — but Evans plays them
freshly and in such an individual
way, his personality shines
through each rendition. Of
course people will talk about the
'classic trio' with Paul Motian
and Scott La Faro, but there's no
feeling of inferiority here, with
Joe Labarbera, drums and Marc
Johnson, bass. The music floats
effortlessly, and hangs in the air,
waiting to be savoured. [
A/B:11
Ken Hyder
GALAXIE 500: THIS IS OUR
MUSIC
Rough Trade ROUGH 156
There is something beautiful
about the concept of a threepiece group: it is entirely selfsufficient in its assembly of
thumps, twangs and humps, a
little universe of noise. Dean,
Damon and Naomi of Galaxie
I
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lyrics and delivered with a
vocal style akin to a gurgling
sewer. [
D:4]
Prong's four track offering
was recorded back in January
'89 and captures the band at
their lean, hungry and formative best at the end of their
debut UK tour. Combining the
incessant power- thrash of
Megadeth with the occassional
doom riff of Sabbath, they've
come up with a real vicious
little bastard, that's guaranteed
to make your hairy head go
back and forth! [
B:21
Prophecy Of Doom are a fivepiece
UK
Hardcore/
Grungecore outfit, specialising
in monotonous, bass- laden
drones, whilst the vocalist
empties the contents of his
stomach over the microphone.
Totally extreme, and awaste of
vinyl ID:4]
Ian Kenyon

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

loose-limbed rhythm sections in
popular music. Once again the
unique Brazilian mix of rhythms
and sophisticated studio techniques has produced a music
which is instantly attractive and
accessible, without in any way
being shallow and copout. Seek
it out, there's a good chance
you'll love it. [
A*:1] Ken Hyder

Sinatra gave up on this one ), plus
Fran landesman and Tom Wolf s
memorable 'Spring Can Really
Hang You Up The Most' along
with songs of equal pedigree,
their voices echoing traces of
Holiday ( Grimes), Oscar Brown
and — dare I say it? — Mathis
(Shaw), yet retaining considerable individuality. It's possible
that, because it isn't the product

THE GRATEFUL DEAD:
WITHOUT A NET
Arista (advance tape)

of a major or even a mini- major,
Lazy Blue Eyes will garner little
attention, few reviews. Yet, in it's
way, it's one of the most remarkable records of the month. Ifeel
an [A:1*1 coming up. Fred Del lar

There can't really be much left
to say about the ' Dead. But for
those who really haven't been
paying attention, here's a slight
HALL & OATES: CHANGE OF
recap. They have been in existSEASON
ence for 25 years. They come
Arista (advance tape)
from San Francisco. They have
had three keyboard players die
'I'he heirs to the Righteous
on them, but have retained their
Brothers' throne still make the
original drummers. ( Unlike In
best blue-eyed soul around, but
Spinal Tap, where the drummers
where can they go with it? If
die. KKJ They are prone to
they stretch too far, they'll alienimprovisation and thus play long
ate the hardcore or look like
sets. They are also in the habit of
they're yielding to 1990s high500 ( the name refers to a recording these long sets and
tech-uber-alles approach to
defunct Ford motor car) play
releasing them as live double
soul. If they do ( Inc more numguitar, drums and bass in that
(occasionally treble) sets. Withber with the Temptations, they'll
order, and are obviously in perout A Net is a live double set. If
look like insufferable nuchshlepfect harmony because they
there is one adjective to
pers. So it's more of the same.
wrote all but one of the songs
describe the music of the GrateThe new stuff is fine, the notetogether. This Is Our Music, as
ful Dead, that adjective is ' warperfect cover of Mel & Tim's
the name implies, is a manifesto
bly'. They sing warbly vocals and
'Starting All Over Again' is a
for a particular sort of music
Jerry Garcia's guitar is most notremake of which to be proud.
dear to their collective heart.
able warbly. They are not
But where's the changes referred
That sort of music is characteremotely ' heavy' but sometimes
to in the title? And when you're
rised by a drifting inertia, a play louder than others. For a this good, why change? [
A:1],
refusal to rush things, which
bunch of improvisational old
because even when they're
demands a certain degree of hippies, they have a surprising
marking time, Hall & Oates are
patience in the listener. Dean is
ear for adecent tune — their own
sublime.
Ken Kessler
not a great singer in the bathand other people's. ' Althea'. ' Casroom tenor kind of way, but his
sidy', ' Let It Grow' and Dear Mr
INXS: X
little- boy- lost vocals are the only
Fantasy' are pertinent examples.
Mercury 846 668-1
ones that would fit the delicate
The greatest bonus is that, for a
melodies. 'Spook' and 'Way Up
live set, there's not much audiIt's all right. Not sensational or
High' are perfect examples of ence nonsense. [
B:2*I Pete Clark
anything like that, but definitely
their more reflective moments,
all right. Mercury Records, probbut don't run away with the idea
CAROL GRIMES & IAN SHAW:
ably, won't even object to the
that there's a lack of muscle. On
LAZY BLUE EYES
three year gap between Kick and
'Summertime' and ' Melt Away',
Offbeat/Ace CDWIK 93
X because, commercially at least,
Galaxie show that they can turn
(52m 58s) CD
Michael Hutchence and the masup the heat when they want.
sed Farriss brothers have deliBest of all is the cover of Yoko
A short while back I visited a vered the required goods. In
Ono's ' Listen, The Snow Is FallNorth London pub and spotted a short, the album's full of singles
ing', wherein the guitar explodes
poster advertising aforthcoming
waiting to be hauled off to the
into an epic blast of the late
gig by Carol Grimes. Iremember
nearest chart. They're awily lot,
Sixties. [
A:1]
Pete Clark
thinking how sad it was that
these Perth popsters. They've
someone with her vocal talent, a kitted virtually everything with
GONZAGUINHA: E
veteran of such early jazz-rock
riffs and little- hits- of- business
World Pacific CDP 791688 2
combos as Babylon and Delivery,
from the 'previously known' files
(36m 20s) ( CD)
should be forced to earning pennies amid the pints. On hearing
Do yourself ablind date with this
this, her latest release, I'm even
release and you'd think you were
more amazed. In the States, with
listening to Milton Nascimento —
the right management, she'd be
and that's not a had recomplaying the best in supper-clubs
mendation. In Brazil, Gonzaof the superior sort. Superior in
guinha's old man is awell known
choice of music that is. For she
musician, and great things were
and her current partner. Ian
expected of the son. This GonzaShaw, are able to coax more
guinha debut relese in the West
nuances out of jazz- book everhas got a lot going for it. He
greens that just about any duo
writes strong songs, with heavy
since Jackie And Roy. Here, prolyrics ( you'll need to check out
vided the most simple of backthe sleeve notes, if your Portuings, just a piano or guitar, they
guese isn't up to it), and the
weave their way ( sometimes as a
music is played with loving,
duo, sometimes solo) sinuously
sinuous exuberance. Ithink the
through difficult pieces such as >1
'
Brazilians have the swingingest
Strayhorn's ' Lush 1.ife' ( even
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of former hitsters. ' Bitter Tears'
for instance will remind you of
both In The Midnight Hour' and
Jumpin' Jack Flash' without
actually settling down in any
particular direction, while the
blues harp on such cuts as ' Who
Pays The Price' and 'Suicide
Blonde' might also remind one
of days when bands were groups
and pointy shoes were causing
corns nationwide. Ripping off to
provide apay-off is aneat trick if
you can turn it and Inxs have
been around long enough now
to know how the game is played.
Critics will probably hate the
result but Iharbour a sneaking
admiration for Kylie's mates.
[A:1]
Fred Dellar

male singer, whose voice fits
nicely alongside Euis's sliding
sensuality. This music is a bit
special. If you consider Javanese
gamelan music to be uniquely
appealing, you'll go for this. It's
got tremendous tunes, gripping
instrumentals and snake- like
rhythm. One of the most
interesting slices of song to be
released all year. [A:11 Ken Ilycler

JANE'S ADDICTION: RITUAL
DE LO HABITUAL
Warner Brothers 7599-259932 ( 51m 40s)CD

about to be very famous as part
of Duran Duran. His group, the
Lilac Time, strives for a kind of
pastoral eccentricity which is
hinted at in their name and
carried through to their music,
which is about as far away as you
can get from the noisy glamrock
that Duffy used to purvey. The
opening track ' Fields', for example, features a short recorder
break. It's been a while since
we've come across one of those.
'All For Love & Love For All',
which follows, quotes neatly
from great Sixties pop and is
pretty much where Duffy's heart
lies: both his tunes and his production values are very much of
the past... the golden age of pop.
Whether you find this charming
or merely irritating is purely a
matter of personal taste, but the
gentlemanly thing to do would
be to give it atry,. [A:1]
Pete Clark

Second album from the
psychedelic art- nouveau metallurgists, and one that's more
experimental, powerful and convincing than their '88's Nothing's
Shocking, major label debut.
Drawing inspiration from the
likes of l'he Doors, PH., l'he
Velvet Underground and Faith
No More, Perry Farrel and Co
deliver a hypnotic and thoughtprovoking blend of intoxicating
rhythms, jagged and offbeat
guitar lines and high-pitched
vocal rantings of mesmeric
intensity. Comprising nine originals, it's awork of great depth
and complexity, but comes over
as less than accessible on the
initial listening. Perseverance
however, will reveal hidden
melodies, subtle nuances and the
enigmatic quality of the material,
through the perverse tribalistic
arrangements and delivery. (A:1]
Ian Kenyon
EUIS KOMARIAH AND YUS
WIRADIREDJA WITH JUGALA
ORCHESTRA AND
PATERAMAN DASENTRA
GROUP: THE SOUND OF
SUNDA
GlobeStyle (CD) CDORB 060
(59m 17s)
When Ihad my first tastes of Euis
Komariah singing modern
Javanese lovesong music, Iwas
knocked out. She sings up to
date popular songs without electricity or disco- beat importation.
This new release sees Euis in
duet with Yus Wiradiredja, a
114

THE LILAC TIME: & LOVE FOR
ALL
Fontana 846 190-4
Stephen Duffy seems to have
grown to dislike the daily grind
of the pop business since he had
'l'in Tin' in his name and was

JOHN LINDBERG & ERIC
WATSON: SHOOT FIRST
Ear-Rational ECO 1010
(61m 06s)CD
(Distributed by Impetus)
If you can play bass with
Anthony Braxton, then you can
handle just about anything in
jazz. I.indberg's like that. His
playing has got better and better.
He's rounded, in that everything
he does carries weight, whether
it's arco or afast walking line. On
this live set he runs through the
pieces with aplomb, • measuring
out the right amount of intensity
for the mood of the number.
Watson, the pianist is new to me:
he too plays with a relaxed
confident air, and he's not afraid
to leave space, and let the acous-
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tic instrument breathe. It's a
stimulating set, but it's also easily
accessible. [A:1/21
Ken Hyder
LOS LOBOS: THE
NEIGHHOURHOOD
London 828190.1
I've never been overly
impressed when Los Lobos have
attempted to rock mightily. And,
I'm afraid, when they've gone
totally downhome and traditional — as they did with their
last album, La Pistola y El Corazon — it just passes over my
head. The Neighbourhood,
however, strikes a neat groove,
thanks in part to lending hands
(or rather, voices) from such as
Levon Helm and John Hiatt, one
of the Helm cuts, ' Emily', getting
close to Band territory. Elsewhere, the balance between
blues ( the opening track ' Can't
Understand' was co-penned with
Willie Dixon), barrio balladry
and accordion-bop is awell considered one, though the final
stomp invokes the old hammer
and walnut philosophy. For once
though, the accompanying press
handout gets things right: The
Neighbourhood is 'perhaps the
most impressive, best- realised
expression of the band's talents
to date.' [A:1]
Fred Dellar
TALITHA MACKENZIE &
MARTIN SWAN:
MOUTH MUSIC
Triple Earth TERRACD 109
(36m 20s) CD
While world music freaks search

the globe for influences and
devices to borrow, few bother to
mine the rich deposits on these
green islands we call home. If it's
a compulsive swing you want,
catchy modal tunes, and even a
foreign- sounding language, you
don't need to go much further
than the Hebrides. Ms Mackenzie
has sifted through the gaelic
songbook for some of the most
appealing songs, and Mr Swan
has borrowed studio techniques
from the likes of Prince and Salif
Keita. It is an odd mixture, even
if you are familiar with all the
genres involved. But there's no
reason why it shouldn't work.
What stops it coming off completely for me is the weight of
the drumming. The voice and
the tunes, and indeed the language are light and buoyant, and
that soft lilt is often undermined
by heavy-duty percussive sounds
which are sometimes too far up
in the mix. It will divide my
people back in the old country,
with the conservative folkies ripping their hair out. But these
people are opposed to any
change. There doesn't have to be
any one way forward, and this is
just one attempt at revitalising
the music. I'm looking forward
to the follow-up [A*1/
2]
Ken Hyder
MORRISSEY: BONA DRAG
HMV CLP3788
Funny name for an album. Funny
guy. It has come to my attention
that good old Morrissey is not
everyone's cup of tea, for
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reviews
reasons which are not hard to
define. His persona is, perhaps,
not too likely to appeal to all,
especially those whose somewhat rigid preconceptions of
masculinity are called into question. The image of Morrissey
swaying languidly in front of the
Smiths with a back pocket stuffed with daffs has been known to
put those with hairy pectorals
right off their pints. The fact is
that our man is a gifted lyricist
who is prepared to go for bust.
This means that he occasionaly
comes a cropper, hut it also
means that, at his best, he crams
more meaning, nuance and wit
into a pop lyric than anyone
since Chuck Berry. Granted, his
tunes ( at least since the split
with Johnny Marr) are not
always a match for the words,
but on songs like ' Everyday Is
Like Sunday' and ' Last of the
Famous International Playboys'
he hits the spot like no-one else.
[A:1]
Pete Clark
DAVID MURRAY AND JACK
DEJOHNE'TTE: IN OUR STYLE
DEW DIW-819 (44m 30s) CD
(Distributed by Impetus)
Although bassist Fred Hopkins
sits in on acouple of tracks, this
release is an open testament to
the energy and inventiveness of
the saxophonist and the drummer. DeJohnette is a naturally
busy drummer, in the tradition
of Elvin Jones, say. He likes to
keep a lot of things on the boil
when he's cooking. And here,
with no other rhythm distraction, you can follow all his ideas
with great clarity. His bass drum
weaves apunchy line of its own,
while the snare drum keeps up a
chattering commentary on the
proceedings. 'The cymbals play
out shifting patterns and
crashing accents. DeJohnette
plays hard, always sounding fully
commtted to the moment.
Simiarly, it's head-down time for
Murray, no coasting here. The
duo uses dynamics well, creating
contrasts in the music. Murray
adopts a blustery, gruff and
determined approach which
seems to allude to all the great
players of the tenor saxophone
without copying any one, lively
stuff. [
A*:11
Ken Hyder
NEW MODEL ARMY:
IMPURITY
EMI CD EMC 3581
(49m I6s) CD
There's always a problem with
groups that have names like this.
New Model Army was the name
given to Oliver Cromwell's
Roundheads, who ( apart from
winning a rather dubious civil
war) rampaged around the country systematically wrecking
much of our heritage and then
did much the same in Ireland. So,
is their name ironic? And if not,
why not? It's hard to tell from
111-1 ,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

their past record(s). On the one
hand, they've championed the
concept of vigilantes, which is
bone- headed; on the other, they
are against the use of heroin,
which seems laudable. The
group is most often referred to
as ' idealistic' and that's all very
well as long as you don't stop to
consider what those ideals might
he. Then there's the music. Like
every hand that has a die-hard group of fans who follow them
around the country, their music
is utterly anachronistic. It's
rather like they picked up from
where they thought the Clash
left off, only without the ideas or
the dynamism. It's not that
there's anything really horrible
about Impurity; it's just that the
whole thing is so completely
redundant that it is hard to
imagine anyone bothering to
make this thing. Or listen to it.
(A:31
Pete Clark
THE PET SHOP BOYS:
BEHAVIOUR
Parlophone PCSD 113
Another cultivated blast of
clever dance music from the odd
couple, Tennant and Lowe. This
time, the boys have decamped to
Munich, scene of the greatest
disco music ever to come out of
Europe, and enlisted the services
of Harold Faltermeyer in the
production department. ' Being
Boring' kicks off the IP in magnificent fashion with afrisson of
Shaftexilic guitar and a rhythm
track made in Pet Shop heaven,
before Tennant's infinitely sad
tones take over. Of course it
sounds like the other stuff, but
when you achieved a kind of
greatness, you don't abandon it
will filly for a career in ambience or some other nonsense.
The rest of the first side is more
of the same in a more or less
ecstatic vein, but on the second
side we get a different kettle of
Boy entirely. It sounds like 'I'ennant and Lowe have been listening to Sondheim or somesuch, as
there's a distinct touch of the
show tune about — all to that
beat, naturally. ' My October
Symphony' and ' Nervously' seem
especially peculiar, a meeting of
musical forms which had been
better kept apart. There are
moments when you could he
listening to some weird new
release from Gilbert O'Sullivan.
Back to Side I, methinks.
[A*:1/2]
Pete Clark
CARLY SIMON: HAVE YOU
SEEN ME LATELY
Arista ( advance tape)
She's probably just over 40, hut
that doesn't mean that she's
ineligible to serve as the Joni
Mitchell of the thirtysomething
generation. After all, she's been
nurturing those who weren't
artsy/moody enough for Joni's
schtick since they hit their teens.
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ELVIS PRESLEY: THE GREAT
PERFORMANCES
RCA PD82227 ( 51m 03s) CD
Ordinarily, another Elvis 'best of
would be reviewed in the ' Reissues' pages, but this one's different. Cu.led from the videos
which accompany it, Great Performances mixes familiar c:assics with some live takes. The
sound ranges from awe-inspinng
to dire, but the selection is
sensational, Still, any respectable'
Elvis nutter has it all. Except for •
Track 1, that is. This CD contains
the first-ever release of ' My'. /..
Happiness', the legendary, longthought- missing first foray in
front of a microphone, directcut-onto-a-10in-78 as a gift for
Ma Presley. A true one-off, it's
been one of the collector's grails
for many years; too
bad those in control
make the hardcore
buy a full CD of
other stuff instead of
just asingle ( vinyl or
CD) with ' My Happiness' and the other
'lost' track, ' That's
When Your Heartaches Begin'. Historically speaking, this
is the most important Presley' relic of
them all, unless you
know otherwise. [Al
H:1*]
Ken Kessler
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And Carly always was tnicci to
Joni's Timberlands, Evian to
Joni's Chianti. Whatever, Joni's
now flogging haute couture in
the pages of Rolling Stone, so
there's no reason to be sanctimonious about Carly, the World's
First Singing Yuppie. Now she's
trying to deal with middle age in
the way that she dealt with
Seventies Female Angst, and
she's doing it through gorgeous
melodies and sharp observa [ions. 1A:1]
Ken Kessler

stab at The Prcnners' garage
anthem ' Farmer John' also
counts as a flashback. But those
who liked their '60s music neat
and tidy, and played by guys in
identical suits, won't want their
ears tested by this stuff. More
than anything, it's a great guitar
album, with feedback to the fore,
and songs sometimes petering
out as the leader winds his Gibson down. Not to he played in
front of the children. [
A/B:1*]
Fred Dellar

NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY
HORSE: RAGGED GLORY
Reprise WX 374

MCCOY TYNER: THINGS AIN'T
WHAT THEY USED TO BE
Blue Note CDP 7935982 ( 66m
08s ) Cl)

No return to Nashville or glances
at faded photographs of Louis
Jordan and lobby cards of the
Blues Brothers. This one's for
you, alright, but on Ragged
Gloty the music comes rough,
tough and grunge-filled, readied
to he downed with a couple of
cold beers. There are moments
when rock's original whining
boy harks back to his roots,
predominantly on ' Country
Home' and ' Days That Used To
Be', linking Tennessee and titanium thrash to emerge with a
sound that puts Young and Crazy
Horse right at the top of the
World's Best Bar Band stakes. I
suppose too, that the demented

Since his time with the classic
John Coltrane quartet in the
1960s, Tyner has recorded
dozens of albums. He's a consistent performer, and his pedal
point explosions mean he's an
easily recognisable pianist. But
what's new? What is there to
make you lash out on another
Tyner release? Well, this is a
solo duo project, superbly
recorded in aclassical venue. His
solo rendition of the Coltrane
standard ' Naima' is a hit special,
and a bit deep. But the duo
tracks with guitarist John Scofield are lacklustre and disappointing. [A*:1/21 Ken Ityder
115
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PAT COIL: STEPS
Sheffield Lab CD-31 ( 49m Ils)
CD
Another one of those jazzy/funky
audiophile exercises at which
the label excels. Enough name
guests — Dean Parks, Paulihno Da
Costa, Tom Scott, Michael Ruff
to name but four — to provide
glamour, there's superlative
sound to attract the hardware
freaks, glossy production and
swell arrangements...it ain't
James Brown, but then it ain't
Windham Hill, either. IA:1/21

If you're working on the club
circuit and have to do covers,
why not specialize? So the Hamsters keep the Hendrix flame
a'burning, with 11 faithful renditions including ' Stone Free',
'Foxy Lady'
Purple Haze'
'Voodoo Child' and more. It may
have been even better with a
twist, à la Dread Zeppelin or Big
Daddy, but that would have been
somewhat unholy. Even the purists will nod. [
A:1/2]
THEJAM: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 080
Four tracks recorded at the Beeb
in 1977, when this talentless,
unoriginal buch of fashion victims were at their ( UK-only)
peak. Serves as a reminder of
how shallow records with street
cred can be. Or is the Manchester scene already history? [A:3]

THE DARLING BUDS:
CRAWDADDY
Epic 467 012-2 ( 39m 56s) CD
The tendency to dub Sixties pop
revivalists as retro and therefore
passé will do no good for the
'Buds, who remain one of the
best exponents of the genre.
They've nodded toward the
recent neo-psychedelicists but JOY DIVISION:
THE PEEL SESSIONS
prefer to deal with melodies you
Strange Fruit SFRCD 111 ( 30m
can hum, so this isn't any Great
48s ) CD
Leap Forward. But, boy, can they
do a Sixties shtick with a An eight-track session from two
vengeance, so stop mourning the dates recorded for the BBC in
1979, combining two previous
Bangles. [
A:1]
vinyl offerings on one CD. Seminal gloom rock, a statement
EILEEN FARRELL:
about a society that values misSINGS ALEC WILDER
ery enough to make it chart
Reference Recordings RR36CD ( 52m 28s ) CD
material. Makes Morrissey look
like Ken Dodd, asoundtrack for
Yet another Farrell session, perA:1/21
fectly recorded in front of a a film about Camus. [
seven-piece combo and sounding not unlike the previous offer- THEJUDDS: LOVE CAN
BUILD A BRIDGE
ings. Which is dandy if you wish
you were in an upmarket nightCurb/BMG PD 90531 ( 39m
club in the late 1940s. Or That's Ols)CD
More of the same, which means
What We Call Retro 4. [
A*:1/2]
some of the finest C&W available. This mother- daughter
TED GIOIA & MARK LEWIS:
TANGO COOL
team's harmonies are flawless,
the material perfectly chosen
Quartet/Bainbridge QCDand the backing hard to fault. In
1006 (62m 18s)CD
Super-smooth, in-the-wee-hours foreign parts, the Judds are considered audiophile material, and
sax-plus-piano, a lounge lizard's
delight. Recorded with all of not just because they employ
Bainbridge's skills, so it's of guests like Bonnie Raitt. Good
music and good sounds? Almost
audiophile calibre, but musically
a miracle. [
A/A*:1]
its only real worth would be as
an aural aphrodisiac. In which
ALBERT KING: WEDNESDAY
case... [
A*:11
NIGHT IN SAN FRANCISCO
Stax/Ace CDSXE 031
SIR CHARLES GROVES/RPO:
(45m 02s) CD
MUSIC FOR THE LAST NIGHT
THURSDAY IVIGHT IN SAN
OF THE PROMS
FRANCISCO
Cirrus/Castle C1V CD 501
Stax/Ace CDSXE 032
(75m 13s) CD
So what is this doing in the (52m 36s) CD
Talk about a find! One of the
non-classical section? Turns out
that the snobs in the other pages greatest live blues LPs of all time
consider this annual display of is Albert's Live Wire/Blues
jingoism to be infra dig. Now Power, which Ace released on
CD ( CDSXE 022). Here we have
relegated to the status of pop
two more discs' worth of extra,
music, the fare within is stirring
unreleased material left off the
stuff which makes you proud to
original, and it's just as hot. What
be British...until you see the
you get this time are live takes of
lager louts singing alongside. [
A]
the material from his groundfor the sound. And we're just not
breaking Born Under A Bad Sign
brave enough to put a score to
studio I.P, plus some standards.
'God Save The Queen'.
Magnificent. [
A/B:11
THE HAMSTERS:
ELECTRIC HAMSTERLAND
On The Beach FOAM CD 1
(45m 48s) CD ( 107a High St,
Canvey Island, Essex SSS 7RF)
III- Et NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

NAYOBE: PROMISE ME
Epic 467121 2(45m 05s) CD
Pleasant dance music, heavy on
an unimaginatively-programmed
DECEMBER 1900

drum machine but also heavy on
melody. This almost dates it,
because modern dance music
isn't supposed to sound like
actual songs. Her voice is rich,
almost Motowny. The pace is
slower than an F1 race. Could
this signal areturn toward something resembling music as we
knew it? [A:1/2]
NEW ORDER:
THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFRCD 110 ( 37m
39s) CD
Or the Joy Division Finds Funkiness. Sessions for the Beeb from
1982. Tasteless name aside, this
band went overboard to justify
the critical acclaim of its previous incarnation. I.istenable,
deep, reeking with cred. Combines the earlier vinyl offerings
on one disc. [
A:1]
OST: WILD AT HEART
London 845 128-1
Amusing soundtrack to another
David Lynch weirdness. Nicholas
Cage singing ' Love Me Tender'?
Fear not, though, as there are
offerings from the great Chris
Isaak, Them and Koko Taylor,
plus some original items for
those who hate scores made up
of retreads. IA:1]
ERICH ICUNMIJCINCINNATI
POPS ORCHESTRA: CLASSICS
OF THE SILVER SCREEN
Telarc CD-80221 ( 77m 35s) CD
Or, as the sub- title puts it, 'Classical Music popularized by the
Movies'. So, it's Mouret's Rondeau from Hot To Trot, Pachelbel's Canon from Ordinary People, Dvorak's Song To The Moon
from Driving Miss Daisy and 14
othcrs, including three or four
which have done double-time in
Hollywood. Easy way for Philistines like KK to come to grips
with music written before the
advent of electricity. 1A/A*:1/21

ANDY SUMMERS:
CHARMING SNAKES
Private Music/I3MG 260712
(51m 52s) CD
Versatile? You bet. From Curved
Air to the Police, dabbling with
New Age/ambient music and
now some mighty fine fusion jazz
with world music overtones.
Summers hasn't forgotten how
to create an edge or a beat, so
the snooze factor is reduced
enough to make this more than
an adjunct to, say, an art gallery
opening. [
A:2]
KEITH TIPPETrANDY
SHEPPARD: 66 SHADES
OF LIPSTICK
Editions EG EEGCD 64 ( 56m
39s) CD
16 tracks, each one titled
'Shades' plus an ID number.
Improv jazz sax and piano, so hip
as to make one nauseous. Just
enough of abeat to keep it from
being dubbed 'ambient'. [A:2/3]
VARIOUS: CLUB UK
Old Gold OG 3801 (61m 40s)
CD
'10 Extended UK Club Hits' is
what you get, a mix containing
tracks from Level 42, Freeez,
Shakatak and others, guaranteed
not to allow for silent gaps during your party. IA:2]
VARIOUS: SYNTHESIZER 2
Telstar TCD 2428 (67m 44s)
CD
A 15 track collection of synthetic milestones, not one of which
will appeal to you if you're
opposed to computers usurping
musicians. That aside, it's great if
you need background sounds for
a shop for androids. IA:2]
VARIOUS: TALKIN' LOUD
Talldn' Loud/Phonogram 846
792-1
Talkin' Loud/Phonogram 846
792-2 (52m 58s) CD
Debut compilation to welcome a
new dance label. As if we needed
another. [A:2/3]

THE SOFT MACHINE:
THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFRCD 201
(49m 13s; 47m 07s) CD
WEE PAPA GIRL RAPPERS:
Post-Ayers and gone to jazz, this
BE AWARE
is the Soft Machine caught live at Jive HIP 103
Another set from one of the
the BBC during 1969-1971.
They rapidly shed the whimsy
genre's least irritating practitionand the hippie-ness of the oriers. Pleasantly funky, more
ginal line-up, Hugh Hopper
accessible than most, and therebeing more of a muso than the
fore more commercial. Whether
man he replaced. Stuff sounds a two attractive girls can have as
bit naive compared to the curmuch street cred as a posse of
rent, far slicker material which
hate-filled males doesn't seem to
passes for crossover these days,
matter anymore. [
A:2]
but Softs fans will love it [
A/B:2]
WILDLIFE: WILDLIFE
Epic 467361 2(47m 05s) CD
SONIC BOOMS 2
Wildlife is as eclectic as you can
Bainbridge (60m 57s) CD
Another disc full of sound get, but the emphasis is on gutsy
rock. This time, though, it's with
effects, recorded using the ColClass A hooks, so think of Wildossus system. Bainbridge went
life as the answer to your prayers
all out looking for speaker breakif you've ever dreamed about a
ers, this time offering fire departcross between Badfinger, the
ment horns, railway sounds and
— wait for it — the space shuttle James Gang, the Cars and others
Atlantis taking off. Heavy duty, so who went snap, crackle, pop.
IA:11
pay attention. [A*:1]
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SHOULD BE TALKING TO
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO
In fact, whatever your taste in music, are you sure you're getting
the best from your hi-fi?
Selecting the best combination of equipment from the huge
range available is crucial. And at Chris Brooks Audio it's
something we've built our reputation on over the past 12 years.
We choose our selection of quality equipment on avery
straightforward basis. If we don't think it's the very best there is
for the price, we won't sell it.
If hearing your music the way it was meant to sound is
important to you, come and see us. We'll be happy to
demonstrate and compare various combinations to
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STOCKTON
HEATH
"A

WARRINGTON
29 GASKELL ST,
STOCKTON
HEATH.
WARRINGTON.
WA4 2UN.
TEL: 0925 61212

eci4

suit your requirements. We don't employ salespeople - just
music lovers who happen to be specialists, so we're as
genuinely keen to get results as you are.
Should you decide to make apurchase, we do prefer to install
it ourselves if required (free of charge), while our two-year
parts & labour guarantee and in-house servicing facility come
as standard.
You'll find us just off the motorway at Stockton Heath,
Warrington, and now also at Hazel Grove, Stockport.
Wherever you're coming from, it will be well worth
the trip.
STOCKPORT
10-12 OAK ST,
HAZEL GROVE,
STOCKPORT.
SK7 4EJ.
TEL: 061-419 9050
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
KEVIN AYERS: THE KEVIN
AYERS COLLECTION
See For Miles SEE CD 117
(60m) CD
Magnificent 16- track collection.
overlapping slightly with the
recent EMI set, hut still worth
owning. Great selection — basically the cream of his pre- 1980
output — with afine, informative
booklet. IA:1/11
JOAN BAEZ:JOAN
Vanguard VMD 79240 ( . 4.4m
03s) CD
One of her more digestible
efforts, that incredibly crystalline voice working its way
through compositions by Tim
Hardin, Lennon/McCartney, Paul
Simon and Donovan. Dating
from '67 ,so it's surprising that
she was prepared to place the
music above the politics. But
what the heck; if Joan sang ' Da
Do Ron Ron', it'd have a message. [
A*:11
BONZO DOG DOODAH
BAND: GORILLA
BG0 BGOCD82 ( 35m 36s ) CD
From ' 6". when being HIE,
bizarre was almost ' normal.
Featuring ' ILeft My Heart In San
Francisco', 'The Sound Of Music'
and other acts of musical butchery, and it's still funny. Provided
you can remember what it's like
to be spaced out. IB:11
DAVID BOWIE:
EMI CDP 794767 2 ( • tom 50s )
Cl)
ALLADIN SANE
EMI CDP 794768 2 ( -# m 35s )
CD
Another pair in the programme
of Cl) transfers. hut this time
only Pin- 1ps has extra tracks.
'Mat was Bowie's fine set of
covers, while Aladdin Sane continued the glammy space cadet
phase. With ' Panic In Detroit'
and Jean Genie', he proved he
could rock harder than most,
thus demonstrating that glam
had some bite. [
A:2]; [A:1]
JAMES BROWN: LIVE AT THE
APOLLO, 1962
Polydor 843 479-2 ( 31m 30s )
CD
No less than the single mostimportant live Itedi release of all
time. Scorching, searing soul
from the Godfather, including a
run of his earliest classics like ' I'll
Go Crazy' and ' Please. Please,
Please'. Flis potential as a topflight blues singer is more than
evident, so expect some surprises if y01.1 .Ve never heard this
classic. Marvel at the way JB
worked an audience up to a
frenzy, then ask yourself why KK
thinks the current crop of soulmen are wimps. IA:11
THE BYSTANDERS:
BIRTH OF MAN
See For Miles SEE CD 301
(46m 39s ) CD
The title refers to this hand's
III II NI .\\

RI( ( l1(1)RIVII.V,

metamorphosing into the Welsh
progressive rock group. At first,
you'll think that it's the only
significant aspect, but once you
get past the dismal early tracks, it
turns into a slick presentation
from a distinctive- sounding,
highly professional pop/rock
outfit. IA/B:1/2]
CANNED HEAT: HISTORICAL
FIGURES AND AIVCIENT
HFADS
BG0 BGOCD83 ( 36m 40s ) CD
From 1971, progressive blues
from the genre's finest exponent.
The weirdness was starting to set
it. the roots seeming dimmer and
dimmer, hut they kick off with a
faithful ' Sneakin' Around', so you
can't complain. 1A/B:2]
CHER: TAKE ME HOME/
PRISONER
Casablanca/Polygram 846
312-2 ( 75m 2-is ) CD
Two-on- one from rock's distaff
Dorian Gray. circa ' 79. The main
thing this set proves is that she's
not aging, and the music is pretty
much what sbu'd expect of a
schizoid who doesn't know if she
wants to he Barbra Streisand or
Guns'n'Roses. Quality rock with
a touch of cabaret. [
A/B:21
NAT ' KING' COLE:
SHOOTING HIGH
Capitol/EMI CDP 7932522
(5-im 29s ) C1)
There's no shortage of Nat compilations, but this has a fresh
angle: 20 tracks taken from the
recently shown repeats of his TV
show. Fine alternate versions of
familiar stuff, beautifully transferred and well- annotated. IA/B:1]
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD:
COLLECTION
Knight/Castle KNCD 13056
(36m 3-is ) Cl)
Nice 14- tracker, specially priced,
containing prime examples t
rom
one of the smoothest, rootsiest
of all the C&W crooners; his
cavernously deep voice lent
everything a solidly bluesy air.
You'll revel in the kick-off track.
the immortal 'Sixteen Tons'. [
A/
B:1] plus r] for 'Sixteen
AL GREEN: YOU SAY IT!
Hi/Demon HI UK CD 444
(47m ) (: I)
Sub- titled ' Raw! Rare! And Iilreleasedr, this set is one fur the
collectors. But Green's collect ables are still first-class soul offerings. so regard them not as leftovers. There are some scorchers
in this pack to rank alongside his
readily available material. hut
the set does have aflaw: why no
information in the booklet? IA/
B:11
GARY LEWIS & THE
PLAYBOYS:
LEGENDARY MASTERS
EMI CDP 793449 2( 6Inl - i2s )
Cl)
25 tracks from aband which did

1)1( u:\ulml:um 199cl

doodly over here but charted
incessantly Stateside. Gary is the
son of Jerry Lewis ( the comedian, not Jerry Lee), which gave
his career an edge. Imit he did
actually produce some fine pop
tunes. Twee, maybe, hut as
catchs' as the flu. IA/B/C:1/2I
THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL:
HUMS OF THE LOVIN'
SPOONFUL
Castle Communications
CLACD 193 ( 29m -Efs ) CI)
DAYDREAM
Castle Communications
CLACD 194 ( 30m 24s ) (: I)
'Iwo straight transfers to CD,
from the days when 1.I's ran to a
half-hour. Peerless jughand pop.
the discs including such masterpieces as ' Summer In The City',
'Rain On The Roo' and, of
course. ' Das dream'. IA/B:1]
AARON NEVILLE:
TELL IT LIKE IT IS
Ace CDCHM 301 ( 33m . its) C1)
The original and rare Par- Lo
from ' 67, featuring the title tune
-- which all of you should know
hy now. The current success of
the Nevilles, long overdue.
means that archive dredging is to
be expected. ' Ibis one, though. is
not a case of filler or dregs.
Essential if you think AN's voice
is the sweetest musical instrument God ever allowed us to
enjoy. [
A/B:11
JACK SCOTT:
THE WAY IWALK
Roller Coaster RCCD 3002
(60m 2"s ) CD
Ear- opening 26 track set revealing the Canadian to be afar more
talented hard rocker than his
pin-up image suggested.
Definitely in the Elvis mould,
with dashes of country to
demonstrate his versatility, Scott
had astrong, resonant voice that
should have meant longevity in
showbiz. It didn't, which is our
loss. [
A/B:1/21
PETER SELLERS: THE PETER
SELLERS COLLECTION
EMI CDP 794689 2 ( 63m 20s)
CD
20 of his funniest ' songs'. if you
can call them that. Collectors
will cherish this for his Beatles
covers, while his 1'11a:fined
Melody'. ' Party Political Speech',
— Gateway To The
South' and other fas -es complete
the set. Still achingly felny. IA/
B/C: IJ
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD:
FROM DIISTY...WITH LOVE
Fontana 846 251-2 ( 25m I s )
CD
DUSTY IN MEMPHIS
Fontana 846 252-1 ( 32m 56s )
CD
Two more classics from England's finest- ever female vocalist,
dating from 1968 and 19 7 0. But
why-oh-why is Dus/' In Memphis the 11 - track version instead

of the expanded reissue called
Dusty In . 1lemphis Plus? Ah,
well, its still IA:11, though it
rather makes aCD's playing time
academic
BIG MAMA THORNTON:JA/L
Vanguard VMD 79351 ( 36m
37s) CD
Late Mama, from the mid' 190s,
still sassy and singing live for the
inmates at apair of state prisons.
Gutsy? She was about the only
singer this side of Johnny Cash
or BB King who could keep firm
control on such an audience.
IA:1/21
TOTO: PAST TO PRESENT
1977-1990
CBS 465998 2 ( 65m 0-is ) CD
Actually, it's nine greatest hits
plus four brand-new tracks...which means that the fans who
already have everything will
have to huy this, too. Anyway,
we're talking classic, slick pop
with sotties to delight. ' Africa'.
'Hold The Line', ' Rosanna —
good stuff whatever the lack in
street cred. (A*:1/2I
JOE TURNER: THE COMPLETE
JOE TURNER 1940-1944
Official/Charley 80001 ( 7 3m
7s)(1)
25 tracks from the greatgrandaddy of rock'n'roll, a
decade prior to the genre's birth.
Big band boogie and swing. with
a blues' feel, atestimony to one
of the richest, most ' liquid'
voices of them all. 1H:1/11
VARIOUS: NEW WAVE OF
BRITISH HEAVY METAL '79
REVISITED
Phonogram 846 322-2 ( 5"m
20s; 62m 06s) Cl)
A steamroller of a double CI)
containing 30 tracks showcasing
the best metal of the last decade.
The scope is Vast. from thrash to
hard rock to stadium filler, while
the roster features both giants
like Iron Maiden and Saxon as
well as cult stars like 1h)li)catist.
A virtual textbook. IA/B:1/2/31
VARIOUS: SOUL DECADE
RCA ZD 74816 ( .45m 22s; • i5n)
22s) CD
A miracle: no, not that both discs
run to exactly the same playing
time, hut that this superb 32
track set features 51i itiiwn and
StaxiAtlantic tracks in one package. Probably a first, it means
that you get the Supremes. Marvin Gaye. ' Me Temptations and
the Four Iops in the same set
with Otis Redding and Eddie
Floyd.
hest single- purchase
soul set ever. [
A/B:1****]
JOE WALSH: BARNSTORM
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 777
(38m 09s )(: 1)
One of the ex laines Gang exEagles solos. from — 2. The
trademark wailing guitar. nasal
voice and wry humour, adelight
for axe fetishists. IA:1I
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DECEMBER
10,000 MANIACS
ELEKTRA
7559609622
HOPE CHEST
( Rock)
2BAD
FULL CIRCLE
FULL CO3CD
IDIOT TREE
( Rock)
22 PISTEPIRKKO
SONET
SNTCD 1007
BARE BONE NEST
( R & B)
29 PALMS
IRS
EIRSACD 1044
FATAL JOY
( Rock)
60'S AMERICAN GOLD
DYNAMITE
WPCD 011
VARIOUS
( POP)
60'S HITS HITS HITS
DYNAMITE
WPCD 008
VARIOUS
( For,)
6IXS LOVE SONGS
DYNAMITE
WPCD 012
VARIOUS
IIITS MANIA
DYNAMITE
1.61PdEl 014
VARIOUS
(POP)
60'S ROCK
DYNAMITE
WPCD 015
VARIOUS
( Rock)
60'S SENSATIONS
DYNAMITE
WPCD 013
VARIOUS
( POP)
60'S SOUL
DYNAMITE
WPCD 009
VARIOUS
( Soul)
60'S SUPER GROUPS
DYNAMITE
WPCD 010
VARIOUS
(Poi,)
60'S SUPERSTARS
DYNAMITE
WPCD 016
VARIOUS
( Pop)
A KICK UP THE '130S
VOLUME 1
OLD GOLD
OG 3520
VARIOUS
( Pop)
A - HA
W BROTHERS
7599263142
EAST OF THE SUN. WEST OF THE MOON
( Pop)
ABDUL, Pavia
VIA/AMERICA
CDVUS 17
SHUT UP AND DANCE (THE DANCE MIXES)
(Dance)
ABRAMS, Mewl Richard
BLACK SAINT
1200172
1 00A*19
(Jazz)
MERCURYPHON8469662
ADVENTURES OF STEVIE V, The
THE ADVENTURES OF STEVIE V
(Dance)
AIR AMERICA
MCA
DMCG 6112
(Films/Shows)
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
ALLEN, Henri ' Red'
BBC
BEICCD 685
1929 1936
ALLRED, Bill, 4, GOODTIME JAZZ
BIG BEAR
63B&R 31
(Jau)
SWING THAT MUSIC
8471072
IU.MIGHTY, The
POLYDOR
BLOOD FIRE 8 LIVE
(Metal)
ALPHA BLONDY
SHANACHIE
SI/CD 43075
BEST OF ALPHA BLONDY. THE
(World)
ALSTON, Gereld
MOTOWN
ZD 72725
OPEN INVITATION
(Soul)
AMERICAN MUSIC CLUB
ZIPPO
ZONGCD 020
ENGINE
(Rock)
ANTI NOWHERE LEAGUE
LINK
LINKCD 120
(Punk)
LIVE 8 LOUD
ARAWI
NEW ALBION
NA 029CD
THE DOCTRINE OF CYCLES
(Ethne)
ATOM SEED, The
HEAVY METAL HMRXD 163
GET IN LINE
(Metal)
ATROCITY
METAL CORE
CORE 3CD
INFECTED
(-I
CHARNIRGIN
CASCO 1032
AUDIENCE
THE HOUSE ON THE HILL
(Rock)
MANGO/ISLAND CIDM 1067
BAD INFLUENCE
VARIOUS
(Films/Shows)
ESSENTIAL
ESSCD 135
BADFINGER
DAY AFTER DAY ( LIVE)
BAKER, Chet
TIMELESS
Pl
.
!/ti, 251 - 252
AS TIME GOES BY
(Jau)
LIUTO
LAS 00631CD
BAKER. Chet
ITALIAN MOVIES
(Jazz)
BALDWIN, James
LES DISQUES 'MI 9282
ALOVERS QUESTION
I-)
BALFA BROTHERS. The
ACE
CDHC 183
ARCADIAN MEMORIES
LIUTO
LR)
S00632CD
BARBIERI, Gato
(Jazz)
TWO PICTURES 11965 - 68/
BLUEBIRD
NO 82292
BASIE, Count
BRAND NEW WAGON
(Jazz)
FM/REVOLVER REVXD 161
BASS DANCE
LOUD
(HOT WIRE
4(T 8991C
BASS TALK)
(Jam)
VARIOUS
BATES,
INTEGRITY
IF1011CD
(Rock)
TREMBLING
BATT. MikaNARIOUS
ADVENTURE
ADVTCO 1001
THE DREAMSTONE
(Pop)
VIRGIN
CDV 2214
BAUMANN, Peter
REPEAT REPEAT
(New Age)
BAUMANN. Peter
VIRGIN
CDV 2069
ROMANCE OF 76
(New Age)
VIRGIN
CDV 2124
BAUMANN, Peter
TRANSHARMONIC NIGHTS'
(New Age)
DEMON
FIENDCD 39
BEAT FARMERS, The
TALES OF THE NEW WEST
(Rock)
BEAT IN TIME
WHO'S TBEAT WHOS 044CD
DOG FLIGHT
(Dance,
BEATLES
POLYDOR
8237012
BEATLES EARLY TAPES
BEATLES/DAVID MG
POLYDOR
8471852
BEATLES TAPES FROM THE DAVID WIGG INTER ( Spoken)
BEAUTIFUL SOUTH. The
GO. DISCS
8282332
CHOKE
( Pop)
BELVIN. Jesse
ACE
GOGH() 305
THE BLUES BALLADEER
( Blues)
BENNETT, Brian
SEE FOR MILE SE ECD 205
CHANGE OF DIRECTION/ILLUSTRATED LND NEWS ( Pop)
BENOIT, David
GRP
GRP 96212
INNER MOTION
( au)
BENT BACK TULIPS
NEW ROSE
ROSE 205CD

I
1

BERG.
LOOKINGTHROUGH
Matra.
RCA
e
l 90632
k)
LYING TO THE MOON
) Rock)
BERLIN JAZZ ORCHESTRA
ECM
8417772
BERLIN CONTEMPORARY JAZZ ORCHESTRA
(
Jazz)
BERNE SEXTET, Tirn
SOUL NOTE
1210612
ANCESTORS. THE
(
JAM)
BEST OF JAZZ ORGANS
LRC JAZZ
CDC 9006
VARIOUS
(Jazz)
BEST OF THE BIG DANCE BANDS
LRC JAZZ
CDC 9010
VARIOUS
( Big Band)
BEST OF THE BLUES SINGERS VOL2 LRC JAZZ
CDC 9007
VARIOUS
(Blues)
BEST OF THE JAZZ SAXOPHONES 83 LRC JAZZ
CDC 9009
VARIOUS
(Jazz)
BEST OF THE JAZZ SINGERS VOL 2
LRC JAZZ
CDC 9008
VARIOUS
(
JAM)
BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE
CBS
4674662
KOOL AID
( Rock)
BLACK SORROWS. The
EPIC
4673522
HARLEY AND ROSE
( Rock)
BLACKBIRD
FUNDAMENTAL SAVE 089CD
BLACKBIRD
( Rock)
BLAKEY, Art, 8 JAZZ MESSENGERS
CONCORD
CCD 4168
STRAIGHT AHEAD
(
JAM)
BLEY TRIO, Paul
ECM
8431622
PAUL BLEY WITH GARY PEACOCK
BLODWYN PIG
EIGO
6000 81
GETTING TO THIS
( Rock)
BLOONSDAY
ISLAND
CID 9972
FORTUNY
( Rock)
BLUIETT, Haman
BLACK SAINT
1200142
RESOLUTION
(
Jazz)
BOHANNON, Hamilton
SOUTHBNO/ACECOSEW 033
ITS TIME TO JAM
( Dance)
BONEDIGGERS(1141 edit' nimpon)
RIMSHOT
FIMT 0025
BONEDIGGERS The
( Rock)
BOOKER. Steve
PARLOPHONE COPCS 7347
DREAMWORLD
) I
BOWIE. David
EMI
CDDBLD 1
DAVID LIVE
( Rock)
BOWIE. David
EMI
CDEMC 3584
DIAMOND DOGS
( Rock)
BOYS. The
MOTOWN
ZD 72718
THE BOYS
( Dance)
BREATHE
SIRENNIRGIN CDSRN 30
PEACE OF MIND
( Rock)
BRECKER. Michael
GAP
GRD 9622
NOW YOU SEE IT ( NOW YOU DON'T) (Jam)
BRINSLEY SCHWARTZ
EDSEL
EDCD 237
PLEASE DONT EVER CHANGE
( Rock)

2

I 0

POPULAR

BRINSLEY SCHWARTZ
EDSEL
EDCD 190
)Rock(
SILVER PISTOL
MCA
DMCGC 6109
BROKEN HOMES, The
(Rock)
WING AND A PRAYER
SONET JAZZ
SNTCD 778
BROOKMEYER, Bob
BACK AGAIN
(Jam
BROWN. Dennis
GREENSLEEVESGRELCD 152
OVENPROOF
,
205
BROWN, Junior
DEMON
(Country)
12 SHADES OF BROWN
BROWN, Munn,
KENT/ACE
CDKEND 949
(Soul)
OH NO NOT MY BABY - THE BEST OF M BROWN
'MI 9222
BRYARS, Gavin
LES DISQUES
THE SINKING OF THE TITANIC
BUFFALO TOM
SITUATION 2
- 31CD
BIRDBRAIN
(Rock)
FIENDCD 196
BURKE, Solomon
DEMON
ACHANGE IS GONNA COME
(Soul)
BURNLEY BLUES FESTIVAL
JSP
JSPCD 238
VARIOUS
(Blues)
CZ 361
BUSH, Kate
PRICE ATEMI
(Rock)
HOUNDS OF LOVE
CZ 360
BUSH, KM
PRICE AT/EMI
(Rock)
NEVER FOR EVER
CDKBBX 1
BUSH. Kate
EMI
THIS WOMAN'S WORK (BOX SET)
(Rock)
CABS 9CD
CABARET VOLTAIRE
MUTE
2.45
(Rock)
CABARET VOLTAIRE
MUTE
CABS 10CD
(Rock)
JOHNNY YESNO
CABS 8CD
CABARET VOLTAIRE
MUTE
MIX UP
(Rock)
CZ 363
CAMPBELL, Glen
PRICE AT/EMI
(Country)
20 GOLDEN GREATS
SEECD 268
CANNED HEAT
SEE F MILES
CANNED HEAT
(Rock)
1211972
CARBO, Gladys
SOUL NOTE
STREET CRIES
(Jazz)
CARMEL
LONDON
8282192
COLLECTED
CASH, Johnny
BEAR FAMILY/ (
B
P'
Ct )15517
(R 'n' R)
THE MAN IN BLACK 1954 - 1958(5 CO BOX SET)
CASSIDY, David
ENIGMA
CDENV 1011
DAVID CASSIDY
(FM
CHANDRA, Sheila
INDIPOP ,PANW SILKCD 1
(World)
SILK - 1983-1990
NEMCD 605
CHANTELS
SEQUEL
THE BEST OF THE CHANTELS
CHAPLIN, Charlie
SONIC
SON 0003
20 SUPER HITS
CHAPMAN. Micheal
SEE F MILES
C
(AM
'
527
(Fork)
FULLY QUALIFIED SURVIVOR
SITU 30CD
CHARLATANS. The
SITUATION 2
(Rock)
SOME FRIENDLY
CCD 4429
CHEATHAM, Jeanie & Jimmy
CONCORD
LUV IN THE AFTERNOON
(Jazz)
JD 37
CHESKY JAZZ SAMPLER
CHESKY
VARIOUS
(Jan)
CDSDL 382
CITY WAITS, The
SAYDISC
(Folk)
THOMAS DURFEYS PILLS TO PURGE MELAN
PD 74762
CLANNAD
RCA
ANAM
(Rock)
SEECD 83
CLIFF, Junmy
SEE F MILES
FUNDEMENTAL REGGAY
raze)
CLIFF, Jimmy
MUSIDISC
SAVE OUR PLANET EARTH
CLUB CLASS COMPILATION
PROFILE
VARIOUS
(Dance)
1211842
COBB, AJJ.HEATH/J.HENDERSON
SOUL NOTE
TENOR TRIBUTE
(Jazz)
COCK SPARRER
RAZOR
RAZCD 9
SHOCK TROOPS
ICOLE, Natalie
PRICE AT/EMI
CZ 365
(Soul)
EVERLASTING
ICH 1065CD
COLEMAN, Gary B.B.
ICHIBAN
(Blues)
BEST OF
COLUNS, Edwyn
DEMON
FIENDCD 195
(Rock)
HELLBENT ON COMPROMISE
MCAD 39139
COLTRANE, John
IMPULSE ,

F7,

L
14U

F 4.0
(Fee'

COMPILASIAN NR 1
INDIPOP/MNW INDCD 1
VARIOUSOnc SHEILA CIIANDRA.NAJNA AKHTAR) (Word)
CORRIES, The
BBC
BBCCD 820
FLOWER OF SCOTLAND
( Folk)
COURAGE OF LASSIE
THIRD MIND
TMCD 055
COWELL, Stanley
CONCORD
CCD 4431
LIVE AT MAYBECK RECITAL HAU, VOLUME 5
(
JAM)
CRASS 5CD
CRASS
CRASS
BEST BEFORE
(Punk)
CRASS
CRASS
BOLLUX 2U2 CD
(Punk)
CHRIST THE ALBUM
321984 CD
CRASS
CRASS
(Punk)
PENIS ENVY
CRASS
CRASS
521984 CD
(Punk)
STATIONS OF THE CRASS
CRASS
CRASS
621984 CD
(Punk)
THE FEEDING OF THE 5000
121904/2 CD
CRASS
CRASS
(Punk)
YES SIR. I
WILL
REVXD 162
CRAZYHEAD
BLACK
SOME KIND OF FEVER
(CROSBY, Bing
COLL SERIES
CCSCD 275
(MOR - Vocal)
THE COLLECTION
ILLCD 021
CUD
IMAGINARY
(Rock)
LEGGY MAMBO
MOAK 6006
CURE, The
BAKTABAK
BETWEEN THE FOREST AND THE SEA
ISPoKoo)
CURVED AIR
ESSENTIAL
ESSCD 124
(Folk)
LOVECHILD
DRIVERA, Famine
CHESKY
JD 34
TICO' TICO'
(
JAM)
PCOM 1108
DALBY,G. 8 THE GRAHAMOPHONES PRESIDENT
LETS DO IT AGAIN
iniD 70172
DANIELS, Chris, & THE KINGS
PROVOGUE
THATS WHAT ILIKE ABOUT THE SOUTH
(Rock)
DAVIDSON. Wild Bill
JSP
JSPCD 236
RUNNING WILD
(Jazz)
HEPCO 2047
DAVIS. Richard, 8 FRIENDS
HEP
ONE FOR FREDERICK
(Jazz)
DAVISON, Wild Bill
SONET JAZZ
SNTCO 880
ALL AMERICAN BAND
(Jazz)
COSH 2011
DAY, Doris, F'.LES BROWN 819AND
SANDY HOOK
ONE NIGHT STAND WITH DORIS DAY
(Au(
SNTCD 724
DE FRANCO, Buddy
SONET JAZZ
BORINOUIN
(Jazz)
MANGO/ISLAND
CIDM 1059
DE LA FE, Allred
(World)
CABAS GREATEST HITS
RCA
PD 90535
DEEP PURPLE
(Metal)
SLAVES ANO MASTERS
POLYDOR
8470832
DEREK 8 THE DOMINOES
20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
(Rock)
BLUEBIRD
90 82306
DESMOND, Paul
EASY LIVING
(Jam)
LES DISQUES
TWI 9062
DEVINE E. STATION
CARDIFFIANS
(Rock)
ENIGMA
CDENV 1006
DEVO
(Rock)
SMOOTH NOODLEMAPS
SONET JAZZ
SNTCD 720
DICKENSON, Vic
(
JAM)
TROMBONE CHOU. Y
RYKO
RCD 003
DIGA RHYTHM BAND
DIGA
(-I
CHESS/MCA
CHD 216500
DIXON. Willie
THE CHESS BOX
(Blues)
FIENDCO 9
DOCTOR JOHN
DEMON
BRIGHTEST SMILE IN TOWN
(Jazz)
BLUEBIRD
ND 82293
DODOS, Johnny
BLUE CLARINET STOMP
(Jazz)
DULC)NA
OLCO 109
DOUGLAS STRINGS. Johnny
(Easy List 1
ON STAGE
UNDER 1FLAG CDFLAG 48
DRAGON
(Metal)
FALLEN ANGEL
DRIFTERS
TELSTAR
TCD 2373
VERY BEST OF BEN E KING AND THE DRIFTERS ( Soul)
DUBH CHAPTER
E'G
EGCD 76
SILENCE. CUNNING 8 EXILE
( Rock)
DUBLINERS, The
IDEAL
CD), 7909962
DUBLINERS. The
( Ethnic)

DUDMAK, Ursula
MAGIC LADY
DUHAN, Johnny
FAMILY ALBUM

IN 8 OUT

70082

ROUND TOWER (ja
RTFaiD 116
PC
OM 1106
DUO KASSNER - OUER
RYKO
CLASSICAL GUITARS( Class Cross
DZINTARS
)
RCD 004
SONGS OF AMBER
EGG
CHAR)SMNGIN CA
(Chel)510
THE CIVIL SERVICE
EIDE, Khalif. Ould 8 DIMI MINT
VVLD CIRCUIT
WC
(Rce
D
kO
) 19
MOORISH MUSIC FROM MAURITANIA (World)
ELECTRIBE 101
MERCURYPHON8429652
ELECTFIIBAL MEMORY
( Dance)
EMOTIONS, The
ST«
SO ( CAN LOVE YOU/UNTOUCHED
CDDIX.
(
0)947
ENO/CALE
LAND
WRONG WAY UP
LANDCD 12
EPIDEMIC
METALCORE
e)
CORE 4C0
THE TRUTH OF WHAT WILL BE
ERICKSON, Roky
DEMON
FIENDCD 66
GREMLINS HAVE PICTURES
( Rock)
ESSEVANTRIIAL
OLISC LASSICS
DEUTSCHE GR 4315412
ESSENTIAL DEA
TH a HORROR SOUNDBBC
VARIOUS
ESSENTIAL
VAIOUS
DEATHILHORROR SOUND 2BBC

(
ErCEIC 8r2

EURO - K

PROFILE

F
(
D
ILinc
EC.O 278

EVER
EU
YR
DA
OY
- PE
I' OPLE
YOU WASH I'LL DRY
FACTION
HR
T
EA
EE
VEN

THIRD MIND
SBK

T
S1
:C
P
AI
:9
1
):0 4
56

FATS GARDEN

LIT CIRCLE

CIR 0012

FEUCIANO. Jose
STEPPIN OUT
FEUNE
GROOVE
FELINE
GROOVE

OPTIMISM

29007149

RAZOR

leZPItICD 48

FIELDS OF THE NEPHIUM
BEGGARS BAN'
EL IZIUM
FINE ARTS BRASS ENSEMBLE
SAYDISC
'LIGHTER SIDE OF FINE ART BRASS ENSEMBLE
FIOL, Henry
EARTHWORKS
FONERO
FITZGERALD, Ell., AND HER ORCH
SANDY HOOK
SWINGIN NBC RADIO 1940 BIG BAND
PRESTIGE
FLORENCE, BobTI
THE LIMITED EDITION
STATE OF IliE ART
FLOYD'S CAJUN FAIS DO - 00
ACE
VARIOUS
FORMBY,
PLATINUM
THE
LA
OF GEORGE FORMBY
FOXX, Inez
STAN
AT MEMPHIS AND MORE
FRENCH,FRITH,KAISER 8 THOMPSON R
DR
Ei
M
oLR
ON
INVISIBLE MES
AN
FUREY, %bar
LOVE LETTERS
G.B.H.
RGH JUSTICE
FROM HERE TO REALITY
GABAREK QUARTET, Jan
ECM
AFRIC PEPPERBIRD
GABAREK, Jan
ECM
PHOTO WITH BLUE SKY

)

'
(e
Rock
13-13,CC
er)) 0
623

6
EGA

- 115CD
(Rock)
CDSDL 381
(Class Cross )
CDEVW 19
(Woad)
COSH 2051

ËDP 797
(Jazz)
CDCH 304
(Calo")
P 28
(Nostalgia)
CDSXD 034
(Soul)
FIENDCO 199
(Rock)
261156
(MOR)
CDJUST 16
(Punk)
8434752
(Jau)
8431682
(Jazz)
VPCD 1123
GALV
Y
A
UR
G°°
I0USD
VP
(Reggae)
GALAXIE 500
ROUGH TRADE ROUGHCD 156
THIS ( SOUR MUSIC
(Dance)
GALAXIE 500
ROUGH TRADE FIOUGHCD 156L
THIS ( SOUR MUSIC ( limited orations)
GANG OF FOUR
EMI
3583
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY
(Rock)
RADIOLAD T
COMA 1109
GARLAND, Judy/VARIOUS
THE WIZARD OF OZ - LUX RADIO THEATRE ORO ( SpOkeo)
GAYE BIKERS ON ACID
NAKED BRAIN
NBXCD 1
CANCER PLANET MISSION
( Rock)
GIANT SAND
DEMON
FIENDCD 129
LOVE SONGS. THE
( Rock)
GIANT SAND
DEMON
FIENDCD 115
STORM
( Rock)
GIANT SAND
DEMON
FIENDCD 204
SWERVE
( Rock)
GIBBS TRIO. Kevin
CONCORD
CCD 4432
CHRISTMAS PRESENCE
(Jazz)
GOLDEN GIRLS OF THE 60S
PLATINUM
PLATCD 344
VARIOUS
( Pop)
GOLDEN YEARS OF MUSIC HALL
SAYDISC
C.DSDL 380
VARIOUS
( Nostalgw)
GORDON QUARTET. Dexter
STEEPLECHASESCCD 31040
STABLE NAGLE
(
Jazz)
GRANT, David
4.6
BRCD 552
ANXIOUS EDGE
( Dance)
GRATEFUL DEAD
ARISTA
353935
WITHOUT A NET LIVE
( Rock)
GREAT KAI'. The
ROADRACER
RO 93732
BEETHOVEN ON SPEED
( Rock)
GREAT SHAKESPEAREANS
PAVN/PEARL
GEMMCD 9465
VARIOUS
( Sfolmo)
GRENADIER GUARDS, The
PREMIER/EMI
COGUARDS 1
MARCHING WITH THE GRENADIER GUARDS ( Brass/me
GRIMES Tiny.WITFI ROY ELDRIDGE
SONET JAZZ
SNTCD 736
ONE IS NEVER TOO OLD TO SWING
(
Jazz)
GRIMES, Carol, 8 IAN SHAW
ACE
CDWIK 93
LAZY BLUE EYES
GROVES, CharlesiRPO
CIRRUS/C C
6Ndr) 501
MUSIC FOR THE LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS (Class Cross )
GUITAR PARADISE OF EAST AFRICA EARTHWORKS CDEWV 21
VARIOUS
(World)
GULF COAST BLUES
DEMON
FIENDCD 194
VARIOUS
( Blues)
GYUTO MONKS, The
RYKO
RCO 001
FREEDOM CHANT FROM THE ROOF OF THE WORLD(EthnK)
HALF PINT
SONIC
SON 0001
20 SUPER HITS
( Row)
HALL & OATES
ARISTA
CHANGE OF SEASON
( Rock)
HAMPTON. LloneVSVEND ASMUSSEN SONET JAZZ
SNTCD 779
AS TIME GOES BY
(
Jazz)
HANCOCK, Butch,& JIMIE GILMOUR
VIRGIN
CDV 2649
TWO ROADS ( RECORDED LIVE IN AUSTRALIA) (Country)
HAPPY DAZE VOLUME 1
ISLAND
CIDTV I
VARIOUS
( Maw)
HARPER, Roy
AWARENESS
AWLCD 1019
BURN TFIE WORLD
( Folk)
HARRIET
EAST WEST
9031721102
WOMAN TO MAN
( 5001)
HATHAWAY, Leigh
VIA/AMERICA
CDVUS 24
LALAH HATHAWAY
( Dance)
HEADS UP
EMERGO
EM 93722
SOUL BROTHER CRISIS INTERVENTION (Rock)
HEAVEN IS HELL 1(TRIB VEL.UND.)
IMAGINARY
ILLCD 016
VARIOUS
( Rock)
HENDERSON QUINTET. Edche
STEEPLECHASESCCD 31264
THINK ON ME
( Jazz)
HENDRIX, JImi
POLYDOR
6472312
CORNERSTONES - JIMI HENDRIX 1967- 1970 (R0. 11)
NICKER, David
PRESIDENT
PF4CD 139
THE FINAL TOCCATA BASED ON A STORY (Class Cross I
HIGH, The
LONDON
8282242
SOMEWHERE SOON
( POP)
HILL. Andrew
SOUL NOTE
1210102
FACES OF HOPE
(
Jazz)
HILT
NETTWERK
NET 022CD
CALL THE AMBULANCE
( Rock)
HINTON, Eddie
ZANE
ZNCD 1001
LETTERS FROM MISSISSIPPI
( R 8 B)
HITS OF 1968
MUSIC FOR PL CDMFP 5899
VARIOUS
IPOP)
HODGES.JohnnyNALD BILLY DAVIS
BLUEBIRD
ND 82305
IN A MELLOTONE
(
Jam)
HOLLAND, Dave
ECM
6417782
EXTENSIONS
(Jazz)
HOWES, The
SEE F' MILES
SEECD 302
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE HOLLIES
(Pop)
HOLLOW MEN, The
ARISTA
260978
CIRCA
( Rock)

verÉ ST

arp.i.
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HOWUN WOLF
B FAMILY/ROL
BCD 15500
MEMPHIS DAYS- THE DEFINITIVE ED VOLUME 2 (Blues)
HULK, Elias
SEE F MILES
SEECD 286
UNCHAINED
HYMAN, Phyllis
SEQUEL
NEXCD 138
THE BUDDAH YEARS
(Soul)
IDLE RACE FEATURING JEFF LYNNE SEE F MILES
SEECD 60
(Rock)
BEST OF IDLE RACE FEAT JEFF LYNNE THE
IMMACULATE FOOLS
CBS
4665372
ANOTHER MANS WORLD
(Rock)
BEECHWOOD M IT 010CD
INDIE TOP 20 VOLUME 10
VARIOUS
(Inc.)
INFANT GOD
IMAGINARY
ILLCD 020
(Rock)
PUBERTY
3953112
INTEWGENT HOODLUM, The
RAM
THE INTELLIGENT HOODLUM
(Amp)
CHAMPION
CHAMACO 1023
JT & THE BIG FAMILY
JT & THE BIG FAMILY
(Dance)
PRICE AT/EMI
CZ 364
JACKSON, Freddie
ROCK ME TONIGHT
(
)
JACKSON, Michael/DIANA ROSS
MOTOWN
WO 72691
LOVE SONGS
( Soul)
JAH SHAKA
GREENSLEEVESSHAKACD 872
COMMANDMENTS OF DUB CHAPTER 9
GREENSLEEVESte
D 871
JAN SHAKA
THE DISCIPLES
JAMES GANG
BG0
B
(
P60
(Rock)
YER' ALBUM
CDVUS 20
JAMES, Colin
VIFVAMERICA
(Rock)
SUDDEN STOP
MCAD 33122
JARRETT, Keith
IMPULSE (
FORT YAWUH
(Jazz)
JARRETT, Keith
ECM
8430282
SUN BEAR CONCERTS
(Jazz)
4672602
JENNINGS, Melon
EPIC
(Country)
EAGLE THE
JSPCD 235
JONES, Paul
JSP
(Blues)
RHYTHM 8 BLUES SHOW
HOT 9001C
JONES. Percy
HOT WIRE
CAPE CATASTROPHE
JONES, Philly Joe
SONET JAZZ
735
MEAN WHAT YOU SAY
(Jazz)
CDC 9004
JONES, Thad/MEL LEWIS
LAC JAZZ
THAD JONESMEL LEWIS
JORDAN TRIO. Duke
STEEPLECHASE SC
a'
à 31011
FLIGHT TO DENMARK
(
Jan)
JOSEF K
LES TEN MOD
LTMCD 2305
THE ONLY FUN IN TOWN/SORRY FOR LAUGHING
(
Rock)
LES TEN MOD
LTMCD 2307
YOUNG AND STUPID
KANTE,
May
TOUMA
BARCLAY/LON 8
4
( 3
.7
,,d
0)
2
)2

ea.

KARN,
Mick
TITLES

VIRGIN

CDV 2249

KIARA
ARISTA
2
(16r0k
43
)
CIVILIZED ROGUE
(
Soul)
KILBURN 8 THE HIGH ROADS
SEQUEL
NEXCD 144
HANDSOME
KING PLEASURE a T'BISCUIT BOYS
BIG BEAR
CD
(RT1E
k)A R 32
THIS IS IT
( RA B)
KING'S X
MEG ATL E W
756821452
FAITH HOPE. LOVE
KING,
ben
C
(MeeX1
E
) 032
THURSDAY NIGHT IN SAN FRANCISCO
(Blues)
KING, Alban
STAX
CDSXE 031
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IN SAN FRANCISCO
KING, Freddie
SEQUEL
N
'
B E)/126
GETTING READY
( Blu.)
KLEMMER, John
IMPULSE.
MCAD 33123
WATERFALLS
(
Jazz)
KOOL AND THE GANG
TELSTAR
243
.) 5
KOOL LOVE
(Dance)
KOONO
HOT WIRE
HOT 9002C
SENEGAL
(
Jazz)
KOTTKE, Leo
BOO
BGOCD 50
GREENHOUSE
LA'S, The
GO. DISCS
1328 2022
(R“
k)
THE
LACY, Steve
BLACK SAINT
1200082
TRICKLES
(
Jamo)
LADYSMITI BLACK MAIABAZO
SHANACHIE
SHOD 43074
CLASSIC TRACKS
( World)
LANE, Ronnie
MARQUEE CLASMOCCD 002
RONNIE LANE
LARD
ALTERN TENT
VRG'
(
IRÚS
) 84CD
THE LAST TEMPTATION OF REID
LAUDER, Sir Harry
FLAPPER
PReSTC
(
) 0 9719
ILOVE A LASSIE
( Ethrsc)
LAUREL 8 HARDY
RAD/DERANN T COMA 1104
LAUREL 8 HARDY ON THE AIR
LAVA HAY
LONDON
8C
(
r73822
'4)
LAVA HAY
(Folk)
LED ZEPPELIN
ATLAN/E WEST 7567804152
REMASTERS (3LP/2 CASS2 CD)
LENNON. John/YOKO ONO
POLYDOR
113 “71 k
60
)2
MILK AND HONEY
(
I
LES RITA MITSOUKO
VIRGIN
CDV 2637
(PM
UGGINS, Joe,THE HONEYDRIPPERS
ACE
COCHO 307
JOE LIGGINS AND THE HONEYDRIPPERS
(R W RI
COCHO 306
UGGINS,Jiminy,8 H'DROPS OF JOY
ACE
JIMMY LIGO/NS AND HIS DROPS OF JOY
R "R
ABOXCD 2
HERE'S LITTLE RICHARD'VOLUME 2
IR '
n' FL)
LNDS.SYM.ORCJLAURIE JOHNSON
UNICORN - KAN UKCO 2040
NORTH BY NORTHWEST
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK(FIlinsiShows)
LOUISIANA CHANKT CAJUN MUSIC
ZANE
ZNCD 1002
VARIOUS
( Canal)
LOVE, &Ionia
COOLTEMPO
CTCD 14
DOWN TO EARTH
(
AaP)
LOWE, Nick
DEMON
FIENDCD 203
THE WILDERNESS YEARS
(
Rock)
LYNCH MOB
ELEKTRA
7559609542
WICKED SENSATION
(
Metal)
LYNN. Vera
IDEAL
COP 7948252
VERA LYNN
( Nostalgia)
LYTLE, Johnny
BGP
CDBGPD 961
THE LOOP/NEW ANO GROOVY
( lazz)
MACARTHUR
COLOSSEUM
VSD 5260
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
( films/Shows)
MAD LADS, The
ST«
CDSX0 958
THE MAD MAD
MAD LADS A NEW BEGINNIN
(
Soul)
MAO PROFESSOR
ARMA
ARICO 045
DUB ME CRAZY PART 9
MAD RIVER
EDSEL
E
(
RCMal
eá0
MAD RIVER
( Rock)
MAGNUM
COLL SERIES
CCSCO 272
THE COLLECTION
( Rock)
MANN, Herbie
CHESKY
JO 40
CAMINHO DE CASA
( JazZ)
MANOWAR
TEN
XIDCD 21
SIGN OF THE HAMMER
Rock
MAPFUMO, Thomas
EARTHWORKS CDEWV 22
SHUMBA ( VITAL HITS OF ZIMBABWE) ( World)
MAR - KEYS, The
STAN
CDSXD 959
DAMIFIKNOW ,MEMPHIS EXPERIENCE
(
Soul)
MARDI GRAS ROCK'N'ROLL
ACE
COCHO 188
VARIOUS
( R n' R)
MARSHALL. Julian
CYSEE4MILES C5 CD561
CELEBRATION
MAYFIELD, Percy
ACE
CDCHID 283
POET OF THE BLUES
(Blues)
MAYOR. Simon
ACOUSTICS
CDACS 012
THE MANDOLIN ALBUM
(Class Cross )
McCORKLE, Susannah
CONCORD
CCD 4418
SABIA
(Jazz)
MCEACHERN, Malcolm
FLAPPER
PASTCD 9723
FLOTSAM AND JETSAM
(Nostalgm)
McFERRIN, Bobby
EMI USA
CDMTL 1059
MEDICINE MAN
MCGRIFF,Jimmy. FEAT.H CRAWFORD LAC JAZZ
CDC 9001
JIMMY MCC RIFF ( FEATURING HANK CRAWFORD) (
Jau)
MCKINNEYSCOT'NP'KERS(1928 30 BLUEBIRD
ND 90517
THE BAND DON REDMAN BUILT
(Jazz)
McLEAN QUARTET, Jackie
STEEPLECHASESCCD 36005
DR JACKLE
(
Jam
MEDICINE HEAD
POLYDOR
8439012
MEDICINE HEAD
( Rock)

Les

( Pop)
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POPULAR

MEGADETH
FAME
PEACE SELLS BUT WHO'S BUYING'
MELLY, George
LEGACY
Purnni ON THE RITZ
METAL DUCK
R KT
AUTO DUCKO DESTRUCTO MONDON
METHENY, Pal
ECM
80/81
MILLER BAND, Steve
FAME
THE JOKER
MILTON, R, 8 HIS SOLID SENDERS
ACE
ROY MILTON & HIS SOLID SENDERS
SONIC
MINOU. Soga,
MISSING YOU
VARIOUS
MISSION, The
GRAINS OF SAND
MOMENTS IN SOUL
VARIOUS

COFA 3242
(Meta))
LLPCID 135
(Jazz)
COMO 196
(Metal)
8431772
(Jan)
COFA 3250
(Rock)
COCHO 308
(Blues)
SON 0009

EMI

CRT/ 53
(Pop)
MERCURY/PHON84169372
(Rock)
STYLUS
SMD 023
(Dance)
COLL SERIES
CCSCD 273
(Rock)
POLYDOR
8471092

all Gary
T COLLECTION
MOORE, John
DISTORTION
B FAMILY9901 0
)15505
MOORE, Merrill
BOOGIE MY BLUES AWAY (2 CD BOX SET)
IR 'n'
POLYDOR
8471002
MORRISON, Van
(Rock)
ENLIGHTENMENT
PARLOPHONE CDCLP 3788
MORRISSEY
(Rock)
BONA DRAG
JSP
JSPCD 321
MORTON, Jelly Roll
(Blues)
VOLUME 1
MOTORS, The
VIRGIN
CDV 2089
1
MOTORS, The
VIRGIN )V)2101
APPROVED BY THE MOTORS
( Pop)
MUSIC FROM MO' BETTER BLUES
CBS
4671602
VARS(FEAT BRANFORD MARSALISGANG STARR) ( FlIrns/Snows)
MUSSOLINI HEADKICK
WORLD DOMIN WO 6663CD
BLOOD ON THE FLAG
( Ethnic)
NASTY BLUES 2
ICHIBAN
ICH 1066CD
VARIOUS
( Blues)
NEARY, Paddy
SCOTDISC
WEN 512
MUSICAL GEMS
( Ellusc)
NELSON'S ORCHESTRA AFICANA.Bill COCTEAU
JCCD 18
IKONOGRAPHY
( Rock)
NEVADA BEACH
ZORRO
CDZORRO 13
ZERO DAY
(
Metal)
NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
CBS
4675042
NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK
(POP)
SBKCD 1002
NEW YORK HOUSEN AUTHORITY
SBK
NEW YORK HOUSE N AUTHORITY
NICKS, Stevie
PRICE AT/EMI
6-2356
WILD HEART
NICO
EMERGO
EM '
9
'
34
) 92
(Rock)
HANGING GARDENS
NIGHTBREED
MCA
MC
(Fdm
AD
s/ rhow
"
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
s)
NOW DANCE 903
EMINIRPOLY
C
(DD
.190
,,, 00
,6
VARIOUS
FIENDCD 192
O'HAGAN, Sean
DEMON
HIGH LLAMAS
(Rock)
C
(R.
DA k
T,
V 14
OBUVEON
ACTIVE
FROM THIS DAY FORWARD
EBA 003CD
OIL IN THE EYE
EL BEAT ASS
(Rock)
THE SURGICAL FATHERLAND
COBEAR 33
ORIGINAL STAGE CAST
BIG BEAR
LADY SINGS THE BLUES
( Films/Shows)
OUTLAWS The
SEE F' MILES
SEECD 303
RIDE AGAIN (
THE SINGLES AS & BS)
( Rock)
OVERLORD%
MANGO/ISLAND CIDM 1048
X VERSUS THE WORLD
P.FUNK ALL - STARS
SOUTEND/ACE
2
LIVE
( Funk)
PANKOW
CONTEMPO
COTECD 161
OMNE ANIMAL TRISTE POST COITUM
( Dance)
PARIS CONCERT
ECM
0431632
CIRCLE
4 ,,, El'
lijRCè,558
PARIS, Mica
(Dance)
CONTRIBUTION
PAUL Freebie
SONIC
SON 0008
20 MASSIVE HITS
MCA
atn6.)108
PEBBLES
ALWAYS
(Dance)
PENTANGLE
DEMON TRANS TRANDEMCD 7
BASKET OF LIGHT
!Folk)
PET SHOP BOYS
PARLOPHONE CDPCSD 113

mw

PHILLIPS, Eddie
PROMISED LND PL 102152
RIFFMASTER OF THE WESTERN WORLD
(Rock)
PICCOLO,Greg
DEMON
FIENDCD 202
HEAVY JUICE
(
Blues)
INERANUNZI, Enrico
SOUL NOTE
1212212
NO MAN S LAND
PIERCE. Webb
BEAR FAMILY'
BCD 15522
THE WONDERING BOY 1951 - 58 (4CD BOX SET) ( Courary)
PINE, Courtney
MANGO/ISLAND CIDM 1046
CLOSER TO HOME
PINK FAIRIES
DEMON
j
lENII
JCD 105
KILL EM 8 EAT EM
( Rock)
PINK FAIRIES, The
POLYDOR
8438942
THE BEST OF THE PINK FAIRIES
(Rock)
PITNEY, Gene
POLYDOR
8471192
BACKSTAGE
(POP)
PIZZARELLI, John
CHESKY
JD 38
MY BLUE HEAVEN
(Jazz)
POETS. The
RCA
PD 74431
THE POETS
(Inche(
POLAND, Chris
ENIGMAROADR 88 93402
RETURN TO METALOPOLIS
(Meta))
POP WILL EAT ITSELF
RCA
PD 74828
CURE FOR SANITY
(Rock)
PRETTY THINGS
EDSEL
EDCD 236
SF SORROW
(Rock)
PARK
PRKCD 4
PRI0.11 pllitaydn elillCK KEMP
(Folk)
J'ACE
TTON 001 LCD
PROBY, P.J.
THANKS
PROSY, P.J.
SEE FOR MILE
S
(
PEt D 82
THE BEST OF P J PROBY VOLUME 2
PROJECT D
TELSTAR
T
PCT242
SYNTHESIZER 2
(MOR Inst
PUBUC IMAGE UNITED
VIRGIN
COY 2644
GREATEST HITS SO FAR
(Rock)
PULLEN, Don/SAM RIVERS
BLACK SAINT
1200042
CAPRICORN RISING
(Jul)
QUICKSILVER MESSENGER SERVICE EDSEL
EDGE, 208
SHADY GROVE
(Rock)
RAINBOW
CONN COLLECT DPVSOPCD 155
LIVE IN GERMANY 1976
(Rock)
RAMAZZOTTL Eros
RCA
PD 74765
IN GONE SENSO
(Pop)
RAWLS. Lou
BL NOTE/EMI
CD,B1 93841
ITS SUPPOSED TO BE FUN
(Jazz)
MARQUEE CLASMOCCD 001
READING FESTIVAL ' 73
VARIOUS
(Rock)
REALM
ROADRACER
RO 94062
SUICIETY
(Metal)
REBEI LO. Jeson
NOVUS
PO 90527
CLEARER VIEW A
(Jazz)
RED HOT 8 BLUE
CHRYSALIS
CCD 1799
REDMAN QUARTET. Dewey
BLACK SAINT
1201232
LIVING ON THE EDGE
(
Jazz)
REGGAE PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRAMANGO ISLAND OEM 1047
RPO TIME
RENEGADE SOUNDWAVE
MUTE
85
RSW IN DUB
;
Dance)
RHYTHM DEVILS. Tx,
RYKO
RCD 002
THE APOCALYPSE NOW SESSIONS
(
FilmaShove)
PIDE
CREATION
GRECO 074
NOWHERE
( ROCA)
RIP RIG 8 PANIC
VIRGIN
CDOVD 329
KNEE DEEP IN HITS
( Rock)
ROBINSON, Torn, 8 JAKKO JAKSZYK MUSIDISC
106662
WE NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD
( Rock)
ROCK ' N' ROLL RADIO
RAD ID TRAS
COMA 1087
VARIOUS
( R n R)

eil.

PLATÇU 341
ROCKERS AND BALLADEERS 1
PLATINUM
(Rock)
VARIOUS
ROCKERS AND BALLADEERS 2
PLATINUM
PLATCO 342
VARIOUS
(Rock)
FIENDCD 28
ROCKPILE
DEMON
(Rock)
SECONDS OF PLEASURE
NE XCD 142
ROGERS, Jimmy
SEQUEL
JIMMY ROGERS SINGS THE BLUES
(Blues)
8201432
ROLUNG STONES, The
LONDON
MORE HOT ROCKSIBIG HITS & FAZED COOKIES)
(Rock)
MCAD 33120
ROWNS, Sonny
IMPULSE.
(Jazz)
EAST BROADWAY RUN DOWN
CDGRUB 16
RONDAT, Polack
MUSIC F N
JUST FOR FUN
(Metal)
CCSCD 277
ROSE MARIE
COLL SERIES
(COuntry)
THE COLLECTION
AVECD 002
ROSE OF AVALANCHE
AVALANTIC
STRING A BEADS
4ia 0ti 1107
ROSS ORCHESTRA, Andy
PRESIDENT
(MOR)
DANCING FEET
SNTCD 790
ROWLES, Jimmy
SONET JAZZ
(Jazz)
ISFAHAN
EGCD 77
ROSY MUSIC
ED
(Rock)
HEART STILL BEATING
7599609402
RUBAIYAT
EL EKTRA
VARIOUS
-I
8438962
RUBETTES, The
POLYDOR
(Pop)
THE BEST OF THE RUBETTES
1210142
RUSSELL George
SOUL NOTE
OTHELLO BALLET SUITE/EL. ORGAN SONATA 1
(Jazz)
NE XCD 139
RUSSELL Leon
SEQUEL
(Rock)
HANK WILSON'S BACK
NE XCD 137
RUSSELL Leon, AND TIE SHELTER
SEQUEL
(Rock)
LEON RUSSELL AND THE SHELTER PEOPLE
SADUS
ROADRACER
RO 93682
(Meta))
SWALLOWED IN BLACK
SAMSON
CONN COLLECT VSOPCD 151
(Metal)
PILLARS OF ROCK
VIRGIN
CDV 2636
SANDRA
PAINTINGS IN YELLOW
(Pop)
FUNDEMENTAL SAVE 087C0
SAVAGE REPUBLIC
(Rock)
LIVE IN EUROPE
GAP
GAP 96252
SCHUMAN, Tom
EXTREMETIES
(Jazz)
SEDDIKI, Sidi
GLOBESTYLE
CDORB 063
(World)
SHOUF.
IDEAL
COP 7903702
SEEKERS, The
SEEKERS. The
CONCORD
C
(
PC )
4430
SELF, Jim
TRICKY LIX
(Jazz)
SOUVENIR
SPICE/311
SELLERS ENGINEERING BAND
(Brass/mkt)
REFLECTIONS
EMER IN /19r
EM 93642
SENATOR FLUX
THE CRIMINAL SPECIAL
I- I
ORIGIN MUSIC 01.4C130015 0016
SENSI DUB VOLUMES 28 3
VARIOUS
SEPULTURA
ROADRACER
9
FI
C'
I eto0
0)
2
(Metal)
SCHIZOPHRENIA
INTEGRITY
IR 012CD
SERENES, The
BAREFOOT AND PREGNANT
(Pop)
SHADOWS
BOO
BGOCD 84
(Instrumental)
ROCKIN' WITH CURLY LEADS
SHAKA ALLSTARS
GREENSLEEVESSHAKACD 848
MESSAGE FROM AFRICA
DYNAMITE
7
SHAKE RATTLE 8 ROLL
(R OR)
VARIOUS
MUSIC FOR PI
CC 259
SHAPIRO, Helen
HELEN SHAPIRO
(POP)
SHE ROCKERS
JIVE
CHIP 105
ROCKER FROM LONDON
(RaP)
SHOCKER
COLOSSEUM
VSD 5247
(Frans/Shows)
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
SIDNEY, Anthony
CONTEMPO
CONTECD 149
ANTHOLOGY
(Rock)
ARISTA
261044
SIMON, Carly
HAVE YOU SEEN ME LATELY
SIMON .JO.
SOUTHBOUND CDSEWD 954
SOUNDS OF SIMON/SIMON COUNTRY
( Soul)
SIMON, Pun
WAR BROTHERS7599260982
THE RHYTHM OF THE SAINTS
( Rock)
SIMPLE MINDS
VIRGIN
SMTCD 1
THEMES VOLUME 1
( Rock)
SIMPLE MINDS
VIRGIN
SMTCD 3
THEMES VOLUME 3
( Rock)
SIMPLE MINDS
VIRGIN
SMTCD 4
THEMES VOLUME 4
( Rock)
SISTERS OF MERCY
M RE LiE WEST 9031726632
THE VISION THING
( Rock)
SMASH HITS 1990
DOTCHRYS
CCD 18
VARIOUS
(
POP)
SNOW. Phoebe
SEQUEL
NEXCD 1O.
PHOEBE SNOW
SONET JAZZ SAMPLER
SONET JAZZ
S
(
P&CD 203

Irfel;

SOUL YEARS
1970
KNIGHT
KIVU) 22070
VAR ( Inc JBROWN BROOK BENTONNOT CHOC) ( Soul)
SOUL YEARS
1971
KNIGHT
KNCD 22071
VAR(,nc ARETHA FRANKLIN.STYLISTICS. SLY)
(
Soul)
SOUL YEARS
1972
KNIGHT
KNCD 22072
VAR(inc aJAYS.ARCHIE BELL BILLY PRESTON ( Soul)
SOUL YEARS
1973
KNIGHT
KNCD 22073
VARIOUS(Inc DETROIT SPINNERS. DRIFTERS) ( Sou))
SOUL YEARS - 1974
KNIGHT
KNCD 22074
VARBnc HUES CORPORATIONJOHNNY BRISTOL) ( Soul)
SPANIER, Muggsy
BBC
BBCCD 687
1931 AND 1939
(Jazz)
SPEWING, Chris
NEW ROSE
ROSE 216CD
CAFE DAYS
(
Rock)
SPEED KILLS 5
UNDER 1FLAG CDFLAG 46
VARIOUS
( Metal)
SPERMBIRDS
FULL CIRCLE
FULL 002CD
COMMON THREAD
Ittetal)
STAFFORD, Jo/GORDON MACRAE
MEMOIR
CDMOIR 402
DOWN MEMORY LANE
( MOH Vocal)
STAR INC
ARCADE
ARC 938102
SYNTHESIZER GREATEST
( Instrumental)
STARR, Ringo, 8 ALL-STAR BAND
EMI
CDEMS 1375
RINGO STARR AND HIS ALL -- STARR BAND
(
Pop)
STATESIDE SMASHES
PLATINUM
PLATCD 345
VARIOUS
( POP)
STATUS QUO
VERTIGOPHON 8467972
ROCKING ALL OVER THE YEARS
( Rock)
STEELE, Terry
SBK
K2 94101
KING OF HEARTS
STEVENS, Shakin'
TELSTAR
TCD 2454
THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF MUSIC RN/ROLL
IR n' RI
STITT.S/A BLAKEY 6 JAZZ MESS..
SONET JAZZ
SNTCD 691
IN WALKED SONNY
(Jazz)
STUNNING, The
SOLID
ROCD 005
PARADISE IN THE PICTURE HOUSE
( Rock)
STYLE COUNCIL The
POLYDOR
8357852
CONFESSIONS OF A POP GROUP
( Pop)
STYLE COUNCIL The
POLYDOR
8314432
COST OF LOVING. THE
(
POP)
SUMUN. Hubert
DEMON
FIENDCD 193
HEALING FEELING
(
B)ues)
SURIAAN, John
ECM
8438492
ROAD TO SAINT IVES
(Jan)
SWIM
MCA
DMCG 6069
SUNDRIVE ROAD
(
Rock)
T.C.MATIC
FAN CLUB
FC 068CD
CHOCO
IRoPI
T.C.MATIC
FAN CLUB
FC 067CD
L'APACHE
( POP)
TALK TALK
PRICE AT/EMI
CZ 359
SPIRIT OF EDEN. THE
Mock)
TALKING HEADS
PRICE ATEMI
CZ 362
NAKED
( Rock)
TAXI GIRL
FAN CLUB
FC 071CD
QUELQUE PART DANS PARIS
) Pop(
TAYLOR QUARTET, James
URBAN/POLYDR 8347972
DO YOUR OWN THING
( Dance)
TAYLOR,
CARLA OLSON
DEMON
FIENDCD 197
LIVE
( Rock)
TEENA MARIE
EPIC
4658782
IVORY
( Dance)
TEN CITY
ATLANJE WEST 7567821462
STATE OF MIND
( Dune)

Mid', a

12

WHICH
DECEMBER
TERRY, Chat
PORTRAITS
TERRY, LileanITommy FLANAGAN
DREAM COMES TRUE THE
THE BEST OF BGP
VARIOUS
THE BOP SESSION
VARIOUS
THE GLORY OF XMAS

CHESKY

JD 2
(Jan)
1210472

SOUL NOTE
BGP

6

SONET JAZZ

grTèD 692

04)
/BPM 1030

SENTENEL

62' 1080
)
THE KINGS&OUEENS TOWNSHIP JIVE EARTHWORKS CDEWV 20
VARIOUS
(World)
THE PSYCHEDELIC YEARS 1966 69
KNIGHT
PSDCD 47003
VARrtnc COUNT FIVE. SPIRIT, MOVE. CREAM)
(
Rock)
THE TROPICAL SOUND OF COLUMBIA MANGO/ISLAND CIDM 1058
(World)
THE VOCAL GROUPS
PLATINUM
PLATCD 343
VARIOUS
(Rock)
THE ZOO
DOCUMENT
DCD 001
VARIOUS
Rock
THEY LIVE
DEMON
DSCD 1
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
( Fdrns/Shovel
THIS IS THE BLUES 24 ELB.HITS
PLATINUM MUS PLATCD 3909
VARIOUS
( Blues)
THREE JOHNS, The
TUPELO
TUPCD 018
EAT YOUR SONS
(
Rock)
THROBBING GRISTLE
MUTE
TGCD 7
THROBBING GRISTLE'S GREATEST HITS
(
Rock)
TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
SHOOK/DER T COSH 2080
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK
(
Fdrns/Shows)
TIPPETT, Keith/ANDY SHEPPARD
EG
8E14761
66 SHADES OF LIPSTICK
(
Jazz)
TOKEN ENTRY
ROADRUNNER EM 93942
WEIGHT OF THE WORLD
IMolall
TONITE LETS MAKE LOVE IN LDN
SEE F MILES
SEECD 258
VARIOUS
TOO SHORT
JIVE «
CHIP 106
SHORT DOG'S IN THE HOUSE
IRK»
TOP 20 TV THEMES
WEEKEND
WEEKCD 3
VARIOUS
TOUCH
MUSIC FOR N
DMFN 107
TOUCH
(Rock)
TRISOMIE 21
PlayltAg/Sern
BIAS 181CD
RAW MATERIAL
(Rock)
TRIXTER
MCA
MCAD 6389
TR1XTER
(Rock)
TURNER, Sinson
CREATION
CRECD 064
SIMON TURNER
(Rock)
TURNER, Tina
PRICE AT/EMI
CZ 358
LOVE EXPLOSION
(
Rock)
TURNER. Tina
PRICE AT/EMI
2c 154
ROUGH
(Rock)
TURNER, Tina
CAPITOL
COT/GIFT 1
TINA
0)00
TW1LLEY BAND. Dwight
SEQUEL
NEXCD 140
SINCERELY
(Rock)
TWO LEFT HANDS (T TAYLOR a ...
OFFBEAT
CDLEFT 1
MUSIC FOR LEFT - HANDERS
Rock
ULTIMATE BLUES COLLECTION, THE CAST COMMUN CTVCD 206
THE ULTIMATE BLUES COLLECTION ( Blues)
UN PEU PAS VRAIMENT
LES DISQUES
TWI 9182
VARIOUS
( Rock)
VALENS, Ritchie
ACE
COCHO 953
RITCHIE VALENS/RITCHIE ( R 'n RI
VAR(LAWNMOWER DETNMETAL DUCK)FI K T
COMO 192
SPLIT CD
( Metal)
VAUGHAN BROTHERS, The
EPIC
4670142
FAMILY STYLE
( Blues)
VAYA CON DIE/S
RCA
PD 74688
NIGHT OWL
( Polo)
VINTON, Bobby
EPIC
4675702
BLUE VELVET
(Pop)
VOLCANO 20 SUPER HITS
SONIC
SON 0005
VARIOUS
WALK ON FIRE
MCA
6063
BLIND FAITH (corr to previous lasting) ( Rock)
WALTON TRIO, Cedar
TIMELESS
CDSJP 223
CEDAR
(
Jazz)
WARTIME
CHRYSALIS
MPCD 1753
FAST FOOD FOR THOUGHT
(
)
WARWICK, Dion.
ARISTA
260918
DIONNE WARWICK SINGS COLE PORTER
(
MORI
WATERBOYS
ENSIGN/CHRYS CCD 1768
ROOM TO ROAM (24 Sept rel. not adorned)
(
Rock)
WEE PAPA GIRL RAPPERS
JIVE
CHIP 103
BE AWARE
WHITTAKER, Roger
RCA
PD V4817
YOU DESERVE THE BEST
(MORI
WILLJAMS. Joe
LRC JAZZ
CDC 9005
JOE WILLIAMS
(Jau)
WILIJAMS, John
COLOSSEUM
VSCD 5280
PRESUMED INNOCENT
WILUS QUINTET, Lamy
STEEPLECHASEsuuD 31269
HEAVY BLUE
WILLS, Bob
EDSEL
325
TIFFANY TRANSCRIPTIONS VOLUME 5
(Country)
WILLS. Bob
EDSEL
EDCD 326
TIFFANY TRANSCRIPTIONS VOLUME 6
(Country)
WILLS, Bob
EDSEL
EDCD 327
TIFFANY TRANSCRIPTIONS VOLUME 7
(Country)
WILLS Bob
EDSEL
EDCD 328
TIFFANY TRANSCRIPTIONS VOLUME 8
(Country)
WILSON, Teddy
LRC JAZZ
CDC 9003
TEDDY WILSON
( Ja=_)
WINDING, Kai, a CURTIS FULLER
SONET JAZZ
SNTCD 834
GIANT BONES 80
IJazz)
WOLFSBANE
DEF AMERICAN 8469672
ALL HELLS BREAKING LOOSE DOWN AT LITT ( Metal)
WYNETTE, Tammy
EPIC
4673552
HEART OVER MIND
(Country)
XL RECORDINGS
THE FIRST CH,
XL RECORDING XLCD 105
VARIOUS
(Dance)
YIS T
RAW POWER
RAWCD 040
ANTHOLOGY
(Metal)
YELLOWMAN
SONIC
SON 0006
20 SUPER HITS
(Reggae)
YEN
IRS
EIRSACD 1035
AIR
(Rock)
ZZ TOP
WAR BROTHERS7599262652
RECYCLER
(Rock)

IR

ma

CLASSICAL
ABRAHAM: Flower OtHawao V, tea
Brauner Loor
ANERIO: Requern Motets
Westminster Choir
ANON: Centre Burana
Glernene. Consort
ANTHEIL: Sir Ois I 3
Mondriaan Ql
BACH: Brandenburgo I 6, Stns 2.3
BPO Karajan
BACH: Chorales Vol 1 elc
Barber Organ
BACH: Gamba Sons 1027-9 Iv/ JGFEh
Bylsrna Cello Pico etc
BACH: Lute Wks
Korchof
BACH, Magmhcat, Canlata BO
Schick Herreweghe
BACH: Mass In B Mmor
Stch•Randall Mane:
BACH: Motets BINV 225 9
Stuttgart Bernie
BACH: Organ Cones 1.6
Richter K
BACH: Organ Wks Vol 5
rtord
BACH Organ Wks Vol 6
BACH Sr Matthew Passion
• • ', hoer Bony Jochurn
8,CH. JC: Flats 8 Trios
',(e Pedersen etc

122

Koch

399 225

Hyperon

CDA 66417

H Munch

HUA 190336 8

Ercetera

KTC . 093

DG

431 173-2

ASV

CDGAU 120

Sony

CD 45945

Sony

S2T 45858

H Munch

HMC 901326

Philips

426 657-2

Sony

ST 45859

Arch's

o311 ,9-2

Decca

425631- 2

Decca

Z25635-2

Philips

426 645- 2

Kontraeinkt

KCD 32048

CLASSICAL

BACH, JC: Syrns Op 18 1 4 6. Op 66
Coll AureurnrPeters
BMG
BAINBRIDGE: Fantasia Vio Cone etc
Trampler/Composers Ens
Conhnuum
BAIRD: Psychodrama. Tomorrow
Anon Artése
Olympia
BARBER: Cave Of Heart Ns Copland)
Atlantic Set / Schenk
Koch
BARTOK: Muse Dance Ste
Phdh Hung rDorat,
Philips
BARTOK: Pno Cones 1. 2.3
Behop.Kovacenc(/C Davis
Philips
BARTOK: VI Solo Son . etc
OsosiovrtcoTomes
Hyperion
BEETHOVEN: Conc Me In C etc
KremerrLSO/Tchakarov
DG
BEETHOVEN: %eh° - ere
FrIcsay/Flavanan
IMP
BEETHOVEN: Mesa Solemnis
Grebe/ HottgeniJochurn
Philips
BEETHOVEN: Overtures 171
Phdh 0 : Klemperer
EMI
BEETHOVEN: Pno Cone 210 Haydn)
Argench/London Sad
EMI
BEETHOVEN: Pno Cones I - 5. Font
Tart1C/IrNornregton
EMI
BEETHOVEN: Pno Cones 1 4
TomiLSOrGral
EMI
BEETHOVEN: Str Ors Op 1B- I 6
Guarnen 01
BMG
BEETHOVEN: Str Ors Op 18'5. 59 1
New Budapest 01.
Hypenon
BEETHOVEN: Str Ors Op 18. 74. 95
Lindsay Ot
ASV
BEETHOVEN: Str Ots Op 591- 3
Lindsay 01
ASV
BEETHOVEN: Str Ots Op 59.1 3
Vermeer Ot
Ted.
BEETHOVEN: Str Ors Op 59. 74. 95
Guarnen Oi
BMG
BEETHOVEN: Str Ors Late
Guarneri 01
BMG
BEETHOVEN: Str Ots Late
Lindsay 01
ASV
BEETHOVEN: Syrn 3
Stuttgart RO. Muncenger
Intercord
BEETHOVEN: Syr, 6pir Brahms elc 1
VP0- Abbado
DG
BEETHOVEN: Sym 9
VaradyNes Glee,
DG
BEETHOVEN: Triple Cone Sym 10
ECOGibson. etc
Chandos
BEETHOVEN/LISZT: Sens 1-9
Kaiser's. Pno
Teldee
BELLINI: Oboe Conc Iv/ R Strause
Schellenberger Levine
DG
BERG: Chamber Cone lo Schoenberg)
COE Helmer
Teldec
BERIO: Sequenza 3 7.2 Pent etc
Berberian Berm
Philips
BERLIOZ: Harold ReveneCapoce
Menuhin Davis Pechard
EMI
BERLIOZ: Syro Font . AU eve
Boston SO Ozawa
DG
BERLIOZ: Syni Fantastque
Pans Cons Argene
Pickwick
BIZET: Don Procopm .- cpte
Vanza,Mesple Amaduce
C du Monde
BIZET: Sym 1 Jeu, Petrie
Czech PaKos,er
Supraphon
BLISS: Checkmate tor Waltonl
ENP..Lloyd.JOnes
Hyperion
BLOC11: ' Israel' Sen : Pno Cone
Mitchell VSIO0 Goischman
Start
BLOW/ Venus 8 Adonis tos Gibbons)
Consort Ot Mos., Roomy
BMG
BOITO: Mefistotele Prologue elc
Caballe.Geaurov
DG
BRACE: Harnberger %emus*
Hespenon XX Savall
BMG
BRAHMS: Pno Cone 1. Haydn Vero
Barenbern Barbee,
EMI
BRAHMS: Pno Cons 2. Ovs
Barenboon Barerolt
EMI
BRAHMS: Pno On ( w Schumann)
Frankl. Lindsay Ot
ASV
BRAHMS: Serenade No 2etc
Merck CO Srtnane
Bayer
BRAHMS: Sellers 1: 2
Anon Ames
EMI
BRAHMS: Song 01 Destiny Name elc
Grazer Ch 8 SO
Preset
BRAHMS: Seri I. Haydn Rhaps
Philo 0 Muti
Preps
BRAHMS: Sym 1. Trage Ov
Phil,' 0 Ave.
ASV
BRAHMS: Sym 28 Intereew
Danish RSO Horensten
Unicorn- K
BRAHMS: Sym 3. Alto Rime
Norman Pea 0 Mull
Philips
BRAHMS: Sym O. Tragic Cly
VP0 Guile,
DG
BRAHIAS: VI Sons 1- 3
Brusodovsky Sodergren
Calliope
BRAHMS: VI Cone . Acad Fee
lehertner Dohnanyl
Teldec
BRAHMS: Imeunerteder. Op 103
(5indsbeCk Boys' choir
Bayer
BRUCKNER: Motels In Liszt)
Worcester Cath Choir
Priory
BRUCKNER: Syrn 5
NDR Wand
BMG
BRUCKNER: Sen 5
NPO Klemperer
EMI
BRUCKNER: Sym 8
fiP0 Maazel
EMI
BRUCKNER: Syms I 9
Dresden 0 Jochum
EMI
BRUMEL: Mass In 12 Pis
Huelgas Ens Novel
Sony
CANTELOUBE: Song Of Auvergne
'
rglrÓ
EMI
CAR
Oboe Cone Mirror. etc
Molhger Chem. Boulez
Erato
CHA TRES: Monde Noire. M zab
Eda.Pœrre Amy Oecaux
Calkope
CHOPIN: Pno Cone 210 Ravel. Old 1
Pogorekch Abbado
DG
CHOPIN: Pno Corms 1.2
Bolet Montrea ,SO DOM
Decca
CHOPIN: Pno Son 3, Cello Son
Rosen James
Globe
CHOPIN: Pno Sons I3
Barda
Calliope
CHOPIN: Scherzi I - 4. etc ( w. Beene
Flubester,11927- 331
Pearl
CIURLIONIS: Sea. In Forest, Preludes
Slovak PO'DomarkaS
Marco Pole,
COLLECTION: Acker', Carols
King sColl Cambridge
EMI
COLLECTION: Balalaika Favourites
°spay Orch
Philips
COLLECTION: Bone Songs
Black Dyke Mills Band
Chandos
COLLECTION: Carols From Kings
Kings Coll Cambodge
EMI
COLLECTION: Caruso Ed . Vol 2
Caruso,1 908 121
Pearl
COLLECTION: Duets
Lott Murray
EMI
COLLECTION: Early Choral Wks
Hdlerd Ens
Hyperion
COLLECTION: Elizabethan Xmas
Rose Consort
Amon Ra
COLLECTION: Homme Arme Masses
Huelgas Ens Neon:
Sony
COLLECTION: Hymns 0118 19 Cent
Prior Carmel Band
Saydec

GD 77179
CCD 1020
OCO 326
370192
426 661-2
426660-2
CDA 66415
423 168-2
IMPX 9021
426 64B- 2
WM 763611 2
COU 763575- 2
CDS 754063-2
CDC 754058-2
GD 60456
CDA 66403
CDDCS 305
CDDCS 207
2292 46016-2
GO 60457
GD 60458
CDDCS 403
INTCD 830 803
431253-2
427655.-2
CHAN 6501
9031 71619-2
429750-2
229246016-2
426 662 2
COU 763530 2
431 169- 2
PWK 1147
LDC 278914
SUP 0759-2
CDA66436
VCD 72031
GO 77117
431171- 2
GD 77168
COU 763536 2
CDM 763537 2
CDDGA 728
BR 103096
WM 763531 2
93 311
426299 2
CDDCS 729
UKCD 2036
426253-2
429403 2
CAL 9214
2292 44944 2
BR 100 072
PRCD 29 t
RD 60361
COU 763612 2
CDS 749990 2
CZS 762935 2
ST 46348
CDM 76317B 2
2292 45364 2
CAL 9857
431260 2
425859 2
GLO 5026
CAL 9680
GEMMCD 9464
8223323
COU 763181 2
432 000 2
CHAN 6515
CM 763179-2
EVC 2
CDC 749930 2
COA 66370
CDSAFI 46
ST 45860
CDSDL 383

COLLECTION: Jesu Joy ' Was Glatt. etc
Westmester Cher. Old
Chandos
COLLECTION: Karajan At Opera
VanouoKaraian
EMI
COLLECTION: LessoneCarols
Kings Coll . Cambridge
EMI
COLLECTION: On Chnernas tight
York Nester Choir
Chandos
COLLECTION: Operetta Meloches
Vanous
Koch
COLLECTION: Russian Orthodox Mus.
Talks Scholars Phillips
Gomel'
COLLECTION: US 8 UK Band Class,.
Easlman Wind Fennell
Philips
COLLECTION: Xmas Album
Canadian Brass etc
Philips
CONCERT: Baroque Music
Andre ECO Mackerras
EMI
CONCERT: Baroque Oboe Cones
Hoeg°, Bern Fun
Archly
CONCERT: Baroque Tot Cones
Wobitsch Zagreb Solests
Start
CONCERT: Baroque Xmas
PJBE Schutz Chen old
Decca
CONCERT: Belvostle Kurtag etc
ETC ,Boulez
Erato
CONCERT: Choral 8 Wind Wks
Mainz Cath Choir 8Wind
Wergo
CONCERT: Chnstrnas Album
Schwarzkopt
EMI
CONCERT: Dufour/ Harvey. Holler
ETC Boulez Cotos
Erato
CONCERT: Espana
Plea 0 Mull
EMI
CONCERT: For Queen Mother
ECO Leopard. etc
EMI
CONCERT: Karajan In Pans
BP0 Karapon
EMI
CONCERT: Marches
Black Dyke Mills Band
Chandos
CONCERT: Opera Anas
Carreras
DG
CONCERT: Russian Ballet
ONO LSO Jana
Chandos
CONCERT: Russian Favourites
Gothenberg SO Jam,
DG
CONCERT: Rusman Masterpieces
ONO LSO Jaro,
Chandos
CONCERT Salon Music
Various
Orteo
CONCERT: Sax Prermeres
New Danish Sax Ot
Kontrapunkt
COPLAND, Appalachian Spring
Manse Set Schenk
Koch
COUPERIN, F: Pieces de Clavecin II
Varlet
Astree
CRUSELL: cn Ors 1-3
'Codes, Avant,
Ondine
DEBUSSY: Pno Wks ( Mocar/Barber)
Cleburn
BUG
DEBUSSY: Premieres
Sharon. Pno
Unicorn.K
DEBUSSY: Str CM 1W Ravel)
New Wood 01
IMP
DEBUSSY: Sir 01 Isv Ravel etc 1
Aureta Sao 01
Etcetera
DELIUS: Cuckoo: Summer Net. etc
Bournemouth Sonf Del Mar
Chandos
DIEPENBROCK: Syrn Songs etc
Finme Hague Res Vonk
Chandos
DONIZETTI: Luce rt Lammermoor
Deutekorn Gape°. Gano
Legato
DONIZETTI: Mary Stuart eye
Baker Plownght Mackeras
EMI
DVORAK: Celle Conc 113ruch'Tchek
Starker LSO Dorat
Phelps
DVORAK: Pno On Op 81Iw Mozart)
Serkin Schneider etc
Start
DVORAK: Slam. Dances - mote
RPO Farrer
ASV
ELGAR: Emma. P6 C Marches 1 5
ONO Gibson
Cnandos
ELGAR: Mmatures
Northern Sin? Hicko,
EMI
ENGLUND: VI Son 1W Heemen1
Saanken Votasa ,o
Ondine
EOTVOS: Chinese OP... Intervalles
ETC Corvos
Erato
FRANCK: Cello Sot, Or Debussy,
Mesky Argeneh
EMI
FRANCK: Organ Chorales 13
Lecandey Organ
Schwann
FRANCK: SU Ot Its Debussy 01
Remo°, Ot
Gobe
FRANCK: Syrn . Psyche. Dome
BRSO Ashkenazy
Decca
GAZZANIGA: Don Giovanni cote
AlerStensky Soltesz
Orteo
GERSHWIN: Rhap . American. etc
Dichter Boston Pops
Philips
GLASS/SHANKAR: Passages
Ens Shankai Glass
BMG
GODOWSKY: Walzermasken
Prone Pno
Marco Polo
GRIEG: Le. Places. BKs 8 10
Kate Peo
Unleorn.K
GRIEG: Pno Cone lo Chopin Old /
ZrtnermamBP0 Karamn
DG
HANDEL: Israel In Egypt - cote
ArgenteEvereParrott
EMI
HANDEL: Italian Duets
%her Bowman King
Hypenon
HANDEL: Julius Caesar - exc
Baker Masterson Mackerras
EMI
HANDEL: Messiah cote
Schwarzkopf Klemperer
EMI
HANDEL: Messiah cote
LabbetteBeecharn 119271
Pear:
HANDEL: Messiah gate
Price Melon Some,/
Start
HANDEL: Messiah en
KanawAChnago Solt
Decca
HANDEL: Susanna cote
Hunt Mete McGegan
H Mund ,
HANSON: Syms 1. 2, Songs
Eastman Ch 80 Hanson
Plems
HARRISON: Chamber We
Schneider Gui Gegarno
Etcetera
HAYDN: Creator'
Glebe Krnenn Jochum
Philips
HAYDN: Creation Mass ( iv Mozart:
Sr Johns Cot ' Guest
Decca
HAYDN: Drum Mass ner Mozart 6339)
Sr Johns Coll Guest
Decca
HAYDN: Harmomernesse
Sr Johns Coll Guest
Decca
HAYDN: Heligmesse w Mozart 6243:
SI Johns Coll Guest
Decca
HAYDN: Manazelermesse etc
St Johns Coll 'Guest
Decca
HAYDN: Sons 58-82
Slamr, Fp
BUG
HAYDN: Sir Trios
German Slr Trio
'Merced
HAYDN: Sym 10d. Ceo Cone In C
BoenchenSalzburg0F13
Oder
HAYDN: Sym 45 ( w Prokolies etc
Orpheus CO
DG
HAYDN: Syms 1. 2. 4. 5. 10
Austro.Hung'Fischer
Nonbus
HAYDN: Syms 98.99
RCOMarnoncourt
Teldec
HAYDN: Syms 8892.95.96 100 2 104
Phdh MPO'Klemperer
EMI
HAYDN: Theresenmesse iw Mozart,
St Johns Coll Guest
Decca
HEININEN: Sen 3
Finnish ROO Soderbkom
Onene

Mil NM'S 36 RIX

/
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CHAN 6519
CDM 763554-2
GUI 763180-2
CHAN 6520
399 224
CDGIM 002
432 009-2
426 835-2
COU 763528-2
431120-2
VBD 31
430065-2
2292 4541C,- 2
WER 4010 2
CGAA 763574-2
2292 45409- 2
COU 763572-2
CDC 754164-2
CM 763527-2
CHAN 6516
431255 2
CHAN 6512
429984-2
CHAN 6511
C 126901
KCD 32051
37019 2
GUA 8732
ODE 727-2
GD 60415
DKPCD 9103
MCD 17
KTC 1088
CHAN 6502
CHAN 8878
SRO 809CDM 763727. 2
432 001-2
VCD- 72020
CDDCA 730
CHAN 6504
CDC 747672 2
ODE 726 2
2292 45365- 2
COU 763577 2
315 018
GLO 5039
425432.2
C 214902
426 404- 2
260 947
8223312
UKCD 2035
431262-2
CDS 754017 2
COA 66440
COU 763724 2
CMS 763621 2
GEMMCD 9456
VBD 2-10090
430098 2
HMU 907030 2
432

ooe

2

KTC 1071
426 651 2
430161 2
430157 2
430162- 2
430158 2
430160-2
RD 77160
MTGE) 830 805
C 221901
431258-2
NI 5265
2292 46331-2
CMS 763667 2
430159- 2
ODE 722 2

DECENIBER 1990

WHICH
DECEMBER
HOLST: Planets
NYPO/Mehia
Teldec
HOIST: Planets ( w Vaughan Wahams)
LSO/Holst
Koch
HUMPERDINCK: Hansel & Grelot
One/Bonney/Tale
EMI
IRELAND: These TNngs/London Ov
LSO & ChdFleko.
Chandos
IVES: Pno Son 2
Sob/Jorgensen. etc
Kontrapund
IVES: Pno Sons 1.2
Jensen
Muse & Arts
IVES: Spins 4. 3. Cams March. etc
NPORPO/Farberman
Rad
JONGEN: Concert a5Ivc Debussy. etc I
Allanbc Selma
Koch-Int
KALMAN: Gypsy Princess ( w Leahar)
Vnna Volkonmr/Theussl
Koch
KODALY: Cello
n Op 8(w Bodge)
MehemyJones
Nimbus
KODALV: Dances ( w Bartok)
Rulh Hung/Dorah
PhIlips
KREISLER: VI Sods
tenteBenson
DG
KUHLAU: Works For Fdles
Kuhlau Ot
Kontrapund
KURPINSKI: CII Conc . Ovs ( 2). etc
Warsaw PO
Olympla
LAMBERT: Horoscope ( w Bliss)
ENP/Lloyd-Jones
till.t.t,
LECHNER: Sacred. Secular Songs
Cantus Collmlunghanel
BMG
LEHAR: Count Of Luxembourg
BrauneeHohnlheussl
Koch
LEVITCH: VI Sons . Vio Son . etc
Thomas/Mayagora. etc
Mudc & Arts
UGET1: Etudes. En:, nv Donaton0
ETC/Boulez
Erato
LINDE: Flute (Vks
Linde
Memo
LISZT: Hung Rhaps 2.5 Meplasto etc
Cherkassky/BPO/Karadn
DG
USZT: Missa Choraks ( w Bruckner)
Worcester Cath Chao
Pnory
USTI: Organ VVks
Kaunz
Novald
USZT: Pnrrancs 1. 2. etc
Jams/Moscow Orchs
Philips
LISZT: Pno Wks Vol 7
Howard
HYMN>.
LUTOSLAWSKI: Coe . Funeral etc
Warsaw NPO/Rowed
PhIllps
MADETOJA: Juba cpte
FlynnnedJalas
Onchne
IAAHLER: Son 1
LSOGun
IMP
MAULER, Spin 4
Marshall/SNO1Gdson
Chandos
MAULER Son 4
Mathd/BP0Maraian
DG
MAHLER: Spin 5
SNO/Jann
Chandos
MALAWSKI: Overture Iv' Testa)
Warsaw PO
Olympta
MARCHAND: Picos de Clavean
Venn,
Astree
MARSHALL: 3Pen,tentlal Visions. etc
Electrode
Nonesuch
MARTNU: F1Son ( w Renecke. etc )
Milan/Brown
Chandos
MARTINI): Sot Gamma, Owen
Panenka/Prague CO/Gregor
Supraphon
MARTINI): VIO Conc . Pno Conc 3
SulePaldeceleNeumann
Supraphon
MASCAGNI: Cavallens cee
BalseDorengo/Snopoll
DG
MASCAGNI: Cavallena Rus
cote
Modad111930)
Legato
MELARTIN: Pno Wks
Tateno
Ondine
MENDELSSOHN: Sym 4 ( w others)
Phan 0 ' Sdopol,
DG
MENDELSSOHN: Sens 3.4
LCINNorrington
EMI
MERIKANTO: Concs VI, Ctt . Horn
NoneWmadJolley
Ondlne
MESSMER: Vlsions de l'Amen
RaNnovach/Argench
EMI
MILAN: Maestro 1536. Tome II
Fogueras/Smah
Educe
MILHAUD: VI Conc 2, Ch. ( w Pou)enc)
Kaulman.MIlhaud
Music & Arts
MOERAN: Serenade. Nocturnes. etc
SNO/Jann
Chandos
MONTEVERDI: Come.: 01Poppea
Borst/Laurens/Jacobs
H Munch
MONTEVERDI: Vespers ( 1610)
Montmerd, Ch ,Gardner
Archly
MOZART: Almanac
Vanous
Decca
MOZART: Gvertment, ( 9), etc
ASMF Chamber Ens
PhIllps
MOZART: Dios 0136: 334. March 6445
Stockholm CONV-Most
EMI
MOZART: Don Gavand ode
Hagegard/Auger ,Ostrnan
Decca
MOZART, Don Govan'', eve
Va..
IMP
MOZART: Ede Kleine ( w Haydn. etc )
Orpheus CO
DG
MOZART: Luda Silla - cpte
Schrever/Harnoncoun
Ted.
MOZART: Mass14139:Exsultate
Bonney/Hamoncourl
Teldec
MOZART: Odd Conc nv Belles)
Schetlenbergerledne
DG
MOZART: Organ Wks
Haselbock
Schwann
MOZART: Ovs ( 6), EKN. Masonic
Phdh /NPO/Klemperer
EMI
MOZART: Pno Concs 6488. 491
Schnabel ( 1946)
Muse & Arts
MOZART: Pno Ot 0478 ( 0 Dvorak)
Serkm,Schneeder/Tree
Stan
MOZART: Rd Sons 6570: 576. etc
Gulda
DG
MOZART: Pno Enos - cpte
Vdnna Schubert Tno
EMI
MOZART: Serenade 6250. Dances 6600
NDEVVVand
BMG
MOZART: Serenades ( 8). etc
ASMF/Marnner
Philips
MOZART: Serenades K239. 250
Prague CO/Mackerras
Supraphon
MOZART: Son 6310. Fools 14396 7. ec
Tan, Fp
EMI
MOZART: Syrn 39, Soil Conc 6364
ECO/Gbson/LPO/Handley
Chandos
MOZART: Spins 25. 27. 31
ECO/Tate
EMI
MOZART: Spins . Cones . etc
Vanous
Novas
MOZART: VI Sons ( 16)
MessiereueElogund. Pno
Canape
MOZART: Wind Seenade 6361
COE Soloists
Teldec
MOZART: Zaide - cpte
BlegentiollweqHager
Odd,
MOZART. L: Serenade In D
RIAS Sel Sebesteyen
Schwann
MUSORGSKY: PetureS ( w Prokahm)
Berman, Pno
DG
NANCARROW: Player - Piano Studds
Nancarrow
Memo
NIELSEN: Songs (
221
Mesh/Metz
Kontrapunkt

111-1 ,1NEW!, & 86(061) REVIEW

2292 46316 2
37018- 2
CDS 754022 2
CHAN 8879
KCD 32046
CD 630
VCD 72030
37 016- 2
399 226
NI 5275
432 005-2
423876-2
KCD 32050
OCD 325
CDA 66436
80 77182
399 223
CD 607
2292 45366 2
6191-2
419862- 2
PACO 291
150069-2
432 002-2
CDA 66421/2
426663-2
ODE 714-2
PCD 941
CHAN 6505
419863-2
CHAN 8029
OCD 327
OUA 7736
7559 79227 2
CHAN 8823
SUP 0373-2
SUP 0374- 2
429568 - 2
SRO 806-1
ODE 724-2
431261 2
CDC 754000-2
ODE 703-2
CDC 754050-2
AUA 7, 77
CD 620
CHAN 8808
HMC 901330,2
429565 2
430111 2
422 504 - 2
CDC 754055 2
425943 - 2
IMP% 9023
431 2582
2292 44928- 2
2292 44180-2
4297502
317 003
CDR 763619-2
CD 632
VCD 72028
431084-2
CDS 754114- 2
RD 60368
422 503 2
SUP 0778-2
CDC 754021- 2
CHAN 6506
CDS 749998- 2
150060 2
CAL 9664 - 7
2292 46471-2
C055832
311 127
431 170-2
60166/7
KCD 32047

Dlr.( : EN111Elt 1990

NORDGREN: St, Ots 4,5
Kokkola 01
ORFF: Comm Borona
Hendreks/Chance/WMost
OREE, Mond/Kluge OPIO
ChnseSavvalltsch
ORFF: Wks For Pend Ens
Madz Wind Ens
ORTIZ: Recarcades. 1553
Savall/Koopman
PANUFNIK: S,nt Sacra: Arbor Cosmea
RCO/NYCO:Panulnd
PERSICHETTI: Sib Syrn P. Cone
Taula,Phila 0/1AMODulort
PFITZNER: Dunkle Roch ( 6, Brehm)
PalcheIVHolVScholz
PRTZNER: Pno On . Sexlet
Kamper/Taze. etc
PF1TZNER: Spin Duo. Songs ( 121
Phtzner ( rec 1939)
PLAINSONG: Ave Maris Stella
&Nand
PORTER: Nymph Errant
Hill Sors athiem/Firrnan
P80006)6 V, Pno Cono 3I« Tchad
JudeMoscow PO/Lazarev
PROKOFIEV: Pno Sons 7. 8.9
Ranked
PROKOFIEV: P. Wks Vol 2
Berman
PROKOFIEV: R & JStns I. 2
Minneapolls SO
PROKOFIEV: Spin 1(0 Mozart. Etc )
Orpheus CO
PUCCINI: Boheme eye
Venous
PURCELL: Dee - cpte
Troyanos/Mackeras
RACHMANINOV: P. Cams 2.3
WMORPO/Florensted
RAUTAVAARA: Pno Wks
Tateno
RAUTAVAARA: Thomas cpte
Raeavaara/Haapasalo
RAVEL: Orch Wks
Pans 0 eardan
RAVEL:I/rah Who ( w lberll
Detrot SO/Paray
RAVEL: Pno Cana In G. etc
Argench/LSO/Abbado
RAVEL: Poo Wks Vol 3
Unane/Mrongoveus. Pons
RAVEL: Sombre. Jeux d'Eau
Votasalo
RECITAL: Am & Anas
E Schumann ( 1920-38)
RECITAL: Arnesty Int Benefit
Brendel
RECITAL: Bach. Mozart. etc
Horownz. Pon
RECITAL: Bach, Handel: Parry. etc
Wasenburg. Flarp
RECITAL: Baroque Organ Wks
Becker- Foss
RECITAL: Cello Wks
Roud/Lagerspetz
RECITAL: Early 19th C Chbr Wks
TadHuntele. etc
RECITAL: French Baroque
Gouts- Rend
RECITAL: French Chamber Wks
Orpheus loo
RECITAL: Netherlands Hpd Wks
Asper.
RECITAL: Opera Anas
Melchor
RECITAL: Opera Anas
Luca
RECITAL: Opera Anas. etc
Tobben ( 1934)
RECITAL: Operetta Anas. Songs
Tauber ( 1927 -34)
RECITAL: Organ Classics
Austin. Organ
RECITAL: Ravel & Debussy Wks
Geselong ( 1938)
RECITAL: Roman Heroes
Donungo/NPO/Kuhn
RECITAL: Romante Collects:41
Chburn
RECITAL: &mate Organ Wks
RECITAL, Songs 01 Flomanhc Era
GrossmeyeeSaver
RECITAL: Spardh Wks
G & S Poem'. Pnos
RECITAL: Transcnerons Bach etc
beske. Guam
RECITAL: Tras
Sulherland/Tudotell
RECITAL: Ms By Hassler Luyton
uma. Organ
RESPIGHI: Birds. Fountons. Pines etc
LSCEDorah
RESPIGHI: Booed° Fantasque. etc
SNO/Gdsm
RESPIGHI: Pines ( sv Debussy La Mel)
Ballmore SO/Camsdana
RHEINBERGER: Organ Conos I. 2
RehleldVTubingen G,Ader
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Antar ( w Glare)
Utah SO/Abravanel
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
Suk/Czech PO/Rahban
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Schehermade
Houston SO Cormsdona
ROMBERG: Student Pnnce nec
Gesen'JefIreydGyarlo
ROSSINI: Barber 01 Sonde exc
Vanous
ROSSINI: Hunt,. MUSIC ( 1V Dauprat)
Czech PO Horns
ROSSINI: Opera Anas
Jonedlondon Sint Hokon
SAUERI: Danaeles - cpte
Marshall,Gmenez/Gelmeth
SARASATE: Zdeunednesen. eta
Perlman
SCARLATTI, A: Garen° of amore
GayeeFassbaender
SCARLATTI. D: Sons ( 18)
Thornburgh
SCHOENBERG: 5Reces ( others)
LSO/Oorab
SCHOENBERG: Gore bade
Jerusalem/Dunn/Gladly
SCHUBERT: Under
DFD/Mcdre
SCHUBERT: Masses 0678. 950
Donath'Sprdger
SCHUBERT: P. On Trout, Nelumo
Dernus/Coll Aureum
SCHUBERT: Pno Son 0960. Dances
Gotham
SCHUBERT: Pno Sons 0784.959
Bolel
SCHUBERT: Pno Sons D959. 537
Cabasso
SCHUBERT: Gs D46. 810
Tokyo Or
SCHUBERT: & hone Mullenn
FlyndnertGothon
SCHUBERT: SI,01 0804
Sheds Ob
SCHUBERT: Syn.
,8 ( w Mozan Ede)
Stud:Jan CO/Munchdger

CLASSICAL
Ondine

ODE 713-2

EMI

CDC 754054-2

EMI

CMS 763712-2

Wargo

6174-2

Aspen

OUA 8717

Nonesuch

7559 79228-2

New World

NW 370-2

Proser

93311

Pneser

93111

Prose,

90029

Sony

ST 45861

EMI

CDC 754079-2

Chandos

CHAN 6509

Ondine

ODE 716-2

Chandos

CHAN 8881

Philips

432 004-2

DG

431 258-2

IMP

IMPS 9024

Archly

431 121-2

Chandos

CHAN 6507

Onchne

ODE 710- 2

Ondine

ODE 704-2

EMI

CDM 763526-2

Phan's

432 003-2

DC

431254-2

Mega

WER 60182- 50

Ondme

ODE 723 2

Pearl

GEMMCD 9445

Philips

426 814-2

DG

431256-2

Globe

GLO 5043

Inlercord

INTCD 830 800

Onchne

ODE 717- 2

EMI

CDC 749999-2

Ondine

ODE 721- 2

Start

V130 25002

Sony

ST 46349

Nimbus

NI 7816

None.

NI 7815

Pearl

GEMMCD 9452

Pearl

GEMMCD 9444

Chandos

CHAN 6518

Pearl

GEMMCD 9449

EMI

CDC 754053-2

BMG

GD 60414

Intercord

INTCD 830801

Schwann

314 033

Teldec

2292 44931-2

Intercord

INTCD 830804

Decca

421552-2

Supraphon

SUP 0754-2

Philips

432 007-2

Chandos

CHAN 6503

Stan

VCD 72023

Bayer

BR 100074

Stan

VCD 72019

Supraphon

SUP 0391-2

Stan

VCD 72001

Bayer

BR 150 004

IMP

IMPS 9022

Suproplron

SUP 0755- 2

Chandos

CHAN 8865

EMI

CDS 754073-2

EMI

CDM 763533-2

Archly

431122-2

Koch-Int

37 014-2

Philips

432006-2

Decca

430321-2

DG

431085-2

Philips

426 654-2

BMG

GD 77216

Onchne

ODE 718-2

Decca

425837 2

Asnee

AUV 4630

BMG

RD 87990

Ondine

ODE 719-2

Ondine

ODE 709-2

Intercord

INTCD 830 802

SCHUBERT: Sym 9
Eng Sert /Groves
SCHUBERT: Sym 9. Rosarnunde
BPO/Karaian
SCHUBERT: Syrns 5.8
LCP/Nomngton
SCHUBERT: Weltered°
Hynonen/Gothon,
SCHUBERT: Penterrese
Pat:Mg/Den. ( 1964)
SCHUMANN: Carnaval. etc
Levy
SCHUMANN: Fant Op 17; Op. 12
Argench
SCHUMANN: Poaches 8 Pen cple
Manda/Gevang/Abrecht
SCHUMANN: Spins b-4. Faust Scenes
PNOMPO/Klemperer
SCHUMANN: Syms 2,4
Eng Sell /Gamma
SCHUMANN: Syrns 3.4
SCHUMANN,* Pno Coe (vic Brahms)
Launhardt/FAerck COiSmane
SCHUTZ: Xmas & Easter Gated
StungartGenois
SCHUTZ: Xmas Story
Holton/Tubbetng
SHOSTAKOVICH: Celo Son ( Schnatkel
Feschtman/Baslawskaya
SHOSTAKOVICH: Stepan Raen. etc
SendovNassdev
SIBEUUS: Songs
AudnedDwpdobacka
SIBEUUS: Syrn 2. Fdlancla
NYPO/Mehta
SIBEUUS: VI Conc ( vv Chausson)
Bnel/FIPO/Handley
SIBEUUS: VI Cons ( e Khachaturtan)
Kun/FIPO/Menuhd
SIBEUUS, VI Wks . Vol I
Araulienonen
S1LBELIUS: Tone Poems
SNO/Gbson
SOUSA: Marches
Blues & Royals Band
SOUSA: Marches. etc
Michigan Und Band
STANFORD: Mee Songs. etc
Chehesle Cath Choir
STRAUS: Waltz Dream (w Lehar)
Braune/Holnaheussl
STRAUSS, J: Waltzes & Polkas

IMP

PCD 943

EMI

CDR 763529 2

EMI

CDC 749968 2

Ondine

ODE 725-2

Pre.'

93067

>MMus

NI 5256

EMI

CON 763576-2

Supraphon

SUP 0086-2

EMI

CDR 763613-2

IMP

PCD 942

EMI

CDC 75.40252

Bayer

BR 100 096

Sony

ST 45943

HYPenon

COA 66398

Globe

GLO 5041

Koch

37017 2

Onene

ODE 728-2

Teldec

2292 46317 2

Chadds

CHAN 6514

Morbos

11115.277

Ondine

ODE 720-2

Chandos

CHAN 6508

Chandos

CHAN 6517

Slot

VMD 2125

Pnory

PACE) 312

Koch

399223

STRre
Kin
,.17
S
EMI
Waltzes & Polkas
VS100/Pauld
Start
STRAUSS, R: Oboe Cana ( w Mozart)
Schellenbergerdonne
DG
STRAUSS, R: Salome eve ( w Bodo)
Caballe/Ghdurov
DG
STRAVINSKY: Rae 01 Spring, etc
Phan 0 /level
Teldec
SUPPE: Overtures ( 8)
ASMF/Marnner
EMI
SZYMANOWSKI: VI Son . etc
JanoweeBaruceska
C du Monde
TAKEMITSU/MESSIAEN
RCOMehnk
Philips
TCHAIKOVSKY: Cap It ( w Respéght etc I
BPO,Ozawa
DG
TCHAIKOVSKY/PROKOFIEV: PCs
JudcVMoscow PO/Lmarev
Chandos
TCHAIKOVSKY: R & JOn (w Mozart. etc)
BPO/Karalan
DG
TCHAIKOVSKY: Ste 4. Serenade. Mc
SCO/Serebner
ASV
TCHAIKOVSKY: Swan Lake. Nulcracker
Utah SO/Abravanel
Start
TCHAIKOVSKY: Spin 5
BPO/Karalan
EMI
TCHAIKOVSKY: Syrns 1 6
USSR RSO/Feckaseyev
Olyrnoa
TCHAIKOVSKY: VI Conc . P. Conc
Suwane/Beresovsky
Teldec
THOMPSON, V: Portrads & Sell-Portraa
Tonmaseneventhal
Northeastern
TOURNEMIRE: Organ Wks
Watts
Pnory
TURSKI: Spin 2. VI Conc
Pcdsh ANO
Gympla
TVE: Cathedral Muse
Wdchesler Choraid
(tYPenort
V. WILIJAMS: Sym 4 (w Hoist)
BBC SON \Whams ( 19371
Koch
VERDI: Masked Ball OPIO
CerquethiPoggalen
Legato
VERDI: Cello ma
PhavenghVCrad,Elder
EMI
VERDI:190901Mo cad
Biorldg/Syaao ( 19451
Muse & Arts
VERDI:110MM eco
Rawnsley,Dades/Ekler
EMI
VERDI: Sedan Vespers cpte
StudeeZancanareMut,
EMI
VERDI: Travtala - eve '
MadersorvMackerras
EMI
VERDI: Travdta - ma
Various
IMP
VILLA-LOBOS: Ono Tnos 1.2
Spaler/Duphn,Humeston
Marco Polo
VIVALDI: Fl Cores Op 1011-6. RV779
Schneder/Cam Koln
BMG
VIVALDI: Four Seasons
Bournemouth Sint /Thomas
Chandos
VIVALDI: Stravaganza Op 4 cpte
Standage/Rnnock
Arched
WAGNER: Elvang Dutchman exc
Flagstad,Rener ( 1937)
Legato
WAGNER: Orch Eva From Operas
Phan 0 elendere
EMI
WAGNER: Orch Wks
Philo 0 /Stokowse
Pearl
WAGNER: Overtures ( 5). etc
PhIlh 0 /Klemperer
EMI
WAGNER: Ring - cple
RomeFurtwangler 0953)
EMI
WALOTEUFEL: Waltzes. Polkas. ec
Gulbenkian 0/Svnedzewsk,
Nimbus
WALTON: Facade ( w Lambert)
ENP/Lloyd-Jones
HYPonon
WALTON: Facade cpte
had Walton/BakeeHekox
Chandos
WALTON: Henry O. Vd 3
Plurnmer/ASMF/Marnner
Chandos
WALTON: Syrn 2 ( w Knussen 3)
RPO/Ashkenazy
APO
WARLOCK: Serenade. Cap.1 etc
Ulster 0 : Hand(ey
Chandos
WEILL: 7Deadly Sins, Mahoganny
temper:Bend RIAS
Decca
WEILL: Threepenny Opera
Rennert
Reps
WEISS: On In B Flat. Stes (3)
Junghanel Lute
80.40
WIDOW Songs
Radcle. Sop
e. P.
Etcetera
WOLF: ',Man
b
OFD/Seeln
erba ( 1958)
Orlen
WOOD: Stochea For Percussed
Wood/Schek
Wergo
YSAVE: Pno On : Nocturne. etc
Frank Ens : Blumenthal
Schwann

CDC 754057 2
1/130 394
429 750-2
431 171 2
2292 44938- 2
CDC 754056 2
LDC 278997
426 667 2
431259 2
CHAN 6501,
431257 2
CDDCA 719
VBC,374
CDR 76925s .'
OCD 5004
2292 46010- 2
NR 240CD
ORCO 294
000-327
COA 66424
370182
SRO 804 2
CDM 763723 2
CD 636
CDR 763726 2
CDS 754043 2
CDR 763725 2
IMPS 9025
8223182
RD 77156
CHAN 6510
429753 2
SRO 808 1
CDR 763616 2
GEMMCD 9448
CDM 763617 2
CIS 767123 2
NI 5264
COO 66436
CHAN 8869
CHAN 8892
CORP° 8023
CHAN-8808
430138 2
426668- 2
GD 77217
(IC 1094
C 220901
WER 6194 2
310083

123

Plays

BRAHMS
Piano Concerto Nol

BUSONI
Piano Concerto

TCHAIKOVSK)
Complete works for piano & orchest
Available on
CD's & CASSETTES

EMI

B C

RH IATR ITS S

TOP 30

=

(Az ,17,g

52 ARTIST

1

STATUS QUO Vertigo 8467972

2

CHARLATANS Situation Two SITU30CD

3

TITLE

LABEL & NUMBER

VAN MORRISON Polydor 8471002

CLASSICAL

hZ

es sî

0.

1

ROCKING ALL OVER THE YEARS

2 CARRERAS/DOMINGO/PAVAROTTI Decca 4304332

4

I- „,.

3

H

TITLE

— — -

CARRERAS/DOMINGO/PAVAROTTI

SOME FRIENDLY

2

ESSENTIAL CLASSICS DG 4315412

IN CONCERT

3

2 ESSENTIAL PAVAROTTI Decca 4302101

4
- -

ENLIGHTENMENT

ARTIST

LABEL & NUMBER

1 IN CONCERT Decca 4304332

VARIOUS
LUCIANO PAVAROTTI

MUSIC FOR LAST NIGHT PROMS
RPO/WALKER/GROVES

Castle CTVCD501

1 GEORGE MICHAEL Epic 4672952 USTEN WITHOUT PREJUDICE Volt

7

INXS Mercury 8466682

8

VARIOUS Dino OINCD 11

9

4 ELTON JOHN Rocket 8388392

10
• 11

X
THAT LOVING FEELING VOL III
SLEEPING WITH THE PAST

4 CLASSIC EXPERIENCE II EMI CDEMTV50

VARIOUS

7

5 THE CLASSIC EXPERIENCE EMI CDEMTVD45

VARIOUS

8

6 MENDELSSOHN/BRUCH/SCHUBERT
KENNEDY/ECO/TATE

EMI 749 6632

10

8 ANIGHT AT THE OPERA TelstarTCD2414

ANAM

11

ESSEN11AL CLASSICS

• 12

15 GREATEST LOVE SONGS ces MK44701

NO PRAYER FOR THE DYING

• 13

16 ASM3OTH ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE Philips 4260512 ASMFIMARRINER

JUST THE TWO OF US

14

ADAMSKI MCA DMCG6107 DOCTOR ADAMSKI'S MUSICAL PHARMACY

• 15

VARIOUS DG 4315412

14

IRON MAIDEN EMI CDEMD1017
171 VARIOUS Epic MOODCD11

17

5 JOE JACKSON A&M 3970522

STEPPING OUT- THE VERY BEST OF

18

3 DEACON BLUE CBS 4672422

00H LAS VEGAS

19

13 PHIL COWNS Virgin CDV2620
_
15 TINA TURNER Capitol CDESTU2103

21

6

SOUL PROVIDER

13

20

—+

7 CLASSICS BY MOONLIGHT Polydor 8432182

CLANNAD RCA P074762

.

ECO/KENNEDY

9

12 MICHAEL BOLTON CBS 4653432

16

3 FOUR SEASONS EMI CDNIGE2

REFLECTION

SHADOWS Polydor 8471202

12

• 15

5

MISSING YOU - AN ALBUM OF LOVE

VARIOUS EMI CDEMTV53

... BUT SERIOUSLY
FOREIGN AFFAIR
TOP GUN'

OS TCBS CDCBS70296

22

ELECTRIBE101 Mercury 8429652

23

POGUES Pogue Mahnoe 9031725542

24- -

MARIAH CAREY CBS 4668152

25

AC/DC ATCO 7567914132

26

CARON WHEELER RCA PD74751

27

14 PREFAB SPROUT Kitchenware KWCD14

28

PROJECT DTelstar TCD2428

29

ROXETTE EMI CDP791098

30

HARRY CONNICK JNR CBS 4667362

ELECTRIBAL MEMORIES

16

• 17

VARIOUS

BEETHOVEN9 DG 4278022

13 FOUR SEASONS CFP/EMI CDCFP9001

VPOIBOHM
PLACIDO DOMINGO

VIRTUOSI OF ENGLAND

19 HOIST PLANETS DG 4000282

BPO/KARAJ AN

10 BATTLE OF BRITAIN 50Th ANNIVERSARY Piazza PZA005CD
BBC CONCERT ORCHESTRA
18 DUETS FROM FAMOUS OPERAS CFPIEMICDCFP9013

18

9 HOIST PLANETS IMP Clues PCD890

19

9 BETHOVEN9 DG 4158322

20

JAMES LAST

VARIOUS
LSOMICKOX
BPO/KARAJAN

PUCCINI TURANDOT (Hlights)
Decca 4213202

PAVAROTTI/LPO/MEHTA/

HELL'S DITCH
MARIAH CAREY
THE RAZORS EDGE
UK BLAK
JORDAN: THE

COMEBACK

SYNTHESIZER 2
LOOK SHARP!
- WE
- ARE
--IN LOVE

WHICH CD

Straight in at this month's Number One

ttheir album Rocking All

Over The Years, who said Quo had retired? This medley of past former
hits and golden oldies from the Knebworth superstars who keep
promising us their farewell concert.

0
GbiGNldllapuocmI;pye

45 HIGH STREET, HOUNSLOW
MIDDLESEX TW3 1RH
TEL: (081) 569 5802
FAX: (081) 569 6353

Rotel RA8I0A
NAD 3225PE
A8.12 Arcam Alpha
Musical Fidelit B1
Pioneer A400
Yamaha AX540
A&R Delta 90.2
Musical Fidelity A200
Au in nnovations 500

(1)

Dual 505.3
Rotel RP 855

Ca
<

\riston Q Deck
Revolver Rebel
Al hason Nova inc arm

lil
...1

'•
=
1_,

Michell Syncro/Syncro arm
Michell Gyrobe/RB300 bronze
Roksan Xerxes/Tabriz
Alphason Sonata/Zenon MCS
Roksan Xerxes/Artemiz

Aiwa ADI-300
Pioneer CT447
.1"
•
-•
s—d

...."

Yamaha KX330
Denon DRM 600
Yamaha KX530
Aiwa ADF 800
Kenwood KX501 0
Rotel RD865
Aiwa XKIX/7
Denon DRM800
Nakamichi CR7E
Marantz CP430

Kenwood KT2020
2
--:
Z
'

NAD 4225
A&R Al . ha Tuner
Pioneer F656
Musical Fidelity T1
Pioneer F91
Quad FM4
Arcam Delta 150

£120
£160
£190
L200
£230
£230
£400

o

.>"
<

Il

‘1.

£190
£300
£375
£835

VI
IC

2

•WHEN £300 OR MORE SPENT!

cce
t

I

..-.-_

£80(1
£ 1800

PART EXCHANGE FACILIT\

Nakamichi CRIE
Nakamichi CR2E

Nakamichi CDP2E

HEADPHONES

_

CARTRIDGES
A&R

Quart

Audio Technica
Goldring
Nagaoka
Ortofon

Eurochannels

Shure

Beyer
AKG

£490
£500
£3(X)
£800
£17(X1
£1850

Rotel RC850
Quad 34

£140
£330

Musical Fidelity 3A
Musical Fidelity P173
Quad 66 inc remote panel

£380
f.7(X)

Rotel RB850
Quad 306
Musical Fidelity P150

£
713
£24(X1

£160
£290
£400
£570
£1400
£2400

Quad 606
Musical Fidelity P270.2
Musical Fidelity P370.2

Onkyo 8170
£370
l'hilips C13610 II
£170
l'hilipsCD620
£1 99
Musical Fidelity OLD 8200 £299

£ 100 £75
£395 £300
£495

S
s
pe
neln1
,11:y
)rp:p2
K/2

../-

£295 £270
£375 £340

Wharfedale Diamond Ill
Nakamichi OMS1E

Monitor Audio Monitor 7
Wharfedale 505.2
,
Castle Durham
Tannoy DC2(XX1

..,,
7
'

INSTANT CREDIT FACILITY

£350

£99
£110
£110
£170
£190
£230
£30
£350

Musical Fidelity MVX.2

DEMONSTRATION ROOM FACILITY

£250
£350
£360

£230

Musical Fidelity MC6
Kef 105.3

A&R Delta Box 3
£350
Yamaha AST SCII £600

£130
£160

£600
£900
£300

Pioneer PD91
Kenwood DP 5020
Yamaha CDX 730

Monitor Audio Monitor II
Bose 601

Yamaha DSR70 Pro£ 180
Yamaha DSP100 £400
Musical FidelityDigilog £400

Lexicon CP2
RUVOX B77

A&R Alpha CD
Ma rantz CD5OSE
Quad 66
Rotel RCD 865
A&R Delta 170 Transport

Morduant Short MS350

<

OFFER is not available on special offers.
Prices correct at time of going to press
HFC 12/90

ASK FOR
DETAILS

£170
£200
£400
£300
£490
£100

Celestion 3
Wharfedale Diamond IV

VOUCHER VALID UNTIL 31/12/90

PRE
XMAS
SALE

Phillips CD610 II
Denon DCD 660

JPW Sonata

OFF

£850
£1020
£1290

£180
£2(X)

Ci
Ld

£25

£160
£160
£165

£200
£230
£250
£270
£230
£400
£330
£1500
£400

e
L.1

e

£700
£900

£99
£170
£170

Cr)

£400

£250 £215

Denon DRW 750

ARMS

INTERCONNECT'

Alphason
Kuzma

Monster
Van Den hut

SME
Zeta ( vdii wired)
Roksan

QED
Discwasher
Chord CD
A&R Livewire

Stanton

BUYING EQUIPMENT FOR
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES?
CALL AND ASK ABOUT THE GREAT

MAIL ORDER COUPON
Please send me the following

DEAL WE OFFER EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS

lo MINUTES FROM HEATHROW

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Carriage is up to £8per order and FREE ( if total exceeds
£300 ( IA< mainland). All goods are insured against loss or
damage in transit. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Name
Address
Telephone
Ienclose cheque £
Access/Barclaycard No
Signature

£310
£ 150
£ 170
£260

G,
;-".>

..k. .k. ... •.b _

Ce
'

,
•‘4

(t.

-.N" ..X.

C.)

çà

4,

4..,

PHYSICAL SPEC.

MODEL & PRICE

Q.

",,

48. 4t
.

SOLO

430

53

320

Bk

249
149
179
199

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

330
430
430
430

73
115
115
115

307
352
352
256

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

179 90 08/90
229 90 08/90
449 90 04/88

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

425 121 343
425 141 343
460 112 330

Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
1

289 00
299 90

SOLO
SOLO

430
430

Gr
Gr

1
1

399 00 09/89
599 90 06/89
599 90 06/89

SOLO
MECH
SOLO

430
430
430

84
90
92

295
272
280

Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
1

310 00 09/89

SOLO

320

100 285

Bk

1

CDS
CDS
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

760 110 340
760 110 340
420 70 245
420 70 245
420 75 325

Gr
Bk
Bk
Bk
SI

1
1
1

649 95 09/89

SOLO

430

105 295

Gr

1

695
340
540
695

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

482
482
420
482

89
89
89
89

279
279
279
279

Gr
Gr
Gr
Gr

1
1
1
1

SOLO
SOLO

420
420

85
86

290
290

Bk
Bk

1
1

SOLO

482

95

305

Gd

1

434

103 315

Bk

04/90
06/89
06/90
10/88
10/88
08/89
08/90
10/88
08/90
01/90

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
PORT

140

42

170

Gr

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

174 95 04/89

SOLO

440

90

280

Bk

1

99 99 06/88
149 99 06/88

SOLO
SOLO

355
355

73
73

295
295

Bk
Bk

1
1

179 99
299 99
249 99

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

440
335
440
126

85 283
87 345
113 285
23 128

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
5
1

300 00 04/89

CDS

435

118 380

Bk

0

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

443
443
443
443

103
103
103
103

356
356
356
356

Bk
Bk

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

370
370

75
75

274
274

Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
1

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

360
435
360
360
345
435
435
435
435
435
435
435

111
126
123
123
92
92
92
92
115
92
92
92

291
319
376
381
290
289
290
290
375
290
290
290

1
O
O

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

440
440
440
440
440

128
108
108
117
128

367
262
262
316
314

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

95 06/87
99
99 04/90
99 04/90

90
08

Dl
333
555
777

1

AKAI
CD25
CD55
CD73

4t

4t

4.>

•

•

Fe

/.
4
1
...
0

,
4
1

‘4. ....

Q.

4
1

C,

y

0

e4..,/
4
,ib
e/
o
/
.
.
çâ .n•

Ç.D«

4
1

es•

4
k.

4>

FACILITIES

•

329 90

AIWA
DX
XC
XC
XC

a, 4-.

CONTROLS

W9-L9QWWWWWn

CD 2000E

4.,

4,4

44,

ADC

,,,.1
4
/
. ,e
4
4., .. .k.cz,
1
/

2:t•

c•D ,....

-.je
e••
0
e
...0 o
..,- o
4,
/
1

•

4>

Q
•.

'

20 • •
20 • •
20 • •
20 • • •

•
•

•
•
•
• • •
•
•
•

32 • •
32 • • •
20 • • •

•
•
• • •
• • •

•
•
•

•

s
•
•
•
•
•
• • •

•

05/88

•
•
•
•

08,90

16x4 •
18x8 •
18x4 •

08 88
01 88

14x4 •
16x4 •

20
99

ARCAM
ALPHA
DELTA 170
DELTA 702

16x2
16x4
18x4
18x8

-3'

20 •
20
20 •

• • • •
• • • •
• • •

16x4 •

20

•

16x4 •

08 8,)

16x4 •

ARISTON
CD PLAYER

•

•

•

•

BANG & OLUFSEN
BEOCENTER 8500
BEOCENTER 9500
BEOGRAM CD3500
BEOGRAM CD4500
BEOGRAM CD6500

1395
1495
415
425
559

00
00
00
00
00

10/89
10/89
11/88
11/88
10/89

• • •
•
•
•
•

0
0

•
•

•
•

0 •
0
20

•

16x4
16x4
16x4
16x4
16x4

•
•
•
•
•

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CD3

20

•

•

•

16x16 •

CARVER
DTL 200 MKII
TL 3100
TL 3220
TL 3300

00
00
00
00

• •
•
• •
•

•

•

•

25

• •
•

12
22
32
22

• •

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

16x4 •
I6x8 •
I8x8 •

CEC
540CD
640CD

139 00 05/89
159 00 05,89

0
0

•

•
•

•

•

CONRAD-JOHNSON
DENON
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCD
DCP

1420
1460
1520
1560
3520
3560
610
810
820
860
910
960
100

249
399
499
599
999
999
199
249
249
249
299
299
249

95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95

08/89
08/90

01 90

16x2
16x2

••••••

434 135 390
434 135 350
434 135 390
434 135 390
434 103 315
434 103 315
434 103 315

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

434

Bk

103 315

16x4 •

99
•

•

•

•

• •
• •

• •
•
•
•

20x8
20x8
20x8
20x8
20x8
20x8
16x4
16x4
16x8
18x8
16x8
20x8
16x8

•
•
•
•

•

•

• •
• •

• •
•

•

g8

1995 00 0589

•

r:i

DF 1

•
•

16
•
16
•

•

32

08/89
BiS

12/88
12/88
12 ,88
07/90

0

•

•

•

•

20

•

16x2

•

16x2
16x2

•

DUAL
CD 1035

FERGUSON
CD07
CD08

20
20

•

•

• • •
5 •

FISHER
AD 815
AD M67
DAC 205
PCD100

•

•

• •
•

•
•

•

•

• •
•

16
16
32
16

• • •
•
•
•

32

•

•
•
•

04 /87

16x0 •
16x0 16x0

0588

16x0

GOODMANS
GCDC5I30

6

•

•

•

•

•

07 ,89

HARMAN KARDON
HD
HD
HD
HD

7300
7400
7500
7600

199
249
299
299

00
00
00
00

10/89
10/89

Bk

36 •
36 •
30
•
30 • •

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

• •
• •

•

•
•

•
•
•

18x4
•
•
• • •

• PWM
- PWM

HITACHI
DA02
DA04
DAOS

•

•

JVC
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL

E34BK
M301BK
ME9I BK
ME93BK
V131BK
V211BK
V231BK
V235TN
Z1010TN
Z331BK
2335TN
Z431BK

129
249
219
249
139
149
149
149
449
169
169
199

99
90
90
99
99
90
99
99
90
99
99
11

139
159
189
229
299

95
95
95
95
95

07,90
07 89
07/89
09 90
07/90
06/89
06/90
06/90
08/89
06/90
06/90
07/90

1
1
1

•
6
6
6

•
•

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

• • • •
•
•
•
• •
• •

•
•
•
•

• •
•
•
•
•
•

16x4
18x4
16x2
16x4
16x4
18x4
1x8
1x8
18x8
1x8
1x8
1x8

PEM
PEM
PEM
PEM
PEM

KENWOOD
DP
DP
DP
DP
DP

2030
3020
4020
5020
7020

III Il \ IVi .\ RI - 114t1) 81511-V.

I ) 1 I %MIR

•
•
• • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • •

•

20
20
32
20

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
• •
• •

16x4
18x8
18x8
20x8
20x8

0

RVWS

16x4

. .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

c.)
D/A

AR
CD 04
CD 06

e

A.
,

Ne
•
0,

0/P

16 •

•
•

y

•
•
•
•
•

I2-

•Q.

i.)

• C11'

MODEL & PRICE
DP 730
DP 8020
DP M5520
DP X9010
DPC 60
DPC 80

179
499
249
499
169
249

95
95
95
95 0469
95
95

•
eie
.
c.à •
ee

c.)
44

e

PHYSICAL SPEC.
SOLO 360 107
SOLO 440 132
SOLO 440 128
MECH 440 132
PORT
PORT

352
381
367
361

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
1
1
1

(.,

(z,

4‘
,
*.e)

4,

c,•• ct.

s.

eD

ce.

CONTROLS

FACILITIES
- • •

• •
•
•
•
•

6

* e ,
7*

4
/
1

k••
cz

•

•
•
32
•
20 • •

0/P

•
•
•
•
s • •

•
•
•

D/A

RVWS

16x8
20x8 •
18x8

LUXMAN
D 103
D 105
D107u
DC 114
OZ 111
DZ 92
DZ112

599 95
644 95
859 95
489 95
245.95
214 95
299 95

01/89
01/90
01.90
11 ,90
01/88
0189
01/89

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

438
438
438
438
438
438
438

145
145
145
110
85
92
85

320
320
320
310
311
231
311

Gel
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

1
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
•
1
6
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
•

32 • • • •
32 • • • • •
32
•
•
•
32 • • a
•
32 • • • •
20 • . •
32
5
•

•
•
•
•
•

1999 90
2799 90
199 90
249 90
269 90
329.99
309 90
379 99
549 99
799 99
1499 90

06/90
12 88

SOLO 457
SOLO 452
SOLO 420
SOLO 420
SOLO 420
SOLO 420
SOLO 420
SOLO 420
SOLO 420
SOLO 462
MECH 454

140
206
90
90
100
100
100
100
118
86
106

359
334
280
280
280
280
280
280
334
334
345

Gd
Gd
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Gd

1
•
•
411
1
•
•
•
I
1
•
•
1
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
• 226
1
•
•
•

99
•
•
•
20
6
• • •
20
•
•
20
•
s
20 • • • • •
20 • • • •
S
20 • • • • • •
•
•
•
•
20
•
•
•
•
20 • • • •
S
•
•

1x256
16x4
16x4
1x256
16x4
16x4
16x4
16x4
16x4
16x4

129.99

SOLO

360

82

270

Bk

1

249 00
149 95
229.00

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

370
350
126

Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
1

•

24 • • •
15 • • •
16
•
•

16x0 •
16x0 •
16x0 •

DAC
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

325
320
320

100 322
100 310
100 350

Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
1

• •
S O.
•
•
•

399 90

SOLO

430

85

300

Bk

1

1320 00

SOLO

420

81

280

Bk

1

10/90

SOLO
SOLO

435 300
435 300

45
45

Bk
Bk

1
1

599 95 01 91
449 95 12/90
299 95 11/89

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

430
430
430

100 375
100 375
100 320

Bk
Bk
Bk

7
•
•
•
•
•
•
7
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
•
•

179 00 0569

SOLO

442

86

290

Bk

1

169
219
269
389
489

95
95 09/89
95
95 10 ,88
00

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

435
435
435
435
435

88
119
119
92
131

359
312
312
359
265

Bk
Bk

1
1
1
1
1

•
•
•
•
•
•
• •
S
• • • • • •

179
149
199
139
159
199
249
399
499
349
499

99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
00
99

06/90
05 ,90
06/90
06/90
09/89
09/89
1169
08/90
0669
04/89

PORT
PORT
PORT
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
MECH
CDV
CDV

130 32 141
135 38 175
130 39 170
360 100 280
420 104 280
420 90 280
420 90 280
420 104 280
420 104 363
360 85 345
420 100 393

Bk
Gr
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

•
•
•
•
•
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • •
•
•
•
S

139 95
149 95
159 95
179 95
229 95
799 95
279 95
379.95
1400 00
229 95
299 95
219 95
179 95
229 95

07/90
07 ,90
07,90
07 ,90
07:90
0790
07 ,90
07 ,90
07/90
07 ,90
07/90
03/90
03/90

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

420
420
420
420
420
459
420
459
459
420
420
420
360
360

96
96
96
101
106
127
132
127
151
104
104
94
98
98

276
276
276
276
326
326
326
326
435
326
326
326
324
325

Bk
SI
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

1
•
1
•
1
•
1
•
1
1
1
•
•
1
1
6
•
6
•
•
2
•
•
2
6
6

449 00 0190

SOLO

321

80

275

Gr

1

745 00 09/88
946 00 09/88

SOLO
SOLO

450
450

109 332
109 332

SI
Bk

1
1

119 99
199 99

SOLO
SOLO

249 95 08/89
299.95

SOLO
SOLO

444
444

85
85

Bk
Bk

1
1

•

18x8
18x8
18x8
18x8
16x4
16x4
18x8

•
•
•
•

RLD
RLD
RLD
ID
RLD
ID
RLD

•

MARANTZ
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

11
12
40
41
50
50SE
60
60SE
80
9411
95R

10/89
10/89
10/89
11,89
10/89
06/90

•
0
•

B/S
B/S

•
•
0
•
•
•

06/90
06/90
08/90

616
0S
1x•••

MATSUI
CD650

MEMOREX
CD 1500
CD 2300
CD 3100

•

•

•

MERIDIAN
203
206
207 PRO CD
208

800 00 09 ,89
1050 00 09/87
1490 00

• •
30 • • • • •
30
•
•
•
25 • • • •

•

MISSION
CYRUS PCM II

•

•

•

•

2320
M2Ëg2323

-

5

•

•

1x256
16x4
16x4
1x256
16x4

•
•
•
•

B/S

08/90

13/S

01/88
07/90

5

10/88

16x4 •

01/90

MOD SQUAD
PRISM

•

•

•

20

•

•

•

•

NAD
5000
5440

310 00
290 00

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

1x256 •
1x256 •

MSH
MSH

50 • • • • •
50
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20x8 •
18x8 •
18x8 •

PWM
PWM
PWM

16

16x2

NAKAMICHI
CD Player 2
CD Player 3
CD Player 4

•

NIKKO
CD 400

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

ONKYO
62 1x

•••• •••

61x4
0689818x/ •

Bk
Bk

16 • • •
20 • • •
20
•
•
•
16
•
•
•
•
20 • • • • • •

090818x1/•

1500
1700
2700
5500
7500

8x8 1•

DX
DX
DX
DX
DX

•

090•
61x4
7/
16x4I•

16x4••

17x2
•

61x4•/•
0590

6x4 •1 /•
0590

227
454

BS2561x• /•

116
•
•

0989•
/

•
•
•
•
•
• • •

6x2•1

PHILIPS
AZ6804
AZ6892
AZ6897
CD130
CD610 Mk11
CD620
CD630
CD850
CDD882
CDV185
CDV475

PIONEER
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD

4500
4500 S
4550
5500
6500
73
7500
8500
93
M435
M630
T505
Z737
Z83M

0890

24

•
24
•
24
•
•
24
•
•
•
•
24
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
24 • • • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
32
•
•
40
•
•
24
•
•
24
•
24
•

18x8
18x8
18x8
18x8
1x256
20x8
1x256
20x8
20x8
18x8
18x8
18x8
16x4
16x4

PWM
PWM

QUAD
66

•

•

RE VOX
8126
B226 S

• • •
• • •

• •
0 •

•
•

19
•
•
•
99
•
•

•
•

16x4 •
16x4 •

02/89
03 87

ROSS
RCD 2000
RI ANTHEM

ROTEL
RCD 855
RCD 865

I28

310
310

•
•
•

20
20

•
•

•
•

•

III II \ I \\ •••.K RI ( 011DIZI \ II \\

16x4
14x256 •
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'
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D102

699.00

SOLO

482

105 340

Bk

1

279.99
249.99 02/88

SOLO
SOLO

350 330 290
365 380 335

Bk
Bk

1
1

299.95
449.95
199.95 08;88
299.95 08/88
549.99 0190

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

448
448
430
430
430

06/88

CDS

399.99
199.99
249.99
299.99
549.99
429.99
329.99
109.99
169.99
199.99
169.99
229.99
279.99
499.99
899.99
129.95 05/90
149.95 06/90

0/P

FACILITIES

SAE

•

•

D/A

•

16x4

RVWS
01/88

•

SAMSUNG
SCM 7500L
SCM 8000L

•
•

•
•

•

16

•

•

•

•

1
1
1
0
1

335

75

280

Bk

1

CDS
LUGO
LUGO
LUGO
CDS
CDS
CDS
SOLO
SOLO
PORT
LUGO
LUGO
LUGO
CD S
CD S

360
602
770
602
186
330
290
330
430
630
630
630
660
330
430

386
240
248
240
260
320
280
80
80
165
165
165
186
420
575

335
210
209
227
217
235
230
297
297
158
158
158
222
304
332

SOLO
SOLO

440
440

70
70

260
260

Bk
Bk

1
1

• •

995.00 09/86

SOLO

482

95

305

Bk

1

• (1

06/89
0590
05/90
0690

09 89

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
PORT
PORT
PORT
PORT

430 125 375
430 100 230
430 110 280
430 115 340
430 115 365
355 105 385
335 95 305
355 95 310
355 95 310
430 125 375
149 38 137
128 22 136
140 42 162
128 33 145

5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

05/88

SOLO

320

Gr

1

1243.00

SOLO

435

Bk

1

914.25

SOLO

482

86

345

Bk

1

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO

435
435
435
435
435
435
445
435

90
90
91

290
290
253

89
101
99
95

284
332
342
297

168
92
92
92

380
287
283
288

95
97
97
114
127

362
291
291
333
333

35
28

145
128

WMP
090•
4/

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

•

•

•

317
380
281
320
398

WWWWW?W?WWWWW??

•

98
98
96
145
128

?WWWW??WWWWWn

•
07/88

SANSUI
CD • X5011
CD • X7011
CDX 3011
CDX 510M
CDX 7111

12

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
• • •
•

20 • • •
20 • • •
•
•
•
•
•
•
20 • • •

•

•

16x2 •
16x0
16x4
16x4
16x2
16x2

SANYO
CP33

•

16

•

•

16x0

20
20

• •
•
•
• •
• •
• •
• •

02

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

• •
• •
• •
•

16x2
16x2
16x2
16x16x2
16x2
16x2
16x0
16x0
16x2
16x2
16x2
16x2
16x2
16x2

•

20

2

20

1

20

20

•

•

20

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

20

20

20

20

•
•
•
•
•
•

20

20

CD- 302E
CD- 55E
CD 60E
CD 77E
CDX 17E
CDX 99E
CDX 9E
DX 160
DX- R750
OT CD2OE
OT CD25E
OT CD33E
OT CD43E
SYSTEM 304E
SYSTEM 7700E

20

SHARP

SHERWOOD
CO 1060C
CD 1182R

16
16 •

•

•
•

•

02/90

16x4
16x8 •

SONOGRAPHE
14x4 •

05/90
06/90
04/90
06 90

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

18x8
16x8
lxlx16x4
16x4
16x8
18x8
18x8
lx16x16x8
16x16x8

•
•

•

•

•

•

06/90

10

•

•

599.99
169.99
199.99
299.99
399.99
179.99
169.99
199.99
249.99
999.99
149.99
299.99
199.99
349 99

• •
0

•

k',

COP 338ES
CDP 590
COP 790
COP 990
COP C100M
COP C305M
COP M69
COP M79
COP M99
COP X77ES
022
0350
0800K
DZ555

•
•

SONY

g''''g •

SD 1BETA

PLM
PLM

PLM
07/90

STUDER
A730

131

355

•

•

•

•

-

100995

•

•

•

•

16x4 •

TANDBERG
TCP 3015A

• •

•

20 •

•

20 •

•

•

16x4

•

03/88

•

16x4

•

08/87

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

16x4
16x4
16x16x4
16x4
16x16x2
16x4

TASCAM
CO 501

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TEAC

•
6

•

•

• 20

s

TECHNICS
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SL
SU

P1200K
P277AK
P377AK
P477AK
PA10
PC2OK
PJ27A
PJ37A
PS50
PS70
X1000
XP2
XP6K S
Z1000
MA10

899.95 10/86
159.95 04;90
179.95 04/90
199.95 04 ,90

1
1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1

249 95 04/90
299.95 0490
08/90
149 95
229 95 11/88
09/90
08/90

SOLO 430
SOLO 430
SOLO 430
SOLO 430
MECH
SOLO 430
SOLO 360
MECH 360
SOLO 430
SOLO 430
DAC
PORT 128
PORT 126
MECH
DA- A

M58CD
XR 9118
XR 9128
XR 9219
XR 9318
XR 9328
XR 9458

279.99
169.99
189.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
199.99

06/88
06/88
06;88
06/89
06,88
07/88
09/88

CD-S
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
PORT

340 378 383
420 88 280
420 88 280
360 105 250
340 88 285
340 88 285
126 25 129

Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk
Bk

WOODSIDE
wsi
YAMAHA

994 75

12/89

SOLO

430

80

340

Bk

CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX
CDX

1030
530E
730E
930
P7

499.00
179.95
229 00
349.00
199.95

05/90
02'90
02 90
05/90

SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
PORT

435
435
435
435
128

114 342
92 267
92 271
92 342
35 145

Ti
Bk
Bk
Ti
Gr

III II

I ••,

269.95 09/89
149.95

•
•
•

•

•

20

•
•
0

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

MSH
MSH
MSH

•

PWM

•
•

18x4 •
24x4 •

•
•

16x4
16x4 •

MSH
MSH
MSH

• •
• •

•
•

•
1
1

•
•
•

s

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

18
•
18
•
•

16x2
18x4
18x4
18x4

07/89

•

08/88
08/88

1
1
1
1
0
1
1

08• •68/•• •

08/88

••
•

08/88

••

149.00
149 00
179.00
249 00
249.00
249.00
899.00
449 00

088• •1;•

155
155SL
425
450
470
500M
6000
880

0989•/

PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
PD
ZD
ZD

16x4

11'86

12 09

MSH

TOSHIBA

RE(:010)REVIEW
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•
•

•

1

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

• • • •
•
•
•
•
•
• • • • •
•
•
•

99
99
99

32
20
20
32
20
20 20

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

25 • • •
25
•
•
25 • • •
25 • • •
•
•

• • •
•
•
• • •
• • •
•
•

14x0
16x4
16x4
18x0
16x0
16x0
16x0

02/89

16x4 •

02 90

•
18x8 •
18x8 •
lx- •
16x4

PWM
PWM

06 90
05 90
0790
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THE

MUSIC

MUSIC & VIDE 0
EXCHANGE

CHANDOS

56 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON W11
071 727 0424
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HIPI
RECORDS
TAPES / CD'S
VIDEOS
WANTED FOR CASH
OR EXCHANGE

NONE REFUSED!

MAIL ORDER CD's
Britten: Spring Symphony/Welcome Ode/
Psalm 150
LSO/LS Chorus/Richard Hickoxi
Southend Boys Choir /
Elizabeth Gale/Marlyn Hill / Allreda Hodgson
CHAN 8855 CD, ABTD 1472 Cassette. No LP

Tel: 0273 723345
COME TO SEE US FOR THE LARGEST
sELECTION OF SECOND-HAND CLASSICA 1 .

CD's IN THE COUNTRY.
personal callers only

:ASSEITES AND

BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £7.50

RING MARK ON
0992 25436 NOW

Nielsen: Saul and David (
Opera)
Danish National Radio Symphony Orchestra
Neeme Jarvi / Peter Lindroos/Aage Haugland/
Tina Kiberg / Kurt Westi / Anne Gievang/
Jorgen Klint/Chnstian Christiansen
CHAN 8911/12 - CDs: DBTD 2026 - Cassettes, No LP

Prokofiev: Piano Concerti Nos.2 & 3
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra/
Neeme Jarvi/Horacio Gutierrei
CHAN 8889 • CD, ABTD 1500 Cassette. No LP

32 George Street
Hove, Sussex, BN3 3YB

NAy

NEW RELEASES

Debussy: Nocturnes
Ravel: Shéhérazade: Overture de Féérie
Shéhérazade: " Trois Poèmes"
Ulster Orchestra/Van Pascal Tortelier / Linda Finnic
CHAN 8914 CD: ABTD 1518 Cassette. No LP

FINE RECORDS

rum

SHOP

Kodaly: Peacock Variations/Hary Janos Suite/
Dances of Galanta
Chicago Symphony Orchestra / Neeme Jarvi
CHAN 8877 • CD, ABTD 1490 Cassette: No LP
Bas: Piano Quintet/String Quartet No.2
Mistry String Ouarlet/David Owen Norris
CHAN 8795 • CD, ABTD 1427 Cassette. No LP

FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
OF OVER 4000 JAZZ er BLUES CDS
ALL AT CRAZY PRICES

5Prospect Road, Cheshunt, Herts EN89QX
FAX 0992 640644

ann
MUSIC

Ravel: Bolero! Introduction & Allegro! Rapsodie
Espagnole/Ma mere l'oye/La Valse
Louis Lorlie/Héléne Mercier
CHAN 8905 CD, ABTD 1514 Cassette, No LP

£6 LIFE MEMBERSHIP GIVES YOU
monthly CD offers too good to betrue.
Six different music charts at £899 top ten. £950 next ten
Over 15.000 CDs £999 Or less ( double CDs from £ 14 99i
Secondhand CDs £650 Postage and packaging free
£2 credit for each new member you introduce, or free CD
for every three. Up to £5cash given for unwanted discs
So why not telephone or anti for Maw InfomtatIon.
_

Bas: Complete Symphonies
LPO/Ulster Orchestra / Bryden Thomson
CHAN 8906/10 • 5-CDs: No Cassette and LP

Est 1959

Mail Order Specialists for Jazz, Latin-American,
Big Bands, Blues, R&B, Nostalgia etc. Huge
stocks of CDs. LPs and tapes: Noted for Jazz
Books and Videos, Stage, Screen,
British Dance Bands
Free lists. Callers welcome by appointment.
GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE
DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL: 0271 43477

De Falla: Three Cornered Hat / Albeniz: Iberia Suite
Philharmonia / Van Pascal Torteher / Jill Gomez
CHAN 8904 CD. ABTD 1513 Cassette. No LP

KNIGHTDISCS MAIL ORDER
204 The Castleway. Willington
Derby 0E6 6BW
Tel : 0283! 702589

Incorporating
Peter Russell's
Hot Record Store

COMPACT DISCS from .E4!
*New & secondhand CDs for sale at
lowest discount prices!
*We also buy your old, unwanted
discs, or exchange if you prefer.
* Large selection. Pop, rock, jazz,
classical.
*Fast mail order service.

FREE LISTS & details sent on request

CDC
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see èce'
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38 Park St., Wallasey, Nlerseyside L44 1AT

e
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e

27 Marmion Road, Southsea (0705) 812397

• CDs from £5.99, popular
£9.99, we specialise in CD's.
Phone or write for catalogue.
Disc Wyse, 14 Thornhill Road,
Uxbridge UB10 8SF. 0895 633558.

Rare Records Ltd.
We buy and sell

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION

LP vinyl records

CONTACT

Over 100,000 tides in stock

081-686 2599

Mail orders accepted
G&A Rare Records Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street

EXT. 447

New York, NY 10023
212 877-5020
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA,
B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK. REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA, SONY,
QUAD, NAD.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI- Fl.
65 CASRE STREET HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS
Tel: 0494 31682

Aylesbury HI-Fidelity

THE real HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
Ariston. Arcam. AKG. Alphason. Audio Technica. ADC. AR.
Beyer. BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. Dual. Exposure. Gokiring.
Goodmans. Grado. Gyrodek. Heco. Heybrook. Harmon Kardon.
KEF. Linz. Monitor Audio. Moth. Michell. Mantra. Musical Fidelity.
Morrdaunt-Shon, Marantz, Monster. Nagaoka, NAD. NVA.
Ortofon. Proton. QED. Radford. Rata. Roksan. Rotel. Royd.
Rogers. Revox. Revolver. Ruark. Sennheiser. SME. Something
Solid. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target Teat. Thorens.
Walker. Wharfedale. Yamaha.
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 10am-6pm. Monday- Friday, 9.30am -5.30 Saturday
Tredo', Ted f.h Tithe, a, allahle

BERKSHIRE
QUALITY III FI
AT ITS VERY BEST
Arcam, Audio Lab, Aiwa, Beyer,
Creek. C.elest ion, Exposure,
Finestra, Linn Products,
Meridian, Michell, Nakamichi,
Phillips, Pmac, Quad,
Radford, Rega, Rogers.
Roksan. Rotel, Royd,
Sennheiser, S.M. E,
Sonny, Stan.

READING HIFI CENTRE
4QUEENS WALK
BROAD STREET MALL
READING RGI 7QF

C
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C5L0t1
audio
EX- DEMONSTRATION 8
SECONDHAND
CELLO
AUDIO SUITE PRE-AMP 8MASTER SUPPLY
•6 900 CID ( List • 10 5001
AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
.7 500 CO TLC + 15 500 00/
BURMESTER
846 LINE PRE- AMP 0495 00
MERIDIAN
CD206 CD PLAYER 0690 00
CD207 PRO CO PLAYERPRE-AMP 0,495 00
KEF
R107 REFERENCE SPEAKERS 41450 00
UNN
LKI • LK2 PRE 8POWER AMPS 0495 00
MARTIN LOGAN
MONOLITH SPEAKERS • 3950 00
F101 001015 avalable co request
together nth our cornpiete 65101
et-de,, ano seccneard equipment

I)

II

E

S

II

I R

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS.
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009

FAX: 0925 825773

Open 6days
LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at — COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.
Ill IINI 'ASA RE( .0R1) RI

Closed Wednesday
II 55

1/11 I51111 If 19qii

R

Dorchester lit h Ltd

HI- F1 SPECIALISTS

TITT1T
.
SME DENON
ELESTION MONITOR
AUDIO ROGERS B & W
NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS CAMBRIDGE
AUDIO ROTEL ROKSAN
DUAL 8 TECHNICS
NAD
DISCOUNT CD & TARE
EXTENDED GUARANTEE
INTEREST FREE CREDI I
ASTON AUDIO UNITED
4West SI. Alderley Edw. Cheshre
TA 0625-582704 Fax 3425.586285

Hear, Here!
The Sound of Music in Dorset
Acoustat, T.D.L., Spendor,
Rogers, Mordant Short, J.P.W.
17 Durngate Street. Dorchester,
Dorset DTI 1JP. 0305 264977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

Closed Monday

R
THE
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CLONFY

SOUNDSTAGE

ONLY THE BEST PERFORMANCE IN HI- Fl
STOCKISTS OF:Linn, Alphason, Onix, Exposure, Cyrus, Croft,
Roksan, Arcam, Epos, Royd, Creek, BLQ, Mission,
Revolver, Ariston, Kef, Infinity, Tannoy, Denon,
Rotel, NAD, Yamaha, Alexander, AR, Nakamichi,
Mordaunt-Short, Sound Organisation, Audio
Technica, Target, Projekt & many others.

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Quad, Nakamichi, Arcam, Tannoy, Audio
Research, Magna Planar, Classé.
Closed all day Mon/Thur 8 Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

OPEN 6DAYS, 2luxury dem rooms.
Plenty of FREE PARKING, FREE COFFEE,

21 NANTWICH ROAD,

7DAY NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE.

CREWE,
CHESHIRE

TEL: ( 0270) 255488

99 BRIM STREET. CHESTER.

C

NI

TEL: 0211 311172

BR
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AGENT FOR QUAD AND ATC MONITORS
"For the closest approdch to the original sound" contact IAN BEWLEY.
Tel: 07684 86235, "Fan Place". Watermillock-on•Ullswater, Pen rith,
CA11 OLR. Hear the latest QUAD range, including ESL, 63s, and ATC
active SCM 50 Monitors and the incomparable new SCM20, by arrangement at " Fair Place" any afternoon and in your own home without
obligation M North England and Scotland. Also agent for Townshend
Revox Multiroom Systems. Castle, Spendor, Sugden, Maranta,
Nakamichi, Kelvin Labs, Sumo. CD's also available.

TEL: (0734) 583463

C

0

... sounds
outstanding
ADC • AKAI • ARCAM• • BANC A. ( Il ( IFSEN • CELESTION

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO' • DUAI
HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN • MORDAUNT-SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER
QUAD' • RUARK • SONY
YAMAHA
'Epping .•

UM, tinh

148 HIGH STREET EPPING • 15515 TtI 10378 ,74242
21, KING STREET SAFFRON WALDEN 15515 TFL
-9912 T728
70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'SSTORTFORD iIT RTS EFL 10279T 656-1111

HAMPSHIRE
DERBYSHIRE

Active Audio

ARCAM. AUDIO INN

.

. STION. CYRUS

DENON. KEF- REFERLiv,..L.

MARANTZ,

NAKAMICHI. PIONEER. REVOLVER,
RAYMOUND LUMLEY. ROKSAN, ROGERS.
ROTEL. TANNOY, ETC. ETC
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS

Active Audio
12 Osmaston Road
The Spot, Derby.
Tel (0332)380385/335185
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CLOSED WEDNESDAY

COMPACT

iffasf

THE HI-FI SPECIALISTS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO, CASTLE, DELTEC, DENON,
DUAL, KENWOOD, MOTH, PINK TRIANGLE,
PROAC, OED, ROTEL, SME, SD ACOUSTICS,
SENNHEISER, STANDESIGN, SYSTEMDEK,
TANNOY, TARGET, WHARFEDALE

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY
Tel: 107051 473952
Open 10-1, 2-6 Tues Sat

I4I

SPECIALIST GUIDE
IILRTFORDSHIRE
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27, Hockerill St,
Bishops Stortford,
Herts. 0279 506576.
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WEST MIDLANDS

()

E UE
MIM AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS

FIVE

WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
A&R, Akin, AKG, Alphason, Aucho-Technica, Beyw

LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 081-771 7787

Bose, Castle, Denon, Dual, Elite, Hunt-EDA, Mer,
dian, Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity

Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Nairn Audio, Creek,

1988. Sony-Hi Fi News Regional Award Winner

Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Orto ton, Q.E.D. Quad, Rey,»

Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver,

F.B.A. National Dealer Award.

Sennheiser, Shure, Spendor, Tannoy, Target, TDK

BLO, Nakamichi, Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms,

1989. Sony HiFi News National Award Winner

TDL, Thorens, Yamaha, etc.
Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington Row.
Edgbaston. Birmingham 615 1W.
Telephone .021.455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

Interest Free & Various Credit

F.B.A. National Dealer Award.

Facilities Available
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds

NEED WE SAY MORE

etc

9.30-6.00

Tuesday- Saturday

2year warranty
Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday
Er¡TiM

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI

LANCASI-IIRL

18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB
Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
MONITOR

3 A & R Cambridge
U Ariston MI Castle
Celestion U Creek
▪ Denon U Dual
MI Foundation U Harwood
3 Marantz U Moaitor Audio 3 Mordaunt-Short
▪ Pioneer U Philips CD U Quad U Rogers
3 Rotel U Revox 3 Sennheiser MI Sony
▪ Spendor IN Tannoy 3 Technics U Thorens
Yamaha etc.

SOUND

ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI e RE VOX

U

• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
SONY • DENON • D&M • ROKSAN•DELTEC
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

EAST MIDLANDS

•
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Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
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Telephone ( 02572) 71935
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ANALOG AUDIO
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(HI-FI Specialists1
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 081 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Ratel, Yamaha.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all mapor manufactu(ers.
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BIRMINC;HAM
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Please phone for details.

AIFFI MARKET,Sy

PeOlYER CREEK A/i/S704,
EN

The place where people rare almt hi-fi

CREDIT AVAILABLE
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

ee.94,

Musical
PART EXCHANGE

RECORD CLEANING PERFECTED
Want to know more about the only
effective wayto clean and preserve
records? Send for our explanatory
booklet on the Nitty Gritty System.

k

K.J.WESTONE, Dept NGH,
t
;
.
, 26 New Cavendish Street
LONDON VV1M 7LH
Tek071-486 8262163 Fax: Or- 4873452

I32

Approach
.2

37 HIGH ST. ALDRIDGE
0922 57926

ROYO, MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM LINN, MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM, MISSION, REGA. DUAL, RO TEL.
CYRUS CREEK, NAKAMICHI, DENON, MARANTZ
RE VOX, QUAD
94
692

'4%

BRISTOL
1359.

ST.,

BIRMINGHAM

TUE -SAT

10am— 6 pm

108.AONNYl•
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
STA

WEST MIDLANDS

Warstones
HiFi
tLidio

KELVIN LAB .DENON
•INFINITY • ROLAND
RESEARCH,. ORACLE
•ROTEL • QUAD •
SPENDOR • CROFT ACOUSTICS •
TIME WINDOW • DELTEC

Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

R

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK

L

95 Stafford Street
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent
Tel: (0782) 214994

K

VALVE SPECIALIST

LTIMATE IN
ND ADVICE
PRIVATE
CAR PARK AT REAR

HiFi Specialists,
Tim Demonstration Rooms

Products from — Arcam. A KG. Audio
Innovations, Audio Technica, Castle.
JPW, Creek, Dual, Denon, Kef,
Marantz, Moth. Quad, Pink Triangle,
Revolver, Rogers. Rotel, SME. Snell,
Spendor, Systemdek, Voyd. Yamaha

by Audio Innovations, BOA, Croft,

(OTLs in stock), Concordant and Grant.
by Pink Triangle, Valdi, Alphason,

Systemdek, ROCK REFERENCE.

SPEAKERS

...Lend me
your ears...

GRANGE HI FI

amplifiers ard cables.

TURNTABLES

R

Active Audio

Series 11 and " Little Bit" convertors,

VALVE AMPS

R

AR/SAM AuL).0 Jr,„Nu,A1,uNb ', ELESTION. CYRUS
DENON. KEF- REFERENCE. MERIDIAN. MARANTZ,
NAKAMICHI. PIONEER. REVOLVER.
RAYMOUND LUMLEY, ROKSAN. ROGERS
ROTEL, TANNOY. ETC, ETC

20% off demo amps/speakers

DELTEC PDM

L

Active Audio

54a Waratones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton

O

S

FULL DEMONSTRATION
AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS

Hours of Opening.
Mon, Tues Wed, Sat lOarn-6pm
Thurs. Fri fOsm -9pm

N

FFORDSHIRE

by Srell, Rogers, ACOUSTAT and

Closed Wednesdays

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.
We are probably the only specialist HIFi Dealers who record
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manulacturers:
Audio Innovations, Audion. Audionote. Beyer. Decca. Denon.
Goldring, Helius. lecklin Float. IPW. IBL, Marantz. Nagaoka.
Nakarnichi, Ortoion. Pink Triangle. Pirates. OED. Reference.
Revox. Rotel. The Rock, Sennheiser. Snell. Sony. Sugden.
Systemdek. Target. Teac. Valdi. Voyd . Yamaha etc
SECOND HAND EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS

New, second hand records & VPI Cleaning Service
available

eucTsgguQf'ffl

5Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel:(0252) 714555
Monday to Saturday Ilam - rem
Demonstrations by Appointment Closed Tuesday

GlastonbLry Mk 111.

153 Branston Road,
Burton- on- Trent
Telephone ( 0283) 33655

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
Tel: Diss (0379) 740227
for an appointment

teti CHEEK . 4
4000,e,
CREDIT AVAILABLE

OXFORDSHIRE

overeture
arcarn
acousti,: energy
audiolab
creek

linn products
marantz
meridian

denon

mission

dual

mordaunt-.Ibn:

epos

quad

heybrook

yamaha

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

Musical
Approacb
.1;

WE'VE GONE WEST!!
PORTSMOUTH

scee

PART EXCHANGE

UNIT 7, WOODINGS YARD
BAILEY ST. STAFFORD
0785 55154

(1,71,111,0,th

3 Church Lane, Banbury, Oxon
(0295) 272158

SUSSEX

10/1

AONNVI

NOW
OPEN

69 London Road
Brighton
0273609431

;

4Albert Parade
Green Street
Eastbourne
0323 31336

Active Audio

ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CELESTION, CYRUS
DENON, KEF- REFERENCE, MERIDIAN. MARANTZ,
NAKAMICHI. PIONEER. REVOLVER.
RAYMOUND LUMLEY, ROKSAN, ROGERS.
ROTEL. TANNOY. ETC, ETC

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS.

Active Audio
29 Market Street,
Tamworth, Staffs.
Tel: (0827) 53355.
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Excellent Listening Facilities
LATE NIGHT - WEDNESDAY - 8PM.

STAFFORDSHIRE

29 London Road
Portsmouth
0705663604

TO
ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
CONTACT
081-686 2599
EXT. 447

CLOSED MONDAYS

&
Ltd.

KENWOOD CENTRE
MARANTZ, ROTEL, DENON, CAMBRIDGE,
CERWIN - VEGA, AURA, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
J.B.L., HECO, KEF, DUAL, SUPRA, SENNHEISER,
AKAI, TANNOY, Q.E.D, INFINITY, HARMANKARDON, SONY, ARISTON, MONSTER,
MORDAUNT-SHORT, YAMAHA, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
PIONEER, TARGET, SUGDEN, LOEWE,
NORDMENDE, BOSE, MONITOR AUDIO,
NAKAMICHI, B&W, ALLISON

DEMONSTRATION ROOM
CD/CDV STOCKIST

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX Tel (0323) 640911
133

SPECIALIST GUIDE
X

For the
finest
names
in

I
-F"

1'

BOWERS&
WILKINS

S Il

I R E

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLE FORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

NILKINS)

"e-a— z•: -nzad

R K

LEle WILEY
r Er 15M'

WORTHING
(Bomin%

0

Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

Ter Worthov.,6414•

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.

11 cflrIENTIM
CV IF LIU itrY

Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. —Fri. 9.30-6.00.

TO
ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
CONTACT
081-686 2599
EXT. 447

Sat 2.50 — 5.30.

Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 1SJ
L Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

HiFi SPECIALISTS.
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 55p per word ( private), minimum £ 14.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £. 00
extra. Trade rates 66p per word, minimum £ 18.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in February issue must reach
these offices by 10th December 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

FOR

SALE- Private

REMEMBER LECSON SFM2 TUNER £75, Thorens
TD150 £30 ( new cartridge), Aiwa AD1500 cassette
deck £45. Tel: 081 785 9866 or 071 976 1666. No
reasonable offer refused. ( A)
NAKAMICHI CR4E CASSETTE DECK mint condition, boxed, as new, £450 no offers. Reason for sale,
using DAT. Chcam - 081 641 0507 evenings. ( M)
THRESHOLD STATIS D150 power amplifier, excellent condition £ 1000. (0535) 274318. ( M)
TANNOY CORNETTA ( USA) HORN LOADED
SPEAKERS with 10" D.C. monitors LSU/HF/3LZ.
Purchased new in 1967. One owner, excellent condition
34W x 18 1
/ x 16Vie. £300 the pair. Buyer collects. Call
2
Peter 0480 457771. ( M)
KRELL KSP-7B/KSASOB balanced pre and power
amplifiers. Mint, still under guarantee and fully boxed,
choice of cables available. £4850. May sell separately.
Tel: 074488 3856. ( M)
ORACLE DELPHI MK2 upgraded, SMEV, Kiscki
purpleheart sapphire, £ 1795, may split. Nakamichi
RX505, £550. Sonus Faber bi-wires, piano black, £895.
Beyer DT990's, £70. All mint. 0525 23642. ( M)
SPEAKERS T.D.L. transmission line monitors, walnut,
absolutely perfect and fully boxed. Duc to size buyer
must collect, £ 1250. Tel: 0744 88 3856. ( M)
ROYD APEX floor standing loudspeaker, walnut,
including stands, superb sound, £350. Naim 62/90 pre
power amp as new £375. Mod Squad Prism CD player,
amazing sound for £595. Telephone 0933 318823. ( M)
EXPOSURE VI, VII AND SUPER VIII, excellent
condition. One year old. Will demo. Ring evenings
0444 871139. Wanted £600 o.n.o. ( M)
CELESTION SL600Si SPEAKERS with grilles and
stands £600 ( new £920). Baby forces sale. Systemdek
Ilx, Moth Ortofon XXI £210. Croft Micro £90. Phil 061
428 8372. ( M)
INFINITY RS5000A SPEAKERS with stands £375 or
swap for Arcam Alpha and Black box or Arcam Delta
170 CD Transport Aiwa R450 tape deck £45
0275823179. ( M)
GERMAN AUD1OPHIL BURMESTER. Pre amp's 838
Black £4(8), Gold plated 838 and 846 £900. Power
amp's 850 pair £2400. Pair T&A speakers, Sonab style
£500. Tel: 0276 858481. ( M)
MAGNEPLANAR MGIIIa, perfect condition, boxed,
£1750 o.n.o. Tel: (081) 9051001 x2060 daytime, (071)
4353169 evenings. ( M)

FOR

SALE- Private

EAR 50911 VALVE MONO pair £ 1050. Magnarplanar
SMG's, two pairs £375 each. Finestra pre- amp £895.
0703 292055 after 8pm. ( A)
REFERENCE-QUALITY ANALOGUE; immaculate
Crystal Reference turntable with SME V arm and
little-used Audio Technica 007 cartridge, £2950.
Owner upgrading for review purposes. John Nelson,
tel: 0743 884822 or fax: 0743 884006. ( M)
CELFSTION SL600 SPEAKERS with Target stands
£400, Dave Billing*: (0705) 293646. ( M)
INTERCONNECTS - WHATEVER YOUR USING
these arc better! Don't believe it? Then listen! Any
demonstration! 0.F.H.C. £49, 0.F. L.C. silver £ 149
Teflon insulation gold phonos or lento's. Green CD
pens L'Audiophile recommended. Lots of speaker
cable. Wanted Lux LX33. 0642 559543. ( M)
AMPS: JADIS JA 30 £2000. Krell KMA 11X) MK11
£2050. Beard BBIIX) int amp £800. Audio Researchs:
SP IIM K11 black £2100. SP9 black £850. Arragon D2A
converter £800. Marantz CD94/CDA94 2 box £800.
Celestion SL 70(8) speakers £800. All mint almost
below half price. 081 771 2476 evenings. ( M)
KRELL KSASO CLASS A power amplifier £ 1100, Naim
32.5MC pre amplifier with Hicap power supply and
Snaik interconnect £550. All excellent 071 609 2791.
(M)
REVOX 8710MKII CASSETTE mint boxed £5(X):
Revox A77 4 track output, amps cover. NAB adapts.,
tapes, mint £400; Tannoy Eaton monitors £200. 061 928
1315. Altrincham, Cheshire. ( M)
QUAD FM4, automatic rotator, Fuba aerial, amp, PSU
£265. Quad 44, spare modules £ 10 each. AKG K145
phones, £30. All mint. 31, St Helens Drive, Leicester.

(m)

ARCICI STANDS for Quad ELS 63, assembled hut
unused. Lead shot filled £ 130 ( Cost over £225). Ring
081 664 6079 after 5pm weekdays, anytime weekends.
(M)
MARANTZ CD 94 14 months old, as new, boxed, £450.
Essex. Telephone 081 505 0586 after 6pm. ( M)
TD125, SME 3012, MCIO, in correct plinth: 1962. Leak
Point- 1stereo, Trough-Linc-2, mint: Tandberg TCD
310, TR 200: Offers. (0532) 425667 evenings. ( M)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI IMK1 pre amplifier. Superb
depth of bass. 3 years old. Excellent condition and
boxed, £ 1750 o.n.o. for quick sale. Tel: 0734 731100
(Reading). ( A)

ENTHUSIASTS EQUIPMENT SURPLUS: Beard P100
pre-power £350. Rcvox G36. Foundation valve pre's
NP100 £350, NPIO £250 and NPI £ 150. Dacapo
pre-power £450. Speakers: B&W Matrix- 1 £ 125, SL6
£80. Thorcns TD166 £75. All in excellent or as new
condition. Tel: (0442) 46723. ( M)

NAIM 72 PRE-AMP, one year old, £430. Plus Naim
Iheap (old style) £415. Both boxed and in excellent
condition, will demonstrate. Chelmsford (0245) 71576.

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC bronze speakers. New treble panels fitted. £220 o.n.o. Tel: 041 779 2784. ( M)

SD ACOUSTICS SDI SPEAKERS 12 months old as
new. Ilalf price bargain at £575 including Siltech silver
ribbon terminal links. Tel: 0628 823772. Eves/
weekends.

L1NX STRATOS PRE-AMP with Dual mono power
amplifiers. Excellent condition. £650 o.n.o. Tel: Grasmere (09665) 259 ( M)
SAVE THOUSANDS ON HIGH END EQUIPMENT,
hardly used, like brand new. Apogee Duetta Signatures, £2900. Krell KMA160s, £3900. Goldmund
Mimesis pre-amp. £3900. Special cables for system,
£1000. Sell individually or discount for lot. Tel: 0636
525349. ( M)
MICHELL GYRODEK, PSU, SMC309, ATOC 7,
Meridian 201PRE, four monoblocks ( 205), KEF 105/3
loudspeakers. All recent, excellent condition. Emigration forces sale. Tel: 081 571 2946. £3900. ( M)
PINK TRIANGLE PT TWO. Nearly new. Special
battery power supply. Cost £860. sell £550. 081 659
9538. Wonderful deck. ( M)
IUD NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(NI)

QUAD 44 control unit, little used, in showroom
condition. £280. Tel: 045 278 463 or 464. ( M)

MERIDIAN 203 CONVERTER 4 months old as flew
£395. Mandrake silver interconnect WBT plugs 1
4 m
/
pair £ 1(X). Masterlink black interconnect I
m pair £ 120.
Tel: 0628 823772. Eves/weekends.
DELTEC GORETEX black slink interconnect WBT
plugs 5m pair £250. Denon DRM3311X cassette deck ( 3
head) very little use serviced as new £ 120. 0628 823772
Eves/weekends.
TABLES, PLATFORMS, CABLES etc including Sicomin, Torlytc, Sound Organization, Target, Audioquest
Feet, Mitchell Tenderfeet, Sonic Link and Deltcc
mains cables. WBT plugs, various interconnect cables,
Tweek. Beyer DT880M headphones and more all v.g.c.
Please ring 0628 823772 Eves/weekends.

FOR

SALE- Private

ORACLE DELPHI III, unmarked £950. SME V only
£890. Origin Live Mega' turntable stand (cost £350)
£225. Phone after 7pm 0825 763544. Ask for Mike. ( M)
RARE B&W P2H MONITOR. Ionic units. Spare
crystals and valves. Teak. Offers. Upgraded to Apogee
Divas. Sony Elcaset EL7 and EL5 plus 200 new tapes.
Mint. Offers. Micro Sciki CD- M2. Mint. £ 1600. Nakamichi ST7E tuner. £500. 0945 589117. ( M)

FOR

SALE- Trade

BARGAINS: ROKSAN XERXF.S(B) Tabriz £650. Xerxes(W) Artcmiz Shiraz Artaxerxes Table £2000, 30
hours use max, may split. Heybrook HB200(W) £299,
HB150 £249, HB100 £225, TT2MK3 & arm £600.
Spendor Prelude 2/2(B) £385. Celcstion SL6S1 & SI24
£408. Aura VA40 £ 159. QED A270SA £280. Alexander SES & stands £ 199. Nakamichi CR2 £300, CR3
£450. Sound Principles of Wellingborough. Northants.
0933 441907. ( M)
DENON P0A4400. SUPERB mono amps. Demo. Only
£495 pair. Also demo TDL Studio One. Walnut, inc.
stands. £460 pair. Langley Sound and Light. 0753
43389. ( M)
ZEN GOLDLINE M.C. cartridges 7 day home trial
offer. 2.5 mV or 0.4 mV
£75. Boron micro- ridge
£95. SAE: Excelsior POB 353, Bushey, Watford. WD2
3HX. Tel: 081 905 6331. ( A)
100W/CHANNEL MOSCODE AMP, affordable
sup:di, Direct coupled throughout, superior quality
parts, E88CC driver Hitachi output, 19" rack mounted,
drives awkward loads with ease, 100% handbuill by
craftmen, £ HMO. SUBBASS EXCAVATOR add half an
octave of bass to your system, no speaker mod
necessary. We supply a computer optimised filter to
exactly complement your speaker system given manufacturer and model. Just plug in and feel the difference!
£80. For further information, or to order, write to:
HOBTEK, 7 Boyces Strcct, Brighton, BN I IAN, or
phone Mr Henderson on 0903 726083, after 6pm. ( M)
BEST TAPES BEST PRICES. TDK, Maxell, Sony,
That's, Ampex, JVC. Cassette, Open-reel, video,
DAT, test tapes. Prices: Ian Harrison, 7, Mill Hill,
Rcpton. Derby. 0283 702875 anytime. ( M)
STATION SOUND'S VALVE amplifier specialist.
Croft and Haller combinations. Selection of equipment. Overhauls and items purchased. Fisher, Quad,
Tannoys, etc. Anything interesting. 090339980/213192.

(m)

ACOUSTAT SPECTRA II in Devon and Cornwall.
Highly acclaimed by reviewers, but how will they
perform in your system? For speakers with seamless
transparency, speed, bass and ease of placement, even
in smaller rooms, you must hear these. For home
demonstrations ( the only valid way to audition) or
more information, telephone Paul Williams, Plymouth
781050. ( M)
LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips-based 16- bit players. The new " Pro 11" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade, available for full-width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer are used to power the
D/A converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 071-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2. ( X)
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CLASSIFIED
FOR

SALE— Trade

NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old Hi Fi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane. Birmingham BI4 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( X)

FOR

SALF—Trade

PL19 & Focal data sheet,
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(32p stamp) or $2bill (air) overseas)

SYSTEM DESIGNS (Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas,
Elac Metal Dome, Siare, Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS—
Active & Passive Components,
Accessories, Polypropylene Caps.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
ELEKTOR-KEF PL301
Units, Networks & Components
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
(Dept H.F.N.) Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT (0508) 78272
(Proprietors Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

Audiophile Components
Catalogue
Audiophile Guides • Balance Control
kit ecapacitors • contact breakers •
contact enhancers • diodes • drive
units • enclosures • inductors •
interfence suppression • Kimber Kable
mains transformers • polarity testing •
potentiometers • power supplies •
record cleaning • resistors • solder •
switches • Torlyte Amplifier Boxes • • •
plus application notes, hints, tips and
advice on building with the best

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
•
DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. 1,2SPEED.
REFERENCE, PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHESKY.
LINN, SHEFFIELD LAB. MFSL, ECM. WILSON,
GAP, CONCORD, VIRGIN CLASSICS ETC

SEND A6x9' SAE FOR LISTS
FROM OUR CURRENT BEST SELLERS WE
PARTICULARLY RECOMMEND:PROPRIUS - JAll AT THE PAWN SHOP £16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS
'YOU ARE THERE' DOUBLE LP.
CHESKY- POWER OF THE ORCHESTRA £12.95
LYRITA- BOULT- MARCHES VA12 £10.99
LYRITA- HOWELLS - PIANO OTs £10.99
LINN - CAROL KIDD - NEWLP!
£
7.99
SMALL GROUP - JAll VOCAL "
THE NIGHT THEY
CALLED IT ADAY."
MCA METAL - ACOUSTIC ALCHEMY £7.99

MADE IN ENGLAND
OR USA
1,000,000 VALVES IN STOCK
SELECTED LOW NOISE/LOW
MICROPHONY VERSIONS AVAILABLE.
ADD £ 1.00 PER VALVE MATCHED
PAIRS/MATCHED QUARTETS AVAILABLE.
ADD £ 1.00 PER VALVE
ENQUIRIES FROM MANUFACTURERS
&OVERSEAS WELCOME. SPECIAL PRICES
FOR LARGER QUANTITIES.
PHONE OR FAX FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE.
SPECIAL OFFERS ECC81/M8162 MULL
SPECIAL LOW NOISE VERSION £5.50
ECC82/M8136 MULLARD, SPECIAL LOW NOISE
£7.00, ECC83 SUPER LOW NOISE VERSION
£3.00, EF86 SIEMENS £3.50, EL34 GE USA
£11.50, KT66 GE USA £ 12.00, KT88/6550A GE
£15.95, GL66C GE USA £ 10.50.
ALL NEW & PERFECT. ALL HIGH QUALITY
-WE CHOOSE THESE BRANDS AS BEST
AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO USE

BILLINGTON VALVES
Oakdene Industrial Estate, Cowfold,
Near Horsham, Sussex RH13 BAZ

MELLOW JAll FUSION CENTRED ON
2ACOUSTIC GUITARS
SHEFFIELD LAB- HARRY JAMES LABII £6.00
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER - NORMALLY £12.95
•

Phone 0403 865105
Minimum UK order £20 + VAT
Minimum Export Order £ 50 + Carriage
Fax 0403 865106 Telex .87271
Visa, Access & Amex accepted

STANDARD
VINYL PRESSINGS
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH
OUR SUPERCUTS WE HAVE ACCESS TO ALL LABELS COVERING
BLUES. R&B UK AND IRISH. FOLK, ELECTRONIC, NEW AGE JAll,
FUSION, COUNTRY ETC ETC
AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS,
CURRENT RELEASES OF ALL KINDS
WE ALSO STOCK AND CAN OBTAIN ARANGE OF COMPACT DISCS
THAT REFLECTS AND IN MANY CASES EXTENDS BEYOND OUR VINYL
STOCKS. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO PHONE REGARDING STOCK. NEW
RELEASES OR SPECIAL ORDERS
WE WOULD LIKE TO BE YOUR REGULAR ANDONLY SUPPLIER'
FROM STOCK WE DISPATCH SAME DAY AND SPECIAL ORDERS ARE
DEALT WITH PROMPTLY UPON RECEIPT
WE PACK VERY CAREFULLY AND ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ARE
WELCOME BY PHONE

SALE— Trade

VALVES FOR AUDIO

HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLEMENT YOUR SYSTEM
TO THE FULL!
AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:

Falcon. . . DIY SPEAKERS
/Send for our FREE price list

FOR

A NEW RANGE
Of
STYLISH HI-FI SUPPORTS

FRAMEWORKS

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
•
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MONSAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR3 ILS.
OBI -6%3464
FAX 081450-0374

Triangulated design offers enhanced
stability and rigidity. Uprights can be
filled by the user.
MDF shelves are individually spiked.

Fully revised & updated
(on Recycled Paper!)

Larger frames KD without
compromising rigidity.

u.K.
Postage free
Overseas send U.S.$2 bill or 4IPC.
Europe - send 3International Reply Coupons.

Dealer inquiries to:

Russ Andrews Limited
Russ
Andrews Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal,
Cumbria 1A8 9AS
Telephone ,(
0539) 83247

ARROW CONSULTANCY LTD.
208 The Chandlery
50 Westminster Bridge Road
London SE1 7QY
Tel: 071-721 7544

FOR SALE
ABOUT £ 1M of classic British
mono/stereo amplifiers,
arms, pickups, mics,
tuners, taperecorders,
turntables, loudspeakers
etc, enquiries to:
Mr Holdsworth, Midland Radio
Supplies, Maypole Lane,
Birmingham B14 4PE
021-430 7817. Cables

Revelation Birmingham.
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WANTED
The pentachord produces aremarkable sense of space
and depth from metal cone drivers in an enclosure
only 10 '/," high and 8" deep.
Telephone for ademonstration.

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Quad. Leak, Radford. Williamson. RCA etc
Turntables: Garrard 301. 401. Lab A, Thorens 10124, 1D224.
Pickup anus & heads: Decca heads. SME.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy pre- 1974 duals. Goodmans. Axiom 80,
Whadedales, Quad ESL.
1990 28 page "Wanted List" available upon request Buyer collects in all
,1 regular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cossham Street,
Mangotsfield, Bristol, BS17 3E/4. Telephone (0272) 565472 Anytime,
Fax (02721 575442.
iii
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CLASSIFIED
SERVICES
Free estimates for service, repair, overhaul of most
audio and Hi Fi including vintage equipment. London
Sound, 389B Alexandra Avenue, Harrow, Middx HA2
9EF. Tel: 081-868 9222. ( M)

INTERNATIONAL

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEWIS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION

HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia.
within 2 weeks of publication. Also back
issues are available.

RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree/
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford, Leak,
Rogers, Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)

TURNTABLES. ARMS, CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings - 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CRON/BOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

INTERNATIONAL
WADIA 2000 LATEST, Digilink 30 £2750. . 1
.
1nshold
SA4E £2500. Threshold FET-10 Hi & Phono with John
Curl power supply ( 110V) f1500. Theta Pro upgraded
to Gen. II ( 110V) £2000. Threshold Weber Wire
speaker cable 8ft new 2 pair £275/pair. All mint, like
new. Call 0101 918 481 0320 or send fax: 0101 918 662
2551 A. Janah ( M)

CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
4508 PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone: 215-953-9222 FAX 215- 953-0360

Please contact:
Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03) 813-3691

TO
ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION

Audio Cables Direct1
Low U.S. Domestic Prices
We're the showcase for the audio
cable industry. Interconnects,
speaker cables, power cords
(and accessories, too.)
*Free shipping on purchases.
*39 brands. 194 cable products.
*Free of all U.S. taxes.

081-686 2599
EXT. 447

(The Cable Company)
-CALL

INTERNATIONAL

WRITE OR FAX FOR DETAILS

(215)294-9576, or fax ( 215) 294-9586
L.o.box 305, upper black eddl_pa 1897U

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
66p per
word.
Min £ 18.00

Private:
55p per
word.
Min £ 14.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account (tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date
Credit Card No:

visA

et\
DUE]

111111111111111
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes EI No E.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name
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BACK DOOR

tseemed at first that we might still see
Bernstein now and again; then, less
than a week after the announcement
that he was to give up conducting on
medical advice, he was dead. At only 72.
Yet, the very idea of the man — composer, pianist, conductor, writer, humanitarian and educationalist — giving up
making music for us was inconceivable.
Ile shot to fame, as they say, overnight
when in November 1943 he stepped onto
the New York Philharmonic rostrum to
replace the indisposed Bruno Walter. In
fact, he was already Assistant Conductor
there, under Arthur Rodzinski. At 10 he
had been given a pianoforte; three years
later he was at the New England Conservatoire, graduating to Harvard in 1935,
where he studied composition under Piston and was encouraged by Mitropoulos.
Ile studied conducting with Koussevitsky
(later assisting him at Tanglewood), and
Reiner at the Curtis Institute.
His First Symphony was completed
before he was 25. Bernstein also wrote
under the name Lenny Amber, working in
the popular music business. In the year
after his NY debut, he premiered his own
Jeremiah Symphony, Fancy Free, and On
the Town. In 1945 he became Music
Director of the NY City SO, next year
conducted in Prague and London, returning to give the US premiere of Peter
Grimes at Tanglewood. The Abbey Road
logs show that in that same London visit
he made a Victor recording of Ravel's
Concerto in G, with the Philharmonia.
(Also in the role of pianist/director he was
to make an even more famous CBS recording in 1959.)
It was not until the early '60s that his LP
recordings were issued here in growing
numbers, by Philips, then CBS. In 1988,
AVM Records issued under licence a 2I.P
set of early Brunswick symphonic recordings — Schumann 2, Beethoven 3, Brahms
4 — which Bernstein had made with the
NY Stadium SO, in an interim between
contracts with RCA ( much of his own and
other American music, little of it released
here) and CBS. Bernstein's long period
with CBS drew to aclose as he fell in love
with the Vienna Philharmonic. For DG
111-F1 NEWS & NEC( ) RD REVIEW
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CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

(1972 onwards) he often recorded in
Vienna, but his first projects there, Falstaff and Der Rosenkavalier, also
included the two memorable Decca discs
of Mahler's Das Lied, with baritone ( Fischer-Dieskau) in place of contralto, and
Mozart's B-flat Piano Concerto K450.
Bernstein's 50th birthday fell at a time
when he was touring Europe and Israel
with the NYPO; he had just announced
that he was to relinquish control of the
orchestra ( he had become Music Director
in 1958, and would hold the Laureate
Conductor title for life). Ile was also
working on acommission for the opening
of the JF Kennedy Cultural Centre,
Washington DC — his 'Theatre Piece',
Mass. At an LSO press conference last
year, Bernstein was asked 'when do you
compose?'. 'All the time' was the reply. 'As
Iam talking with you all now, little ideas
are going round in my head ...'
Just as the advent of BBC2 had widened
appreciation of Bernstein the classical
musician ( with the memorable
documentary on Sibelius 5with the ISO),
and later the ITV screenings of Mahler
performances from Vienna, Tel Aviv, and
Ely Cathedral, so an even greater audience
responded to the 1984 West Side Story
programme. In spite of critical reserve
concerning the casting of opera singers,
the DG album became a best-seller. Few
will forget the candour of the editing,
with Carreras and Bernstein patently
exasperated at one point.
The magic and mystery of watching a
conductor at work — and Bernstein's
energy, his acting out of every drama in
his face, and the startling leaps or wild
flailing baton in both hands over his head,
were made for the camera closeup —
matched Bernstein the great communicator to the medium perfectly.
Ile was the antitype of Karajan: Karajan
who only wanted the public to see the
gloss- finished article. Writing in The
Times, Paul Griffiths described Bernstein's
key attribute as one of ' shamelessness'.
Unlike Karajan, whose re- recordings
scarcely changed, when Bernstein remade
something it had often been changed
drastically — when he thought the emotion demanded it, his timings became
'shamelessly' extended, cg in Tchaikovsky
6, Dvorak 9, Mahler 9, Sibelius 2. ( Critic

Richard Morrison even suggested ' his
interpretations could not be judged by
normal criteria'. )
As Isaw for myself in 1972, the podium
histrionics were not ' put on' for the
benefit of an audience. Bernstein was in
London that April to honour Stravinsky in
an ISO concert. This was at the height of
the quadraphonics craze and at Abbey
Road, for John McClure's CBS production
of Le Sacre !
now remixed on CD 44709 I,
the conductor was virtually encircled;
strings and woodwinds in acurve in front,
two timpani sets and other percussion
behind, with the brass choir and eight
horns in two further masses across the
facing corners of the studio. LB proved
the master psychologist. ( Incidentally, he
had had ' flu and worked in a donkey
jacket — a different Bernstein from the
flamboyant figure in tartans, jacket draped
around the shoulders in the much more
publicised Albert Hall sessions for Verdi's
Requiem.) McClure was cast as the
wicked taskmaster; Bernstein would argue
over where to begin retakes so as to
mimimise effort, complaining: ' That
sounded all right to me. Again?'
Having gone through Part 2 without
interruption, Bernstein listened to aplayback, reporting back 'a very depressing
experience'. Working determinedly
through it once more, satisfactory takes
were finished on time. Then, requesting
overtime, Bernstein redid the whole of
Part 1: an electrifying take. Thanking the
players, Bernstein assured them it was the
finest account he'd conducted with any
orchestra. An extraordinary display.
DC; have confirmed that Candide —
`complete complete' Bernstein had said
(he'd had to relearn the piece from a
score compiled by John Mauceri, 'who
knows more about it than anyone'), —
Bruckner 9and Sibelius 1with the Vienna
Philharmonic, and Beethoven's Piano
Concertos 3, 4, 5 with Krystian Zimerman, will appear soon. It remains to be
seen what else can he released.
It was characteristic of his 'struggle for
a world of understanding and love' that
last December he undertook ( in spite of a
pleurisy attack) two performances of
Beethoven's Ninth, the text changed to an
Ode to Freedom, on either side of the
crumbling Berlin Wall. It wasn't his best
Ninth on records, but it became, and
remains, a hest-seller.
My own listening experience is the
richer for his CBS/NYP recordings of
Sibelius 5IPohjola's Daughter, the Eroica
and Beethoven's Missa Solemnis;
Vaughan Williams 4, the Copland ballets,
his own Mass; Ilaydn's ' Paris' Symphonies
the Rite of Spring (LSO). On Decca,
Mahler's Song of the Earth; the later DG
versions of Mahler 9, Barber's Adagio,
Shostakovich 7, Dvorak 9, Tchaikovsky 6,
and ( dedicated to the memory of his wife
Felicia Monteleagre) the VP0 strings in
Beethoven's Op.131. Lenny, tireless communicator, leaves alegacy — and avoid +
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AA goes beyond the Intertin¡ gaper wore Not only et»,product designed te

rreux

lovers. die are designed for those must( lovers

who also demand hrst rate omit quality ant aril* appearance and convenience or operaoon The Spirit range are highperionnance
ioudspeArers buÉ bon' to ound and rook good
reduces resonance

MG

Behind the amactwe frameless grille lies adual-density baffle which drarnamally

improves sound quality In amnion AR sdirect driven woolen and minimalist crossovers allow oghter

ampléet coupling tt reveal more ol Me spirit di the anginal perlormance

Heat it soon at your nearest AA dealer

Tile Spirit Captured
UK DISTRIBUTOR: HAYDEN LABS. CHALFONT ST PETER. BUCKS SLY RS
330
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MASSACHUSETTS
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SINGAPORE.
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WEDDERSPOON AUSTRALIA. FORD ST. GREENACRE. SYDNEY
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LIFE ELECTRONIC GMBH.STEN/ELRING 11,2102 HAMBURG 93 WEST GERMANY

SIXTH
SENSE
When choosing a loudspeaker we believe
that the objective is to reproduce in .mur
listening room what the pelbrmer rmnts
you to experience.
But

a great

deal

of

the

listening

experience comes firm within - that sixth
sense.

Excitement.

Passion,

Granderm

Emotion: qualities not spicily audible but
rital to mur listening pleasure.
It is the mark of a great speaker that
can convey these feelings.
It is the mark of the new Studio Series
from Monitor Audio.

MONITOR
A

U

D

1

0

To audition the Studio Series. contad your Hi-11 dealer
or, in case ofdifficulty contact:

•1111•0•IlisitCri.t.r•O.

Unit 27. Streeord .1101ot:ray Estate. Banon Dock Road Sarffied.
Mancbesterlli2 OM. Tel. 061866 8101 Far 06/ 866 8118

FAST. ACCURATE
.DYNAMIC.

